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PREFACE

Symposium

The United States Office of Education anti the National Institute of Education jointly sponsored a three-
day Symposium, in September of 1973, on technology-based systems for improving productivity in Higher
Education. The Symposium was hosted by the State University of New York at Stony Brook under the joint
supervision of Professor Shelley A. Harrison of the School of Engineering and Professor Lawrence M. Stolurow,
Chairman of the Department of Education.

Higher Education faces increasing demands for more and varied educational experience by the consumer
(students and parents) and diminishing fiscal resources available to support this educational enterprise. Tech-
nological systems offer the potential for meeting a number of these needs including an increase in productivity.
This Symposium examines a range of critical issues relating to the successful use of educational technology
directed toward increasing productivity in both traditional and nontraditional settings. Equal concern is given
both fiscal and quality of life variables as are gains in cognitive skills, critical thinking, and improved attitudes of
all involved with education: students, faculty, administrators, parents, and the community.

Technology-based educational systems are best studied in the context of specific learning environments.
This approach places primary emphasis on real learning needs and sets the stage for discussing potential tech-
nology-based solutions. The essential pr2mise of this Symposium is that a thoughtful marriage of an engineering
"systems approach'. and behavioral objectivism may well offer the support necessary fnr wider access to better,
more individualized learning at improved costs.

In Institutions of Higher Education and Institutions of Continuing Education, today's society is con-
fronted with three learning environments:

1. Grouped and Bounded Learning Environments

2. Individualized, Bounded Learning Environments

3. Personalized, Open Learning Environments

Each of these three learning environments is, in turn, a day-theme for our three-day Symposium. Space-
time bounded environments refer to institutionalized educational systems exhibiting definite learning require-
ments, entrance requirements, physical locations, and definite space, time, and resource constraints on the
teaching/learning process. Technology support of both conventional and individualized learning in bounded environ-
ments occupies the discussions on day-one, and day-two, respectively. The third day addresses open, more personal-
ized environments free of many requirements and constraints of institutionalized education. These include home
study, continuing education, and cultural activities.

Each expert speaker addresses a technology-based system supportive of a specific learning environment.
Speakers discuss mode and media, management, and measurement as addressed by their systems.

Mode and Media: What procedures are utilized to define educational goals and institutional
objectives? How are mode and media treatments decided upon? What are major considera-
!inns in proctor/ion, delivery, maintenance, and revision of system components?
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Management: Who takes part in the learning environment? How does personal management
proceed? What form does personal management take? What form does program and Institutional
management take? How are resources (people, materials, space, time) managed?

Measurement: How does the system provide for measurement and adaptive feedback on
per;onal achievement, effectiveness of environment (people, things), teaming (cognitive, skill,
affective), costs (capital, development, recurrent, revision)?

Discussants and reactants at each session analyze:

. effectiveness of system in supporting the learning objectives

. . . effectiveness of system in measurement and management of resource allocation and costs

... effectiveness of system in gaining acceptance, validation, and providing adequate teacher training

comparative relationship to other demonstrated systems operating in common learning environments

Early in the Symposium it became obvious that the issue is not whether educational technology can w' k and
indeed improve productivity but whether institutions of higher education are, in fart, prepared to use it. Clearly,
in order for educational technologies to be used effectively, an institution must have a well-defined sense of
purpose, direction, and commitment. Campuses where technology has been and continues to be successful surely
prove this point.

It is our hope that the information in this report will lead to the organization of study groups on campuses
which will develop plans for action and policies to foster the growth and development of the most suitable and
cost-effective technologies to meet local needs.

Productivity

"There is little confusion about the definition of productivity: outputs of a process are related to inputs and
the relationship is taken to indicate productivity. The difficulties arise in making the concept operational and
applying it."1

Unlike the commercial sector where profitabili+y provides a pervading production criterion, the higher
Education enterprise as yet possesses no useful set of measurement and interpretation procedures. A theory of
teaching is long overdue. Without it we can only continue to be unsarisfyingly descriptive in our use of intrinsically
limited productivity ratios such as FTE's, cost per student hour, etc.

Bound up in these questions of output/input measures of efficiency is the perhaps more fundamental
question of effectiveness. But this requires the precise definition of i istructional goals and learning objectives
bearing in mind relevance to leaners' present and future life and job environments. The production of intelligent,
capable citizens is the charge and responsibility of institutions of higher education. Until the goals (benefits) of
this process are clearly enunciated we cannot even begin to develop useful cost/benefit analysis. Productivity
analysis should be a dynamic, evolutionary process of setting educational goals, continually estimating and
monitoring goal production costs, and improving production and output for the changing inputs.

Application of technology concepts and techniques to the general problem of resource allocation and
program planning and budgeting is still in its infancy. This Symposium treats these matters in only rather general
terms placing its major emphasis on the instructional process and SUf lortive technology-based development
and presentation systems.

1Productlyity Burden of Success, by Wilbarn Toombs, ERIC/Higher Educatio,s Research Report, No. 2, 1973,
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Educational Technology

The Symposium addresses mainly the instructional aspects of educational technologies as these are of central
priority and have received the majority of attention. Technology promotes a true systems approach in the adaptive
development of curriculum, instructional delivery, performance, measurement, and evaluation. Course CUI ricuta
are defined behaviorally in terms of their cognitive and affective instruction objectives an imperative process
enabling unambiguous communication and thus erhancing transferability of materials and measurability of
performance. Instructional objectives are organized into small logical sets or modules amenable to instructional
delivery support in one or another appropriate mode and medium combination. The speakers of this Symposium
investigate the many ways in which technology supports the numerous strategies of instruction from the group
paced through the various selfpaced, individualized environineets that accommodate natural variations in
learner preparedness, aptitude, and interest. The talks are by no means exhaustive in their coverage (that being
well beyond the intended scope of the Symposium). They do, however, treat in depth most of the major
successful technology endeavors in instructional learner-teacher organization and delivery in Higher Education
today. The report reveals the status of several promising experiments currently in progress around the nation,
as well as, extensively documenting the development and delivery successes of England's Open University.

Issues and Problems

Open and frank discou se over a full spectrum of educational issues and problem areas pervaded the -essions
and numerous informal gatherings. Discussions were vigorous and often argumentative. The air was one of deep
concern for the issues and noticeable dedication to improving the quality of learning and reducing the cost of
instructional delivery. Below, are highlighted several of the areas of major concern:

Lack of adequately researched models of learning sufficient for higher education.

Inadequate models and procedures for (a) curriculum and materials development, (b) formative evalua-
tion, (c) faculty training, and (d) productivity analysis.

Existence of major traditional foci of resistance to instructional innovation and development within
institutions of higher education.

Lack of legitimacy afforded research in learning and instructional system development.

Inadequate professional and financial incentives.

Lack of coordinated methods and agencies for transport and dissemination of H & D results in education-
al technology projects and applications.
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The State University of New York campus at Stony Brook is happy to have been seletted as the site for this
forum on Higher Education. The School of Engineering and Department of Education at Stony Brook are actively
engaged in numerous experimental and developrnental projects involving technology-based learning systems. We
hope that there will be free and rapid communication and dissemination of experiences and materials in educational
technology efforts across the nation. The need arm opportunity for innovation and change are at hand. It is our
common responsibility to make thoughtful and effective use of available communication technologies.

The editors of this report acknowledge Ms. Fern Singer's tireless organizational and administrative efforts.
We also thank Mr. Charles Miller foi taping the Symposium Sessions and editing them onto individual cassettes,
and Ms. Newilda LaGrandier for her tireless assistance in preparing copy and typeset.

SHELLEY A. HARRISON, Ph.D.
Professor of Engineering
SUNY, Stony Brook

JANUARY 1974

Stony Brook, New York
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LAWRENCE M. STOLUROW, Ph.D.
Chairman, Department of Education
SUNY, Stony Brook
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TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN A HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT:

PROBLEMS OF INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Keith Lumsden
Professor of Economics

Graduate Business School, Stanford University

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the problems of introducing and evaluating technological innovations in the
higher education industry. Given the incentive systems existing within established ueiversitin the paper argues that
significant increases in educational productivity occuring through the adoption of technological innovations will
be possible only if there is a massive research effort. Such a research effort is likely to prove invaluable even if it is
mainly new institutions, unfettered by vested interests, which take advantage of the research results. The paper is
in four parts. In the first, the various possible functions of the university are discussed together with the problems
encountered when differences in perceived functions cause conflict. In the second part, the major obstacles to
change are noted, given the existing structure of most of our major institutions of higher learning. The third portion
is concerned with the inadequacy of much of past research on the economics of higher education. Finally a proposed
research scheme is spelled out, which does not constitute an attempt to solve all of the problems raised earlier, but
which is designed to yield the type of information on different pedagogies required by university decision makers
wishing to increase productivity in higher education.

COMPLEXITY CF THE UNIVERSITY

Economias have not been particularly helpful in providing a theory of the university which is both realistic
and useful for policy implementation. Traditional theories of optimizing behavior, of equating marginal social
benefits with marginal social costs are theoretically valid but of little practical significance for the university
administrators. Indeed, many of the economists concerned with efficiency problems and armed with the tools of
their trade, have avoided efficiency studies in the higher educational industry since that which is to be maximized
cannot be agreed upon by a majority of the diverse interested parties.

The functions of the university are several, the interest groups the university servesare many, the output
choices of the university for all practical purposes are infinite, the prices of many of the output elements are not
readily available, the underlying engineering prodtiction functions have seldom been identified, and, finally,
current institutional arrangements discourage actions which could lead to less inefficiency.

While many of the above points are obvious, identification of each may be necessary if universities are to be
forced to move towards the existing efficiency frontier or if universities will be compelled to adopt technological
innovations which shift out that frontier.

Perhaps the most widely held view of the function of the university is that of capital creation. Each year the
university's intake is a crop of freshmen, eager and anxious to increase their net worth. (It is important to note
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that with few exceptions, fre)lenwrs about to einer university are not chosen randomly by a university from the
"college age" population or even randomly horn all applying. Does this imply that universities believe that the
greatest value added is attainable by admitting the brightest students as measured ty scholastic aptitude tests?
Two main paths, which may travel several miles as one. can be followed. The first provides the student with a
general education; he does not team any specific skills but his analyticaf abilities and sensibilities are sharpened;
his potential productivity is enhanced and he may utilize few resources ;n the future finding out where his true
occupational interests he. The other path is for the student who knows, or teams quickly, where he is going. He
wants to build bridges and the engineering and technology faculties show him hoe, to build them, the social
sciences teach him (or should teach him) where, when and if to build them. But the question must than arise,
do we need the institution of the university, as we now I ei it, to achieve inese aims. Why not utilize videotapes,
correspondence materials, etc., and test the student by national examination, why must we construccexpersive
buildings and bring students together for several years on a ca. elms? From the point of view of the university as a
producer of human capital, the answer must be that students learn enough horn each uther by being together or in
close contact with the faculty to justify such costs. If we modify cure capital formation approach and allow
consurripticst benefits to be added, a case can be made for the carnpuS ufliver$Ity if these consumption benefits
(plus the possible investment benefits mentioned above) outweesh the roles.

A second function of the university is to provide to prospective employers eiformation about job candidates
of different abilities who attend the university and to these job candidates information about their relative abilities
to perform different tasks. One extreme hypothesis asserts that a university education adds nothing whatsoever to
the abilities or capacities of an individual, but provides a set of filters and a set of obstacle courses through which
and over which an individual must pass if he wishes to receive the official stamp that be is ably suited for society's
better jobs. While, in this view, no intease in any ore inclividuaes productive capacity occurs through university
attendance and graduation, the whole process by providing useful information to employers and graduates is
extremely valuable to them. Given that the filter is effective, an employer no longer hears the risk of hiring
unsuitable job candidates and can more efficiently allocate different types of labor to different job categories.
Output is increased, employers are better off and support the filtering institution as do students who expect to
graduate.

Treating the university as a filter yields some startling results. First, since more able individuals benefit by
being officially classified as superior, even if no consumption or investment benefits accrued from attending a
university, they would be willing to pay for an "education" if the expected lifetime earnings, apprnpriately
discounted, exceeded the real costs. One outcome, in this circumstance, at odds with the traditional assumption
about higher education, is that the private 'Muir from higher education may exceed the social return, i.e., the
return to graduating students can exceed the productivity increase resulting from their "education", the differ-
ence being a decrease in incomes to the unfiltered workers.

Second, if the filtering system were ineffective, i.e., if unsuitable job candidates managed to be admitted to
and graduated from universities (for example, through zero entrance requirements and watered down course and
examination standards), the university would no longer serve any useful filtering function, everyone having a
degree prevents a university education from being a distinguishing employee characteristic.

Third, if the chief fitter is being admitted to the university, i.e., everyone admitted eventually graduates,
then the university as it exists should be abolished with the exception of the admissons committee and the
admitting office. Wren admitted, students are awarded a degree and the employer has the Information he requires
for efficient labor allocation among different lobs.

A third function of the uneersity, claimed in both word and deed by many fatuity members to he the
main function of the university, is the production of research and repository if enfi.rmati,n and data. How much
research and which research should be undertaken are not easily answered esiudt,on> from tht, viewpoint of
maximizing society's welfare. What is agreed upon is the fact that most of the ch output is a public ilood

and can, be used df,y ulUdl in SoCretv 'oottIntit e%tiurf".-; i .h, f. 'ill' 1,1014i 1t1 it dirtateS

that it be i.nanced out of nubile funds, it mdeed it is worth vitxtut .rig
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The university not only produces its own research output but also stores that output and copies of the out-
put of similar institutions in libraries and computer centers. In addition, information and knowledge is embodied
m the academic human capital within the university, i.e.. in the community of academic scholars. This stock of
capital, both non-human and human, that is stored in the university is available to pass on knowledge to future
generations fetkcation) and to make further additions to society's fund of knowledge (research).

One could hypothesize other functions of a university, such as serving local or national pride or providing
a "baby- sitting", perhaps more accurately "adolescent-sitting", service to parents and so forth, but such functions
are less serious/1i claimed than the three discussed above. The importance of being aware of the several possible
functions of the university is thatmany actions of individuals or groups associated with the university are directly
related to what they perceive the function of this institution to be and very often differences in these perceptions
lead to significant conflict within the university. Such conflict poses significant constraints on the ability of the
university to achieve efficiency in the short-run, i.e., with existing faculty and facilities. But perhaps of even
greater significance, they limit the pace by which technological progress can proceed in the university.

Obstacles to Chimp

Within most universities there are live distinct Interest" groups: students, faculty, administration, library
and computer personnel and other service staff. Some students especially advanced graduate students become
part-time faculty members and some faculty members in turn become pan-time administrators. For the sake of
simplicity we shall ignore the internal conflicts of those who wear two hats.

Outside groups with interests in the university include government, foundations and private donors,
professional associations, business firms, parents and potential students.

Essentially, outside interest groups determine the budget constraints within which all modern universities
must operate. The government and parents finance the bulk of teaching and the government, foundations, private
donors and businesses support most of the research. The government is under political prtssure from households
with children to provide college and university education at low cost. Foundations and private donors may be
concerned with the general welfare of society and believe that money spent in higher education furthers this aim.
Or they may have a narrower objective and specify that their donations be spent on "neglected" research or
"Critical" teaching programs. The private donor may also be concerned about leaving a monument to his or some
relative's memory. Unfortunately the monument is often more grand and less efficient from the teaching/research
viewpoint than it need be; in this respictwhat the church in bygone days obtained, the university now receives.
Business firms, like the government, are concerned with both the graduates of the university and its research out-
put and in some instances with the social image attached to the support of "worthwhile" activities. Parents
undoubtedly differ in their perceived function of the university. Some view it from the value-added side (con-
sumption, investment or both), others favor the filter hypothesis and still others see the university as the institution
within which their children become adults. Finally, prospective students may see the university in any one or in
some combination of its many possible roles.

Without belaboring the point there is ample evidence that when resources are not being allocated in the
university in a manner which meets the approval of an outside group, pressures are often exerted to "rectify" the
situation. When the outside group approves, appreciation can take the form of increased support, both financial
and political. The retention of "communist" professors and the build-up of the successful football team are often
quoted examples.

Perhaps even greater conflicts of interest lie within the university itself. Once admitted, students tend to
demand (besides subsidized housing, subsidized food, recreational facilities, etc.) "academic power." Agitation
exists for "relevant" courses, black studies, reduced or no course requirements and the abolition of grading. A
significant poi Lion of administration and faculty believe that students should have no, or few, consumer
sovereignity rights. The students have not been around long enough to appreciate the importance of prerequisites,
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they can be manipulated by the charismatic but incompetent professor in the contentless course, and once
admitted they have an incentive to "water-down" courses and erode grading standards. The administrators who
want to preserve the integrity of the filter and the faculty who are concerned with academic prestige have a
desire to maintain high standards. Part of the conflict arises because of the different perceptions the various
interest groups have in the main function of the university. For example, those students who want a degree as a
certification that they have passed through the university filter undoubtedly want to maximize the probability
that they will get a degree and also want their stay at the university to have as high a consumption value as
possible. From this standpoint it is quite rational to oppose any restrictions imposed by the administration or
faculty.

Whether students believe the value added or the filter theory, once a student is admitted to the university
many goods and services are provided, or are expected to be provided, at zero incremental financial cost to the
student. Faculty time is one such commodity where conflicts arise. Since students are not charged tuition by
the amount of faculty time they consume, therejs no explicit reason why the student should not consume a
faculty member's time until marginal benefits equal marginal (zero?) costs to the student. The opportunity cost of
all (most?) faculty members' time is significantly greater than zero, and every hour spent with a student is an
hour less of research, administration or leisure. Since the payoff to a professor in spending more time with a
student than that "dictated" by the administration is, to all intents and purposes, zero, professors will not only
make themselves scarce but also avoid where possible the fiats laid down by the administration. Those faculty
who are readily available to students seldom receive the plaudits of their colleagues because they make their
colleagues appear as shirkers and also by just being there are liable to inherit their absent colleagues' share of
problems and students. Since there is no rationing device for determining optimal student-faculty contact, this
will remain an area of conflict between students and faculty. The absence of incentives to resolve this conflict
efficiently is apparent; in those few institutions where students are given a choice of attending live lectures or
live television (or videotaped) instruction. Assuming the same quality of instruction, there is little incentive for
the student to give up the spontaneity and intimacy of the live lecture when there is no difference in cost to him.
The fact that production costs are substantially different for the two outputs does not affect the student because
he is charged a flat tuition fee no matter which pedagogy he elects.

This is not to argue that technological innovations within the existing framework could not benefit enrolled
students. lf, for example, students were shown that the resources saved from videotaping say 5 to 6 required
courses were to be allocated to additional course offerings, small seminars or whatever, the benefits would be
obvious. If however the choice is between the live versus the non-live lecture, for example, cater& paribus the
latter will almost consistently prove to be less appealing, especially if it is an isolated Case: Whit inakee ecidnd
economic sense within the flat tuition fee system of most universities would be a tuition refund to those students
economizing on scarce university resources. in such a case the students, administrators and faculty could all be
better off and no one need by worse off.

The faculty can be separated with respect to their opinions regarding the relative importance of the research,
teaching and filtering functions of the university. Since, for most universities, appointments and promotions are
based on research output the major apportionment of faculty members' resources will be biased against teaching.
Since many outside interest groups demand a minimum of teaching inputs, there is a lower limit of resource com-
mitment to teaching which the faculty collectively cannot hope to evade in the long-run. There is no incentive for
the faculty to maximize value-added to the student body; the alleged fact that better students are easier to teach
and demand fewer contact hours* are adequate selfish reasons for faculty insisting that only the best students
are admitted despite the fact that maximizing value - -added might dictate that relatively few contact hours be
devoted to the highly motivated "bright" students and relatively many hours to the poorly motivated "dull"
students. Admission to the university of minority students, on paper underqualified, is often opposed by faculty

1 In the United Kingdom, for example, faculty members of polytechnics who on average have lower calibre students than the
universities mamtain that students demands and problems are Such that no time is available for research, sirnaar arguments are tuturd
from iuni ,r colleges1 faculty who have research .aspirations.
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members not because they do not believe in egalitarianism but because of potential encroachmenton research time.
Since many students, who play a passive role throughout their university lives, could well be "education" through
non-labor intensive pedagogies - video-taped lectures, packaged materials, programmed instruction,computer
assisted instruction plus some faculty or teaching assistant inputs, the questions arises why such innovations,
which have proven to be, in many instances, equally effective as live instruction, are not enthusiastically endorsed
by the faculty. The principal reason is that, under the present university modus operand!, resources saved by adopting
technological advances cannot be readily appropriated by the innovative faculty member. To take an extreme ex-
ample, the professor who video taped all of last year's lectures and whose current students learn just as much by
using these video tapes and are just as happy with their course, (addition non-human, low marginal cost inputs
may be added) without any actual student-faculty contact, is unlikely to receive full teaching salary from the dean
or department head. Note that this is not because the output was not forthcoming, e.g., students learned less,
rather it is because the standard inputs, especially live teaching time, were not employed. The lack of incentives for
innovation exists for the department as well as the individual instructor. If the departmentcan maintain output but
reduce costs, the departmental budget is liable to be reduced and the efficiency gain cannot be captured by the
department collectively. Thus, there is little incentive for the department to be efficient or to adopt new pedagogies
which reduce costs while maintaining output.

Because of substantial economics of scale it is possible that the full potential of certain pedagogies will be
realized only in either the largest of universities or in the combined efforts of several institutions. With minorex-
ceptions there has been essentially no effort on the part of institutions of higher learning to attempt to allocate
resources more efficiently on an industry wide basis. Again the main reason is that the gains from such efforts are
unlikely to be enjoyed by one of the principal interest groups in higher education, i.e., the faculty. The history of
craft unionism yields many examples where technological innovations are embraced only when sufficient incen-
tives exist for the principal actors-to accept chansa or when the alternative of maintaining the status quo forbodes
a greater loss in well being. Without a system for efficiently reconciling competing interests of different groups
with a stake in the university, the actions of administrators in seeking local and national stature, tranquility on
campus, "efficient and equitable" budgetary allocations, academic freedom, relatively magnificent offices, air
conditioning and efficient secretaries for presidents and deans, and impressive buildings pleasantly landscaped,
will often be vociferously opposed by students and faculty. Similarly the interests of the librarian in maximizing
the number of titles, preserving rare books from anxious little hands and housing the collection in an expensive
building are not necessarily in accord with student and faculty interests. Finally, other employees of the university,
such as maintenance staff, desiring higher wages and union representation, pre-school and child-care centers,
admission privileges for their children to the university and so forth are competing for resources sought by other
interest groups.

Does the existence of competing interests and the lack of an efficient allocation mechanism dictate that we
shalt continue to bungle through? The answer need not be negative; for example, it is highly likely that the recent
cutback in university finaniing has forced many institutions to reduce costs, without any appreciable reduction in
output. But such savings are obviously limited without the adoption of technological change, i.e., the cutback may
have forced many universities to move closer to the production frontier without shifting that frontier outward.
In order to shift the frontier outward under present institutional arrangements it will be necessary to motivate
faculty to become innovators through research rewards. Once more efficient teaching pedagogies have been vali
dated as cost-effective, university administrations under pressure to cut costs can force these new practices on the
faculty.The most fruitful research is likely to emerge only if agencies such as the National Science Foundation, the
National Institute of Education and private, foundations make a substantial committment to the type of large
scale research which will provide information on the costs and effectiveness of pedagogies with different character-
istics for students with different characteristics.

The Shortcomings of Past Research

Much of the research supported in the past has not been concerned with providing academic decision
makers with the information required for them to increase educational productivity. The economist's approach
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to higher education his been argely confined to the following question: What is the proper allocation of resources
between Nigher education and alternative uses? This question has been approached from several points of view,
each of which provides at best an ambiguous answer and none of which begins to address the problems relating,
to the internal efficiency of the higher education system.

The most widely adopted research approach has been to estimate from data on differences in individuals'
incomes and educational attainments the rate of return to investment in additional years of higher education.
Whether society would make better use of its resources by allocating more or less of them to higher education
exceeded or fell short of that on alternative investment opportunities.

A second approach has been to measure the aggregate cumulated educational investment embodied in the
labor force for different years and to infer from time series data on agswegate output, labor, physical capital and
the stock of educational capital the contribution that a marginal addition to the stock of educational capital
would make to the production of national output. Again, given the costs of adding to educational capital, it is
possibie to calculate a rate of return to educational investment to be compared to the rates of return on alternative
forms of investment with obvious implications for resource allocation.

A third approach has been to calculate average educational attainments of employees in different skill and
occupational categories and, on the basis of forecasts in manpower requirements, to determine what resources
must be devoted to higher education if the required numbers of employees with different qualifications are to be
forthcoming. Clearly, if the resources available to higher education fall short of the needs calculated in this way,
then according to the model it would pay to eliminate the gap.

Each of these three lines of inquiry has been marked by serious limitations resulting from inadequaciesin

the available data and untested restrictive assumptions in the theory. This paper will not attempt to summarize
such s'.iortcomings since they have been well documented in other publications. However, even if the research
objectives could be fully attained, they would provide only a limited basis for educational policy, since they fail

to suggest how resources allocated to higher education can be most effectively used. The full complexity of what

is involved in the rational planning of higher education is only apparent when the problems in allocating

resources between higher education and other economic activities are considered jointly with those relating to
internal efficiency. It seems to be an unwise research strategy, past research efforts notwithstanding, to consider

the first set of problems and ignore the second, when the elimination of substantial internal misallocation would
have profound influence on the optimum share of resources to be devoted to higher education.

The inadequancy of the results of past research was made painfully evident by the crises that rocked higher

education during the past decade. Hit by the dissatisfaction of taxpayers and the antagonism of students, together

with rising costs and dwindling resources, educational decision-makers found themselves having to carry on

with business as usual in the absence of a model of higher education which could form a basis for rational planning.

It is in this context, that academics, dissatisfied with their own accomplishments and more acutely aware of the

problems of colleges and universities, have begun to take a new look at the conomics of education.

One theme that pervades much of the new effort in the field is that economics research on higher education

must find a way to deal with the fact that the output produced by the contemporary university includes numerous

and diverse components, whose quantities and prices are difficult to measure. The present lack of meaningful

quantitative information creates serious difficulties for educational decision-makers, both within and outside

universities. Unless techniques for measuring these variables can be found or methods of rational decision-making

that do not depend on this information can be divised, the prospects for significant increases in efficiency will

remain poor.

The fact that university output is multidimensional is not in itself the source of the analytical difficulty, If

the components of university output were like other goods, it would be a relatively straightforward matter to

apply the calculus of optimizing behavior to the allocation problem and find a reasonably efficient solution. As
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every elementary economics student knows, in order for an educational planner to determine the optimal amount
of the different components of university output, it would be necessary for him to have information about both
technology and preferences. Technology can be described in terms of production relations which indicate the
amounts of each good that can be obtained from different combinations of inputs. Given the costs of acquiring
various inputs, technology determines the cost of producing an extra unit of each good. Preferences, on the
other hand, indicate the terms on which consumers would be willing to exchange one good for another. Given
total income, preferences determine the price consumers would be willing to pay for an extra unit of each good.
Clearly, as long as consumers value an extra unit of any component of university output more highly than it costs
to be produced, then the university should expand production of that component.

In order to apply this simple model, it is necessary to obtain detailed information on the production rela-
tions which constrain the choices of university c .vision- makers. This will require large scale research efforts which
produce. data on the costs and effectiveness of different pedagogical techniques for different types of student.
Once this information is available it will be possible for a university administration to find the least-cost way of
producing a given bundle of university outputs. What is being suggested is that the innovations which will bring
about substantial increases in educational productivity will take place only through the combination of reliable
cost-effectiveness research and the application of its results through administrative fiat.*

Suggested Research Approach

To assess reliably the efficacy of different pedagogies in any subject for students of varying chat acteristics
requires a large scale experiment financed with public funds to evaluate all promising pedagogies in many and
diverse college and universities. A massive effort is required, not only because of the large number of variables
involved, but also because there is insufficient variation in existing methods of instruction in higher education
to permit accurate evaluating of alternatives. Public funding is essential, apart from reasons already discussed,
because institutions may be unwilling to allocate resources to explore the effectiveness of new technologies
when the private costs to any one institution outweigh its expected private gains.

The number of universities to actively participate in the proposed experiment must be sufficiently large to

i) provide a broad spectrum of student, faculty and other institutional input characteristics

ii) allocate the different pedagogies to be evaluated over the ranges of characteristics above

le) assess different media and instructional mixes and

iv) provide a sufficient data base on input mixes and various outputs for statistical analysis.

The exact number of universities required therefore will be a function of the range of the input character-
;sties to be treated and the number of different pedagogies to be evaluated. Marginal costs incurred by potential
participating institutions will have to be recompensed to reduce search costs, to ensure adequate numbers and to
enlist the cooperation within each institution of the course organizer.

In order to obtain economies of scale in disseminating procedural information,cross fertilization of ideas
and identification with the research team by the participating institutions, an initial conference with all parties
concerned would be desirable. It is essential that unanimity of opinion on course objectives and procedures
be achieved at such a conference. The most appropriate time for the conference would be approximately one full
year before the actual experiment took place.

"While the resistance to change in established institutions of higher learning may be too strong to permit sufficient change
to increase efficiency significantly, new institutions without vested interests may well he where the technological progress will occur.
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It would be the responsibility of the principal researchers and consultants tt, design and prepare measuring
instruments of output. Cost data, both average and marginal, would be required for each pedagogy analysed. The
total experiment! if the results are to th. Jefinitive and accepted, will have to be carried out under rigorous experi-
mental procedures. To the extent that learning by doing may occur with new technologies certain portions of the
experiment may be reapeated during a second year in selected institutions. After the experimental period the
data would be collected and analysed and the results disseminated through publications and conferences to as
large an audience as possible.

One of the major problems associated with designing and carrying out such a project concerns the defining
and measuring of educational output. The failure to deal adequately with this problem is one reason why most
research on cost effectiveness has not convinced the skeptical educator to change his teaching practices. Typically,
for the sake of simplicity, experimenters take account of only one or two dimensions of output which are
regarded by many to be among the less important. Educational outputs can be put into at least three categories:
increases in students' cognitive skills; changes in students affective characteristics; and the enjoyment or con-
sumption students obtain horn the educational experience. Thus, any major research effort must take into
account the range of outputs that fall into all three categories.

The first category contains numerous elements, many of which involve the teaming of subject matter. One
of the first steps that would need to be token by the researcher is to define the body of material to be included in
the courses under study which must he common to all pedagogies being evaluated. At the same time, what con-
stitutes mastery of the subject should be clearly enunciated. In economics, for example, this would include the
following:

(i) a capacity to follow and sustain an economic argument and to make logical inferences from
given information;

(ii) the ability to set out and communicate to others a logical argument in economics;

(iii) the ability to be aware of assumptions made implicitly in the use of an economic model to
assist a process of reasoning and to perceive how a modification of the assumptions might
effect the conclusions;

(iv) the ability to understand the mutual interrelations and interdependencies of the various elements
in an economic system and to take account of them in handling economic problems;

(v) the ability to understand and explain the economic effects of important economic institutions on
economic policies;

(vi) the ability to make appropriate inferences from quantitative data;

(vii) the ability to apply to an economic problem the models of economic analysis that are most
appropriate to it.

Cognitive learning, however, is not limited to mastery of course subject matter. It includes as well the
acquisition of general intellectual skills such as the ability to reason logically, to communicate effectively,
assimilate information rapidly, etc. While any good measure of student performance on subject matter will reflect
these general skills, it is important that the researcher explicitly define how the learning of general skills enter into

aggregate educational output.

Adequate measurement of the various components in the cognitive category may require a battery of tests,
ranging from standard oblective examinations to written essays to the working of complex problems. An addition-
al reason, invariably neglected by researchers, for d variety of measuring instruments is that students with different
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characteristics perform in a significantly different fashion in different types of tests. For example, in economics,
recent preliminary research findings have shown that students performing well in objective tests do nut
necessarily perform well on essay examination and case analyses and that certain student characteristics are

reliable predictors of how well certain classifiwions of students will perform on different types of test
instruments.

If such research findings are substantiated it may be impossible to construct a single valued measure of
output which would be universally appealing. Such an index would require a consensus on the weighting of each
of the test instruments and this may be unattainable. The fact that a research proposal raises such an issue is no
reason for substituting an incomplete measure of output; the issue can be, at least partially resolved, either by
accepting the weight of experts in the field or allowing potential users of the results to choose their own weights.

Farther information about course output may be obtained from the students themselves. While the validity
of student opinion on courses and teachers has been seriously questioned as a basis for rewards to faculty, their
considerable potential for research purposes has been essentially ignored. If the producers of educational output
were subject to the same forces as are the suppliers of most commodities in our economy they could not afford
to ignore the opinions of consumed;. While faculty and administrators might remain relatively immune to the
force of student sovereignty, it may well be that students' opinions of what they obtain from courses and faculty
are more accurate measures of educational output in the cognitive category than all conventional tests combined.
'Consequently, a carefully defined student questionnaire is a critical element in a study of this kind.

In attempting to measure the efficacy of different Pedagogies. proponents of increased productivity in
higher education need to go beyond just the measure of output relating to changes in cognitive skills and assess
what may be just as important to human capital formatial:, namely changes in affective characteristics. For ex-
ample, students feelings about and attitudes towards intellectual endeavor and the relevance of subject areas will
affect their career choices. (Anecdotal tales abound about how famous men chose their fields; Max Plank, the
famous German physicist opted out of economics because he felt it too difficult a subject for him.) The manner
in which a course is presented, given the subject matter, by influencing students' emotional outlook, will help
determine time spent on a subject, opinion of courses and faculty, choice of undergraduate and graduate study
and ultimately career choice. Since such factors could have far reaching implications for both individuals and
society in general, sound reasons appear to exist for attempting to assess changes in affective characteristics in
the suggested research approach, Thus the student questionnaires should include questions designed to provide
information on changes in affective characteristics.

The problems associated with defining and measuring inputs and accurately costing out different pedagogics,
while much less difficult than those that arise in connection with educational output, are nevertheless real and
substantial. How should different pedagogics be characterized? What are the differences between average and
marginal costs and between short and long run costs? How can differences in the quality, as opposed to the type,
of input be taken into account? While answers to these questions will not be attempted here, they are an
essential element in any good research proposal on the cost-effectiveness of different techniques of educational
production.

The above research proposal has implicitly assumed that universities, to some degree, create value-added in
their teaching function. Earlier in the paper we advanced the hypothesis that another function of the university
is filtering students. If one considers the university purely as a filtering institution, much of the proposed
research is irrelevant. To achieve efficient resource allocation in such a situation requires only an analysis of
relative costs and effective filtering potential of different courses and testing instruments. Since almost no one
believes that zero value-added occurs in teaching in the university system, the research herein advocated should
provide the type of information necessary to evaluate technological innovations and increase efficiency in higher
education.
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LEARNING, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE POTENTIAL INCREASE OF

PRODUCTIVITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Robert T. Filep
Associate Commissioner for Educational Technology
Director, National Center for Educational Technology,

U.S. Office of Education

Congratulations to the organizms of the meeting!

The group of participants assembled is indeed impressive.

Educational technology and productivity, they sound like they should go together like love and marriage,
horse and carriage and so forth!

Today I would like to share some thoughts with you in three areas:

1. Briefly, how do we define this new approach: Educational technology?

2. Any endeavors exploring ways for increasing productivity in higher education must take into considera-
tion the changing nature of the learner as well as having a viewpoint which considers the faculty and
administrators also as learners.

3. Quality and quantity of productivity that we seek must be reviewed in the context of the goals of
higher education yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Educational Technology

In trying to define educational technology, I am reminded of Justice Potter Stewart's opinion in Jacobellis
vs. Ohio; I shall not attempt to define po-nography, but I know it when I see it.

Almost everyone is looking for a definition of educational technology, some say it's the parts of instruction -
aids and hardware, some say it's the process of instruction determining needs and strategies selecting and

designing materials using them with students evaluating the results. Some claim it's the people of instruction
the students and the teachers. Most of us would probably agree a definition of educational technology includes all
of those in a synthesis of the parts the process and the people, and perhaps most of us would agree that
beyond the jargon and the buzz words, the term "Educational Technology" means simply the application of modern
instructional systems and media to the learning process. As such, it can be a total approach and not just a bandage
effort. Certainly, the process is not exclusively centered around the learner, it must include faculty, learners,
administrators, and support staff. In short, all those involved in making teaching decisions. Clearly then, process
success cannot be predicated entirely on successful machine or text-related programs. Rather, it will depend on great
part on the number of decision-makers who have been effectively introduced into the process of choosing teaching
means and teaching ends.
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The approach to the subject of the symposium could be along three lines, these three lines can be clearly
separated, although they are intertwined for all practical purposes. During the symposium primarily the approach
that I associate with monism was followed. I believe that the other two approaches are equally important, and
like to draw attention to them here,

The three approaches to utilizing educational technology that I distinguish are:

A. Pragmatic Approach

The pragmatic approach would be to look at whatwe have in educational technology that has been
tested and what has proven to be useful for specific situations. This inventory and evaluation proce-
dure should of course be nationwide. The second step of the pragmatic approach wouldbe to identify
situations in %dhich the successful experiments which have been selected out in the first inventory
step can be repeated with a large probability of equal success. The third step would be the imple-
mentation of step two.

B. The Pluralist Approach

One way to think about the use of educational technology is to ask: What can it do to aid in solving
the present AD HOC problems we are facing in education, or in another form the question is: How
does educational technology relate to the present needs for the education system. More in concerto
one cieuki consider only

Whether Educational technology can be an alternative to on-campus instruction

Of what use is educational technology in reducing student unrest, dropouts, etc,

and concentrate on those types of AD HOC needs.

I call this a pluralist approach for two reasons:

The AD HOC needs could be fulfilled by means which are detrimental to other elements of
the system and may create new problems (Classical Example: the creation of the nation-wide
freeway network was considered an AD HOC need in the fifties to solve the military and
civilian transport problems; it created the present AD HOC problem of pollution by com-
bustion engines). Consequently, any utilization of educational technology must consider
second order effects.

C. The Monist Approach

While I recognize the importance of the last approach, the other two approaches should be pursued in
parallel. However, we cannot lose sight of the fact that educational technology provided us with tools
and techniques whereby productivity questions can be examined, The productivity theme was sounded
very early in the history of educational technology when B. F. Skinner announced his "Twice as much
learning in half the time." You recall that he, Holland, and Arnstein were trying to consider a science
course for nonscience majors, Students were utilizing self-paced instructional devices to garner the
profane dimension of a psychology course (terminology, laws, etc.) which would allow them to then
sit with Skinner, et al., to explore and interact "with great minds" exploring the sacred dimensions
and theories of psychology,

The lecture or seminar was not discarded as a mode of teaching, nor is its demise advocated by the high
priests of educational technology, it is one mode of learning and should be clearly linked to specific outcomes.
If conveying information is the main objective for utilizing a lecture, then, it must be on the defensive. Almost
everything we would like students to know we can place in their hands via paperback. Plays, too, can be read
faster than when we sit through an evening at the theater, but reading doesn't take the place of the performance,
Moreover, lectures provide the opportunity for trying out ideas while they are in the process of formation. They
are thus part of the teachers' laboratory. The listener is not presented with a finished treatise, but rather observes a
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living mind at work, gainun -ail isight into strategies. not to mention the energy flow in exchange, that takes
place. This dimension cif interaction twtween teacher and learner hasn't even begun to be measured. Let's take a
moment and examine this teal MI.

Changing Nature of the Learner

Most of us grew up in alitiff) ie where the prime mode of communication was audio the radio, via
lecture, and the pulpit. In cinniasts, the average child today spends 16,000 hours viewing a T.V. set during the
same years he spends 11,000 tithes learitieg ua elementary and secondary schools. He is a multi-image learner
accustomed to learning horn both audio And visual presentations. He has also come to expect effectively
sequenced presentations with a slell use' of color, graphics, and commercial television quality.

The student., on out campuses today have a greater expectation for new and modern approaches that are
technology based, etfortive, and relevatit. 1,lucational technology provides both the process and products to
meet such needs.

The explosive increase in the volume of communication directed to the individual creates the need for
resolving this concern. Thus, we might expect learners to deal with an increasing number of receptors media
for receiving communicatioii, tape recorders, copying equipment, etc.

The growth of a differentiated communication system is part of a larger process by which our society has
been producing a differentiated culture.

Richard Maisel, in the summer issue of the Public Opinion Quarterly, provides considerable data to support
the thesis that mass media are shrinking in size relative to the total economy, and that the specialized media
becoming increasingly important,'

Educational technology is in harmony with this change, and suggests that one start out by thinking in terms
of promoting learning, rattle, than providing instruction. To do this one needs a flexibility of approach that will
accommodate the individual differences existent in all of us, I continue to be intrigued by the potential of the
cognitive mapping activity of Joe Hill and Derek Nunney at Oakland Community College. Their idea of Diagnosing
students for most effective modes of learning (lecture, seminar, audio-tutorial, programmed test, individual study,
etc.) based upon prior successes is that teaming holds great potential. In this approach there is a dimension related
to the schema suggested by Keith iumsden where he outlined a method whereby students would be "billed
accordingly" for each mode of instruction selected in relation to its cost (i.e., lecture, seminar, audio-tutorial, etc.),
the mechanisms vmuld be very easy. Think for one moment about a recent visit to disneyland whereby a book of
tickets marked A, B, C, D were purchased. Certain rides were selected based upon cost others, because they

were potentially more enjoyable.

Included in this booklet should be tickets that provide for "dropping out" for a semester or two, to partici-
pate in the world of work, the tr:kets should be designed, first, to make campus instruction more relevant, and

secondly, to enable the student to make decisions relating to curricula that will provide some saleable skills upon
graduation. A lifelong learning, career education approach in higher education is long overdue.

The quality of education is nut based on required courses; it is based on the interaction between teacher and
student, in essence, we are giving much more freedom to both, but we are holding them more accountable for

per formauce. We have not reducot riijor through flexibility; we have increased it, and need to increase it more if

productivity is to be meaningful.

Profficif, Ns( hdrfr, T he Om One Of ItfP Moss !Ai/the,- fl$P. 159-170, Public Opinion Quarterly, summer 1973.
Columbia Lfrilvtirsity, lown.)1o,,,,, 'lomat ?merit, New York, N. V.
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Although appropriate reinforcers need to be implemented in faculty promotion considerations (i.e., develop-
ing an audio-visual course is equal to publishing one book, etc.), more important considerations are necessary, the
majority of today's faculty did not team, nor experience multi-ienage learning. For most of us, we were linear,
print learners, and orbited and continue to orbit in what McLuhan so aptly describes as "The Gutenberg Galaxy."2
Add to this fact that the body of knowledge in any field is increasing so rapidly that a faculty member may shun
any new ideas for involvement in the process of the university to keep his head above water in his own field.

Consequently, educational technology must enter as a reinforcement, which tt faculty member can utilize
and also develop. However, time must be provided, as for research, to allow updating and media development
activities, in fact, l would suggest that in today's world the sabbatical is obsolete and a "Cinq-Annee" for at least
a half-year should be instituted to enable the faculty member to participate as a learner, as he evolves technology-
based instruction. Residuals and royalties might accrue from the production and broad -scale use of television
productions, media materials, etc. for both the universityand the faculty member.

Paramount among our concerns for the success of such a project is that adequate faculty time be made
available for intensive planning, production, and evaluation. A level of support for participating faculty must be
provided which will, in effect, remove them almost completely from the many claims upon their time from
university administrators and housekeeping groups. Faculty should also be retained at a level of support through-
out the entire course development period (for instance, three years) to permit full participation in evaluation and
resulting course modifications.

Further study should be given to encouraging particpation in, and acceptance of, new forms of instruction
by faculty who have not assisted directly with such preparation. Presumably they will become involved with a
project of importance to the institution and to higher education, and their attitudes as well as those of their
students hould be evaluated.

Any discussion of the creative use of educational technology to increase productivity in higher education
should take into consideration that the percentage of 18 years olds graduating from high school in 1981 will be
over 3 million, up 10% from 1971, and that the anticipated percent of high school graduates going on to collge
will increase about 6%. The current expenditure for institutions of higher education, public and non-public, for
1971-72 was $29.9 billion. Based upon constant 1971-72 dollars, which we know will not be true, we can
anticipate almost a 50% increase by 1981 to $46 billion. Enrollments only up slightly but expenditures
increasing greatly.3

The contributions of the faculty, of course, are only one source of productivity growth. Other major sources
include technological change, increased capital intensity, improved operating methods and work practices, econo-
mies of scale, advances in knowledge and shifting work to customers (the learners).

Evidence indicates that the bulk of the increases in productivity stem from sources that have little or nothing
to do with the direct contributions of the faculty themselves.

For example, if 100 men moving a mound of dirt with hand shovels are replaced by one worker using a
power shovel, the output per man-hour will go up tremendously,

The source of the increase, however, is not in harder work but the one remaining employee,

Rather, the source of gain ,tomes from the advance in knowledge that permitted the power shovel to be
invented, technological change in the invention of thepower shovel itself, an increase in capital intensity
embodied in the power shovel, and the better education and training that permitted a worker who was using a
hand shovel to learn how to operate a power shovel,

2McLuhan, Marshall, The Gutenberg Galaxy, University of Toronto Prass, Torrintc. Caned', 1962.
3Statestics of Trends in Education, 1961 62 to 19131 82, National Center for ED,. anal Statistics, U.S. Office of

Education, Washington, D.C., January 1973.
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Only the last of these higher skill -- might warrant an increase tied to his increased output per man-hour.

Taking another example, an important source of increased productivity in many industries in recent years
has involved a shift of work hum a company's employees to its customers.

Two outstanding illustrations are the trend toward self-service in retail stores and the switch to customer
dialing of lung-distance telephone calls.

Evaluation for Excellence

Institutions of higher education utilizing educational technology need courage but should not fear evaluation.
For the very esstvice of evaluation is to encourage the evolution of escalating levels of excellence. Learning systems
should undergo considerable development testing and revision with potential target audiences before they are used
fur larger audiences.

Careful examination of training to actual on-thejob requirements should be considerable. Faculty and
student representatives should be encouraged to participate in the formulation of basis and objectives and pre-
and post-eva/u Awn.

We should be willing to examine very carefully the efforts of, for example, britain's open university, empire
state, sun, and other forms of non-traditional instruction in higher education. By insisting on these formative and
summative evaluations a great deal of information can be obtained without investing in the high set-up costs that
have been "sunk" into activities. However, evaluations that are sensitive and innovative will need to be developed.
Utilization of adaptations of market research will be required and, in some instances, development of new instru-
ments and approaches to assessment, we must indeed beware of taking the approach in the anecdote about Mr.

Green and his canary.

Challenges Ahead

University personnel utilizing educational technology need to be courageous and offer advice and counsel as
to how to best proceed in the days ahead particularly as they attempt to respond to the new clients, the new
demands of the learning society, and the use of new approaches.

All I can say as a final item of guidance is "hold your handy in a handy position." The early implementation
of another technology, aviation, provided some caveats, and thanks to an olden 1920 pilot's manual from united
airlines4 I would like to share these with you since they bear some analagous relationships with educational

technology,

1. Don't take the machine into the air unless you are satisfied it will fly.

2. Pilots should carry hankies in a handy position to wipe off goggles.

3, In case the engine fails on take-off, land straight ahead regardless of obstacles.

4. Nu machine must taxi faster than man can walk.

5. If you see another machine near you, get out of its way.

6. Do not trust altitude instruments.

4H,r1 r.Jvivtlefte,r, 1 Jlitit.,1 A mires, Di Ittlrer l'fTO,
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7. Pilots will not wear spurs while flying.

8. If an emergency occurs while flying, land as soon as you can.

Think of tl e accomplishments the last 15 years have provided in educational technology imagine what
the next 15 could bring in higher education,
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NEEDED: A COLLABORATIVE bPEN UNIVERSITY NETWORK

Joseph I. Lipson
Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

INTRODUCTION

There is a need for an educationJI system which transcends the limitations of the campus model. The
documentaiion of this need is extensive. A general point to make is the follcaring: Unprecendented numbers of
people have and will have some post-secondary education and aspirations. These people will tend to he continuing
consumers of education for the rest of their lives. They will have a higher probability of seeking additional education.
Further, they will be somewhat more knowledgeable about what constitutes good education. As they look for
Programs to advance their interests, it is my contention that individuals with previous higher education will require
advanced programs which in the past have been among the most expensive programs; i.e., training in the laboratory
sciences, professional and pre-professional programs, It is not yet dear where the investment capital will come from
for the new organizations which are needed. Also needed are new methods of marketing and financing education
from the standpoint of the new class of student. It is the contention of the author that one way to deal with the
problem (the onh way which I have been able to think of) is through a coordinated collaborative effort utilizing
advanced educational technology, among the states and with the aid of the federal government. The collaborative
organization would have the objectives of developing instructional materials for systems of educational technology,
proficiency tern to facilitate credit for knowledge acquired, ystems of student aCCeiS to reach those who cannot
attend campus based institutions, and an effective information system to guide potential students with regard to
the alternative opportunities.

Instructional Materials

The results of SESAME STREET, THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, and the courses of the British Open
University have suggested that the way to truly effective mass use of educational technology is through increased
investment in development of instructional materials. Materials which are "home made" have neither the qualities
of craftsmanship, artistry. nor the proper incorporation of what is known about effective instructional design to be
widely used, Thus the attempt to produce courses on a shoestring has resulted in giving educational technology a
bad reputation.

The author's hypothesis is that poor instructional design is acceptable to the students so long as it is coupled
to a social network which embeds the student's efforts in interpersonal situations which SUSIlifl his learning efforts;
i.e., the campus system works in spite of the quality of teaching because the complex set of human expectations
keeps the student working even in periods of discouragement, disinterest or contact with poor teaching. in systems
which involve various degrees of teaching at a distance, these social supports are missing and, according to the
hypothesis, this accounts ior the high dropout rates of extension programs.

One of the remarkable achievements of the British Open University is their relatively low dropout rate
(approximately 20% by one method of calculation). While it is true that the British system uses an extensive
course tutor network to support the students' efforts, they also give credit to the high quality and excellent
instructional design of the course materials. Thus the second hypothesis is that as the human network is weakened,
the quality of the instructional materials must increase in order to hold the students' attention arid to keep them
actively involved.
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Estimate of Magnitude and Cost

Let us estimate that for an effective Open University, approximately MCI courses will be needed. These need
not be developed instantaneously, but should be developed over a five-year period. This would mean approximately
60 courses per year should be prepared to an extremely high stamen' of quality. Let us further estimate that each
course will cost about 51,000,000 to produce. This estimate comes from both the British experience and other
curriculum development projects. Thus an investment of approximately $60,000,000 per year is needed. Even
after the first five-year period is completed, courses will need to be updated and new courses prepared. While
$60,000.000 ner year a small fraction of the cost of higher education, at present there is no method of financing
such efforts.

If each state were to take a portion of the task, the financing becomes much more reasonable. For example,
Illinois with about 1/16th of the population of the United States would contribute 1/15th of the courses. Thus
we would prepare four courses per year at a cost of $4,000,000per year. This would not be too great an amount
if the effort was recognized and endorsed by a suitable range of national organizations. It is also conceivable that
the federal government would support either matchinggrants or a large scale demonstration in one or two states.
Some support is obviously behind some of the work which is taking place here and in nther states. It is simply my
contention that the scale and comprehensiveness is not yet sufficient to do the job which needs to be done. We are
struggling along at,subcritical mass.

Note: The estimate of 300 courses arose from the number of offerings in typical colleges and the need to
provide an adequate range of options. it is not intended to be a precise number, but only the basis of rough
estimates of effort and cost. Another point to be made is that some organization will be needed to monitor and
manage the course productioq network. This will be returned to later. In any case, for the system to work, some
assurance must exist that each course which is approved (by some procedure) will be used by large numbers of
participating states.

Proficiency Tests

Adequate, widely accepted proficiency tests are essential part of the design of an Open University network.
They can provide for transferability of credit which is earned in a variety of institutions. They can certify learning
which has taken place independently, outside of the formal system. Proficiency tests can also serve as placement
test!, and diagnostic tests, for various degrees of individualized instruction. There are serious problems in developing
proficiency tests in some areas of the curriculum and for some kinds of students who have learned much outside of
traditional course structures. Nevertheless, the cost of developing such tests is much, much less, by my information,
than . arse development. We should not allow the chain of the network to be weakened by a weak link in the
testing component.

Much work is being done in developing reliable and valid proficiency tests. It is my intuitive judgment that
there is a better match between talent and the task in this area than in any other component required for an Open
University network.

System of Student Access.

A wide variety of ways of enabling students to obtain instruction are being experimented with. These include
courses by television, computer based education, independent study, modernized correspondence courses,
individual student contracts, courses available through YMCAs and library networks and various combinations of
these. Different motivational and instructional arrangements, students wno are handicapped each have problems
which will require though in the design of methods of bringing instruction to them.

The exact format of this component is probably least obvious at this time. The future of videotape, computer
assisted instruction, cable TV, are not dear; and their development and growth will be important considerations
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in the design of an Open University system. With adequate support and planning such approaches as open broad-
cast by TV and radio. broadcasting with on-site recording, educational newspapers, and other forms of media
could change the design equations. S do not mean to imply that technological development can make or break the
system. The educational and psychological dimensions are much more difficult and less well understood. It is
true, however, that the state of uncertamity in technology makes it difficult to zero in on a particular format.

Further, some decision regarding media and technology should be made so that the courses which are
produced will have sufficient number of students using them to justify the investment. Whatever system is
adopted will have to provide for maximum access by those who need an open system. Thus, while experimentation
and development should continue, a format which offers maximum access and flexibility without excess oast
should be agreed upon. While the author has some preferences and ideas, the decision should be based upon the
best engineering and educational expertise that can be applied.

While aware of the difficulties, the analysis made by the British and by Or. David Miller indicates that the
cost (per student per course) of a system of student access can be brought well within the present conventional
instructioeal costs. The importance of tii;s analysis is that (except for development costs of the particular format)
the cos' -3n be treated on a per student basis and need not be sought as a capital expenditure.

In summary on this point, the system of student access should be established taking into account the current
state of the art in educational technology. Flexibility, which is not so great that it drives of the cost of instruction
is a desirable objective. Standardization of the media format which allows us to reach most of the potential students
is another desirable factor. There is a tradeoff between flexibility and standardization of format which must be
worked out.

Information System

Students neea to know what educational programs are available to meet their personal objectives. They may
also need to know something about their goals. If they are interested in preparing for a career, they need under-
standable descriptions of what a 2iven career entails, what kind of life it offers. People need much better informa-
tion about job prospects in various lines of work. Once they are certain that they want to seriously explore a given
career, tile system should provide the client with information about what kinds of preparation can be obtained, how
long it will take, how much it will cost, what the entrance requirements to the various programs are, what the
attrition rates are, etc.

Much work has been done aloog this line. The most advanced work which I am familiar with has been carried
cut in Oregon with a computerize i career education information system. The system should inform of all
appropriate programs: public schools, private schools, proprietary schools, on the job training programs, programs
of the armed forces and the federal government, learning exchange programs and other nontraditional and open
programs.

The most difficult part of keeping such a system is that of keeping the information complete and up to
date. New programs are constantly being initiated while others are dosing. Vital courses may be oversubscribed
and credential requirements may be overly subscribed and credential requirements may suddenly be changed in
certain professional programs. Because of this problem, it seems that a computer based system which feeds a net-
work of terminals is the most effective model.

An additional consideration is the role of guidance counselors. It is my judgment that some human guidant

is needed, but I am concerned about the past history of professionalizing guidance to the point that it becomes
very expensive, and the counselors become more and more remote from the people whom they should serve. It is
my personal conclusion that the emphasis should a:ways be on educations. The individual should learn about the
sources of information and hnw to interpret the information.
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The cost of such an information system can be kept surprisingly low. The Oregon System operates at a cost
of a few dollars per user per year.

An obvious possibility is to couple the information system with a testing service. The tests could be a wide
variety ranging from aptitude and vocational interest tests to proficiency tests which can serve to obtain actual
course credit. The services provided by such a network of information centers could be financed in a variety of
ways. Probably some arrangement in which fees are adjusted to avoid some trivial use while not inhibiting serious
clients would be ideal. Some subsidy of the overall operation of the information system andsome way to forgive
the fee for poor uidividuals would seem to be in the best interests of society.

Organization

An administration and coordination office is needed. Tasks, responsibilities and deadlines will need to be
agreed upon. Schedule adherence will need to be monitored. Tests and instructional materials will need to be
reviewed and tested for effectiveness. Completed products will need to be disseminated. Thus there will need
to be an administrative officer and staff for each of the major components: instructional materials, proficiency
tests, student access system, and information system.

In order to keep the network responsible to the needs of the higher education community and the states, some
appropriate body with representation from the entire country will have to be selected or named do :it policy.
Perhaps, an elected Board of Directors of reasonable size could be practical policy setting group.

Such an arrangement immediately raises, in my mind, questions of autonomy and bureaucracy. I would hope
that knowledge of organizations and organizational theory to avoid some of the dangers. In any case, my logic goes
something like this: We need an open university system. An effective system needs a large investment of effort
and capital. No individual institution or even individual state is likely to allocate the resources needed to do the job.
Therefore, some means must be found to unify the strength of the higher education community.

The possible diffitulties are the following:

It will be difficult to get a sizeable number of states to agree on a common formula for allocating resources
and a common format for administering these resources.

The federal government will be reluctant to set up a national Open University effort of this magnitude
because they would be charged with the interference in what are basically state operations. Even if they only
fund and do not attempt to administer, they will be open to charges of unfairness in the allocation fur mule unless
the funds are given in some relation to the size of the states.

It will be impossible to effectively administer such a confederation. The British Open University, it can be
argued, works precisely because it is unified and focused.

In answer to the above difficulties, the following point can be made. The individuals who are attempting to
set up an Open Universities are aware of the needs which have been outlined. The individuals I have spoken to have
been uniformly enthusiastic about the basic idea which has been proposed. vVhile it is not clear that enthusiasm for
a far off idea will be translatable into action, it has been enough for me to continue to work on more detailed
planning at our institution and our state.

SCENARIO

It may help the concept more concrete if a brief 5 km eh of the way the system would work is given
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Mrs. Jane Gurolski married when she was a iktfliOr in college, She had average to good grades. Her major was
in history. When she married, she quit school to work to support her husbant: who was in graduate school. Now,
Mrs. Gurolski has been out of school for 10 years. She has young children in school, but she wants to continue her
education with a view of tie ming a Car....1 with more satisfaction and potential advancement than any she could
manage with her present level of training.

Mrs. Guroiski noticed an ad in the daily paper encouraging people to make use of the career education infor-
mation system. The ad promised that for a charge of two dollars that one could explore career possibilities and
find the educational programs to prepare one for a chosen career. Since one of the information offices was
located in a nearby high school, Mrs, Ilurniski stopped in one evening. (The information center kept hours until
10 p.m. each day and was open or' weekends to encourage use by people who work.)

The information office was being manned by a young man who was earning money for his education by
working at the center. In order to man the center, he had been given a three-week orientation and training
program. A highly trained professional wes charge of ten of these offices and the professional had responsibilities
to both the people who manned the, offices and individuals who needed special forms of assistance.

The young man asked Mrs. Guroiski if he could help her. Somewhat awkwardly, she said that she wanted
some way of establishing a career acrd possibly to find out how she could complete her education. The office aide
asked her to it down at a computer terminal and to type in the word, START. The computer program alternately
asked some questions, gave Mrs. Garrolski the chance to ask some questions, and offered lists of alternatives.
Explorations of interests, limitatibns, past preparations, financial considerations, etc., gradually narrowed the
number of desirable job targets and feasible educational programs suitable for Mrs. Guroiski.

Mrs. Gurolski became convinced that she should obtain her Bachelor's Degree in order to maximize her job
chances. By taking each term for one year, one course at a local junior college, one Open University coursewhich

was available for home study, and one other Open University course which required her to come to a local learn-
ing center once a week, she could obtain her degree so that she would hive several options upon completion of her

undergraduate work. The courses included criminal sociology, general administrative theory, technical writing, and

urban political science.

The forms which were needed were all available at the information center. Upon completion of the forms,
they were immediately reviewed by the professional guidance person who was available to scan them by picture-

phone, even though, he was in an office about thirty miles away.

Mrs. Gurolski was assigned a personal tutor from the Open University whom she could call for assistance and
who would monitor her progress and call her if trouble signals arose. In addition, she was given the names of people

who were practicing in the careers that she was most interested in and showed the most aptitude for.

In each of the courses she signed up for, she was given a printout of five people who were taking the same

course who lived nearby. Her name was also given to the other five. A letter encouraged the six students to meet

and form a self-help group. She was also gi en the names of individuals who had completed the course who had

indicated they would be willing to help students in the course.

Mrs. Gurolski was notified of acceptance into the courses by mail at her home. Thus, through the information

center, she was able m renew her academic program by a single visit to a single office. She was able to establish a

program which fitted her schedule limitations and her financial constraints. She elected to obtain her B.A. degree

through the external degree granting authority of the Open University in her state.

In each of the courses she took, she was initially given a placement diagnostic test. This test informed her of

weak elements in her hackgroi mil and how these could be remedied. They also identified her strong points which
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she shoukl use to make her program more efficient and useful for her. If she had done extremely well on the
tests, she could have tested out of the course and either taken a lighter load or taken other courses.

During her year of study, she made appointments with people working in her fields of interest so that by the
time she completed her degree, she had a dear strategy for her next step.

CONCLUSION

In the author's judgement, an Open University network is urgently needed as we move toward the year 2000.
Behind each of the points raised there is an extensive literature which can give detail and structure to the over-
simplified version presented here. If the program begins, there will be tremendous number of practical problems
which wilt require planning, analysis, and accommodation. Without minimizing the problems, the opportunity is
such that we have the technology, the knowledge, the talent and resources to produce this new alternative in
higher education.

COURSE MATERIALS FOR ALTERNATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS

SYNOPSIS

The institutions will plan for a long term cooperation in the a) production of course materials, b) systems of
student access, c) proficiency tests, and di evaluati on of the system. The intention is to serve large numbers of
unserved potential students in tfie greater Chicago area through the use of media and educational technology.
In this proposal we seek support for planning and for the preparation of one course of high quality. The institutions
will seek additional support from other agencies and will build a major cooperative effort for alternative
instructional systems.

Justification of Proposal

There is a large number of potential students in the greater Chicago area who need and desire educational
experience but who cannot become part of the campus system. On the other hand, there is outstanding talent and
experience in alternative educational systems in the cooperating institutions. For example, the Chicago Television
College has been a pioneer in televised instruction. What is needed is a way to coordinate the extensive talent which
is present and to involve a sufficiently large number of students to justify the required investment in instructional
materials of high quality. This proposal is a vital step in the development of an open university system for the
Chicago area, and hopefully, the State of Illinois.

Televised instruction, extension courses, open universities, and other nontraditional forms of higher educa-
tion have been struggling to become a major, resper ted component of the educational system. One difficulty
has been that the instructional materials have not been of sufficiently high quality to attract use by institutions
outside the one that originally produced them. As a result, the number of students involveo has not been sufficient
to justify the investment costs which would insure high quality. &same Street and the British Open University
have demonstrated that important progress can he made if the circle can be broken with improvements in quality
eel through innovations in the way that students can gain access to educational experience.

In the decentralized world of American higher education, the innovation required is a system of collabora-
tion and coordination in order to avoid duplication which forces mediocrity on eacti duplicated effort and which
limits the sire of the audience for each course. An important step can be taken by cooperation in the Chicago
Metropolitan area among the public instituti ins of higher education. Among us,we have the combined resources to
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develop outstanding course teams of subject experts, instructional designers, and educational system technolo-
giests. If we work together so that each institution uses the course developed, we will be dealing with numbers
which will insult in an excellent costlbetiefit ratio.

Eventually, by starting at the local level in an area of high population density, we hope to develop a model
of collaboration which will serve for expansion to the state and national levels. Several schools around the country
have expressed interest in this concept.

Project or Program Director

The program will be guided by a representative from each of the cooperating institutions. The representa-
tives presently are

Dr. Ted F. Andrews, Dean
College of Environmental and

Applied Sciences
Governors State University
Park Forest South, Illinois 60466
(314 563-2211, Ext. 300

Dr. Anthony La Duca
Project Director
Office of the Dean of Education
Chicago State University
Ninety-Fifth Street at King Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60628
(312) 996 -4433

Dr. Joseph 1. Lipson
Associate Vice Chancellor

for Academic Affairs
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
P.O. Box 4348
Chicago, Illinois 60680
(312) 996-4433

Dr. James Zigerell, Dean, TV College
Chicago City Colleges
3525 W. Peterson
Suite 17, Terrace Level
Chicago, Illinois 60659
(312) 588-2000

Dr. Frank Vogel
Associate Professor of Elementary

Education
Northeastern Illinois University
Bryn Mawr and St. Louis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60625
(312) 5814050

Under this proposal, a project coordinator will be hired. The proposal was prepared by Dr. Joseph Lipson.

Period of the Program

January 1, 1974 December 31, 1974

Objectives of the Program

1. To develop a plan for cooperative action in:

(a) the r:evelopment of course materials for systems of instructional technology,

(b) the development of systems of student access to accommodate people who cannot easily avail them-

selves of the campus-based system.
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fel the development of proficiency tests which will permit students to demonstrate competence without
taking the course and which will serve other purposes in the instructional system, and

td) the development of a system of continuous and overall evaluation of the cooperative effort.

2. To develop a single course as a practical exercise of the system. This course will be produced by a course
team with members from each institution. The decision regarding the course to be produced will be made by the
policy council of representatives from each institution. The course development project will be administered by the
project coordinator who is to be hired.

3. To develop a model of collaboration for an alternative education system.

4. To prepare proposals to other agencies to enlarge the cooperative effort. With our central and pivotal
location in a major state with a mixture of a large urban nucleus and rural areas, we could develop a major industry
of course development in the state.

S. To have an impact upon the effectiveness and efficiency ofcampus instruction through the developments of
the project. Many of our students work, and this reduces the flexibility of their scheduling. For other students, the
traditional mode of instruction, we hope to be able to blur the boundary between the campus system and the open
university type of system. By offering a wide range of alternatives to all students, each student could find an educa-
tional program most suited to him.

Detailed Description of Program

1. Development of Plan for Collaboration.

(a) Course Development. Typically, educational technology has failed because the course materials did
not match the hardware either in needed quality or supply of useful courses. It does little good to have
sophisticated and expensive hardware systems (dial access, closed circuit TV, etc.) if there are no good
materials to use with the system. Thus an important part of the project will involve planning for
extensive, excellent course development.

We shall identify the subject experts who have the capability and the will to become deeply involved
in course development for open university systems. We shall identify thecourses which can most benefit
from interaction with concepts of instructional design and the application of instructional technology.
For example, all of our institutions have the need for individualized programs in basic learning skills:
reading, writing, mathematics, and logical analysis. In other cases, certain large enrollment courses are
vital to a number of career patterns. Manyof these large enrollment courses could be made more effec-
tive through the systems we have in mind.

We shall explore and feed into the planning the probable acceptance of courses by students (both on
and off campus) and faculties. We shall also explore appropriate methods for dissemination to other
institutions of the courses developed,

(h) System; of Student Access. We have among our institutions many of the pieces of extensive outreach
systems of student access: open broadcast television, closer: circuit television, video-tapes in libraries
and YMCAs, community and community college learning centers, extension systems, courses by
newspaper, PLATO computer based education, independent study, CLEPT credit and other proficiency
and placement testing systems. None of these efforts have reached critical mass either in number of
students who can be accommodated, in the range of courses available, or in adequate cost control,
We must plan for cooperative use of certain facilities in order to make them feasible for present
development. For example, if we can set up learning centers with computer learning terminals, audio
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and video-tape units, counselors, and tutors which students from any cooperating institution can use,
we may get levels of usage which would make this model extremely attractive. if we can improve the
quality of open broadcast instructional materials in certain basic courses, we may attract greater
course enrollments.

There is a large number of specific issues to be worked out in the planning. Standardization and
trends in the hardware must be estimated. Acceptable initial and maintenance costs must be established
and the organization of counselors and tutors must be carefully worked out. Overall unit costs of
instruction for different models of access must be developed. Specific sites must be found and co-
operative agreements for use of facilities must be prepared and agreed upon.

Schedules of development, funding requirements, and implementation will be prepared. The individuals
responsible for different elements and new staff needed in different models will be listed.

(c) Proficiency Testa Proficiency tests are important to the concept of alternative education. It is
important to the philosophy of the open university that a student who has learned something should
be able to receive credit without having to go through unneeded instruction. This requires proficiency
tests which meet standards of the faculties of participating institutions.

Well designed proficiency tests can serve other important purposes. They can be used as placement
tests, final examination tests, and diagnostic tests for individualized instruction. In general, they can
make the entire educational process more efficient and less frustrating to the student.

id) The plan will include a continuous evaluation plan. The primary evaluation for course materials will
lie in their ability to have the student reach desired levels of competence, and acceptance by faculties
on the basis of the academic soundness of what is being taught. These will be assessed by test scores,
enrollment and retention rates, and faculty judgements of the materials.

For other aspects of the plan, evaluation criteria arid methods will be prepared. In general, the best
evaluation of the project will be the extent to which further cooperation is generated and realized.
To this end, the evaluation component of the final report will document the extent and prospects of
long-term cooperation among the institutions.

2. Development of a Single Course. Planning can become disconnected from reality. For this reason, we
propose that a single course be developed in order to provide an important task in which various problems of co-
operation will have to be worked out. By the end of tne project year, the first draft of the course will be completed.
We would like permission for the revision and final version preparation to extend beyond January 1, 1975. No
additional funds will be required, but the expenditure of the funds should be stretched for this component of the
work.

The course materials will be designed to be adaptable to as many different media formats as possible.
Motivational aspects will be part of the course design. Selection of the course to be developed will be the first
order of business for the policy council if the proposal is approved and funded. The course production will be
administered by the project coordinator. Key academic decisions will be made by the course team which will have
a course team leader named by the policy council.

3. Development of a Collaborative Model. There are many details to be worked out if large scale cooperation
is to become a reality. Academic faculties and administrations of each institution have certain procedures which
require prior approval for new courses and new ways of dealing with students. In addition, certain legal and
monetary questions will arise and need to he worked out. For example, if government contracts are obtained, over-
head will need to be shared according to some acceptable formula. If the program is used commercially, authors,
and the participating schools will have to figure out a formula for royalties. Still another important function of the
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model building will be the design of ways to stimulate and reward collaborative activity by the faculties of
the participating institutions.

4. Preparation of Proposals to Other Agencies. Individuals in several government agencies and foundations
have expressed interest in proposals for research and development in the area of educational technology which
involve cooperative efforts among several schools. Chances for funding are usually improved if prior work can be
documented in a proposal. Therefore, the evidence of cooperation among th- institutions and the support by the
State Board will significantly improve the chances of being funded. Several national panels have called for
regional course production and educational technology centers. This effort could grow into such a center for the
upper midwest area.

5. Impact upon Campus Instruction. There are many ways that on campus instruction could benefit from
the products of this effort. The course team will be learning new aspects of instructional design, learning psycholo-
gy, and ways to use the media. Thus it will have a faculty development aspect. Because being named to the course
team will have a high status, course development and teaching will be looked upon with greater favor by other
faculty members.

The techniques of course development and the use of media have important applications to courses on the
campus. The visibility of the cooperative effort should increase the chance that these techniques will be used.
The course which is developed will probably be used on the campuses in order to provide greater flexibility and to
deal with campus instructional problems.

Under current or slightly modified administrative procedures, students will be able to select for themselves
a program of study involving both external courses and campus courses. This aspect of the cooperativeprogram
would increase the options and the opportunities for many students who work or have other responsibilities
which keep them from becoming full-time campus students.

6. Contributions by the Institutions. Since the interinstitutional proposal does not provide any overhead, the
cooperating institutions will be making this obvious contribution.

Facilities. Media production facilities will be provided by the institutions involved. These include extensive
studio facilities at UICC and the City Colleges of Chicago, as well as those of other institutions. We have not asked
for secretarial help and will provide this from internal resources. Travel costs will be assumed by the institutions.
Supplies and technical costs will be considerably greater than the amount requested. While released time to the
extent of 550,000 is requested under the grant for the course team, additional support will be forthcoming from
a variety of experts on all the cooperating institutions. Individuals such a Dr. Zigerell, Dr. Andrews, Dr. Markle,
and others will cant? ubute their knowledge and experience to the project. The project will, in fact, act as the
catalyst for focusing talent and resources from all the institutions. Only by such cooperation can we begin to
realize the promise of educational technology.

7 , Evaluation Procedures, Evaluction records will be developed by the project coordinator in the following
categories:

(a) Milestones of agreements for collaborative development of alternative education systems. (Cross registra-
tion agreements, agreements for course development, cooperative proposals, agreements to share
facilities, etc.);

Proposals submitted to other agencies. Proposals approved;

(c) Milestones of course development;

(d) Review of the quality of course elements by experts. Results of formative evaluation ofcourse elements
tried out with students;
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(e) Evidence of impact upon campus communities: use of new techniques, increased interest and activity
in course development and new approaches to teaching, reallocation of resources into course develop-
ment and teaching, change in attitude. Evidence will include articles, student newspaper notice,
letters of Mt Wit y, attendance at (Weil ligS, aggilic.ations fur participation, etc.;

{f) Documents developed and approved by the policy council. These will include, in particular, the
planning documents and the model for cooperative action.

Budget

Personnel

Project Coordinator $20,000
{Salary for one year)

Faculty and stzff, released time to prepare course materials 50,000
(5 x $10,000 for 112 year released time for five individuals)

Supplies and technical services for the production of one course 10,000
production

Total $80,000

Explanation of Budget

Project Coordinator. By having funds for the project coordinator, the policy council of the participating
institutions will be able to select an individual whose primary allegiance is to the project and not to any single
institution. Thus, in turn, will dominate or preferentially benefit from the collaboration. The individual will know
that his career will depend upon the growth of cooperation among the institutions.

Course Team Support. These funds will allow us to attract one outstanding individual from each of the
participating institutions. The course team approach has worked extremely well in the British Open University de-
velopment, and these funds will allow us to explore a model for this kind in the cooperative mode.

Supplies and Technical Services, This relatively small amount for supplies and technical services will give the
project some flexibility in the purchase of items which are not available from one of the participating institutions.
If we need some animation, special art work, the time of outside reviewers, more film or video-tape than we can
obtain from the stores of the institutions, these funds will allow us to act quickly in the interests of the project.
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II. GROUPED AND BOUNDED

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS



READING, WRITING, ARITHMETIC AND COMPUTING

Arthur,Luehrman
Professor of Physics
Dartmouth College

The Proper Role of the Computer in Education

In the vast majority of universities the computer is virtually isolated from the principal clientele, the students.
The computer may serve the needs of administrative data processing, such as handling student records or the
biweekly payroll, it may be a laboratory instrument for the computer science department. In the most prestigious
universities the computer serves exclusively the research needs of a small group of "big users" with want money.

Educational computing is given short shrift, and when it is served it is often done so in a misdirecter!
fashion, based on the following false premise:

Educational computing requires only a fairly simple computer capable of running computer assisted
instruction ICAI ) drills and other teaching programs.

To many people in decision making positions, educational use of the computer is equivalent to CAI nothing
more and nothing less. University administrators look to CAI as a way of reducing the cost or increasing the
efficiency of the teaching staff. Teachers look to CAI to relieve them of tedius jobs, such as teaching remedial
English or French verbs. Even students often show a preference for CAI over conventional instruction, and some
studies show that they learn better from CAI.

Nevertheless, the premise is faulty for two reasons. First, documented examples of effective CAI are few.
Institutions have based a decision to install a computer to deliver CAI on the belief that there now exist thousands
of hours' worth of good CAI programs waiting to be run on their system. Actually very little exists and much of
it is so system dependent that it is not easily exportable.

Even if it were true, however, that dozens of high-quality, well tested CAI courses now existed, there remains
a second reason why the CAI premise is a faulty one. It presumes that the only educational role appropriate to the
computer is that of the teacher, the deliverer of instruction. It is because of this presumption that one so often
hears the educational use of computers described as being competitive with conventional teething. Such discussions
usually fall into an uncertain quagmire where questions of cost-effectiveness and laborintensiveness are debated
endlessly.

To become bogged down in such an argument is to miss the whole point of educational computing. Instead
of focussing on possible ways in which the computer might affect the content end subject matter of education,
one is limited to considering only the economics and technology of delivering instruction of an otherwise perfectly
conventional content. I do not say that the economics and technology of delivery systems is unimportant to
education; rather that there is more to computing than delivering instruction.

It is the principal thesis of this paper that computing has new and unique implications for teaching and
learning. CAI only begins to reveal the smallest part of those implications and should not deviate our attention
from grander potentialities. Worse yet, a computer system optimized to deliver CAI drills may be very poor at
handling the more !moo tarn odtit.ational functions to be described later. The ironic result may be that the
computer system acquired for education.:) use is inadequate for educational use.
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Upon what premise, then, should university computing be founded? If the campus computer is not to be
merely an administrative data processor, if it is not to be just an adjunct to research, if it is not to be mainly a
laboratory for computer science, and if it is not to be simply an automated drill instructor, then just what is it to
be? The answer to these questions derives, irr my opinion, from the following premise:

Computing is a new and fundamental intellectual resource in the same sense that reading and
writing are fundamental intellectual resources. Universities need computers for the same
reasons that they need libraries.

This may seem a mildly bizarre claim. After all, a computer is an artifice, a mere machine, a piece of technical
apparatus. isn't it pretentious to identify a box full of wires and transistors with the world of intellect? I think not.
All of the objects of intellect are artificial. What could be more arbitrary or artificial than an alphabet or a system
of numbering? What word has intrinsic meaning? Yet out of these artificial elements people have built all of the
linguistic and mathematical edifices that we know.

Computing likewise begins with artificial, intrinsically meaningless elements, of which the machine itself is
the least important: variable, constant, instruction, branch, conditional branch, input, output. At a slightly higher
level, there are more artifices: algorithm or procedure, iteration, subroutine, recursion. Just as alphabets, words,
sentences and paragraphs are the means by which we give linguistic expression to certain of our ideas, ir the same
way the elements of computing give us a new form for the expression of old and new ideas. Like language and
mathematics, computing is a way of thinking!.

Examples of non-CA1 Computer Use

A few examples may clarify the philosophy of computing prevalent at Dartmouth and a growing number of
other schools.

Historically computers found their first applications in the physical sciences, so it is not surprising to find the
first interesting educational applications there as well. Eight years ago this fall a group of physicists convened at
Irvine, California, to discuss ways in which computers might affect physics teaching2. Several of us came away con-
vinced that in a few years the entire pedagogy of freshman mechanics would be transformed.

In the past a clear understanding of Newton's Laws of motion had required a firm grasp on the fundamental
ideas of the calculus. This is true because Newton's Second Law is usually represented as a differential equation.
Now, the plain fact is that few freshmen have enough experience with calculus to be able to tolerate a presentation
of motion in terms of differential equations. As a result all textbooks and most teachers have settled for using the
symbols and nomenclature of the calculus; but very rarefy have they actually asked students to solve for motion
by using the calculus, (Check the problems in any textbook, for example.)

But the fact of the matter is that Newton's Second Law has an alternate representation that avoids the
whole calculus problem. It can be thought of as an algorithm or procedure for determining the position and
velocity of a body a "small" time later, given the current position, velocity and the force acting on it3. The steps
or the algorithm are simple algebraic statements that a tenth grader can understand. Of course, an algorithmic
approach only makes practical sense if one has a computer handy to carry out all the tedious calculations.

The payoff of this fundamental change in pedagogy is enormous. For the first time it is practical to teach the
essential idea of mechanics instead of cheap imitationsall those awful inclined planes and pulleys. The subject
matter, motion, ran be taught generally, without having to worry whether a particular force law will lead to a

1A, W. Luehrmann."Should the Computer Teach the Student, or V ice Versa?" Proc, AF IPS SJCC 1972 Vol. 40 pp. 407 410.
2The Computer on Physics. Report of the Conference on the Use of the Computer in Undergraduate Physics Instruction,

University of California, Irvine, 1965. (Comrnossion on College Physics, 1966).
3A, M. Bork, A, W. Luehrmann, J. R. Robson, Introductory CornputerBesed Mechanics", (Am. Inst, of Physics, Informa-

tion Pool, SUN Y Stony Brook, 1968),
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mathematically soluble problem. The algorithm applies to any force law, and it even generalizes easily to handle
two and three dimensional situations. Our freshmen especially like to program the computer to display artificial
satellite orbits and to find the right launching conditions to send a vehie to the moon and back --something
unheard of under the old peidailt/ilV

Students in the social sciences at Dartmouth vie with those in the sciences for largest computer use In
sociology a student, using the IMPRESS system's, learns to do quantitative research on actual data, not different iii

kind from that carried out by professionals. Sitting at a terminal the student can reach any of sixty different data
bases and can direct a sequence of inquiries aimed at finding out, for example, who in the spring of 1973 believed
in capital punishment. He can look at overall results and he can begin to cross tabulate belief in capital punishment
with age, sex, income, race, religion, etc. Inside a few minutes such a studentresearCher will have formulated
several hypotheses and checked them out against the data.

As in the physics example, we see here a student doing sociology and not merely hearing about it or being
drilled on it via a CAI lesson. The situation in music is similar.

A ioint project between the music department and the engineering school has been the development of a
musical terminal -a computer-driven electronic music synthesizer, now in use with over a hundred studentss.
Sitting at the terminal a student can specify a composition by typing a sequence of commands and parameters that
tell pitch, loudness, duration, attack, timbre, etc. He can edit the composition using the standard DTSS editois_
When ready he runs a program that converts his composition to information transmitted to the minicomputer
driven synthesizer. The sound is heard in a few seconds via a standard stereo system.

Several surprising things have happened. First the course in composition is now attracting students with
little or no ability as performers, since the computer is now the performer. Second, a few students are exploring the
idea of music as a list of data that can be transformed by means of algorithms that transpose pitch, invert pitches,
change the sequence, etc. In short, they are doing music with the sante excitement as, and better tools than many
professionals have.

The list of examples could be extended easily river basin ecosystem simulations, economic simulation
garnes6, computer experiments in genetics7, computer graphics as a medium for artistsbut space and time do not
permit. What all these examples have in common is a use of the computer in which the student masters a computer-
based system in order to do problems and projects in various fields. He is not merely the slave of an automated
lesson, however personalized and with however much feedback. If my convictions on this ;vint are not dear, I
will conclude this section with a Chinese proverb:

I hear, and I forget;
I see, and I remember;
I do, and I understand.

The "Library Model" Taken Seriously

The claim that a basic facility in computer use is every bit as necessary as reading and writing or arithmetic,
has far-reaching consequences. For if basic literacy is not the exclusive property of university administrators, nor of
researchers in the humanities division, nor of the department of linguistics, nor of the teaching faculty, then for

4The ovipftEss Pruner. ant eel tPropkt IMPRESS. bartmouth College, Hiattovirr,tght. 1973).

!ILA.r manuals are avallahle from I ft, Appleton. Music Dept.. Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH.

6G. B. Phlot, J. W. Sommer. -ACRES A Land nevelopment and Environmental Game", tin P. Patterson, Ed., Recent
Uevelopments on UrINin Gaming, Samulations Council Proceechngs, Vol. 2. 1973).

c,,, ;, ,u; introdur Tory Course ,f1 Biology- Proc. Conf. on Computers on the Unctergr30,,,,ste
CurrquIrt. 1973. (Cor,IpLiter Cfartter, Universoty of Iowa, to.va City. Iowa. 19731.
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the same reasons university computing must also not become the exclusi I captive of any of the analogous groups.
Literate, competent and even creative use of computing ought to spread through most parts of the university.

The best institutional model fur a computer center dedicated to this goal is the university library, which has
always served the literary needs of the entire academic community.

The university library is an interesting object. Its director, the librarian, usually reports to the provost (or
academic Vice President, or equivalent), who represents the broad academic interests of the institution, The
librarian seeks advice and counsel not only of the linguistically based departments, nor of the directors of
research programs, but of members of the entire academic community. Typically there is a committee on libraries
with faculty and sometimes student membership. The committee makes recommendations to the librarian and to
his boss, the provost; and it reports back to the faculty. in effect it acts as an academic watchdog on the
accountability of the library.

Access to the library is granted to all members of the university, as a rule. Some basic level of service is
offered equally to everyone, independent of rank or prestige or source of funds. Mr-re precious services, such as the
rare-book collection, are limited by an assessment of the need of an individual to use tl. n, not by his ability to
pay. Library hours are determined by the demand of the clientele and not the convenience of the staff. Library
use is mit batch-processed,

Funding is the critical factor. A university library is a cost center, not a profit-and-loss center. It is not
expected to generate significant revenue. The fact that it is one.of the largest cost centers is justified on the value
of the service it supplies to its varied users. Imagine what your university library would be like if its fiscal
operation were modeled after the average computer center. Use of the library would be a pay-as-you-go basis. At
my university the cost of the library, if distributed over the aver je number of books circulated, amounts to about
ten dollars per book borrowed. How much use of your library would you make if you had to pay ten dollars for
every book you withdrew? Clearly, only those with substantial research grants could afford such use. And with a
greatly shrunken user community, the cost per circulation might go up five or tenfold. Massive educational use of
such an expensive service would be utterly unthinkable. In the end the type of library service available would be
dictated by the interests of a handful of big research users and the department of library science. It would rot be
the library that you know.

Though one has only to go back a few centuries to find it in practice, such a model *or administration of a
university library is heretical today. Paradoxically, the application of today's library model to the administration
of the computer center is viewed by most people as equally heretical. Yet in my opinion the logic that leads
universities to support costly libraries available to all must also lead them to support costly computer centers
available to all.

Dartmouth College is an exceptional university in this respect. Ten years ago Dartmouth decided that
computing should be as accessible to students and faculty as a book on its open-shelf library. Ease of access meant
the adoption of two radical ideas. First, a user's decision to use the computer had to be divorced from questions of
payment or formal justification. Second, the operating software had to be designed to serve a community of four
thousand potential users.

The result today is the Dartmouth TimeSharing System (DTSS)8-10. In 1964 the first practical time-sharing
system freely accessible to an academic community was created at Dartmouth. Two mathematics professors led a
small squadron of undergraduates in designing the time-sharing operating system and defining a new easy -to -learn

8R. F. Hargraves, A, Stephenson, "Design Con-iderations for an Educational Time - Sharing System-. Proc. AF IPS SJCC
1969 Vol, 34 pp. 657 664,

9J. C;. Kemeny, T. E. Kurt;, "04,rtitiotith TimeSharing-. Science 162, 11 (1968).

"Biennial Rerort. (Kiewit Computation Center, Dartmouth College. Hanover. NH. 1973).
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programming language BASIC. The system could support the then unheard of maximum of 24 simultaneous
users. That system, which was designed around the Genera/ Electric 200 computer series, became the prototype
for GE's Mark I time-sharing service, the first commercially successful time-sharing service.

Today DTSS operates on a much larger and faster Honeywell 635 computer. On this machine DTSS now
supports, measurably on any afternoon, over 140 simultaneous users. Between one and two thousand different
people use the Dartmouth computer in a day about four thousand in a month. Between fifteen and twenty-five
thousand jobs are executed each day. About thirty institutions other than Dartmouth use our computer via a
multiplex network that extends to New York, Boston, Chicago, Montreal and Toronto. There are about three
hundred computer terminals on our campus and perhaps another hundred at remote locations. OTSS comes on at
;:00 a.m. each weekday and remains on for twenty hours, until 3:00 a.m. the next day a total of a hundred
twenty hours each week. Set vice interruptions are rare perhaps one a week alid recovery is rapid usually

under ten minutes.

So much for system statistics. The upshot is that DTSS is a large, heavily used computer system. Administra-
tively, the computer center follows the library model quite closely. Both the librarian and the computer center
director report to the Vice President for Student Affairs, a fact which emphasizes our concern for the educational
program. (The computer center director, Thomas E. Kurtz, was one of those two mathematics professors who
originated the system. The other, John G. Kemeny, has left computing, though he still has a computer terminal in
his office as President of Dartmouth College.) Like the Council on Libraries, there is also a Council on Computing
largely composed of faculty members. Like the library's public reading room, the computer center operates a
public terminal room open to anyone, with or without a Dartmouth connection. In addition it "circulates"
computer use around the campus via the regular telephone network.

Money, Budgets and All That

"What about funding?" you are sure to ask. "How is it possible to just give away such a costly service?" In
fact we do not just give away free computing. A substantial minority of the use of our system comes from
federally supported projects, and there is a law against charging the U.S. government for something that is free
to another customer. Therefore, we carry out a detailed billing on every user of the system, and we have an
auditable rate structure based on costs and aggregate usage. The individual student never sees a bill, however, and
so to him the service appears free. The faculty member without support funds for computing likewise charges his

use to a general unsupported teaching or unsupported research account. The bills for these unsupported accounts
are paid in the end by transferring general funds of the College into therm

The principal point to emphasize here is that computer use is not allocated by agreeing in advance on a
computing budget item for each academic department or other unit. We believe that such a strategy, while it may
appeal to a cost accountant, is simply wrong for educational computing. It assumes that the user of the resource
and the allocator of the resource have a good idea of the probable value of each quantum of use. This is true when
allocating food in the cafeteria and so food should be charged and paid for by the meal. But is is not true of book-
borrowing or computing. Worthless humdrum hours often precede priceless seconds of insight. Value is hard to

put in economic terms.

On the other hand, any computer center has a finite resource, and an allocation problem must exist. In fact,
while Dartmouth gives free access to the computer to anyone, we nevertheless ration use by other means, some of
which are only possible with a large time-sharing system11. For example, we set a maximum run-time limit per job
for each user. For students it is 32 CPU seconds per job. For faculty it is 64 seconds. We set a limit on number of
characters of saved files on the disks. For students it is 8000 characters. For faculty it is 80,000. (Total disk
storage is 400,000,000 characters.) Access to system peripherals, such as the line printer and card reader and
punch is also rationed. We do not place limits on total CPU use per session or per month, nor do we limit the
number of sessions at a terminal.

11J. S. McGeachle, "A F lexir)le User Vollaton Language for Time-Sharing Systems". Proc. AFIPSS.ICC 1969 Vol, 34
pp. 666-671.
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The vast majority of our users rarely encounter their limits. Those that do frequently find ways to snake
theist programs more efficient. In the end if all else fails a user can appeal to have any of his initial limits
increased. As a general rule his request is granted. hut if he needs still more, sonic supporting evidence is required.
New limits are usually viewed as temporary adjustments.

With our resources and in our user community this system works. To the beginning user the computer seems
to be a free resource. The sense of freedom enables the user to approach computing on his own terms and with his
own sense of values. It permits game-playing and trivia. At the same time it protects the serious user against
unrestrained use and abuse by the more frivolous user. In a large-scale time-sharing system, after all, one user's
frivolity care consume at most a few percent of the resource. By contrast, one "big user" with a fat government
grant can not only consume a larger fraction of a batch system; he can also dominate the computer center and
distort its priorities.

Still, I have said nothing of the net cost of computing at Dartmouth. Isn't it very expensive to provide this
type of service? Our view is that it costs about as much as it should. We generally agree that it is as important to
us to have d good computer center as it is to have a good library; Dartmouth budgets roughly the same amount for
each. The total computer center budget is about $1.5 million. This includes rental or depreciation of hardware, all
staff salaries, heating and maintaining the building, and all other items attributable to computing. Certain income
should he removed from that figure immediately, since a great deal of our use is sold to non-Dartmouth users.
Currently til_lout $300,000 comes from this source. The cost for Dartmouth use is therefore about $1.2 million.
With 4000 students, that comes to an average of about $300 per student or about 9% of our annual tuition fee.

This fi lure is computed in the most conservative way possible and is the upper limit on our cost of computing.
Note that it takes the cost of all computing at Dartmouth and loads it on the student. The fact is that student use
amounts to only 30% of total Dartmouth use. Therefore student use costs only about $100 per enrolled student per
year, which in 1964 dollars is exactly what the Pierce Rep ort12 recommended ten years ago for educational

computing in the United States.

To conclude this section, we believe that Dartmouth's experience proves that computing can safely be made
freely available to all members of a university at a current cost that compares favorably with that of the library.
Since computing is one of the few areas in education where costs are going down, the situation in the future should
actually improve.

Project COMPUTE: a Tactic for Educational Change

Even though the mere act of installing a large free-access time-sharing system has by itself caused profound
changes in education at Dartmouth, the rate of change has been slow and the impact on other universities,

slight.

Now I want to describe a modest project that might serve as an element in a national strategy for bringing

about the sort of change I have been talking about, Project COMPUTE13 is an effort to develop and distribute
course materials dealing with computer use. The project is located at Dartmouth College and has three-year funding

from the National Science Foundation.

Publication and wide dissemination of approximately twenty textbooks or monograpf is is the immediate goal

of COMPUTE. The writing, testing, technical documentation of, or dissemination of e,ompater programsis of

comparatively little interest to COMPUTE. Ccivally uninteresting to COMPUTE is the problem of developing new
strategies for using the computer in education.

12Cornputers in Higher Education, Presuient's Scrence Arivlsory CCIftirritttfie, Ti lfi White House, Washington, DC, 1967.

"NSF Project (.0-28456. Infarrnation atIout the project or for prospacItue authnm is avntlahte from Project COMPUT t
Dart,nouth College, Hanover, NM.
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instead, the protect assumes that good computer uses already exist and that technical transportabilityi.e.
moving programs to a new computer and supplying operational documentationis not a serious problem. At least,
we think it IS nut the principal obstacle to the spread of computer use.

What is the principal obstacle is the shortage of good materials for use in courses where computer use makes
sense. At the university level educational change is almost always accomplished by the appearance of a new,

commercially available textbook. Change happens when faculty -embers decide to adopt the new book instead of
the old one. There is no reason to believe that widespread computer use will happen io any other way. During the
last five years hundreds of teachers have developed thousands of interesting applications of computing to their
courses. Over two hundred papers on the topic have been presented at four annual national meetings sponsored by
NSF t4. Yet, for the most part, enthusiasm has been confined to the originators and has not been transmitted to
colleagues. Interest has been generated, but not sufficient enthusiasm to yield widespread imitation.

The reasons are simple. The amount of faculty time and effort that goes into development of computer uses
is enormous. It is unreasonable to expect that kind at investment every time a course is given. On the other hand,
if teachers were able to get from their local textbook purveyor a few readable, pedagogically practical examples
of course materials in their own disciplines, I believe that we would see an enormous growth in educational computer
use. That is the working premise of Project COMPUTE.

Now a word about our operational strategy. On the basis of formal proposals submitted to us and referred by
others, we select six or eight people for summer writing projects. These authors leave their home institutions,
friends, secretaries, telephones, and in-baskets and come to the woods of New Hampshire for one or two months.
The mission of each is to write as much of a monograph or text book as possible there and to agree to see it
through to completion when they go home.

For its part the project gives up to two months summer salary to each author, and the staff attempts to
create a stimulating climate for thinking and writing. Weekly 7:" ; allow each author to learn what the others
are doing and to discuss problems together. Access to the Dartmouth computer is freely available to ail, and we

supply a student programming assistant for any author who needs one.

Much of the contact is informal and centers around the computer center coffee pot, corridor conversations,

and weekend outings.

Beyond direct salary support, our principal service is editorial. As each author finishes a draft of a chapter,

the project editor types it into a computer file. From thence forward all changes are made by modifying that
original file, using built-in editorial features available on the computer system. Another cornputer.based system
types out a matly formatted, paginated copy of the current state of the manuscript whenever requested to do so.

The result is that even in our nine-week period of intense work, an author can see drafts of his work in progress,
and can improve the quality of his product.

At the end of summer, or more typically, six months later, the project has a completed manuscript from
each person. Several options now exist. From the computer file it is easy to producemultilith masters for
immediate use on a small scale by the author or others. One level higher, it is easy in the same way to generate
automatically camera-ready copy with the quality equivalent to carbon-ribbon typing. This makes possible an

inexpensive format for large-scale printing. Finally, it is possible to go to automatic or manual typesetting and

produce the standard sort of published book.

The role of the project at this stage is to act as author's agent in dealing with commercial publishers and

university presses. A unique and experimental feature of Project COMPUTE has to do with royalty payments.

We are empowered to negotiate the best terms with each publisher and then to negotiate separately with each

14ProceedIngs of the conferenres, held at Univ. of Iowa. Dartmouth, Atlanta, and the Claremont Colleges. 1970-1073. are
available from the Computer Center, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
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author an appropriate division of the royalty between the author and the project. We believe strongly, and our
authors agree, that royalty incentives are very important in any curriculum development project, since the regular
academic rewords are so meager.

Now I want to say a few words about why I believe that Project COMPUTE is a model for one element of a
larger strategy for bringing about educational change.

I. Change is produced by active to , hers with ideas that come directly out of their experience. The necessity
to teach some subject is the rnot,,H of their curricular invention, not the necessity to write scholarly
papers on educational change.

2. Each author is tightly allied to his particular academic discirine. Each is a member of an ordinary
academic department. As a result each is an insiderand can carry out a program of change in a way
that outsiders cannot. Each will go back to his department and teach courses there. He may influence
others at his own university; but, more likely, he will influence others in his own discipline at dozens or
even hundreds of other universities. Communication within disciplines is far more profound than com-
munication within universities.

3. The creative staff is a temporary staff. There are no permanent innovation experts, only discipline
experts who temporarily leave their conventional roles to address a problem of pedagogy. Before they
fall prey to thinking of themselves as innovation experts we send them home for more contact with the
sources of their inspiration,

4. Rewards for work in curriculum are not confused with rewards for traditional academic good behavior.
Authors are paid to write, and if they write well further royalty benefits accrue. There is no pretense of
enhancing professional prestige or tenurability. Simple rules are the basis of good behavior. We want
our authors to behave like authors, not prima donnas.

National Model for Educational Change

A natural question is this: is it possible to extend the key tenures of Project COMPUTE into a full-scale
national model for educational change and development? l believe that the answer is yes.

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education in a recent report's calls for the establishment of several
regional centers focussing on uses of technology in higher education. The structure proposed there is the starting
point for the full-scale model that I would like to promote. Briefly, eachcenter is to be funded at a level of a
small university, such as Dartmouth, for example. It is to have a permanent staff of educators, writers and
specialists in video, film, audio, graphical design, and computing. The long-range goal of each center is to develop
and distribute applications of technology that increase the quality or reduce the cost of education. Each center
would provide educational computer service to its entire region. The centers would be situated in major
metropolitan areas so that they would have access to real, live students in the way that the Open University does
in Great Britain.

As far as it goes this is a good plan, but it does not go far enough. In particular, the relationship between
these essentially research and development centers and the production oriented conventional universities is not
clear. At some points in the Carnegie report the centers appear as service organizations for the universities. At
others, they seem to be competitors, having their own staff and their own student clientele.

It is here where I believe that our Project COMPUTE experience can be of help. Suppose that each center had,
in addition to the regional tie suggested by the Carnegie Commission, a very strong discipline tie as well. That is,
each center would be targeted to produce applications in a specialized group of closely related academic fields.

15The Fourth Revolution Instructional Technology in Higher Education. (McGraw Hill, New York, 19721.
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Persons representing those disciplines, possibly via the professional societies, or perhaps through editorial hoards
of tee respective journals, would serve as an advisory panel or even a policy revie* board for the corresponding
center. Such a group might advise the center on greeds, priorities, and marketability for new educational
developments in their disciplines. It might also sieve as an insider group for the promotion within the disciplines of
new developments coming out of the centers.

The actual development process in the centers would be a partnership involving people with technology and
media specialization, education theorists, evaluators, economists, and, finally, discipline experts with teaching
experience. The latter should usually be the senior partner, in my opinion; the others should serve as resource
people. For the reasons stated in describing Project COMPUTE, it is better that the discipline specialists be cast as
"Visiting Fellows" rather than "Tenured Faculty". In the first place, a permanent staff of innovators is hard to
imagine. Second, the discipline tie of the permanent innovator would become thin if not replenished by renewed
contact with peers in the discipline. Third, the number of people in direct contact with the center and its work
would be vastly larger if the number of Visiting Fellows was large. Fourth, the return of visitors to their home
universities would serve to spread the Word and market the products of the center. Fifth, the mere possibility of
becoming a Fellow at the center would cause many more people to become conscious of and interested in the
activities of the center.

Since, in the conventional university at least, the effective consumer of educational change is not the student
but the teacher who selects course format and materials, it is crucial that any large educational development centers
have powerful ties With the teaching faculties. That means, in our vertically partitioned universities, powerful ties
with academic disciplines.

it might be argued that educational change cannot happen within universities any way, so why worry about
good relations with them? Why not set up centers that will compete with them in doing the job that they now do?

I would hope to see a healthy element of competition between the centers and the regular universities.
The presence of "Open University" students is a good idea and would foster that competition. But there are two
reasons not to cut off the ordinary universities from the start. First there is no need to. The model I have
proposed poses little threat and even offers opportunity to the academic disciplines. Second, I seriously doubt
whether a frankly competitive organization could attract a staff of ...ufficient competence to win in a struggle with
the conventional universities. It would be attacked by academic specialists as an illegitimate upstart, and that would
deter most of the best people from taking a job at the center,

In summary, then, I propose several large regional curriculum development centers, each with very strong
discipline ties. These ties would be achieved by being held accountable to representatives of the disciplines in
exchange for legitimacy in their eyes. Apart from the question of ties to academic disciplines, the remainder of
the model is essentially that proposed by the Carnegie Commission for developing uses of instructional teemology.
Since that proposal is probably well known, I shan't elaborate it here.

Meanwhile, Back at the Closed University

Unless someone in the audience knows something I don't know, it would be poor judgement to do nothing
until massive support becomes available for such national centers. One works with what is at hand, and it appears
that traditional, closedwall universities are apt to be at hand for a while. Yet all is not gloomy there.

Dartmouth College nos made a recent commitment of resources and personnel toward educational change
within a conventional university environment. Operating on the premise that the best source of ideas DNA,' educa

tion is the regular teaching faculty and the best testhed is found in courses offered in the regular departments,

Dartmouth has defined a new office charged with promoting faculty experiments in teaching. Particular emphasis is

to be placed on experiments that will lead to qualitative or quantitative increases in productivity through use

of technology.
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In view of the well-known professional and political problems faced by education-minded faculty members
in regular departments, one of the principal functions of the new office is to serve the interests of such people.
This will be accomplished in several ways. The first and most important way is organizational. The director of the
new officenames and titles are not yet settled, but for present purposes let me call him Dean of Instruction
reports directly to the Dean of Faculty. He thus has the ear of the university officer most directly concerned with
the quality of the faculty and with departmental practices and standards for hiring, promotion, and tenure
recommendations. Hence an organizational mechanism exists for influencing those practices when they are in
conflict with the purposes of the office of Instruction. Obviously, this mechanism must be exercised with con-
siderable skill and political wisdom if it is to be effective. But the point is that it now exists. There is a way for a
faculty member to hold the university to account for its claim that innovative teaching is rewarded.

But accountability applies in both directions. Teachers who expect the support of the Dean of Instruction
must be held to account for the quality and effectiveness of their work. For this reason the Office of Instruction is
charged with responsibility for evaluating new educational projects. A mere willingness to experiment is no
guarantee of quality or effectiveness; and, if only to protect his credibility, it is essential that the Dean of
Instruction distinguish between good work and bad work before makinga recommendation to the Dean of Faculty
regarding particular faculty members. In this way faculty who work, with the Office of Instruction will be under
the same kind of tension experienced in a regular department, where they expect support if they do well and not
otherwise.

Evaluation, then, is the second way in which the new office will promote effective experiments in education.
The third contribution is technical and informational. Physical resources, including standard audio-visual equip-
ment, are being expanded and the staff increased. The campus will be linked with TV cable and more origination
and playback equipment will be added. Inexperienced faculty members will find technical assistance.

The fourth activity of the Office of Instruction is to coordinate its educational goals with the purposes of
the computer center. Not surprisingly the majority of educational technology projects at Dartmouth have been and
are likely to continue to be based on some aspect of computer use. Hence it is essential that, for example, a

proposed project be examined for additional demand it will place on computer resources. Fortunately, the primary
mission of the Dartmouth computer center is to serve educational needs; and there is no conflict of purpose with
the Office of Instruction. (One wonders how many other universities can make that claim.)

The final role to be played by the new office is that of Fund raiser. It is currently assisting faculty members in
four different departments in gaining foundation support for specific projects dealing with educational technology,
Its success in this regard can be expected to give the Office of Instruction considerable political leverage when the
time comes to speak out for faculty members who have carried out projects under its auspicies.

While it is premature to report results for the Office of Instruction, I believe that the basic organizational
structure is sound. It is the best way that we can think of to promote experimentation in education within a

traditional university, using regular students and faculty with expertise in regular academic disciplines. If
successful it will not be as an isolated institute for educational research, but as a practical model for fostering
and managing educational change across an entire university.
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THE AUDIO-TUTORIAL SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION

Robert N. Hurst
Professor of Biology

Purdue University

Let me begin with a rather pointed statement which appeamd in another paper 1 prepared on the Audio-
Tutorial System of instruction, "Neither its strongest supporter nor its severest critic could deny the impact of the
Audio-Tutorial System of instruction on education," (Hurst, 1973). Since its birth in 1961, AT has indeed
exerted an influence on educational thought and practices; it has indeed garnered its share of devotees and critics.
Most assuredly, it has contributed enormously to the interest in and unrest resulting from the "fourth revolution"
described by Eric Ashby (1967) and canonized by the Carnegie Commission of Higher Education (1972).

We are in the midst of revolution in education and it is an exhilarating and exciting time to be involved with
technology, teaching, learning, people and students who are after all, "a tot like people" (Postlethwait, 1972).
Those beautiful, bright, demanding souls, eager, yet hesitant to learn, tired of tradition, daring instructors to
teach them. It is a time for innovation, for change. In fact, in many educational setting, innovation and change
are being legislated by well-meaning but igree int trustees, boards and administrators who do not understand that
change cannot be legislated but must grow as did Audio-Tutorial from an instructor's concern for his students and
how they learn. To place the unconcerned or the doubter into an "innovative" setting and tell him "now be
innovative" is to assure failure. Sn many must be permitted, in spite of the knowledge explosion, to disregard the
biblical admonition and continue to put new wine into old skins. The old skins being, of course, the lecture-lab or
lecture-lab- recitation format, the "spray and pray" system where the professor as the font of knowledge spews
forth while each and every eager learner dutifully copies, swallows, digests and then upon commend, regurgitates.

But for the rest of us, there are other possibilities that make new promises. This is where the Audio-Tutorial
System of instruction makes its debut as only one of a whole host of possibilities. As does every other innovative
educational practice, Audio-Tutorial has only one goal or purpose "To Help &in:hints Learn." We all realize of
course, that as fac;litators of learning, or teachers, or educators or whatever title we take upon ourselves, helping
students learn is the whole purpose for our existence. If we do not help students learn, we ought not to be in the
busetess of education. Therefore, allow me to preface my remarks about the Audio-Tutorial System with some
concerns we should all have about technology-oriented instructional systems be they A-T, CAI, video or some

combination of these.

Technology must not be used for the sake or novelty of the technology itself. It must extend, not further
restrict our educational flexibility. It must enhance not cramp our educational style. It must help students learn

not entertain; humor or occupy them. It must, an other words, have a positive effect on learning. If it meets this
final criterion, perhaps the use of that technology is justified because as Eric Ashby has said "Any technology
which increases the rate of learning would enable (as Comenious put it centuries ago) the teacher to teach less, and
the learner to learn more" (1967, p. iii). Yet, it is essential that we examine a technology, weigh its costs and its

benefits to ascertain its value as an educational tool now and its potential value ten or twenty years from now.
Technology must be kept in its proper perspective and as indicated by the Carnegie Commission, "it should not be
adopted merely because it exists, or because an institution fears that it wilt be left behind the parade of progress

without it" (1972, p,11).
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The Carnegie Commission in its Fourth Revolution report 11972, p. 11) lists two tests which ought to be
applied to determine whether technology should be used in an instructional program. Let me command them to
you. First, the learning task to be performed should be essential to the course of instruction and second, the task
should be performed better with the use of technology. Perhaps the task could not be performed at all without
technology. If so, then only test one need be applied and the instructor has his answer.

Technology is having its effect on the educational process and the field of technology promises bigger and
better things yet to come. Communication satellites, video cassettes, miniaturecomputers and cable television are
just a few of the new tools promised and in some instances already delivered.
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This special issue of electronics magazine is illustrative of the directions some tools are taking. A special
report of tomorrow's communications.

No one would deny we are indeed a tuned-in, wired-up, plugged-in, hyperarticulate speed of light society.
And tomorrow's education may well start with today's design.

We could have no more pencils, no more books, and we could write and read electronically.

The goals: A communications system that replaces person to person contact. The tools: Satellites, fac-
similes, computers, telephones, and microwave. This sounds exciting on the surface, doesn't it? Yet one has to
ponder whether or not this is the direction we want to move. What are the roles of or the limitations of
instructional media? Do we really want to replace person-to-person contact with all of those very elaborate tools?
I don't know; maybe we do.
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Slide 4

Perhaps however, the most important point of this particular report was a comment that appeared near the
end, where Albert Einstein was quoted as having said that the container would never be more valuable than its
contents. I submit that media, that technology must be scrutinized carefully and their value documented, else the
container may well become more valuable than its contents. If a computer program is designed to operate as an
electronic page turner, I'm not sure it is really worth the money. The container becomes more valuable than its
contents. At Purdue we program students to turn their own pages. Do we really want to replace this person-to-person
contact?
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In the final analysis we are still dealing with people, students like this typical, average run-of-the mill pre-vet
student. I for one, am not ready to give up meeting this student on a one-to-one basis in a person-to-person contact.

But where is this talk about the use and possible misuse of technology leading to7 After all, my mission is to
inform you of a technology-hased system of instruction called Audio-Tutorial. My assignment is not to bias or
prejudice your thinking in terms of what you hear from others during this symposium and I'm sure I have not. I
do have real concerns about how and why technology is used as I know the other presenters do. These concerns
lead me to believe that the best way to help my students learn is through the use of the Audio-Tutorial System,
just as the concerns of other innovators dictate the use of their systems to help their students learn.

Perhaps a discussion of the modes and media of the Audio-Tutorial System should begin with a history of its
evolution, because like a viable living organism, it evolved.

The entire program grew and developed because a single individual Dr. S. N. Postlethwait of the Department
of Biological Sciences at Purdue University, was concerned for his students and their varying abilities. Dr. Postlethwait
had for many years been involved with introductory courses for beginning freshman students and for many years
had not been completely satisfied with the lecture-laboratory technique of presentation. It was obvious to him that
though he was an excellent lecturer, we are all excellent lecturers of course) he was not reaching all of his students.
The course he was teaching encompassed a broad spectrum of ability levels from the very low level achievers through
the very bright pre-veterinary students. Dr. Postlethwait knew he was talking over the heads of many of those at the
low end of the spectrum and at the same time he was not stimulating those at the high end.

In order to better meet the needs of the individual student, he began to experiment by preparing a tutorial on
tape. (Not a lecture on tape, contrary to many people's beliefs,) He prepared a tutorial a one to one discussion
as if the student were seated on the other end of a log from his or at his side or on the other side of the table.

He made the taped tutorial sessions available to students in the Audio-Visual Center which was open from
7:30 in the morning until 10:30 at night. He then announced to the st relents in his lecture sessions that if they
had difficulty in keeping up with him or it they found themselves not being stimulated by his lectures, they could
go to the Audio-Visual Center, check out a tape and listen *0 the week'. material as it came to them in a different
format. They could individually pace themselves, by deciding just him much of S. N. Postlethwait they wanted to
listen to in any given period of time, by repeating those portions that they didn't understand the first time, by taking
notes if they cared to, by isolating themselves in a booth with head sets from all extraneous noise and primarily by
deciding when they wanted to learn botany.

Being the sage that he is, Dr. Postlethwait soon realized that he had a very important tool at his hand. It gave
him the opportunity to involve the student with the things of his discipline, with plants. He couldn't do this in a
lecture of five hundred students, but it was quite possible to carry some plants over to the Audio-Visual Center and
put them in the booth with the students. He could actually tutor him now through botany by manipulation of text
materials, laboratory manual and short exercises that could be done in the booth by involving the student with the
tangible items of the discipline. It was a true multi-media approach.

A very peculiar thing happened; students stopped coming to his lectures. More and more students decided that
this kind offormat had something to offer. It was nice to be able to go to the Audio-Visual Center at 7:30 in the
morning or 8:30 in the evening, anytime they wished, check out a tape and be programmed through a series of
learning activities.

We can conceptualize the AudioTutorial System perhaps with the diagram now on the screen. If we know what
it is we want the student to be able to do at the end of his period instruction, we should tell him what is expected
of him. The numbers 1 through 4 on the right side of the diagram, signify the performance objectives which are
spelled out precisely for the student. The letters A,B,C,D,E,F signify learning activities which will help the student
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4 I'M! at the pet formance level designated by the objectives. These activities may include some reading from the
study guide, some demonstrate materials, examining a slide or live specimen, viewing 3 sequence of film or doing
an experiment.
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They wavy line weaving A,B,C,D,E and F, together signifies the audio-tape which is simply the vehicle
whereby one programs the student through activities A, B, C, E and F. It is not a lecture on tape; it is never a
lecture on tape, but it is a device, a programming device, to lead students, quite logically from one activity to
another, one experience to another, to get him to the performance level specified by objectives 1 through 4. The
tape is not the most important aspect of the program, the objectives and the activities are. Individuals who do not
have a sound grasp of the Audio-Tutorial philosophy, fail to comprehend the meaning of those words. Any tech-
nology which could deliver this unifying thread that ties activities together could be plugged into the system,
video, film nr a combination of these.

Why audio-tape, why not video or film or print? Audio tape is a now technology, a low technology. It is
extremely reliable, inexpensive, durable and available now, It lends itself to the tutorial aspect of teaching, which
means a conversational presentation not a formal lecture, which also means individual pacing not group participa-
tion. This also means that the student may stop, back up, and repay any portion as often as needed for under-
standing. These attributes are difficult to achieve with video or film and too expensive for most schools to achieve
with the computer. When the technology of any or all of these formats permits the same flexibility at the audio
tape at a comparable cost, then individuals like myself would be willing to become advocates of video-tutorial or
computer-tutorial. What I am trying to impress upon you is the tutorial aspect of the program and to indicate to
you the audio tape is simply the most convenient, inexpensive, reliable technology available now with which to
function.

Hopefully you are asking yourself, "Why technology, why riot print?" Print works; we know it does. It has
served as the bridge among scholdrs and between scholars and students for centuries and it does work. Just about
everytime I convince myself that it ought to work as well as the audio tape, I find something like this in the
newspaper.
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But it really isn't just to titilate the aural sense that the audio tape is used, another real function comes in
treeing the hands and eyes to integrate experiences as this student is doing manipulating a tangible item and
study guide while listening to her instructor talk to her in a one-to-one discussion. What would you do if you had

***impitampagetie student to teach? Would you sit her in a lecture room and lecture for fifty minutes three times a week, then
have her come into your lab on Tuesday at 1:30 for a three hour lab where you would attempt to integrate what
you had told her in the lecture with some lab experiences? I think not. You would probably try to arrange some
equally convenient times with no set definite boundries and tutor her through a series of learning activities which
would include laboratory experiences as the time they would be most meaningful ilfthelearning equence. You
probably would not tell her about cell structure on Monday and Wednesday and have her come in the following
Tuesday at 1:30 to examine some cells under the microscope. Well if we would not lecture to one student, why di?
it for 1000? If we can tutor one student, can we not tutor 1000?

.10

Slide 10

Obviously, we cannot as a single individual sit on the other,end of a log and tutor 1000 students through a
concept in biology. But we can place a tape recorder on the other end of that log with a recorded tutorial which
will tutor him through a sevies of learning activities a one-to-one conversation with the student using all the
available media at our disposal. What media are available to us as educational inputs?

Slide 11
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Really there are ooh,/ four major kinds of !inputs the printed, the physical or tangible item or model, pro-
iected materials and audio. The developer in the Audio-Tutorial system determines some real objective then sur-

rounds the student with any or all of these inputs and tutors him usirig these media to reach the objectives set. Any
given instructional package may utilize one or all four of these inputs depending on the objectives, the availability
of the medium, the educational value of a given medium in a given instructional package and cost. We would not
project a four minute 8mm film when three color slit ilS might be as effective. We should not use a set of slides

when a page or two of line diagrams in the printed study guide would probably do the job as well. On the other
hand, if motion is an integral factor for illustrating a given procedure, the student should have motion available to
him, in our situation, this would be 8mm film.

A-I involves the student with an audio input.
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when printed materials are appropriate. It involves the student with projected materials

when projected materials are appropriate.
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My choice of the word involve in the past few sentences was not accidenti.!, for this is a major responsibility
of the developer of an Audio-Tutorial instructional package to involve the student with the things of the discip-
line. Immerse him in botany and things botanical if your intentions are to teach him botany. Have him wrapped up
in all the media appropriate to the learning task. in fact, it is my contention that any "new and exciting" program
we think to involve ourselves with whim we attempt to innovate, ought to have built into it the potential for using
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and become involved with the learning activities.
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for immediata and personal help when needed,
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at a time in the learning sequence most mear,ngful to the student. Exchanges with other students are both en-
couraged and programmed
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as in the case of this student who has satisfactorily completed an instructional package we call a minicourse and is
now helping a student having difficulty with the same minicourse. The student will receive points which can con
tribute to a higher grade in the course through this teaching activity.
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Or exchanges like these taking place informally in the coffee and waiting room adjacent to the Learning Center.
Many exchanges here are related to biology. but we are not certain how many are related directly to the course.

Well those are the modes and media of AT, now what are we doing with this ,y,tem that capitalizes on the
flexibility and the chance to experiment with learning that it affords us? Can we taro in on some of the things we
are doing with the system that we cannot do with si traditional format?

In 1969 we decided it was time to try some other new exciting ideas and we introduced the concept of
learning for mastery into our Audio-Tutorial program. This particular concept opens a whole new field of pos-
sibilities. The opportunity for one thing cif making time, not performance the variable. One can set a performance
standard at the level desired, then make time the variable in allowing the student to reach that minimal level.
What happens in the process is that students are not branded failures, they are not told "you did not or cannot
succeed." Back in 1963 a gentleman named Carroll pointed out that this attribute we call aptitude which is apparently
so important to so many people is really nothing more than a measure of time, "the time it takes a student to learn
a particular task." (Carroll, 1963),

Benjamin Bloom (1968) points out in his artele "Learning for Mastery" that one thing we can do when we
employ this particular concept, is document as some measurable minimal level of performance, that our students
can at least accomplish certain physical or mental tasks. In so many teaching situations this is not pocsible and
grades are meaningless. I wouln't want to go to a surgeon for an appendectomy who had A's in vasectomy and
tonsilectomy but who had failed appendectomy, His overall grade might be a C in surgery, but I would prefer a
learning for mastery format so I could know that at least at one time, he could do an appendectomy satisfactorily.
Obviously, this is a grossly contrived example, but when one employs the concept for learning for mastery with
precisely-stated obtectives, it is easy to document for anybody who cares to examine the program precisely what
it is students can do. Students do not complete an instructional unit until they reach a minimal acceptable per-
form:10CP level,
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A learning ft- mastery format rewrites a ..real instructional package so student does not repeat complete
units of material Wien perhaps only one or two points are not well understood I is first time through the in,truction.
At Purdue University we use an instructeinal parlour we call a minicourse, whir `r is a unit of instruction that takes
the average studeot anywhere Iron) 'id how ton ',rime minicoura's and up to 3 hoots fur other minicourses to
complete, depending on the pruirairle or concept being discussed.

Minicourses are, just as their name imply- little course's. Each has a oertimung and an end and each relates to
another no virtually the same pattern' as one coiese in any college curriculum relates to another. Thus some have
prerequisites, others do toil 7 one carry smite credit and so are more 0,iense or longer than other e list as some
rinses involve labs, field trips or ernoristo.,,ins or as some are more visual than others, minicourses may vary one
from another

Minicesiuse content is perhaps mere logical Item the content to some courses (which may be antfically inclu-
sive! of specific topics within given discipline), Minicourcec are de ,igned around a single topic or idea or principle.
"These divesions are much more natural.

Upon completion of a minicoursetne student receives Immediate feedback in an oral and written quiz on
hi, performance in that par ticular instructional package and s allowed to move on to the next if he is successful.
Some stir lents do better if given freepient feedback of suer e'A and this system has great potential as a motivating
factor for that kind of student. If a strident does not do well the first time, this tells him something abOut his study
habits .omething hi, does not have to wait until the en" if the semester to find out. It also tells him something
about his won abilities. for example, it niqr not In' choir fh for him to go through the material only one time. It
gives hie. a chance to ger started in the right direction Ur a course and to work at some of these early instructional
package-, until he achieves the study procedure raced' ,t for lion to succeed.

At the same titre this kind of course will oe ee as a windowing agent for those students not capable of corn-
pletmg the program. Bloom It 9118) points out that ,ehenever the pain of remain in a program becomes unbearable
to the :Ardent, he simply will quit the program. So the winnowing factor would probably stilt be present, but it
wool,: be the student's decisions rot to remain in a givere curriculum the student decides "it's not for me," hr's
never told "you're not quite up to our standards- which does nothing far the student or the school.

I'm sure tile idea of making time a variable rankles marry ineleedieii,, involved in professional curricula who
feel there's something sacred about a time set-pruner, it a 'ernester or about ;I year. But let me pose this
question: If we ( irr designate what terminal ,Lhaviors or what terminal kinds of performance we expect from the
graduates of any kind of instroctional program, (whether it be a course, or a bar calaurcate degree or a professional

,tree) are not better off if we can aSSLIt ,;)()Sts who use ;tie services of the graduates that those individuals
can perform at some specified level rather than stating niat they cornpleted the. prograi r in a semester, year or a

rod of any designated length?

The courses in which I function are a botany course, Biology 108, and zoology course, Biology 109. When
we converted to the coat ept of leonine for nil artery on 1969 and looked at the content of these two courses
which were always considered sequential courses but tonight by two different individuals, we discovered a very
Intolesting phenomenon. Apparently neither instructor trusted the other completely and both instructors were
teaching their students several principles common to both plants and animals students found themselves repeating
much of the same material and thus, there was the problem of redundancy.

With the concept of learning for mastery, when you can assure yourself that these students cannot move on
until they reach some level of proficiency with a given topic, it is possible to eliminate all redundancy. In 1969,
we actually eliminated about one fourth of the redundant content of there two courses and this gave us just what
the Carnegie Commission (19/1) promised in their report Less Time-Mon: Options. In reality, our program pre-
dated the. Commission's report but our findings supported their contentailis. We had some time left over We had
sume opooreil time to lit the student pur see corm topics in biology which were of interest or concern to loin
\vhile working in the same ,:eme ,ter Cr mitt hour framework.
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lri their cote of Illy sequence, students choose about 40% of their curriculum from a whole host of
opt t()71,1 MiTI,COW Nes, many of which were evolved upon direct request from the students. They tell us what kind
of iiiolt)teed! T Ho., they want to study; we develop a minicuurse and make it available to them. For special interest
g; stnilr,ot,; whit wanted more anatomy beca.rse they wanted to better prepare themselves for
their ,irlinissrs::1 %,,roirwtions, we had the vehicle to make this possible. We have also developed minicourses upon
request from professors of courses tatIliht siihNeiltlent trr OteS in major areas. Often these professors have served
as cOnAritaritS in the prelim ation or have Iiikvn an active developmental role with us.

1N4th a smaller package of gistructional itiaterials, one also introduces a flexibility that is not possible in a
tradairei31 lecture-lab situation. Just as college students in the still remembered past were offered more individual
wed srvhen a variety of eons ses replace the single curriculum all students were expected to follow. so too,
do mum:mews further individualtie the cm tietilung. The development of the minicourse or conceptual pat kage
made q ;lossible for us to individually prescribe instruction for any student for any option within the School of
Agriculture and the School of Pharmacy which are theiSchools serviced by our two courses.

00
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We now have a bank of these minicourses from which we are able to individually prescribe a course in biology
suited to the need of any sper;fic ind;vitinal or option.

Students with guidance can build their own course. We can offer variable semester credit hours from 0.1 of a

credit up to 10 or 12 semester credit hours, This year we are offering either 1, 2, 3 or 4 semester credit hours in
either course and we individually counsel a student into a package of minicourses commensurate with needs,
interests and credit hour enrollment. One of the most surprising aspects of our new variable credit hour offering in
just how many students in home economies or sociology or whatever, would like to have 1 or 2 credit hours of
biology.

Consider also the disadvantaged student. Specific manic:ourses designed to eliminate specific deficiencies make
more sense than enrollment in an entire course when the deficiency may not he nearly as broad as the course con-
tent. Instead of giving the patient one of earth loll ;)n thi shell to cure the condition, diagnosis followed by pies,
minion of fewere specific pills, possibly even tine, is the treatment required. Instructional packages like toe mail
course can function in this caiveity.

What about the housewife or the business man (11 the Leiner who would like one semester credit hour in
biology, or who would Iran err kfl(PV "`.(ilthThrig- ,rboot genclIcc, or mineral nutrition or photosynthesis or hit Th
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control? The minicourse format permits that kind of student access to specific areas of interest or need without
the necessity of an enrollment in and completion of an entire course. The potential then in continuing or
extension or adult education is unlimited.

What about the management of such a wide open system of instructions; is it impossible? No, but it is
beginning to tax my graduate students and secretarial staff. Open lab hours, a cafeteria of learning which any
week could potentially offer students about 80 different minicourses, but more practically offers about a dozen,
a student body enrolled for differing credit hour values, each pursuing a package of minicourses perhaps unique
to himself, all contribute to the management problem. We have long been ready for computer assistance and in
fact have programs written or available to manage the system for us, but alas we find no federal, state or private
agency with 2 to $300,000 to put into computer managed instruction.

The computer is destined to become the most important factor in any major innovative instructional under-
taking, if not as an integral part of the instructional process, then as the manager of student records and testing,
willing to deliver progress reports, prognoses and diagnoses. The present problem with obtaining computer assistance
is the vast federal funding for some major CAI programs and the lack of any kind of funding for the mundane com-
puter management tasks our own program now stands in need of. The real problem will arise when further educa-
tional experimentation, which is sorely needed, will be curtailed by the lack of computer assistance in many
innovative programs such as our own.

Management problems incvease with each new venture as they have this year by our movement into an
experiment with residence hall learning. For two year we have had a take-home kit for all those minicourses whose
tangible items lend themselves to packaging. Beginning this year we are making minicourses, complete with all
demonstration table and booth tangibles, available in some of the major residence halls. The Audio-Tutorial sys-
te need not be bounded by the institutional environment and indeed is not in our program. Our materials are
already affecting those outside the institutional and course setting without out intentional design. Students involved
with take home packages not come to us and say "my husband, brother, wife, mother or whoever listened to mini-
course Opl 1 and wanted me to ask," and so on, Beautiful! Think of the effect we could have if we designed this
kind of non-institutional encounter.
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Let us ask another question the organizers of this symposium have requested we address ourselves to.

What about costs of a technologically oriented program like Audio-Tutorial, are they high? The answer is,
they need not be I've already alluded to the locv-technology aspect of A-T. In fact, one can move into AT and
stay almost entirely out of the hardware business. That sounds contradictory perhaps, but students can pros :de
their own tape players or buy or rent them from book stores. A reliable inexpensive playback-only device w,:h
no record function can be made available to students for about $20. With a two to four student cooperative
venture this cost figure is not overly burdensome. A master recorder and duplicating system, and the needed pro-
jection equipment are the only pieces of hardware absolutely necessary for an Audio-Tutorial program and many
of these are already available on most campuses.

On the other hand, one can go "first cabin" and for 20 to $25,000 completely equip a facili'.y with 32
booth-- enough equipment and space to tutor about 5 to 600 students through a 4 semester credit hour course by
remaining open 70 hours per week. In the cost category, Audio-Tutorial is just not in the game with video formats
for CAI. Perhaps to some potential innovators, the lack-lustre hardware needs are a negative factor of A-T. Hope-
fully this is not the situation.

Well I have had your attention for a considerable span of time and you have been patient. Let us end the
A-T story here, overamplified in some areas perhaps and underamplified in other where you may have some
questions. I thank you for your time, but before I answer any questions, let me make my position clear.
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Like my amphibian friend here, I feel fairly comfortable with my stance on innovation; I think I'm on top of
things, resting on a fairly firm foundation and perhaps sitting a cut above those who, in spite of the virtue of their
advanced design like the turtle here, still have to go some to beat my position. Now you ask, "what happens when
this advanced design really moves?" I jump and if I jump high enough and this turtle doesn't move too fast, I may
maintain my position. Thank you. 57



LOW COST EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

David C. Miller
Director, Instructional Resource Center

University of Illinois, Chicago Circle

INTRODUCTION

A major concern regarding the future of educational technology in higher education is the apparent low levelof use, particularly in the traditional university programs. Because substantial funds have been devoted to encouragethe adoption of various technological tools, over the past 20 years, most support agencies have been reviewing their
programs to see if better ideas and approaches might be available. The recent report' prepared by the NAE for the
(Mime of Education is an example of the studies that are under way.

I used the term "apparent low level of use" to highlii ht the difficulty that anyone experiences in trying to
determine what actually is the level of use and perhaps, as equally important, what is the rate of increased use.
Social changes have time constants of decades and some sponsors of programs have failed to realize that short pro.
grams, even those supported at a high level of funding, may be counterproductive in the short term. Norman
MacKinzie2 has defined educational technology as "the systematic study of the means whereby educational ends
are achieved." If we were able to measure the rate of increased use of educational technology so defined, I believe
this measure would provide an optimistic index of the future for technology in higher education. However, the
fact remains that to date, the vast majority of students in higher education are being taught by a lecturer unaware of
or uninterested in instructional technology who uses books and a blackboard as his only teaching aids, There are
important pressures being applied to change the situation because of perceived potential economies by administrators
and legislators, demands for better instruction by students and the desire of individual instructors to cope moreeffectively with an increasingly complex task.

What then are the constraints that slow up the more rapid adoption of technology in education? Perhaps areview of one or two highly successful technological invasions of education will provide some guidance. The paper-
back book has become so common it may not be recognized as the great revolution in book publishing that it has
been. While books have been a vital part of the instructional process for several centuries, the availability of low
cost editions in a very convenient format for carrying to and from classes has made it possible for instructors to
require students to buy more than just one textbook in a course and thereby provide the student with broad, readily
available study resources. The educational need and familiarity with the product combined with low cost borne by
the student, the easy availability and convenience of use all contributed to rapid adoption and very widespread use.

A more recent technological invasion of the academic world is the dry copy duplicating machine. The use of
these machines has been so great as to give the publication industry great concern and has further complicated the
already almost impossibly complex problem of devising a new federal copyright law. Evidently an educational need

--
iTo Realm* the Promise, Advisory Committee 011 Issues en Ertuciroonal Technology, Commission on Education, NationalAcademy of r ngmeertng, June, 1973.

'Educational Technology and the University, 1966 1970 Centre for Educational Technology. UMV. of Sussex, Brighton,th,tuour, 19/0.
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exists frit- the rapid copying of many documents. The dry copy process is clean and quick and except for photo-
graphs gives excellent copies. it is simple to use and available for use by any instructor at his convenience. Finally,
it usually is used with an illusion of no cost because the operating cost it covered by an overhead account and no
miney passes at the time the copies are made. Furthermore, the per copy cost actually is relatively low when only
small nun diets of copies of any given document are needed.

The conclusion we can draw from these two examples is that technological developments can penetrate
educational institutions and do so fairly rapidly if they satisfy three criteria. F they must satisfy an educational
need as perceived by instructors. Secondly, they must be readily available and convenient to use. Thirdly, they must
be relatively low in cost to the student, to the instructor and to the institution.

Low Cost Technology

With these three criteria in mind, what can be said of the technological systems that educators have bete
exposed to for the past twenty or thirty years. Few, if any, have met all three of these goals. The cost criteria may
tie satisfied if the cost per student hour of system use is low, say 50 cents or less. In that case, several of the
computer based systems may operate at this cost level. However, capital intensive systems in the academic en...trort-
molt have difficulty in ,aisingfirSt costs, creating and maintaining the operating and repair staffs required and
perhaps most serious, do not have appropriate amortization programs to cope with rapid obsolescence of complex
equipment. Even if all of these capital and operating budget needs are included in the student hour cost calcula-
tions, unless university accounting practices recognize the special nature of these systems, the necessary funds for
replacement and maintenance are not made available and long term operation heeomes increasingly difficult.

Obviously, all systems involving software and hardware require capital investments and operating support.
However, there is a spectrum of costs of this nature and in those programs that have been showing steady growth
over the past ten years without major forced feeding from the foundations, the capital investments are relativel.;
modest. One of the best examples is the auto-tutorial system which is being discussed in another paper at this
symposium. For some time now, I have been studying educational systems that incorporate low cost technology
to see how they could also meet the criteria of perceived need, availability and convenience. Two models, each
of which is adaptable to conventional institutions will be described. All of the low cost technological mnovetions
of which 1 am aware can be used in one or both of these models.

LARGE CLASS MODEL

Each model offers a way to increase the student faculty ratio. The first model uses the obvious approach and
merely increases class sizes. This is not a new approach but concern for the quality of education in large group
lectures is common among educators and students. There are lecturers who cope successfully with classes of several
hundred students, but many instructors are riot comfortable with such large groups or are not particularly concerned
with the effectiveness of instruction in such circumstances. Since such classes are the delight of admi;,irarators and
deans because of the massive FTE contributions they produce, the use of large classes will probably ..ontinue to
increase. However, as higher education continues to be faced with static or even shrinking enrollments, student
concerns about instructional quality may become increasingly important and if so, these concerns will clash with

administrative desires to use more loge classes.

A possible resolution of this conflict of interests could be achieved by the more extensive use of technology in
these large class situations. Again, th;s is not a new idea. it is being done and has been done for many years. Hoerever,
the extent and nature of use varies greatly. I am sure my premise that technology can improve effectiveness will be
challenged and I realize that the research literature on this point is inconclusive. However, the rapid move toward
highly flexible curricula provide students with the opportur.ity to express their preferences in the one way that is
uncontestable; they can and are refusing to sign up for poorly taught classes. This ir, still a new pl.enomena and the
effects are muted by the still large residual of "required courses" but the trend toward a more open curriculum is
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accelerating and protected havens are likely to decrease in number quite rapidly. Therefore, I am confident that
courses using technology properly will continue to attract students and this fact alone will verify its contribution
to the "effectiveness" of the instruction.

Use of Motion Pictures

The term "using technology properly," is a.key Concept, In terms of the. previously noted three criteriacost,
convenience and perceived needwhat technology is best adapted to large group instruction? Starting from the
consideration of perceived need, the instructor should desire to gain and hold attention. The most widely used
technology with the proven capability of holding the attention of very large audiences for several hours at a Om
is the motion picture shown on,a big screen..Holding attention, however, is only astart on-the learning process.
The availability of a large color moving image that all students can easily see can also satisfy a number of other
instructor needs by providing unique learning. experiences. Some of the more obviotis examples capitalize on
bringing remote or unusual or dangerous environments into the classroom. One of the most successful filrns3
used on the UICC campus was made by Prof. R. Simpson of the Political Science Dept. and chronicles in some
detail the organization and conduct of a political c.:4mpaign for a state level office.

Another important canability of film is to allow a doss to relive a one time 'event in history, either from an
actual filming of the episode or through a dramatic recreation. Technical uses include a wide variety of demon-
stration experiments that fACIUite no set-up time and always work. In this regard. the abilityof the camera to
'magnify or see into normally inaccessible environments can also add substantially to a lecture presentation.

Most people are aware of the educational possibilities of film. Why then is it not used more often? Perhaps
a review of how the use of filM hails with regard to convenience of use, availability and cost will help to clarify the
§ituation. If we limit the use of film to large lecture classes, showing of the film may be reasonably convenient.
Many large classrooms have a large screen, printer, and even, in some cases, a projection booth. A projectionist is
very helpful if the film is used for only parts of the class period and may or may not be available. Finding and
obtaining appropriate fan% Cdil be a serious problem, but if the campus has a good reference service, dataon a
wide variety of available films can he provided. However, if the film must be rented from off- campus, scheduling
becomes a factor endlecision :cad times may be viewed by the instructor as a serious inconvenience. If preview-
ing of films is necessary, additional time is required and the convenience factor suffers still more. The cost of
a rental film averages about $15 a showing and the cost of providing an operator may add another SS to S10 to
this amount. If ten films are use.. a given course during a semester, the total cost would be between $200 arid
$250 or, for a large class, about Si per student per course.

If cistom film making kreouired, the cost increases sirhstaritially. Commercial film production costs about
$2,000 per minute of finished/ern and even low cost campus production if fully costed can run $400 per minute.
However, an instructor may feel the need for a specific film that can serve to tie together the other films used in
the course and a major part of the lecture materials. Assuming a film would be current in content for 5 years, a
39 minute film locally produced would add about $2,400 to the course cost or about $10 per student per course.

To summarize, if the need exists to use film, the convenience of use and availability is only fair, while the
cost ranges from low to fairly high. Given optimum conditions film can and is providing strong support for
large classes. Unfortunately optimum conditions are not widespread in higher educational institutions and the
cost, inconvenience and unavailability factors militate against suer, use.

Slides

An alternative to the use of film is the 35mm Ada or one of its variants. The list of possible perceived needs
for the use of slides is similar to the one detailed for film. The lack of motion does introduce an important

3Ry the People, produced by H. Simpson, defected i/y W. Mati,r4 Otstrfilitted by Film images/Radlin
Released 1972.
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limitation. but can he partially compensated for by the use of a special technique that uses two projectors and a
lap dissolve switching unit. By using alternate superimposed images hoof two slide projectors and sequencing them
rapidly, an riarsiori of motion can be generated that will suffice for. rua..y applications. Even for just showing a
seqtienix of irides at ci slow pace, the technique allows the same sort oft, ansition from one image to the next that
people are .icustormil to iii films and television. rs

Once more however, I must admit that slides are not used extensively in higher education and while there
does seem to be a trend toward increased use, a major problem is still inconvenience. Actual viewing of slides in a
big classroom may not be much of a problem and a dissolve unit may even be available. The projectors can be
remotely controlled by 'the lecturer and trays of slides easily loaded and unloaded. However, it is in the prepara-
tion or procurement of slides that the major inconvenience ensues. Side collections can be purchased but content
and availability is usually more difficult to determine than in the case of film. If purchased, slides will cost about 50
cents to $1 each and if they are used extensively in' a course, this can exceed the cost of a film rental. On the
other hand, slides can be used many times and collections of slides can be easily edited, so the tong term cost is
probably lower than for film.

If the instructor wants to use custom-made slides, he must provide the raw data. Then the slides will post about
$2 to $3 each. This cost can be reduced by the do-it-yourself instructor, but ready access to art materials, drafting
tables, varitvoers and copy cameras may be a problem and in any case will constitute an inconvenience. Consickring
only film and processing costs, a slide might be prepared for as little as 10 cents. If, however, the lap dissolve
technigoe is used, two 80 slide trays can be used during a single lecture and would represent a first cost of about $16.
Assuming a once a year use and a five year life, the maximum cost for forty-two one hour class sessions would be
$135 or, again, for a large class about $1 per student per course. In most cases, slides would cost more than this
minimum amount but intensity of use would probably also be much lower, so these two factors would tend to cancel
and the $1 cost figure is probably a good average.

To summarize for slides, they can meet many of the sameneeds as film does. They are more convenient to
show, more difficult to buy or rent and easier to custom design and make. However, slide making is a time consuming
inconvenience great enough to discourage most instructors. Costs are about the same as film rentals and could be
considered low if used with large classes.

Overhead Projectors

Probably the most widely used classroom presentation device is the overhead projector. Interestingly, it also
combines the greatest convenience of use with the lowest operating cast of any large class presentation device.
The projector is totally under control of the lecturer and can be used as he would use a blackboard. Transparencies
can be readily prepared prior to class use on plastic sheets that cost about ten cents each. If erasable markers are
used, the sheets can be reused many times. Colored line drawings are easy to prepare with appropriate pens.
Colored pictures are possible but represent a much more difficult problem. Moving images are not possible in the
film mode but motion of the pen in drawing curves or writing usually imparts a higher intrerest level than a still
image. Students often object to the use of prepared transparencies on the overhead projector because it allows
the lecturer to present materials much faster than they can put it in their notes. This problem can be overcome
if the lecturer also provides copies of notes covering everything presented on the screen, but this involves extra
time and eliminates what may be an important learning process. An alternative solution is to pace the presenta-
tion of material to allow time for note taking.

Rated in order of low cost, convenience and availability, the overhead projector is dearly the first choice,
the elide sitesentation is second, and movies come off third. However, a ell-balanced presentation strategy
could find unique need for each of these modes in any given course. The ability of the film to engender affective

4-Lap Dissolve Projection: A Technique for Teaching Spatial, Temporal and Organizational Relationstrips,".1. S. Daniel,
J. P. Sailors, U. of Montreal, Proc. of Third Annual Frontiers In Education Conference, (IEEE), p. 297,
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as well as cognitive responses is particularly important and often is not fully appreciated. Properly orchestrated
these three presentation techniques can be used at a cost level that is acceptable and, by so doing, can generate
a high interest level and oroaden access to content thereby making the large class format quite acceptable and
educationally profitable to students.

The use of television in the large class situation has been purposely neglected. Projection television is
expensive, technically complex and until'. very recently, has lacked color capability. Use of individual monitors
scattered throughout a large classroom can provide an alternative presentation mode, but I object to the small
screen and often poor color that such television offers. Future developments may change the situation, but in
that case cost, convenience and availability will be very similar to the film situation. The only possible exception
might be when a closed circuit television system is used as an overhead projector with a camera focussed on the
desk pad of the instructor. While cheaper than filming such an event, the cost is still not competitive with a simple
optical overhead projector.

INDIVIDUAL OR SMALL GROUP STUDY MODEL

A second model of an instructional system that can use low cost technology is based on the assumption that
the major fraction of student learning occurs in the self-study or peer group mode and that if efforts are expended
to structure and aid this It ,e activity more effectively than has been the case in the past, an important amount
of time that has been devotee ._ information processing in lectures can be eliminated. The auto tutorial system,
which is a specific execution of this model, has given the impetus to a wide variety of related approaches. A
common pattern in all of these systems is a reduction in formal lecture time and varying degrees of individual
student assistance.

As noted in the large class model discussion, the only way reasonable costs of technical sub-systems could be
achieved was by spreading the costs over a large student population for each application. Even under these circum-
stances, some costs such as those associated with the production of custom made films are difficult to cover. There-
fore, if a system of instruction proposes to provide technology mediated learning for individuals, the necessary
duplication of both software and hardware becomes a very serious problem. One of the first systems devised to
provide individual instruction was the language laboratory. Unfortunately, the inflexibilities in use that were intro-
duced by cost considerations have contributed to its reputation as one of the less successful educational innovations.

So the challenge of designing successful systems that provide individualized opportunities for guided self-
study depends heavily on low cost people and when appropriate and available, low cost technology. The use of
differentiated staffing, even to the extent of unpaid undergraduate tutors has provided a component of lower paid
instructional staff. The problem of providing lower cost technology has been more difficult because most of the
hardware was designed for large group use and even software costs were justified on the basis of only one copy
being needed for a class of thirty or more students.

In regard to projected images, the ultimate low cost device is not yet available, although there are some
systems such as the Philips PIPS units that recognise the need and have made a start in the right direction.

Audio Tape Cassettes

In the audio field, the cassette format has made possible a variety of applications that support individual
study efforts at a low cost. Several applications have been mentioned in previous papers '7 but for the sake of
completeness, will be reviewed.

5''A Systems Approach to Individualized Instruction," 0. C. Miller, Proceedings Second Annuel Frontiers in Education
Conference, 1972 (IEEE)

6"Technology and Self Study," D. C, Miller, 1, Educational Technology Systems, Vol. 1 (11 pp. 73-80. June, 1972,
7-1111.1 Audio Tape Cassettr Eoucat,e(1,- b. C. Miller, f nyineering tducetion, Vul 63, No. 6, March, 1973,
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Perhaps the technical sub-systems having the lowest costs to the institution, are those that can use student
supplied equipment. Audio tape cassette record/playback units are widely available and less costly than a type-
writer. If the assumption is made that each student can find access to a playback unit, cassettes can be used in
several ways to promote the effectiveness of the self-study mode. For example, immediate answers to problem
sets that are assigned in courses in math, science and engineering can be provided if a commentary tape and an
answer sheet is given to the student when he hands in his work. This enables the students to immediately check
their results, alternate methods of solution and relationships to lecture materials. The instructor then need only
check who handed in a paper and spot check some of them for feedback. If graded papers for all students are
considered essential, the students can be asked to keep a copy of their solutions, grade it and report the result.
Again, a spot check of the papers turned in could keep the responses honest.

The trade-off, of course, is the effort required to prepare the tape. However, once a master tape is pre-
pared, it can be reused each time the course is taught. An average cassette commentary is about 30 minutes, so
the production time should not be more than an hour. There is no need for scripting although a few notes on each
problem is helpful, particularly if previous feedback from students had indicated difficult concepts or computational
"booby traps." Often a tape dialogue is a good format, where a student or another instructor serve as a surrogate
for the listener by introducing questions or comments.

If the campus has its own audio studios, the recording can be done there. If not, tapes can be made in a
classroom or in an office if the instructor has a recorder. The principal cost to the school for such a practice is
the duplication of the cassettes. Cassette duplicators may cost as much as three or four thousand dollars, but
can be used with student labor. Thirty minute cassettes for a class of 40 student could be duplicated in about one
hour depending on the particular type of duplicator used. Cassettes can be provided by the school with an
understanding that the student return a cassette for each different one he crceives. Thus, the school need only
buy as many cassettes as students in the class. If a student wants to keep nne or more tapes, he is asked to sub-,
stitute a blank cassette for each one he wants to save. Tapes for glitic." ;Orson class can be purchased for about
$35 and can be used for four or five courses in sequence. The cost per student hour for such a system would be
54, so it is truly low cost.

Learning Laboratories

If the school is able to set up learning laboratories where students can come to listen to prepared tapes,
using them in concert with visual materials, the capital costs are somewhat greater but still low. A thirty carrel
unit could be assembled for $20,000 to $25,000. Assuming 12 hour a day availability, the cost per student hour
could be as low as seven cents although 100% utilization would be required to reach this figure. But even at 50%
utilization, the cost is low. However, the cost of software must be added to this capital cost. If the school
provides the learning software in the tape/slide format and each set requires about one student hour to complete,
ten copies of each set could serve the needs of a class of two hundred. A tape/slide combination could cost about
$30 a copy and could be used for at least five course repetitions. So the cost per student hour use is about $.03.
Costs for preparing the software should be added to this figure, if the materials are not commercially available. Using
a preparation cost of $500 per tape/slide set, and again spreading this cost over a five year period, the cost per
student hour of use would be about $.50. Added to the capital costs and duplicating charges, this cost level would
be marginal in meeting the low cost criterion. The software preparation time is the major cost factor and is seldom
fully costed, since the instructor will contribute time and often campus media services are available from overhead
accounts. Thus the perceived cost usually does fall within the low cost category.

It is also interesting to note that for a given tape/slide combination, the cost of the slides comprises about 80%
of the total. The 35mm slide is expensive to use for individual viewing and alternate formats are needed. The film
strip is one such alternative but lack of highly reliable display equipment. difficulties in editing and the high cost of
small numbers of copies are serious limitations.
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Some applications in the learning laboratories do not need or use projected visual software and depend on
audio cassettes and accompanying printed materials:Such a combination not only greatly reduces cost but for some
applications can be the best mode of instruction. "Hands on" experience is often the best way to learn how to
operate a wide range of devices "and the tape/workbook is particiilarly well adapted to assist such learning activities.
For example, familiarization with electronic laboratory equipment such as an oscilloscope or a signal generator is
very effectively conducted by use of a cassefteiworkbook combination and several versions have been prepared and
used. Some video enthusiasts feel that if audio cassettes are good, video cassettes must be better., t think that when
a learning situation already requires full. visual attention by the student, to offer competing visual information may
slow down rather than aid the learning process. It certainly adds to the cost.

Interactive Lectures

One of the earliest uses of the audio cassette remrders was the recording of classroom lectures. Most students
and many instructors learned that this procedure was not the learning boon itwas expected to be. Listening to
audio can be very dull and without a visually related image can be subject to many distractions as the visual sense
demonstrates its dominance. Also a one hour lectum requires one hour to review. Thus, the ability to .provide
individual oral versions of a lecture at a low cost was an attractive solution in search of a problem. One of the most
interesting approaches to resolving this situation has been the "interactive lectures developedby Dr. Stewart
Wilson of the Polaroid Corporation.

Most mediated instruction guides a student through a long series of learning steps and depends upon the
frequent use of program specified questions to provide learning reenforcement. However, in many successful learn-
ing environments, the inverse occursthe questions are student formulated based on his rate of comprehension and
previous background. The system devised by Dr. Wilson creates as nearly as possible with media, a situaticli, whereby
a student can learn content by listening to a lecture, can initiate appropriate questions of his choosing and readily
obtain answers to these questions. The system is based on the concept that for a given lecture, there is a finite num-
ber of questions that any student hearing the lecture is likely to ask. fly having a reasonable sized sample of
students listen to # given lecture and list their questions, a bank of questions can be generated. Furthermore, it
seems reasonable to expect that if a large number of students participate in the preparation of the question bank,
any question a student might have subsequently while listening to the lecture would have a high probability of
being in the question bank. Then, by recording on cassettes answers to all the questions in the bank and arranginga
method of fairly rapid access for any specific answer, the system can provide the student with a low cost interactive
learning resource.

Dr. Wilson also uses a modified Flexiwriter which operates from one track of the tape cassette and draws on a
sketch pad any visual materials the lecturer wishes to use with his presentation.

I have adapted this idea to a somewhat less solthisticated system with the hope of making it more attractive
cost-wise and somewhat easier for a student to use. By recording instructional lectures, editing out all questions
asked by students and repetitive or irrelevant materials, a fifty minute lecture can usually be reduced to about
.thirty minutes. Using speech compression equipment, the lecture can be further reduced to about 25 minutes.
A workbook is prepared for the visual materials that accompany the lecture. Using the question set generated by
students during the lecture as a nucleus, additional students are asked to listen to the condensed lecture and add
questions. The final set of questions and answers to these questions are put together as a part of tbri final workbook.
If desired the question set can be added to and answers can be modified as the lecture is made avail e to ikiditional
students. Thus the unit can be kept up-to-date with relatively little additional effort.

The interactive lecture in this modified format is particularly suited for individualizing instruction. The only
contribution required of the instructor is to give permission to record his lectures and to write answers to the
questions in the question bank. However, the tape editing must be done by someone quite familiar with the

9'"Interactive Lectures" S. W. Wilson, Technology Review (MIT), ishuarY. 1972.
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lecture content and consultation with the instructor is essential. The system is particularly stilted to optimize
student time since a bright student can spend about half as much time listening to lectures ds he normally would
whereas the slower student could review all of the available questions if desired and never risk exposing to the
instructor his inability to quickly grasp the material. The portability of the tape /workbook combination allows the
material to be studied almost anywhere it is convenient for the student to do so. el"

Unfortunately, while the system is low cost and can be used conveniently, the perceived need by instructors
has not yet materialized in any significant number of cases. Cane problem is the acceptance of the desirability to
move the data transmitting function from the group lecture mode to the individual self study format. Another
problem is the availability of skilled tape editors who are also reasonably knowledgeable in the content to be
edited. However, students can learn editing quickly and can do a fine job on content with a little experience, but
convincing instructors to use the technique is much more difficult.

Calculators

No discussion of low cost technology can ignore the potential and real impact of the new solid state calcula-
tors, particularly the hand held units. Costs range from $50 to $400 depending upon the sophistication of the
calculations desired. it seems likely that almost every student that takes courses involving calculations sooner or
later will obtain such a unit for his personal use just as student. now buy typewriters, slide rules and cassette
recoil dens.

The impact of the greatly increased computational capability these devices can provide to students will
certainly allow a substantial change in the level and number of problems assigned in technical courses. In those
schools, such as Dartmouth, where students have had ready access to the computational power of the digital
computer, substantial course modification has already occured and might serve to guide future steps in this
direction.

Cost and convenience would lead one to expect a rapid incorporation of these inexpensive calculators into the
curriculum but, again, perceived need by instructors may not be sufficient to push the accEptance of this innovation
as quickly as some of us would like.

Television Monitors

The use of TV cassette players and color monitors is a very attractive presentation mode and is receiving a
great deal of attention at the present time. I think it is particularly well adapted to use by individuals or perhaps
small groups. However, the cost of a playback unit with color monitor is at least $1,500 and each unrecorded
cassette costs about $25. Therefore, .hile I hope money can be found to outfit at least portions of learning labs

with TV cassette players, I cannot classify it as a low cost technology at least not in the near future.

CONCLUSION

Two models of an educational system have been reviewed for needs that could be satisfied by some form of
technology. Some needs were identified and possible technological solutions were discussed. The criteria of low cost,
convenience of use, ease of availability and perceived need by instructors were applied to each technological
approach and the degree to which the technology under consideration met these criteria was assessed. None of the
technological systems presently available met all of these criteria to a high degree, although the overhead projector
use in the large group model and the audio cassette use in the individual study model came close to satisfying the

criteria posed as necessary for successful widespread adoption.
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LATENT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

James Bess
Director of Planning Studies

SUNY at Stony Brook

In most cases, measurement of.the effects of new or experimental instructional technology involves the
assessment of changes in the subjects undergoing the special treatment. Seldom is them an examination of others
in the educational environment with whom either the subjects or the technoltxjy*tself interface. This paper looks
at some of the potential relationships between the subjects in an experimental instructional setting and students,
faculty and administrators whose relationships to the new technology are initially indirect and tangential. The
paper is concerned particularly with these relationships in .a conventially bounded higher education system whether
new teachingleaming technologies represent only a relatively small input to the total environment. It concentrates
mostly on the impact on students.

The paper begins with a discussion of some of the variables which might be explored. In particular, needs of
students and aims of-the curriculum in a conventional system are contrasted. Next, the. typical objectives of new
instructional technologies on these campuses are discussed. An attempt is made to slwr.v how these technologies
usually assume a limited set of aims at traditional colleges. The nature of the environment which is needed to
support the broader aims of liberal education are then suggested, followed uy.some hypotheses about the impact
of' new instructional technologies on that environment. A short section on environmental measurement is then
offered. The paper concludes with several recommendations about how technologies must be adapted to recognize
not only curricular aims and student needs but also the environmental conditions which are conducive to their
satisfaction.

Changing Needs of Students

One way of evaluating the effect of new instructional technologies on a student body is to determine if and
how they meet both the aims of the institution of higher education and of the needs of its students. Curricula in
post-secondary education are typically &signed with each of two broad sets of objectives, though it is sometimes
claimed they are in conflict with one another. Depending in part on the kind of institution, conventional courses
addressed at meeting institutional needs are intended to have an immediate effect on the student's store of
knowledge in a particular field, which in turn, it is presumed, allows him to be more adequately prepared for his
post-graduate life. In addition, conventional courses have the objective of increasing the student's critical capacities
his abilities to think objectively and creatively. Frequently the curriculum as a whole attempts to instill some
awareness of alternative value systems, particularly as these relate to the duties of good citizenship. It is hoped that
the student will, in addition, benefit from his courses by having his overall awareness and appreciation of the fine
arts enhanced. Finally, conventional curricula often are designed to allow students opportwities to Ii am to act
with independence and autonomy. It should be noted that these institutional objectives look mostly to prepar-
ation of the student for the future, rather than to his development in the present. Moreover, the pedagogical style
which has appeared most conducive to learning under this assumption is one in which learning takes place through
the acquisition of "bits" of information, arranged sequentially according to any of a number of theories of
cognitive development.

But students often have their own sets of needs in addition to those commonly assumed by institutional educa-
tional planners in their design of formal curricula (Katz, 1968; Chickening, 19691. Young people coming to college
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are seeking to find out who they are and what they are "good" at. More than simply vocational identification,
college students look for a deeper sense of the continuing stable set of personality traits they can call their own.
They want also to explore alternative living styles, often a frightening prospect for them in which internal con
fficts lead toconfusing tergiversation. Students are interested in developing their interpersonal competencies
i.e., their capacities to communicate intimately with other human beings. Similarly, they are concerned with the
ways they handle their emotions, desiring to feel more comfortable, when they express themselves openly or when
they find it necessary to be restrained. Finally, they search for meaning in their liveS. A never-ending fife -long
quest, in the college years, this drive is particularly salient.

These two sets of objectives (of the institution and of the student) are dearly related, but often in contempo-
..rary higher educatien they are unfortunately,opposed to one another. The mole subtle and often undefined and
usually unstated educational objectives of the institution are translated into a formal ,curriculumowhich is so geared
to the meeting of students' future needs that it may ignore those most urgently felt by thestudents as they pursue
their daily lives. That this apparent dualism is more myth than realitywas, of course, Dewey's theme in much of
his writing (it.g., Dewey, 1916). The artificial separation of future and present, of institution and student, of object
and subject is accentuated by the differences among the disciplines where faculty have quite different .!'eat
assumptions and objectives (Damson. 1967). The dichotomizatien of institutional and student needs le un
examined the relationship between motivation and learning, between emotion and reason and between theurgency
of the student's present and the practicalities pf his future and that of his society. One important test of new
educational technologies, then, is to see how well they address themselves to these interlocking sets of needs. To
the extent that they can meet this challenge, they will have facilitated the needs of the society for an educated and
informed citizenry, the needs of the students for personal growth and development and the needsof a pedagogical
system which accounts for the relationship between the two.

It seems reasonably clear that particularly in bounded, conventional systems of higher education, designers
of new technologies have not adequately comprehended the synergetic nature of institutional and student needs and
have chosen to concentrate on the former. The impetus for experimentation in pedagogical forms on these campuses
has been spurred by financial pressures on colleges and universities to find ways to teach more "efficiently"
i.e., to reach out to greater numbers of students at less cost. It can be demonstrated (though it will not be here)
that in back of these demands for economy are the restricted set of assumptions bout the purposes of the curriculum
noted in the first of the set of objectives described above (i.e., those that are oriented toward the preparation of the
student as a future citizen). To the degree that teachers and researchers are naively responsive to federal agencies and
other who would sponsor such efforts, the experimental technologies will be geared predominantly toward improving
the more pastoral functions of higher education the passing on of information to students for their future use as
adults and citizens. This cognitive and future-looking orientation neglects not only the linkages between cognitive
growth and total individual development but the manner in which both take place in a complicated social context
outside the classroom.

Supportive Educational Environments

A much more comprehensive conceptualization of the environmental conditions requisite to the satisfaction of
both affective and cognitive Warnings seems to be needed. When new instructional technologies tend to reinforce the
more traditional objectives of curriculum makers, they assume a more limited role for the teacher and demand far
less of the institutional culture in support of student growth and development. Computer-assisted instruction or
self-paced learning devices tend to (though they do not always) ignore the deeper needs of the student for personal
growth. While they may recognize in passing thsfstudents may develop greater independence or that feelings of
personal competence may be enhanced when students proceed at rates compatible with their learning abilities, such
benefits are usually treated as fortuitous events rather than as achievements of planned objectives.

Both apocrypha and research (Newco-mb, 1962; Newcomb and Wilson, 1966) support the view that peer
influences as well as other non-curricular experiences contribute as much to student growth and development as

does exposure to formai course work. For example, Bolton and Kamrneyer (1967, p. 80) report that in bull sessions
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outside of class, students talk about intellectual matters only about 9% of the time, about popular culture and
eamOus topics (including academic Shatters) about 24% of the time and about personal concerns for the remaining
two-thirds of the time. Despite Newcomb's strong urgings in 196Z little research has beendone (or at least
reported) which4locurnents the kinds of effects such interactions have 4:K1'1mq-term student growth and develop-

ment. There is strong reason to believe, that in "bull sessions" per se not "study grottas") the intellectual
activity which takes place does less to aid students in acquiring the knowledge prescribed by the curricular objec-

tives than it stimulates, provikes, challenges and teaches values and beliefs operating at a more profound level in
the individual's motivational and personality nexus. That is, students are more likely to engage in conversations
in bull sessions which touch on their deeply felt feelings about issues of importance to them feelings which fre-

quently stem from prior socialization in earlier parental and educational settings.. Yet these intellectual exchanges

are of immense value when they can be related to the curriculum, especially when. curricular (or institutional)
objectives are addressed to individual needs. As Newcomb .(1982) notes, "Teachers' influence, if it is to be

effective, must be caught up in the norms of student groups..." The relationship between academic and non-

academic life must, in other words, be consciously considered in the planning ofeducational objectives. Needless

to say, in bounded, conventional systems of higher education, such connections am,rarely mat*. The climate for. .

establishing new instructional technologies on such campuses with this relationship in mind is riot, therefore, a

favorable one.

Mother example of student activity outside the classroom is in "dating." Though on different campuses,

interaction with the opposite sex may be called by other names. Bolton and Kammeyer at the University of
California-Davis found that their sample of students averaged about 17 hours a week in this activity (either in

dyads or in larger mixed-sex groups). Their finding that students on dates tend more than in bull sessions to talk

about serious and self-revealing topics is 'not surprising. They report:

On dates, students,are more likely to discuss personality or identity problems, long-run

orientations, and intellectual topics, especially those dealing with religious and philoso-

phical questions. The latter discussions are often attempts by the students to work out

their own values and ideologies. (p. 231)

Clearly, dating is potentially one of the most important learning modes for students. There are some who
would argue that together with all "non-academic" activities they are not and should not be the responsibility

educational planners. While few would suggest that the dating encounter should be heavily structured as a se :-

paced learning device (properly video-taped for later feedback to student and instructor! }, it does seem reasonable

to acknowledge that the quality of the learning that can take place is affected by the prevailing informal student
(ami faculty) values and norms about the activity. For example, a campus atmosphere dominated by traditional

machismo and mannered male-female relations will result in far different kinds of student development than will

one which is characterized by equality, honesty, directness and caring.

The main point of these two examples, bull sessions and dating, is to illustrate that the out-ofclass activity

of students has a direct relationship to the in-class learning. If in the preparation of instructional objectives for

courses, faculty are not cognizant of the kinds of growth and development which can take place in other settings

and of the relationship of that learning not only to curricular objectives but to student need satisfaction, their

design of new instructional technologies Will be deficient. More, it may even have a negative effect on the quality

of campus life in which it is introduced. As Janovvitz and Street (1966) remark about educational television.

Rarely (if ever) is the crucial question asked: What is the impact of television instruction upon

the teaching staff, the student body, and the whole organizational capacity of the educational

institution? What are the effects on socialization of television instruction? In short, what are the

side effects when the side effects may be more powerful than the direct effects.
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Measurement of the Environment

Those interested in experimenting with new instructional technologies are quite naturally converned.with
measuring the.effects of their experimental treatments. The hypothesis of this paper is that such measurement
must include not only.cognitive changes in students, Exit their affective development and the nature of the
environment which supports it.

This raises a number of serious problems. New instructional teelmologies in bounded, conventional systems
of higher education commonly take as their time frame for measurement the semester or quarter -- i.e., the unit
of time. in which a "course" is offered. In the evaluations, pre- and post-course testing of treatment and control
groups is performed in order to determine whether thecourse material has been acquired with greater efficiency.
Rarely are effort's made to retest at later times, except perhaps by test-makers concerned with increasing the
reliabilities of their scales. Seldom, too, are measures taken of the long -term, effectson the thought processes or
behavkir of the student or of the ways in which his new knowledge has or has not been integrated into his
personal value system. There is little. research which shows, for exampki, correlations between achievement scores
in courses using new instructional technologies and changes in personality growth and development taken at
significant points in the student's college career. In short, evaluations of new instructional technologies do not
usually look beyond the course as the time unit of measurement, and they rarely make connections between the
objectives of the course and the broader aims and objectives of curriculum and student (c.f. Born et al., 1972).

Nor does the research to date seem concerned with the relationships between new technologies and the
"press" of the campus environment. Fortunately, some consirkrable research has been reported on the nature
of the relationships between incoming student characteristics and the effect of the college environment on them
(Astor, 1966:Feldman and Newcomb, 1969), though critics of this kind of research are also becoming more

vociferous (Feldman, 1972). In grossly oversimplified diagrammatic form, the figure below shows some of the
difficulty in measuring the impact of new instructional technologies:

Incoming
Student
Character-
istics

Environmental

-p

New Instruc-
tional

Technologies

Press

Existing
Student
Character-
istics

Figure I. Instructional Technologies of Total EnvironmentalPress

The figure reveals how the new instructional technologies are set in a context of a total environmental press,
both affecting and being affected by it. Students entering the institution help determine the press and are affected
differentially both by the press and by the new instructional technologies which they may undergo.

It will be helpful! at this point to illustrate how measures of the campus environment can be related to evalua-
tions of new instructional technologies. Since the early anecdotal-type research of Boroff 11958) and Jacob (1957),
many instruments have been developed to provide valid and reliable information about college campuses. Approaches
to the study of college environments vary. One is the method of perceptual analysis, in which various constituencies
on a campus indicate the degree to which they feel activities of one kind or another are present in varying degrees
(Stern, 1970; Pace, 1972; Pervin, 1967; Chickering, 1970). The several instruments used by the American College
Testing Service and the Educational Testing Service (e.g., Peterson et al., 1970) are perhaps the most widely known
and readily available of this type, partly because the scales have been well tested and nationally normed. Through
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these questionnaires, it is possible to obtain a picture of a campus in .earns of its relative emphasis on certain goals,

its efficacy in functioning and the quality of its environment measured by perceived characteristics such as scholar-

ship, awareness, community, propriety, practicality, quality of teaching and campus morale.

Another to the study of environments is the stimulus approach (Astir & Holland, 1961.; Astir, 1968;
. .

Pace, 1972). Here, members, of the campus are asked to describe their own activities, and/or researchers ascertain

the degree of presence or absence-of key environmental features (e.g., number of faculty, number of books in the

library). Still a third, but related, avenue of investigation is the depiction of the character of an environment by

describing the personality characteristics of the individuals who comprise it. Thus far, this approach has been

developed primarily for students. Using one such instrument, The Omnibus Personality Inventory (Heist & Yonge,

1968) it is possible to dew, lop a caincius, in terms, of its students' dispositions toward intellectuality, autonomous
action, intritversion-exttovemon, estheticism, impulse expression and altruism, and the degree to which they are

personally integrated, ittlitiuusly liberal and oriented toward practical matters. The instrument is also of value in

allowing liangiruti:,..1 0440ssments of the student body, thus permitting evaluations of growthanddevelopment

resulting fpresumahhirl from exposure to the campus or selected portions of it (e.g., different majors or alternative

residential arrangements).

Each of these approaches can be of use in the evaluation of new instructional technologies. Again, if the

assumption is made that there is an interactive effect among the technology, the environment and student growth

and development, then inquiries can be made of the nature of the relationships. If the designers of experiments

using the new technologies include in their planning the notion that important, long-tasting liberal education

requires supportive environments, then it should be possible to control for the environment in the evaluation. For

example, selection of certain dormitories for activities supportilie of in-class technologies can be made. Assess-

ment of the quality of the dormitory environment compared with control groups can be made before and after

the introduction of the new technology. Similarly, student personality dispositions can be ascertained in these con-

trolled envirunments, permitting later testing for changes.

Beyond the measurement problems in evaluating the effects of new instructional technologies on students are

a whole host of other environmental factors particularly those involving faculty. This is especially true on bounded,

conventional campuses. Faculty in the social setting of a traditional institution are not generally inclined nor

encouraged to share their teaching methods, problems and successes with colleagues. It is somewhat surprising,

then, that new instructional technologies are not looked on more favorably, since as noted earlier, the assumptions

and objectives of each are actually quite similar. The problem is compounded when, or if, the broader set of

objectives suggested for new technologies is proposed. Faculty on these campuses will resist not only new tech-

nological features (Evans & Leppmann, 1967) but the expanded set of objectives and the necessity of environmental

support for them.

SUMMARY

To summarize, learning which affects the whole person requires careful design of the total environment in

which the process takes place. in bounded conventional systems, it is unlikely that new instructional technologies

will result in profound benefits without positive social system reinforcement. The absence of reinforcing con-

tingencies in dormitories and other student-dominated settings results in a narrowed intellectual focus and a

shortened time dimension into which new material is integrated. Students, are led, in other words, to view their

current academic experience as a shortrun hurdle to be conquered and quickly forgotten, or perhaps stored in

memory for some as yet unrecognized future need.

Measurement of the attitudes of those in the environment in which new instructional technologies are

introduced will reveal the presence or absence of values which support long-lasting learning and which encourage

attention to student growth and development. The bifurcation of institutional objectives (which on traditional

campuses are geared primarily toward preparation of the student as a future citizen) and individual student needs

(which are temporally situated in the present) is accentuated by new instructional technologies which tend to
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neglect the latter. Only when those concerned with innovative teaching and learning methods incorporate a
broader set of educational objectives will the need for support.ve campus environments become of sufficient
importance to produce them. In sum, attention to the sociology of learning as well as the technology &.teaching
in the light of a comprehensive set of institutional objectives is needed for a truly successful educational
enterprise.
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I. THE FOURTH REVOLUTION

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education has recently published a report entitled the "Fourth
Revolution" which takes its title from Eric Ashby's observation that four great revolutions have been taken

,place in education.'

The first revolution was the differentiation of adult roles so that the task of education for the young was
shifted in part from parents to teachers and from the home to the school.

The second revolution was the adoption of the written word as a tool of education and with some reluctance
writing was permitted to co -exist with the spoken word.

The third significant change was the invention of printing and the widespread availability of books.

And the fourth revolution is the development of eleCtronics, notably radio, television and the computer.
The computer, however, is the imperative in the fourth revolution.

II. THE GROWTH OF COMPUTING IN EDUCATION

A

In a little over 15 years, academic computing has grown at a phenomenal rate such that in higher education:2

Access to Computers

All major universities and most colleges provide computing services to their students either through local
facilities or access to off-campus facilities.

Expenditures

Expenditures in the last decade have increased over ten told with 50 mil!ion dollars spent on computing in
1963 arid an estimated 540 million dollars being spent in 1972.

Type of Computing

Of that amount spent; 30% was spent for instructional use; 32% for research use; 34% for administration and
4% for services to other institutions.

The WON* are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the National Science foundation. This paper
is bided on comments ado a. the April 17, 1973 Annual Convention of The Associtition for Educational Data Systems in New
Orleans, Louisiana, and further illustrated at the Educational Technology SyMpoltium at Sto.ty Brook, New York.

',The Fourth Flevniution: Instructional Technology in Higher Education. A report and recommendations by The Carnegie
Commission on Higher Eductrtion. (New York. McGraw-Hill Soak Company, 11172).

2.fotin Hamblen: inventory of Computers in U.S. Higher Education, 1969.1970. (Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regicial
Education Board, 19721.
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Sources of Support

This growth has occurred in spite of a diminishing percentage of contributions from Federal sources.

Currently, 70% of expenditures for computing comes from institutional funds. In 1965, 36% of the funds came

from Federal sources; in 1967, 23%; and only 17% in 1970.

Computer Science Majors

In the last five years the number of computer science degree majors have increased by a factor of 15 from

approximately 5,000 to 75.'100 students.

Language Substitute

Four hundred and seventy departments now permit the substitution of computer languages for foreign

languages. This is a three fold increase in the last two years,

Curricula

Computer-based curricula has grown from less than 100 computer-based packages in 1965 to over 6,000 in

1972 an increase of a factor of 60 over a seven year period.

In secondary education while the figures are less complete, we do know that in 1970 34% of the Nation's

secondary schools had access to a computer for administration and/or instructional purposes,3 In 1963, a survey

estimated only one percent of our Nation's secondary schools used the computer for instructional purposes; in

1966, that increased to 1.7 percent and finally to 12.9 percent in 1970. This represents a growth in instructional

uses of over 12 fold in little over seven years. This amazing exponential growth of academic computing has come

about in spite of a growing financial problem faced by education.

Ili. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION PROGRAMS

Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Direcwr of the National Science Foundation (NSF), says that the Foundation's

programs provide for continued strong support for science with an effective balance between research and

education programs.4 The higher priority, however, will be research programs. The NSF budget for Fiscal Year

(FYI 1972 was 600.7 million dollars and the FY 1973 expenditures are estimated at 615 million dollars. The

requested FY 1974 budget of 641.5 million dollars includes 58.9 million dollars of FY 1973 carryover funds.

The new restructure! Science Education Improvement Programs provide support for programs that are

designed to (1) increase science education effectiveness; (2) help provide the essential number and variety of

trained scientists and engineers and; (3) make the general public more knowledgeable as to the potential uses

of science and its limitations so that they can deal more effectively with problems requiring an understanding of

science and technology. NSF Science Education Improvement activities in FY 1973 are estimated at a level of

47.0 million dollars versus the planned 80.8 million dollars and compared to a FY 1968 high of 125 million

dollars. In FY 1972, the budget was 73.4 million dollars. The requested FY 1974 buclezt is for 60 million dollars.

The Office of Computing Activities

The Office of Computing Activities was established in July, 1967 tc provide Federal leadership in exploring

and developing computer technology and the uses of the computer. The Cffice administers a program in Computer

Science and Engineering which supports basic research in Theoretical Com iter Science, Software and Programming

3Charies A. Darby, Arthur L. Korotkin, Tania Romashko. "A Survey of Computing Actiyii;?* in Secondary Schools."

(Washington, DC. American institutes for Research, 1970).

4Natonal Science Foundation, Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 1974.
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Systems and Computer System Design. Another program ornputer Applications in Research, seeks to sepport
research studies which focus on the exolaitationof advances. in computer technology-to further research in
science. Support is being provided tor. exploratory studies to develop a National Network of computer-based
tesources in support of research; and education..A.rieW program, Computer Impact on Society, is concerned with
studies of the impact of computers on organizations and individuals. The FY 1972 budget for OCA was 12.5
million dollars. In FY 1973, the Office will spend 10.0 million dollars and 10.0 million dollars is requested for
FY 1974,

Technological Innovation in Education

The Computer Innovation in Education program has been transferred out of the Office of Computing
Activities to the Education Directorate of the Foundation and renamed the Technological Innovation in
Education Group, The objectives of this group are to explore and develop new innovative uses of the computer
and related tees- rolonies in education. In FY.1972, 8.4 million dollars was spent for this activity and 6.0 million

s is estimated for FY 1973. In FY 1974, 7.0 million dollars is requested for the expanded functions.. I
would like to briefly describe some of the activities currently being supported.

IV, COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEMS

We have supported the development of a wide variety of instructional systems. Oregon State University has
developed an on-line, interactive, graphic system for classroom use in science. The system pennits.the instructor
to dynamically control the graphics terminal with a joystick input device. A large screen television projector
enables the instructor to display the computer output on a 6 foot by 8 foot screen which is dearly visible to 3
class of 200 students. This classroom use of a sophisticated terminal significantly reduces the cost-per-student
hour of instruction.1'

Project IMPRESS at Dartmouth College is a conversational, interactive package for the social sciences.6
It permits the student to have access to over 100 files of social science data on a variety of topics. Rather than
hear a lecture, the student formulates hypotheses about current social problems and tests them using a variety of
statistical packages using current social data. The system includes pedagogical routines that guide a novice through
complex statistical programs in a conversational manner with minimal previousexperience and permits under-
graduates to perform learning activities which would not otherwise be introduced until later years. This approach
is unlike CAI and yet different from traditional problem-solving. The potential for IMPRESS and more advanced
systems to reduce costs and offer a new instructional format is very attractive.

Currently, Dr. Seymour Papert of MIT and Dr. Robert Davis at Syracuse University, now with PLATO, have
demonstrated the use of LOGO, a computer language, to teach and assist fifth grade children to compute functions
and solve chaculus -like problems. This activity seeks to avoid the rigid sequential presentation of mathematical
concepts and through the use of the computer and computer artifacts introduce higher orderconcepts at a much
earlier age. With this tv.,rem children have demonstrated their ability to write programs to draw simple figures,
construct complex geometric designi, write a frame-by-frame movie, generate music, write computer generated
poetry, solve motion problems in physics and program the movements of a marionette.7

NSF has developed a number of experimental models of computer networks for developing and sharing
computer networks for developing and sharing computer resources for instructional purposes. Some use hatch
processing, others are interactive. One network combines closed-circuit television with remote computing. One
experiment involved a nationwide disciplinary network for Chemistry departments while still another uses a
network of minicomputers for small colleges. In the past four years, some 30 regional computing networks were

5TWn C,. Kelley et al., "Interactive Classroom Graphic." Oregon State University, 1972.
6James A. Davis, Using the IMPRESS System to Teach Sck.iology. in "Proceedings of the Second Annual Conference on

Conn uteri in the Undergraduate Curricula," (Hanover, N,H Dartmouth College, 1971).
?Seymour Papert, "Teaching Children Thinking," t fP World Conference on Computer Education, August, 1970 and

"Twenty Things To Oa with a Computer," Artificial intelligence Laboratory. Massachusetts institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 1971.
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established involving 300 institutions of higher education arxi some secondary schools. The program has provided
members with access to a large computer with a library of instructional and problem-solving programs as well as
tethnical-assistance and training, Today, approximately three quarters of the networks are self-sustainingend
continue to operate after the termination of Federal funds. This highly successful experimental program is now
being phased out.

The research and development of the 1960's, although severely limited by technology and pedagogy,
demonstrated that students could learn using CAI at least as well as and in some cases better than by. more
traditional methods. However, the equipment lacked graphics and audio 'capability. Software systems were
not flexible or easy to program and were much too costly probably by a factorof.ten. In order to remedy this
situation NSF sponsored the development 'and demonstration of two advanced systems: orie following a
centralized, utility approach amfanother following a modular or decentralized approach. The prolects will take
five years and ten million dollars of NSF support.

0
The University of Illinois PLATO IV (Programmed ,Logic-for Automatic Teaching Operations) system is

'controlled by a Control Data Corporation 6000 series computer with up to 1,000 terminals connected to the
computer through a single television channe1.9 The terminal consists of a keyset and a plasma display for computer
generated information. The plasma display panel consists of two sheets of glass separated by a thin layer of gas.
Points on the display are fired by the computer to generate words, figures and drawings. Up to 256 colored pre,
recorded microfiche slides can also be displayed on the screen as well as dynamic information superimposed over
the static display. More than 4,000 random access audio messages of up to 21 minutes in length can be recorded
and selectively presented under computer control.

A touch sensitive panel permits a child who is reading and doesn't recognize, for example, the word "elephant"
to touch the word on the display panel and have a picture of an elephant appear and hear the word in his ear-
phones. The system will provide courses in elementary and secondary school curricula as well as community college
and university level courses.

One hundred and fifty terminals are up and operating at Urbana and 400 -600 termiiMils will be' installed from
Urbana to Chicago by September of this year. The system was also demonstrated via satellite in Italy and Switzer-
land last summer and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) now has a terminal
in Paris.

The TICCIT (Time Shared Interactive Computer Controlled Information Television) system is operated by a
Data General, solid state, minicomputer with 128 student terminals.9 The terminal consists of a keyboard, a small
color television to display computer generated displays, video tape or slides and audio. The courseware will consist
of two years of Mathematics and English and will be written to follow a prescribed set of design procedures. The
intent is to design "and validate procedures that will yield high quality courseware which will be useful to large
numbers of students in standard courses throughout the country. The system will be installed and tested in 1974
at two community colleges Northern Virginia Community College and Maricopa Community College in

Phoenix, Arizona.

The Education Testing Services of PrincetOn, New Jersey will evaluate and report their finding; for both the
PLATO and TICCIT project.

-.--
91-lanalti L. Bitter and D. Skaperdes, "The Design of an Economically Viable Large-Scale Computer.flased Educational

System," pp. 1434 in Computers in Instruction, (Ed.) R. E. Levien, Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California, 1971.
9Kenneth J. Suntan. "The Technology of Small Local Facilities for Instructional Use," pp. 35-41, in Computer in instruc-

tion, (Ed.3 R. E. Levier, Ronk Corporation, Santa Monica, California, 1971.
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The MITRE Corporation is currently demonstrating the feasibility of interactive, computer-controlleil
television systems for home use.11) They have coupled a cable television system with a computer to demonstrate
the feasibility of using a standard television receiver for home computer driven displays for homes in the new
town of Reston, Virginia. Cable television permits two-way conferencing. The home user communicates with
the computer through atouch-tone telephone. Lessons are addressed directly to his television receiver and he
may use his touch-tone phone for calculations or answering questions lie demonstration includet the home use
of 27 lessons for foUrth grade aeithmetic drift practice. A simple computing language, Mr. Computer, is also
available for writing student originated programs, Since cable television permits two -way conferencing, the,
teacher may work directly with students at home during the day or conduct adult education in the evening,

It is foreseen that 2,000 individual homes may be served for a nominal monthly fee. The home user will be
able to shop remotely by television. He will be able to receive his mail automatically by dialing his pose office
box number. His salary will automatically be deposited in his bank account by his employer and he will be
notified through his television set. Upon his authorization. bills such as mortgage payments will automatically be,
transferred to his creditors. The computer controlled television will display this information and he may take a
polaroid snapshot for a hard copy receipt. The system can provide fire and security monitoring. The user will be
able to interact directly with his doctor and'thereby reduce the number of office calls or home visits. He will also
be able to make home movies using a small by -cost video camera and later play it back through his home
receiver. Demonstrations of these services are currently being conducted at Reston, Virginia.

V. COURSEWARE AND TRANSPORTABILITY

eased upon a number of NSF initiated studies, it became clear that coup eware was a critical problem.
EDUCOM, using 35 experts in a Delphic seminar, concluded that the mostc. itical factor inhibiting the use of
instructional computing was not cost but the lack of good, readily available computer-based educational
materials.11 This led us to initiate a more purposeful attack upon both the short-range and long-range solutions to
courseware development and transportability problems.

First, we initiated a state-of-the art study to determ, n what existed and how useful 4t is. Second, for the
short run, we emphasized the development, documentation and testing of existing, but yet unpublished packages.
Third, for the long run, we supported the development and analysis of experimental models for creating incentives
and transportability in order to better understand the characteristics of this rapidly changing field. We have
encouraged interdisciplinary conferences for diffusion of computer-based instruction through hands-on experience
and face-to-face discussion, with curriculum developers. Finally, we continue to develop computer courseware for
classroom use.

Strategies for Curricular Development

The Human Resources Research Organization ( HumRRO) of Alexandria, Virginia is conducting a state-of-
the-art survey identifying all computer-based curricula by discipline, level, language, machine, and instructional use.12
Compelling examples of computer-based instruction and associated costs of development have been identified.
Surveys of publishers and vendors were made. Currently, alternative strategies, their associated costs and conse-
quences are being evaluate. One recommendation HumRRO has made is the creation of a National clearinghouse for
computer-based materials for higher education.

10Kenneth J. Stetter, and Rodney K. Lay, "A Study of the Technical and Economic Considerations Attendant on the
Home Delivery of Instructional and Other 5 7cialiy Heisted Services Via Interactive Cable TV," MITRE Corporation, McLean,
Virginia, December, 1972.

11 Ernest .1. Anastasio and Judith S, Morgan, "Factors inhibiting the Use of Computers in Instruction," (EDUCOM:
Princeton, Navy Jersey, 1977),

12Robert Seidel, at al., "A Study of Computer-Based Curricula," Human Resources Fleseerch Organization, Alexandria,
;Virginia, 1971.

13Joseph R. Dank, "CONDUIT A Concrete Pipeline for Software-Starved Little People," in the "Proceedings of the
1972 Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula," Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regional Educational Board, 1972.
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Curriculum Development Protect COMPUTe

. Based upon our survey of publishers, it became apparent that they ,were uninterested in devel 'ping and
publishing computer-based modules. Also, the most compelling materials used in classrooms were found to be
unducumented and only locally available,;;Further, neither institutional incentives, such as release time, nor
royalties were available to stimulate individuals to document, debug and test their programs. Through a grant
with Dartmouth College a national search was made for exemplary materials in the environmental and related
sciences. The authors were invited to Hanover for the summer and the College provided computer time,
programmingogramming and editorial services. Standard formats were devised for student, teacher and computer ,

Program materials. Publishers are being contacted about publishing an edited series as a,package. Through
special arrangements, both the authors and Dartmouth may receive royititiel. The .profit we hope will
accelerate the number of quality packages available and could create a commercial model for curriculum
development efforts which the College could pursue after the termination of the grant.

Transportability Problem CONDUIT

One of the most serious obstacles that we face is the problem of transportability of programs. Programs
that run at one location are rarely available on request and if available, seldom work elsewhere. One solution is
a Nati Onal Academic Network which permits the field to develop but also permits others to have access to.the
materials. Short of interconnection, however, standards must be adopted to make materials compatible for a
variety of existing systems and machines.

CONDUIT is a consortium of five regional networks involving 100 colleges and universities with an enroll-
ment of X10.000 students.13 It seeks low-cost solutions to the problem of transportability. Disciplinary
committees have identified 100 packages in eight disciplinary areas. CONDUIT-Central in cooperation with the
computer center director, and'curriculum coordinator in each of the five networks hove documented and
certified the instructional packages, established cmocedures and costs for transporting the materials and created
self-instructional video taped materials based upon workshop experiences and are moving the materials from
center to center and ultimately into the classroom for use and evaluation. An independent organization, .

HumBRO, has devised numerous hypotheses concerning organizational structure, transportability, information
needs, training and accounting procedures and will evalt.-te the entire system.

Conferences

The dissemination of information concerning computer-based curricula, is, at best, very difficult. From
experience, one of the most successful mechanisms for rapid dissemination has been through annual multi-
disciplinary and disciplinary conferences at which users present and tryout on comp. ter terminals a wide variety
of materials. The annual Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula produces 60 to 80 published
papers on computer applications in approximately 20 disciplines and attracts approximately 1,000 attendees.

This year's conference will he held June 18-21 at Claremont Colleges, Pomona, California. Disciplinary
conferences have been held in Physics, Chemistry, and the Humanities.

Courseware

The NSF Science Course Improvement Program is currently supporting a four year project on Computer-
Based Education (C-BE) at the University of Texas which is aimed at evaluating the impact of a critical mass of
computer-based education on a broad range of academic subjects. Courseware will be developed in approximately
16 interrelated academic disciplines. The Foundation is providing 1.3 million dollars and the University is
providing a like amount to develop and use the courseware in the classroom.

13Josaph R, Dank, "CONDUIT - A Concrete Pipeline for Software-Starved Little People," in the "Proceedings of the
1972 Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula." Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regional Educational Board, 1972.
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VI. COMPUTER LITERACY

. Approximately 80% of the world's computers are used in the United States, The United States is the prime
user and Principal eroducerot Corniairters and computer - related equipment.:Eiparts of computers arts
one billion dollars and with respect to balance of payments, the United States is the only net exporter of computers
in the world.. A recent National Bureau of Standards study, found approximately 2,300 different applications of
computing in business and industry. The computer is fast becoming a national basic industry.

While the printed test was important to civilization because it permitted man to extend his immediate
memory and to accumulate his past experiences, its true impact 'on society was not realized until there was a
literate populace.

So it is with computers. The computer in its short span of history has been one of the most significant
amplifiers of rn::n's productivity. However, the widespread use of this powerful tool may be limited by the lack of
public understanding and the public's inability to see how the computer may benefit them and society.

A iecent AFIPS-Time Magazine study, "National Survey of Public Attitudes Toward Computing," showed
strong public anxiety toward the computer.14 Approximately one-third of the Nation's adults still believe that the
computer is some kind of "thinking machine" and has the power to think for itself. More than half believe that
they are too dependent on the computer and that computers are changing their lives too rapidly. Fifteen percent
believed that their lives are worse because of computers; this is twice the number who feel technology in general
has made life worse.

Federal programs in science and technology aimed at making significant gains in productivity and the
general well-being of the public must also be coacernecl with public understanding of these developments. An
informed populace can better understand the strengths and Limitations of new technological innovations such as
computing. The degree of "computer literacy" among the general populace may be the limiting factor in rapid
technological advances and with it, national productivity.

A recent report to the National Science Foundation by the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences
(CBMS), entitled "Computers in High School Education," has also strongly recommended the development of a
"computer literacy" curriculum for secondary sc.hools.15 They recommended specifically the preparation of a
junior high school course in computer literacy; materials for an introduction to computing; materials for a number
of science courses; special programs for students with unusual aptitudes in computing; vocational education;
teacher training and the creation of an information clearinghouse.

VII. WHAT IS TO BE DONE

While the fourth revolution is gaining ground, the current financial crisis in education offers a challenge and
a major opportunity to advance the educational use of computers to a new plateau and in the process increase the
quality of instruction while significantly reducing the costs. However, much remains to be done.

What we need is a complete system and a total curricula. Anything less will be costly and ineffective. At
many locations, educators are still working with cast-off business machines and providing rigid one-dimensional
instruction. Through the persistence of a number of educational innovators, we are on the verge of a "first
generation" computer-based system. When this is accomplished we will have a medium without a message. What
is needed is a critical mass of quality materials a total curricula. Then arid only then will we be able to
demonstrate significant cost-benefits.

14"a National Swvey of the Public's Attitudes Toward Computers," (New York: Time Magazine, Tame Life 13u tiding.
Rockefeller Center, 1971!,

15Recommendations Regarding Computers on High School Utlqcation," (VidashIngtOn, o.c. Conference Board on the
Mathernaticai Sciences, 19721.
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Marshall Mcluhait argues that the electronic revolution is totally new and is changing the very nature of
human perception and eaperience. In the age of television and computer, Mcluhan says that we move into the
world of pattern recognition and out of the world of mere data classification. We cannot merely convert old
orograrinned texts into computer formats.,We must retool our curricula to take advantage of the new degree'
of freedom the computer offers, This trend is already becoming evident in much of the new curricula.

We need a market mechanism to develop and distribute instructional material. Currently, publishers find
the distribution of computer-based materials. uninteresting. Equipinent manufacturers, especially in themini-
eomputer field, find that the availability of coMputer-based materials is important in the sale of equipment
systems and they have done a good labia vrovidifig simple programs and materials. However, equipment is the
manufacturer's business riot curricular development. Therefore, unless there ate. some major mergers between
publishing houses and vendors, we are unlikely tow the commercial sector play a vital role in education.
Education will have to create its own oreanizat;prial mechanisms specifically *signed to create, develop and
disseminate curricular materials or face the prospect of becoming the world's largest and most expensive
cottage industry.

We need a new organizational mechanism to handle the new technology. John Gardner once observed that
most organiations have a structure that was designed to solve problems that no longer exist. We must go beyond
current arrangements if we are to develop. There are still no incentives to write programs on courseware which
upgrade the quality of education or reduce the cost-per-student hour of instruction. Writeriseldotn get royalties
or proMotions and, seldom share in any cost savings which may accrue to the University: Instructors are better
advised to write research papers in their discipline than to develop computer courseware. Educational
institutions who are serious about cost-effectiveness will eventually have to devise institutional rewards and/or
monetary incentives if they wish to reap the benefits of instructional technology.

While there is a revolution in technology, there is an even greater revolution taking place in education.
Just because we are on the rigto track doesn't mean that we will not be run over by changing events. Obsolescence
is becoming a major problem in our knowledge society. The average man in the work force can be expected to
change jobs six or seven times in his lifetime. The half-life of professional man ics, only about ten years.

Paul Arrner proposes the "Paul Principle' which he contrasts with the "Peter Principle" individuals tend
to rise in organizations to their level incompeterice.15 The "Paul Principle" states that individuals often become
incompetent over time because they become uneducated or obsolete. He says that higher education is not even
remotely prepared to take on the continuing education as a major task. He suggests that universities of the
future will operate somewhat like hospitals. They would admit students net just one or two times a year but
continually. On arrival a diagnosis would be made of the deficiencies in the student's knowledge and the
educational process of individualized instruction would be designed to fill the gaps. Modern technology is
now capable of delivering instruction to an individual's home, place of employment or any other location. Educa-
tion is no longer restricted to the classroom and must seek a new role in the knowledge society.

What is the Federal role in these developments? While there is no explicit Federal policy toward computing and
while it is difficult to identify programs with computing in their title, there are many activities being initiated at
the Federal level. The Federal prograrrit tend to favor innovation and research and tend to look at technology as a
while rather than at computers in particular. Currently, programs tend to focus on increasing productivity, that is,
improving quality while reducing costs. They seek to support projects which benefit many institutions and many
disciplines. Programs of institutional support, equipment grants and support for the acquisition and upgrading of
computers have been greatly reduced or completely eliminated. The acquisition and development of technology
and systems will fall to the States and to the education institutions involved.

How will this affect the future of computing? My prediction is that the development of instructional computing
will follow the Xerox model. That is, in spite of the fact that the initial dry process copying machine was more
expensive than the wet processing machines, it was adopted because of its convenience and its ability to meet a

16Paul Armen, "The Paul Prisestiple. When Technology Outgrows Man," Geriatric", 24, No. 6, Dec 1970, pp. 29-30, 34.
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compelling need. Similarly, computing is so compelling a tool that it cannot be stopped. How fast it will take to
develop and how expensive the development will be are the only questions to be answered in the fourth
revolution.
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THE TICCIT PROJECT:

DESIGN STRATEGY FOR EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

C. Victor Bunderson
Director of Computer Uses in Education

Brigham Young University

The term TICCIT refers to the MITRE Corporation's "Time-shared interactive Computer-Controlled Infor-
mation Television," a hardware concept employing conventional television and cable teshnoloities and minicom-
puters. Being derived from a hardware description, the term does not signal what we at Brigham Young University
regard as the edutational contributions of the project. The purpose of this paper is to place the hardware contri-
butions of the MITRE Corporation in context with the educational contributions and courseware design strategies
vrhich have been evolving at Brigham Young University and to show how these strategies apply to the needs and
goals of the project, including those of teaching community college English and mathematics more productively,.

Experience in conference presentations, workshops and visitor orientation to the TICCIT project has proved
to be difficult in conveying all of the essential features of this project to a new audience. The TICCIT project is not
just another computer-assisted instruction (CAI) project; it is a hopeful but radical departure, Those familiar with
existing CAI projects may be deceived when they attempt to apply familiar generalizations about hardware, CAI
languages, tutorial, drill, stimulation and other instructional strategies and utilization models to TICCIT for most
of them do not apply. Those who have seen samples of "learner control" must be prepared to redefine their
understanding of this concept when discussing TICCIT. Taken alone, each innovation in hardware, software, course-
ware and implementation seems simple and natural enough. However, one must perceive of these facets, working
in harmony toward educational goals, to understand all of this "elephant," rather than like the blind men, some
discrete part of it.

Some History of the TICCIT Project

If TICCIT is indeed different, it is different because of the disciplined design approach to the solution of
educational problems and the interdisciplinary cross-fertiliaation between the designers and developers at three
institutions, the MITRE Corporation, the University of Texas CAI Laboratory and Brigham Young University
(BYU). The systems engineers and computer scientists at the not-for-profit MITRE Corporation provided the
know-how in hardware and software development and integration. Unlike a manufacturer of existing hardware,
MITRE was not bound by the constraints of an existing product line. Education for too long has had to make do
with computer products designed for business and science and willingly marketed to educators as an instructional
tool despite the inappropriateness of the hardware and software capabilities. Unlike a laboratory at a single
university, the system engineers at MITRE are experienced at the process of working backward from a problem
to be solved in society at large, to a concrete solution and seeing this solution all the way through to system
integration, installation and testing in a real-world environment.

Aware of its own educational and social-science limitations, MITRE looked elsewhere for partners to specify
educational goals and strategies. The University of Texas CAI Laboratory, one of the older and more successful
of its kind, contributed a learner control philosophy and an educational design science approach. This included the
identification of needs, the specification of goals and the development of cost-effective CAI programs (courseware).
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A hybrid approach was employed which fell somewhere between the disciplines of computer science and edtea-
none, psychology. The Instructional Research and Development Department at BYO also contributed greatly to
thiidesign siaence approach and conitibuted a ixtrspective that media hardwire must be clearly a function of
instructional strategy, and that old models of CAI, developed un yesterday's slightly adopted business or ,

scientific computer systems, may not teach effectively. The graduate Program in Instructional Psychology at
BYU provideda cadre of trained developers, researchers and theorists who ultimately contributed major theorems
of instruction on which the novel design of learner-controlled courseware was based, Most of the'key personnel
from Texas moved to BYU in 1972 to consolidate the courseware project, effecting a mitosis of the Texas CAI
Lab and transplanting it at BYU as the Institute for Compute Uses in Education.

This paper takes the perspective herd by members of this interdisciplinary group of instructional psycholo-
gists, computer scientists, and others who have gathered to the mountains at Brigham Young University. Since its
establishment in 1972, the Institute for Computer Uses in Education.(ICUE) has become a department in the
new Instructional Research, Development, and Evaluation Division (IRDE). This devision is one part of perhaps
the largest educational technology group assembled at any major university. A sister Production Services Division
provides production facilities in motion picture, television and any of the conventional sorts of media. A third
sister division includes the library and learning resource centers. Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is the
newest addition. to BYU's learning resources capability. In addition to ICUE, the IRDE division houses instruc- .

tional evaluation, research and development activities not tied to any kind of media. The Department of Instruc-
tional Development is headed by Dr. Edward Green, The. Department of Instructional Evaluation and Testing is
headed by Dr. Adrian Van Mondfrans. Collectively, these departments are organized under an administration at
the equivalent level of Dean by Dr. R. Irwin Goodman. These three departments acid a research and development
focus to the more conventional production activities of the educational technology operations of BYU. Research
is enhanced by a graduate program in instructional psychology, in cooperation with the College of Education.
Dr. M. David Merrill heads this department.

One result of the rich selection of possible media and methods and the instructional research and theory
behind their use is that we place our group clearly in that camp which believes that instruction can be approached
as a design science and that the form of the hardware and software, not just the courseware, is a result of that
design science approach.

The design science approach to education now evolving at BYU and elsewhere attempts to apply a discipline
within each of the following stages of design:

1. Analysis of Educational Needs

2. Specification of Project Goals (based on needs and values)

3. Design Strategies

Instructional Systems Design
Courseware, Hardware, Software
Organizational Design (Roles for Teachers and Others)
Evaluation Design

4. Realization of Designs in Hardware, Software, Courseware and an Organization of People and Machines

5. Sunsystem Integration and Testing (for TICCIT, evaluation and revision of hardware, software and
courseware occurs at BYU during 1974)

6. System Integration and Testing (for TICCIT demonstration and evaluation occurs at Phoenix College
and Alexandria, Virginia, campus of Northern Virginia Community College, 1974.1976)

This paper is organizer: into three sections according to the first of the six stages of the design process listed
above,
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Analysis of Educational Needs

Few educati s firm believe the idealised model of the "systems approach- which asserts that the process of
innovation (testier tregins with an analysis of needs in society, narrowing to needs or problems in some class of
edUcational institution, then detiving goals horn needs. This rational, ideal model can only, be approximated in real
life. Actually, a fit Oleo like TICCIT begins when certain individuals become convinced that computer- assisted
instruction (CAI) has tremendous potential to restructure and improve education. These Individuals are able to
formulate a plan which is logically related to some teal needs and are able to obtain resources to evolve andtest
that plan. Extensive iesearch on CAI was conducted at many CAI laboratories and centers, in universities, govern-
meet; industry and schools. fly 197006i work had established by data and areemerit that CAI could be extremely
effective, elfici(ot and motivating, and that its cost could become quite competitive, The National Science Foun-
dation's Office of Computer Inncvations in Education, rided by the advice of experts, invested S10 million,
starting in 1971-72, in two majcr ,errionstrations of Cm: One of these, the PLATO project at the University of
Illinois uses a giant computer with upwards of 1,000 student terminals of completely new design. Their approach
is to provide teachers with this resource, leaving it up to the users to develop the instructional designs and
organizational designs. No attempt is made to restructure the roles of teachers in any major way. By contrast, the
TICCI T project uses state-of-the-art computer and television technology. The hardware consists of two minicom-

puters and 128 color TV student terminals. The hardware, software and courseware are reflections of a strategy
for restructuring education toward a learner-centered, individualized model: Men and machines are organized to
serve as a source of help for students who are learning and growing in a number of dimensions. The concept is that
computers cannot merely be added as an adjunct to teachers in present educational structures, but that a larger
redesign must be undertaken, In the words of Peter Drucker:

The educators still talk of minor changes, of adjustments and improvements. Few of them see
much reason for radical changes. Yet education will in all likelihood be transformed within.
the next decades by giant forces from without,

It will be changed, first, because it is headed straight into a major economic crisis. It
is not that we cannot afford the high costs of education; we cannot afford its low productivity.
We must get results from the tremendous investment we are making...

Teaching is where agriculture was around 1750, when it took some 200 men on the
farm to feed one nonfarmer in the town. Wesparre to make the teacher more productive, have
to multiply his impact, have to increase greatly the harvest from his or her skill, knowledge,
dedication, and effort.. F. Drucker, The Age of Discontinuity, New York: Harper &
Row, 19691.

Given a vision of what can be accomplished and the resources and opportunity to do it, a needs analysis is
the application of discipline in data collection and rational analysis to guide broad design decisions, rather than
the process of inscribing focus and direction on a blank tablet.

The data collected had to focus on the following questions: Is higher education the most strategic sector of
education for the initial introduction of a CAI system designed for major positive educational impact and mass
dissemination? Witt ,in higher education are the community colleges the sector which initially can best be served
by systems like TICCIT? Will they prove more recep;ive to this type of innovation? Ate the costs associated with
various kinds of instruction in community colleges high enough that certain of their, could be replaced by CAI?
What courses have the heaviest load of students, and the greatest need for individualization and keeper levels of
temediation? What are the socially and educationally valid motives and aspirations of teachers and other educators
which must be served in a system wherein old roles are changed? What are the needs of students which must he
served by a man-machine system involving CAI?

Some data and analysis bearing on these questions is documented elsewhere. For this overview, it is sufficient
to observe ay.: higher education dues have high costs, high volume and students who are free to take or leave CAI.
It is suffering from serious financial problems and social pressures which call for rapid and dramatic change. Within
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hater education, community colleges are the most rapidly growing sector. They are dedicated to to aching students
and to new forms of community service, not graduate research, and are fairly receptive to innovative ante aoches to
accomplish these goals.

Within commonitycolleges, els/rue:ion in Freshman and developmental mathematics and English
accounts for at least 25 percent (0 the total contact hours of instruction. A large portiori of this (about80 per-

-, cent ) could 1w served by two modular systems of CAI leSsOns in math and English covering front 12 to 25 credit
horns of instruction, depending on how these lessons are allocated to course titles. Educational costs in ctnmun
ity4.xilleges average S3.26 per student hour. $1.50 in direct instructional costs. Much of this cost could potentially
by replaced by a man-machine CAI system With'greater effectiveness and a potentially lower cost.

Cc-immunity college students share with other students the desire for instruction which is relevant to their
needs and interests and respectful of their time. They resent phoniness, tack of preparation and arbitrary treatment
on the earl of teachers, On ere unite haiel, they value prodUttive human interactions v eachers and other

students and few senuld likr< aneollege nisi; iietion mediated solely by a machine. Op' s enrollment policies of
community colleges introduce !arge numbers .t .tudents who are inadequately prepared in basic math and Enelish
skills and this aie unready to take Fr eshmarejav:a ourses in these subjects, or other colt' ge courses, which depend
on these skills. Resides thee achievement (titer-eel, ,s, many suffer from attitudes of Lvoidance toward study and
learning, error study habits and attitudes that elm v The hien* on others for not teaching them, rather than on
themselves as the iesi.ionsalle agents fur personal 4.101/01.

The motives ,if ,teachers are varied. The borer ones are rewarded by seeing intellectual anti personal growth

in inriividuae ~indents, by learning and erode( ,riel.,chotarship themselves and by perfecting their teaching skills.

Those who love their subject matter believe ter y can convey some of the imponderable values of a liberal educa-
tion a reverence tei enre,vbee-e, sjentul expression, an excitement in its pursuit, art aesthetic delight in the
elegant, attractive nuances ur d ...71;ect, a discipline in problem solving or scholarship. Teachers seek fair recom-

pense for their labors. They value thd respect of their students, peers and administrators and community. Not all
teachers are good teachers and not all motives for staying in the leeching profession are as laudatory as those just

mentioned. A man-machine system involving CAI should enhance the stature, influence and opportunities of
teachers possessed of educationally construCtivt motives and attitudes. It is probable that CAI can only be a
small influence in this regard, but it should certainly be designed to he a positive, rather than a negative, influence.

Specification of Project Goals

Earlier publications on the 'TICCIT project emphasized the cost aspect of computer-assisted instruction. A

panel of NSF advisors, familiar with CAI and other forms of educational technology, had advised that if Tice, I
could be no more effective than traditional forms of instruction and could deliver this instruction at less cost, it

would be a major contribution. A general goal of the project was then and still is to create a "market seceess"

so that after the application of government funds, private industry will provide efficient dissemination and

competition to further drive the cost down.

Despite the more limited aspirations initially held by outside a.ivisors, the design science approach of the

TICCIT project started with a set of educational goals that put cost in its proper context. Initially, tittle could
be said about goals which seemed too remote to be accomplished. As the project evolveu, however, design strate

gies became well defined. These strategies now provide basis for optimism that more ambitious set of goals can

be achieved. That complete set of goals is discussed below.

The Derivation of Goals from Needs and Values

In classenl statements of the systematic approach to urstructiondl development, goals are derived from the

needs of the first+ tutains and the needs of individuals served by these institutions. Preferably these goals are

measurable at least through a longitudinal research study. It is clear ter any thinking presort that this mom f t)14,
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systems approach is aboversirriplification. Goals are derived as much from theOhilosophy and velues of the
syStem's designees as from the needs they 'serve. The needs must he. there, it is true,,or the product of a design
effort will -not tie used. The goals should indeed be assessable to assure they are achieved.

It is the expired recognition and use of huMan gOals and values,' however, in a tigotous, empirically based
process of design and development that ptoVides the critical, distinction between a design science and a natural
science,-Herbeit Simon, in his little book of provocative essays on "The Sciences of the Artificial" makes thit
distinction. White he driei' not treat the design of instruction directly as one of the artificial sciences, he deals
with learning and problem solving in this manner. It is clear from his book that he would consider. education as

. one of thotedisetilities which could more profitably be viewed from the perspective of artificial .science than
as,a natural science -based field. We prefer the term "Design Science of Instruction" to Simon's term. It would
be presumptuous to claim that we have developed a design science for instruction at this time but it. isappto-
.priate to place the designers', of the TICCIT courseware within that world-wide group of researchers who believe
that such a science can be developed.

There is a diversity en values among the design group which generated learner-conttolled courseware.
Religious liackgratinds include Catholic and Protestant, Mormon and Jewish and a variety of degrees of othodoxy.
Yet there is a core of eommorrwahres regarding the nature of man in particular, the roles of students and teachers.
Rather than the mechanistic "0" (organism) of behavioral psychology, we see students as agents, using that mean-
ing of the term which identifies the student as one who acts and who has the power to originate action. The
student's own goats and values shape his choice of actions and any description of his choice behavior must be in.
complete and deceptive without consideration of these constructs. It is felt that students grow when given respon-
sibility for their awn choices and that a system which deprives them of choice limits growth.

Limits to intellectual and personal growth, for all practical purposes, are imposed by the teachings of the
student's culture. His genetic inheritance provides broad limits within which growth may occur, and with different
degrees of rapidity. Educational institutions are now structured both to unfold human potential along certain
dimensions and to limit it in others. Treating this assumption as a value which shapes instructional systems design
rather than as an hypothesis to be weighted by the descriptive methods adapted from natureal science has strong
operational consequences. If the limits to growth are indeed far beyond what can be attained by present educa-
tional environments, then the designers of nevv learning environments can expect quite remarkable quantum leaps
in student growth as better and better designs are found.

Any design for a new learning environment can include teachers only, or both teachers and machines. Ex
cept in rather limited aspects of a total curriculum, instruction completely by machine-student interaction must
be incomplete and probably largely unacceptable by students. Since the majority of a student's life is involved
in human interactions and education seeks to expand his ability to function with others, the process of education
as a total concept must involve human interactions as its dominant feature. The computer is another technological
tool to enhance certain aspects of this process, those aspects which deal with information transmission and
processing and information management.

A-teacher can be both hero and villain, sometimes both, in the process of bringing about growth in students.
A teacher can destroy a student's faith in himself and turn him away from learning forever, or break through
barriers that limit his horizon and free him to growth. Teachers can learn to use computers and other tools to
expand their ability to instruct, to manage, to build students and to produce scholarship. They can also subvert
systems which involve technology and quietly but effectively sabotage the potential of such systems. Some pro-
posed roles for teachers who will use systems like TICCIT are described below.

While %.e are considering the values which influence the design of TICCIT, it is sufficient to say that the
same values related to the process and limits of growth apply to teachers as well as students. Teachers are the
central agents in this process, and upon the way they define their roles depends the success of the project and the
future of technology in 4.xistrrul erfucatmudi systems.
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No attempt has been made to annotate the ebb* distussion of values from the more thaneitensiee litera-
ture of philosophy', Os YchOlotiv and theology. No excellence in these fields is claimed by the designers of the
TICCIT Courseware, only recognition of the powerful role of valuesln the process of design. Given the decisive
role: of values in the design of systems like TICCIT, having great social potential, it would seem that a responsibility
exists to make a least the more influential values explicit. Those mentioned above will be seen by the reader to
be. implicit in the multiple goals for students and the goals for educators discussed below.

Desipi Goals for 'TICCIT Courseware, Hardvane, Software & Implementation

,Table 1 summarizes the design goals. It will be seen that they are grouped into the categories of institution,
content, individual student and educator.

TABLE

COUISCINIffe &WWI Goals

COST GOAL.

$1.00 per contact hour
25% less time
Increase enrollment significantly

CONTENT GOAL.

Small step forward in content
Clarify objectives
Design for flexibility

GOALS FOR STUDENTS

85% of students will achieve mastery
Increased efficiencies
Improved strategies
Voluntary approach, reduced avoidance
Responsibility

GOALS FOR EDUCATION

Define new roles in management-advisement
Stimulate teachers to demonstrate humane values in follow-on or coordinate instruction
Define new professional roles in development
Instructional researchcomputer as a tool

Institutional-Level Goals

A. Cost Goals: We seek to reduce the cost of a contact hour of community college instruction in mathematics
or English to somewhat less than $1 per contact hour, with no loss in effectiveness and with reduced contact time.
By reduced contact time, we mean that it is our goal to reduce the time it now takes a student to complete equiva-
lent work in mathematics or English by some 26 percent or more.

This cost goal implies that the teacher-student ratio in the TICCIT courses will be reduced so that com-
puter-assisted instruction need not represent an add-on costs.
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IL Enrollment Goers: It is our goal to increase enrollment significantly. The quantitative definition of the
word."significantly" is to be determiried iyr the Educational Testing Service through its summative evaluaticm of
the TICCIT project. We expect this increase to occur both through reducing attrition in the college as a whole and

-throirgh increasing enrollment in courses given by computer-assisted instruction over any, increase which might
occur throuifettaditional modes. If achieved, this factor could give administrators an option other than reducing
staff to achieve the cost advantages of TICCIT.

C. Content Gals: it was not our goal initially to innovate substantially curriculum cement. We sought
an appropriate and accurate representation of the curriculum as now described by professional organizations in
the fields of mathematics and English, in textbooks and as taught at Community colleges. As the Project has
evolved, we have found the math content to correspond closely to standard textbook topics. In order achieve
the more important effectiieness goals, the English content has had to depart more substantially from conventional
approaches.

We seek a small step forward in mathematics content through encouraging colleges to combine beginning and
intermediate Algebra into one modular system of instructional materials, and to replace the College Algebra,
Trigonornetry, and Analytic Geometry sequence by the "Math .0 Course" as recommended by the committee on
the.undergraduate prograrns in mathematics. In the Math 0 approach the student learns the concept of function
and sees it illustrated by the various elementary functions.

We seek a larger step forward in English grammar and composition, primarily through moving toward a gene-
owe apprpech teitomeosition, and through clatifying the objectives and structure,of those subjects around an
internally consistent, generative rhetoric. Our analysis of the objectives of English composition and grammar leads
to an apparent simplification in what "topics" are considered. Suchan analysis does not map as readily into English
textbook topics as does the mathematics analysis.

We expect to provide great flexibilitV through a modular structure in both mathematics and English so that
community college administrators and,faculties can utilize these materials in a variety of ways.

Effectiveness Goals for Individual Students

A. Mastery: At least 86 percent of the students who take the TICCITcourses will achieve mastery, as
defined by the mastery tests at the lesson and unit levels.

B. Efficiency: Students will improve their efficiency in learning from CAI by a substantial factor as mea-
sured between the first two and last two units of any course. We now stave no good basis on which to make a
quantitative prediction for the magnitude of efficiency increases. It stands as a design goal nonetheless, and is
expected to contribute to the decreased time of 25 percent or greater discussed above, Time saving is of value
to students, as well as to an educational system,

C. Improved Learning Strategies: Learning strategies are defined operationally in terms of patterns of use
of the learner control command language described in another section below. Improvement in strategies will be
measured by the extent to which the student's efficiency improves simultaneously with the reduction in his
requirement for advice.

D. Approach Rather Than Avoidance's: The students will develop a positive attitude of approach rather
than avoidance relative to the subject matter in any TICCIT course. Attitude is measured in part by question-
naires given to the'student from time to time, but is measured primarily by the extent to which the student will
voluntarily work on optional material. This includes AB level materials which are not required, and games,
simulations, "tidbits" and other items which are not required. Approach can be measured in a gross way by the
extent to which students who take the Algebricourse go on and take the higher levelcourse. This assumes that
they would not otherwise have taken it. The same type of measurement can take place in English and can be
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reffectet at agross level through increased enrollment in the More advanced English courses not taught by
TICCIT,

E. Responsibility: Students' attitude of responsibility towardsjparning will increase from the first
unit, to the last unit. While difficult to measure, it is expected that the extent to which students meet. scheduled
appointments can be assessed, as can the extent to. which. they exert continual effort toward achieving goals of
mastery and efficiency.

The effectiveness goals for students are very much a function of the learner-controlled courseware concept
described below. Rather than being led step-by-step, guided by some all-knowing mathematical algorithm which
makes decisions for him, a student is given a command langur* which allows him to some freely,.establitti his
own sequence within the constraints set by prerequisites and establish his own teaming tactics. Learning tactics
are described in terms of the sequence of rules, examples and practice instances a student sees. his only through
this learner-controlleti courseware strategy that we hope to be able to help the student achieve imoroeement In
all five of the effectiveness goals discussed above.

Goals for Educators

A long-range goal of this project is to make a modest contribution toward the enhancement of the profession
of education toward greater rigor and discipline, in the application of empirically testable principles of instruction
and management. Increased productivity and increased prOfessionalism is the key. The basis for new hope lies in
further development of a design science foundation for education and a related technology of instruction. Com-
puters are a principal tool to administer. manage, and desigl instruction and to collect data relative to prescriptive
design theoiems.

New roles for teachers and modifications of old ones must eel ge before these long-range goals can be
achieved. Four which are of special interest to the TICCIT project ale the following:

k
1. Manager-advisors for students involved in TICCIT courseskand other technologically mediated systems.

2. Master teachers.

3. Designers and developers of courseware.

4. Instructicinal Researchers.

Rather than elaborate on these roles in this section, they will be discifssed in the section on design strategy
after context is provided by a description of the hardware and courseware design.

Strategies to Meet Design Goals

Since the hardware and software design for TICCIT is so heavily influenced by the courseware, which in turn
is designed toward the effectiveness goats described above, the strategy for achieving the effectiveness goals will
be discussed first, followed by a discussion of new roles for educators. There wit follow a description of the hard-
ware design to meet the cost goals.

Mastery

The stragety to achieve the goal of student mastery is based on the application of instructional theorems to
the design of a modular courseware data structure. This data structure, or content structure, is separated both con-
ceptually and physically in the computer from the logic which implements instructional sequencing strategies.
Instructional sequencing strategies are largely left in the hands of the student, who is guided by an advisor program
to develop his own characteristics strategy and tactics
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The instructional research, and the proportions or theorems derived from it which. shaped the design of
the content contents. is described in Merrill and Boutwell (1973) and Merrill, (1973). In the former paper. a
review of the literature on learning and instruction led to the develoorrient of what is in effect a taxonomy of
instructional variables. By means Of-this taxonomy, any instructional sequence_involved in Complex cognitive
learning tasks may be characterized.

This taxonomy involves three classes of variables: presentation form, inter-disPlay relationships and
mathernagenic information.

Presentation form may be of fpur types, generalities of instances, either of which may be presented either
in expository in inquisitory form. The system deals primarily with concept learning and rule using, acre generality
is a definition of a concept, of a clear statement of a rule. An instance is en example of nomexample ofa =meat
or a rule in use. Expository means to tell, inquisitory to ask. hiquisitory generalities (e.g., "define a concept") .
are rarely used in TICCIT, since memorization of rules is not sought and since it is difficult to analyze by com-
puter open-ended definitions or rule statements in natural language.

Mathemagenic information is information which gives birth. (gen-) to learning (methane-). This category
involves prompting and cuing and other attention-focusing techniques. Specific techniques include attribute iso-
lation (use of color, graphics. etc., to highlight key arrrie,res), search strategies (step-by-step algorithm),
mnemonic aids, and proAuction strategies (heuristics L.: the production of student-geriereted products, for
exarnpletkwritten paragraphs).

Certain concepts of man-machine instruction develr.ped at the Texas laboratory were combined with the
Merrill taxonomy to devise the modular courseware Ivo& tare. These included the concept of hierarchically
indexed data structures and a command langiiiage to move about within these structures. A set of content files
indexed within these structures was defined. Since the content files Were developed along the lines of the taxon*.
my of instructional variables, the idea was tha strtlents could use the command laogyage to sequence these fifes
themselves, thus manipulating instructional van es

The TICCIT courseware is hierarchically of antized into four levels. These levels are represented to the student
by special displays that present the hierarchies, 'let the topics. provide access to a standardized version of the objec-
tives and display status after the student has worked. These are:

Course Level: Course objectives and status display (course map).

Unit Level: Unit objectives and status display (unit map).

Lesson Level: Lesson objectives and status display (lesson map)

Segment Level: Primary Instruction Components (rule, example, practice).

Objectives and Status Display (Map)

A simplified map is shown in Figure I. The screen displays a hierarchy on one side and topics on the other.
To survey, the student may look at the introduction (either a minilesson,a sequence of digitally generated dis-
plays, or a videotape). He may also type integers on P. Typing an integer followed by the 08.1 (objective) key
gives a cartoon illustrating the segment objective. "P" gives the prerequisites. STATUS is indicated by coloring
the boxes red, yellow or green to indicate trouble, uncertainty, or clear Progress. Typing "X" gives a similar map
for AB test, AB work, and games, simulations and other "fun options."

At the course level, the boxes represent unit objectives, at the unit level, they represent lesson objectives
and at the lesson level, they represent segment objectives.
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To permit the student access to any level of the couiseware, e learner control command keyboard was
designed. It is illostrated in Figure 2. The ATTN key Opals that a typed command is:forthcoming (e.g., logon,
logoff, calculate). BACK displays the immediately preceding screen image. SKIP permits bypassing a test item
and certain other functions. NOTE records a comment for the author and EXIT pops back to a level from

. which the student exited for some operation. The nine keys at the bottom of Figure 2 are involved in the learper's
control of his own learning tactics. The RULE, EXAMP, PRACT, EASIER, HARDER, HELP, and 0}3.1 keys deal
with events within a segment while the MAP and ADVICE keys are more general.

On a course or unit map, when the student selects a box; he pushes the "GO" button and drops to the next
lower map. On a lesson map, .when the student selects a segment, he pushes the "RULE", "EXAMP" (example)
or "PRACT" (practice) button to interact directly with the content. Following any of these three buttons, he
may push EASIER, HARDER, or HELP to vary the instructional variables which he may require for effective
learning.

From the lesson map illustrated in Figure 1 and from the primary instruction keys may be inferred the
various content files which compose the modular courseware data structure.

The three main primary instruction learner - control buttons are related to the presentation form dimension
of the taxonomy cf instructional variables as indicated in Figure 3. This figure also shows how the EASIER and
HARDER keys are related to inter-display relationship variables, and the HELP to mathemagenic information:

The function of the nine principal learner control command keys is as follows:

RULE Accesses the main generality for a segment. For a concept, this is a definition, for a rule it is
a clear statement, for memorization it describes what is to be memorized.

EXAMP Accesses the next instance in a file of expository instances. The sequence of instances is con-
structed so that matching, pairing, and other instructional variables, not appropriate for
student control, are built in.

PRACT Accesses the same instance file as EXAM?, but presents it in inquisitary mode, with necessary
answer processing.for student-entered constructed responses.

RULE may be followed by:

EASIER More concrete form of rule (an analogy). Simpler terminology.

HARDER More abstract. Technical notation and terminology.

HELP Mnemonic aids to remember the rule. Attribute isolation of key terms or characteristics using
color, graphics and audio. These displays may be followed by an information processing
sequence for using the rule or testing instances of the concept.

PRACT or EXAM? may be followed by:

EASIER or HARDER Shifts to easier or harder instances.

HELP Instance specific attribute isolation using color, afrowS, sometimes graphics and sometimes
audio. Aids to recall the rule are presented first, followed by a step-by-step walk-through of a
good information-processing algorithm for using the rule or testing the concept, specific to
this instance.
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'EASIER and HARDER are typically "inter-display reiationship" variables while HELP provides "matherna-
genic information," although this distinction does not always hold in the case of EASIER.

Matching of examples and non-examples and a default sequence generally going fromeasy to hard and
col/airing the necessary range of divergency among the instances is built into the instance files and their controlling
lope, A principle in the design of learner control was that students should be given control only over those
variables for which they had or could learnt a basis for intelligence choice.

There are five basic kinds of content files and additional files for display formatting and answer-processing.

Map files include the objectives and prerequisites for survey, and the INTRO content forcourse, unit and
lesson maps.

Generality files provide for each segment a main generality, an easier Versionie harder version and a "help"
file for the generality.

Instance files include for each segment a sequence of between about twelve and forty instances. The
instances are classified as easy, mediwn and hard and are available in expository or inquisitont modes. For each
instance, a help file specific to that instance is available. In inquisitory mode, answerprocessing and feedback is
available. Instance files may be defined by generative algorithms as well as by a set of discrete iteMS.

Test tiles for each lesson are made up of instances similar to those found in the inquisitory instance files.
AS level tests are also available. Unit and course level tests may be provided, although they are often off-line.

Fun options are games, simulations, tidbits of humorous or interesting information, and options to look at
extra videotapes of interest. These are made available on the same map with the AB work, hopefully to induce
students voluntarily to choose optional work.

The learner-control command language provides the student with a means to access any file with few
restraints. He may be forced to listen to and look at advice if he is going astray, but he is nester forced to look at
any instructional material that he does not select.

From the above description of courseware content structures, it is possible to summarize the strategy for
achieving the goal of mastery. Each student has an idicrsyricrastic requirement for instruction on the various objec-
tives which constitute a course. Through the map displays and through the status reports using this map display,
he can select which objectives ft: needs and, within broad restraints set by the prerequisite relationships between
lessons, the sequence of objectives. Within an objective, which typically teaches a single concept or rule, students
vary on the level of abstraction, concreteness, difficulty, and the help they need to understand how to perform on
the practice items which test that objective. The tactical sequences possible by various students are unlimited. The
slower students will need more EASIER displays and more HELP. They will probably need mater number of
Instances. Brighter students may use a discovery approach, focusing on the harder practice instances, They will
have less requirement for HELP and for the alternate rule displays. Status reports signal the student when he has
achieved mastery, so that all students who can read the displays are assured that if they keep working they can
eventually reach a mastery state.

Efficiency The careful analysis of content into learning hierarchies typically increases the efficiency of
systematically designed instruction in comparison to classroom instruction, since incidental material is deleted.
Furthermore, students cart skip those objectives which they already know. At the level of the tactical sequences of
primary instruction keys within a segment, we also hope to improve efficiency by helping the student devise his
own characteristic plan of attack, modifying it as needed. The advisor program and status displays constitute the
design techniques used to achieve this goal. It is expected that learner-control will be less efficient, at first, than
would a skillfully designed adaptive sequence based on research and controlled by the computer. The hypothesis
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is that given adequate status displays, a reasonably good advisor. and practice, students can develop skill in strategy
and tactics which "via' exceed the efficiency possible through program control.

tmordwed Strategies Assume that the art and science of mathematical modeling of the learning process
shouldevolve to the point where greater levels of mastery and efficiency could always be obtained by computer
control than by learner control (a possible. future which we doubt will occur). Even then, learner control would
be preferred: The goal of improved strategies and its companion goals, improved attitudes of approach and res-
ponsibility, should not be subordinated to the quest for efficiency.

Previous research on learner control at the. University of Texas (eg., Judd, Bunderson and Besse 1970)
Oil not seek to establish relationships between the availability of learner control and the growth in Strategy.
Competence, approach and responsibility. The conception of learner control was too narrow, both in relation to
the outcomes of learner control and the means to implement it. The available CAI programs were too short in
duration for much skill in learner control to develop aod the courseware data structures lacked the modularity am,
the relationship to instructional variables Inherent in the TICCITcourseware design.

A broader concept of learner control requires better answers to the questions: What is to be controlled?
How is it to be controlled? On what basis do we expect the student to team to control it? The taxonomy of
instructional variables described above gives a framework for answering the first question: The student should
have control over instructional variables which can make a difference inhis learning: The variables reviewed and
classified in the paper by Merrill and Boutwell (19731 were divided into those which could readily be manipulated
by the student and those which, at least far now, should remain under the control of the authors and the
computer.

The results of this decision process are described above in the discussion of the MAP logic, and the primary
instruction commands.

How are these variables to be controlled? Earlier learner control researchers had relinquished control to the
student in a fairly ad hoc and non-systematic manner. Because of the tack of separation of strategy and content in
the various tutorial, CAI languages, choice of options was thrust unexpectedly into the hands of students at content
specific decision points. A more rational approach developed in later years (Schneider. 1972), but these approaches
were still limited in the range of variables placed under student control. The TICCIT design for learner control
viewed studentmachine interaction as a communication process requiring a formal command languagea langu.
age related to the variables wind' affect learning.

A mode: for stunaii..-machine communication developed by Pask (1967) provided one source of inspiration
for the learner control command language implemented in TICCIT. Pask asserted that all communication between
student and computer can be described as taking place in one or more special fatigue res. The flow of instructional
information sequenced according to fixed algorithms within the computer, and the answers to questions and
problems entered by the student comprise what Pask calls the L° language. Discussion about the instructional
process itself, and attempts by the student to control the process in some way, take place in LI . It is possible also
to define an L2 language in which control processes can be discussed and modified.

In the TICCIT system, we speak of progressively higher levels of discourse, analogous to Pask's languages.

Level 0 may be implemented priinarily within the files of instances where students may look at worked
examples or may practice. Level 1 is implemented by means of the MAP logic and the primary instruction keys.
Level 2 is implemented by an advisor program, which refers to a set of student historical data (monitor) and
communicates by reference to "status displays" at course, unit, lesson and segment levels. The advisor also com-
municates through audio and through blue-colored visual displays.



The concept of a learneecontrol command language and advisor which permits discourse between student
and machine at all three of Pastes levels is the key element in the design approach to improve student strateeiet.
the dements missing from earlier implementations of so-called learner control were the instructional variable-
'dated commands, the status dieptays and the advisor.

These tatter elements provide an answer to the question: "On what basis may the student learn improved
strategies?" Given instructionally, relevant commands, well-defined .coals (objectives and tests on MAP displays',
and status reports which reveal the discrepancy between present status and desiredstatus, students have the
information necessary to initiate strategic and tactical decisions. The availability.of an advisor permits the student
to wittiest suggestions on which strategic or tactical decisions might be appropriate at any time during the process
of instruction. The advisor also monitors the student's choices and coffers unsolicited advice about strategy on
tactics when the student departs from a generally useful model,

13e means id the advisor. the goal is to help the student learn to use the status displays to guide his own
mit 'mem of strategic and tactical maneuvers. until he becomes codependent of any requirement for advisor support.

Figure 4 illustrates the tour parts of a strategy, along with the commands from the learner control com-
mand language or from the MAP display which allow the studelit to control each part of his strategy.

A survey is effected primarily through the use of MAPs at the course, unit and lesson levels. Any map pet-
fill access to the introduction, videotape or minilesson, to the nbjectives, the prerequisites and any rule display.
The student may survey any unit and lesson in the course freely, but he may not work on instances or testscit1
any lesson for which he has not completed the prerequisite lessons.

Learning tactics occur within a segment, and use the primary instruction commands RULE, EXAMP, PRACT,
EASIER, HARDER, and HELP in any sc.-enemy. except EASIER, HARDER, or HELP must always be preceded
by RULE. EXAMP, or PRACT.

Testing tactics take place in the practice files for self- testing, and in the lesson and unit tests. Students get
three attempts at the lesson-level working tests. The stedeitts with higher aspirationsor with greater approach
responses may also elect on certain lessons to take the XTIIA work. Trying XTRA provides another MAP with
fun options and more advanced concepts and rules, An -AB" level test is provided on the XTRA map for which
only 'ice attempt is permitted.

Review tactics are permitted at anytime. The stnifer it uses the survey and learning tactics commands. Within
a ifit)11, review mode is identical to initial learning with the exception that no scoring occurs and the advisor is
limited to a few simple, general comments about review strategy.

Approach vs. Avoidance - What variables effect positive affect toward learning a particular content? The
taxonomy of variables on which the TICCIT coursewaic was built is a classification of variables which effect
mastery learning, not affect. One point is clear: It is impossible even to measure approach without permitting
five choice. Voluntary choice is a requisite for the measurement of an affective objective (Lee and Merin, 1972).

The designers of TICCIT hypothesize that learner control will also contribute to the development of
amp roach responses. The XTRA menu is one means to implement this concept. The AS level test and extra work
is designed to be strictly voluntary. The extent to which students spend time on these materials is one possible
way to access the growth of approach responses.

Effective instruction may be the most powerful variable in producing approach. A sense of accomplishment,
and a recognition of growing skill at strategy and tactics may lead the student to choose optional work during
TICCIT instruction and mare significantly, elect to take more advanced math or English courses not using
TICCIT, which he otherwise would not have taken.
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The introductory videotapes and minilessons are designed toproduce a positive attitude toward taking
each TICCIT lesson, In addition, the use of color, graphics and loyekeY humor are designed to lighten the task of
learning.

Responsibility tike approach, the growth of a sense of responsibility is an outcoret; for which the con -
truing variables are not well understood. The modular design of 7 ICCIT, with its clearly defined outcomes of
mastery and effitiency, provides an opportunity to observe variations in indices related to responsible use of
time and resources. The extent towhic:h appointments are scheduled and kept provides a gross measure. Day-to-
day fluctuations in efficiency provide a more fine-grained measure.

The design strategy is based on the assumption that growth in responsibility occurs when responsibility is
clearly fixed and help is provided to assist the individual to carry that responsibility. An over-riding tone pervades
the courseware and the advisor program. It says wordlessly that the responsibility of the authors isto provide
effective, interesting instructional resources, and helpful advice. The responsibility of the student is to select
his own goals (at registration) to plan a sequence of subgoals and to apply himself actively to the task of achiev-
ing these goals,

The training of proctors and teachers is a key aspect in the strategy to achieve improved responsibility. An
increase in the student's responsibility to control his time and his teaming activities is accompanied by a decrease
in the.teacher's responsibility. The great lesson of parenthood must be learned by teachers: To permit the growth
of your children or your students, it is necessary to let ip and permit free choice. Freedom of choicemeans f.`,rat
the child or the student can choose a course that produces failure as well as a course which leads to success. If
provided with sufficient information about the process that led to success or failure, the student can learn from
his experience. Teachers and proctors must learn not to step in and rescue a student from an impendingerror, but
instead maintain a problem-solving nonjudgmental attitude and provide help when requested.

in summary, the design strategy for effectiveness goals is based on a review of instructional variables effective
in complex cognitive learning, particularly in concept and rule leaminte Certain of these variables were put under
the ',anti°, of the student by means of a learner control command language. The student uses his language to
survey the course, plan an overall sequence strategy, for learning objectives, developing specific learning tactics for
each objective and developing his own testing and review tactics. Status displays help him focus his efforts and
make strategic and tactical choices. An advisor program helps him learn the command language so that his strategies
and his level of mastery and efficiency will improve simultaneously. In addition, improved attitudes of appeoac:h
and responsibility are sought through global aspects of the courseware design and through the manner in which
teachers and proctors are expected to interact.

Roles for Educators

The roles of manager-advisor, master teacher, instructional designer-developer and instructional researcher
are not new roles. Good college teachers at many campuses now demonstrate all or most of the skills discussed
below in relation to the existing systems of instruction they deal with. TICCIT may cause sharper definitions and
distinctions to be made in these roles and will bring to a head issues regarding the distribution of a faculty mem-
ber's time across various roles. The issue of incentives, both financial and professional, for time spent in new roles
wilt become especially crucial.

The inanager-advisor role is a substantial departure from that of being the central figure in the classroom.
Management by objectives, as developed by experts in fields other than education, uses similar principles. The
teacher helps the student select goals and plan actions, evaluate the success of those actions, and modify plans
accordingly. The student grows by assuming responsibility for his own goals and plans. The system of materials
in the computer is a resource structured both to facilitate goal setting, strategy planning, learning tactics and
evaluation. The teacher is a source of help rather than a dispenser of information and a judge. The teacher and
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proctrir training courses to be devttoped prior to implementation in the colleges are designed to help define the
new roles, of manager-counselor. As noted above, this role is related to the growth of an attitude of resPonsibititV
in students.

Mawr Teacher The TICCIT implementation plan does not incluae explicitly the roleof master teacher,
for this must occur in more advanced courses which follow the basic TICCIT math and English series. Teachers:
confronted with the idea of computer-assisted instruction' fear that certain of the imponderable values of educa-
tion can never be conveyedby ciamputers. Most of us have known an outstanding teacher who exerted a strong
influence on our lives, either as a model of the kind of person or professional we would like to become, or as
someone who conveyerka love for a particular subject, a creative apptoach which may have enriched our life
or even changed the direction of our career; Confronteu with a set of objectives for the TICCIT courseware,.ua
any systematically designed instruction with measurable objectives, experienced teachers immediately feat that
something important may have been left out. Whim the source, of this concern can be defined, it often turns out
to be a matter of style or of professional judgment in a debatable area. Sometimes it is a complex behavior, like
creativity or advanced problem solving, which can best be addressed in more advanced courses. Often it cannot
be defined or even clearly articulated.

Computers demand the great discipline of .making things explicit and operational. if certain hard-to-define
values or goals are not taught by the TICCIT courses, at least now anoperational definition of what these things
are not will exist. Let the master teacher in the more advanced courses demonstrate in the lives of well-prepared
students what these values are TICCff thus offers a friendly challenge to teachers; Take the hopefully well-
trained graduates of the freshman math and English courses who have demonstrated explicit operational skills,
and convey to them the things.which the computer and the teachers in the manager - advisor role could not
convey.

The proper questions regarding computers in instruction is not "Can computers replace teachers," but .

"For what subjects and students should instruction be carried primarily by machine, when Primarily by a teacher,
and when as a shared responsibility between teachers and machines." By demonstrating courseware and organiza-
tional models in two subjects as diverse as high school through freshman college level mathematics and basic
college level English composition, the TICCIT project seeks answers to these questions.

Instructional Designer- Developer It has been noted often that college instructors are not taught how to
teach. Yet even the extensive research in teacher' education has emphasized interaction skills, and seldom deals
with design and development skills.

The invention of learner- controlled.courseware was accompanied by the concurrent development of a team
approach to the design and development of materials. These roles are described in greater detail elsewhere
(Bunrharson, 1973). Briefly, teachers may serve as subject matter experts on such teams. Other professionals
receive training as instructional psychologists, who formulate strategies and who work interactively with subject
matter experts in content analysis and content component design. Technical personnel serve as design technicians,
evaluilion technicians, graphics specialists and coders or "packagers."

One objective of this project is to provide documentation and later training, so that others ten organize
teams and develop courseware designed toward their own goals and values.

The availability of TICCIT computer resources for new development also offers teachers a new means to
achieve some of the values not accomplished in the basic TICCIT COW ws. The computer can be used for re-xxlel-
ing, simulation and the development of small packages as adjuncts to the teacher in.classroom and laboratory,
especially in more advanced courses. This mode of computer use has been shown to enrich greatly the eduestional
experiences of both teachers and students. By meeting the cost goals and thus potentially catalyzing a mass
market, the*TICCIT project can lead to the widespread availability of low-cost compute resoufzes for teachert
and students interested in these adjunctive uses.
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Instructional Researcher . Research on human learning and instruction as it is practiced in universities can
often justly be characterized as being irrelevant to real instruction. Applied research, on the other hand, may be
so content specific and situation specific as to possess no generality. The design scienCe approach to instruction,
the modular courseware data structure, and the data recording facilities of TICCIT offer a middle ground.
Community college teachers, freed of some classroom responsibilities, can hwestigate the effects of instructional
variables, Management variables, and social variables on any of a number of effectiveness criteria, with reel hope
of generality. This type of research has too much of an applied flavor to appeal to most educational researchers in
universities,, steeped as they are in descriptive natural science-based research paradigms and philosophies. The
field it open to undergraduate instructors to make the professional contributions theywould like in research.
On the one hand, TICCIT provides instrumentation unparalleled at most educational researchcenters. On the
other hand, many poliege instructors have research training, are getting it in connection with graduate work at
nearby universities, or can obtain it.

The TICCIT project as initially concevied made provision budgetarily only for the transfer of the manager-
advisor role to the faculty of the test colkstes. This was to be done through the development of a teacher - proctor
course to be conducted at the colleges lisithediefelY following the installation; of the equipment and prior to the
full-scale demonstration. As the project has evolved, much interaction with the faculties of Phoenix Colltge and
Alexandria Campus has revealed the intimate relationships among all four roles. An implementation planhas been
formulated and is evolving as of the date of this paper to provide details on how all aspects of physical arrange-
ment. organizationalpatterns and role definitions at each college will be handled. Noleculty will lose their jobs
at either college, regardless of hoped-for improvements in productivity which may make &smaller staff feasible in
the TICCIT courses. Colleges can greatly benefit by turning the talents of faculty into improvements in more
advanced course (master-tiacher role), new instructional development and instructional research, but they must
establish the professional and economic incentives and organizational structures to make this possible.

Numerous institutional and sociological problems must be solved before state legislators, state boards,
trustees, college administrators and faculty committees on tenure and professional development Will Permit an
environment in which the diverse roles and contributions discussed above can flourish. Such social and institu-
tional change is beyond the scope of the present project. As designers and developers, we can only convey some
ideas, design the system to provide the opportunities, transfer what information we have and root for the visionary
and courageous faculty members and administrators at the two colleges to find ways to accomplish rewarding and
productive roles for educators.

IP

For those who fund the colleges, the idea that an institution-specific research and development capability can
pay for itself in faculty satisfaction, student growth and increased productivity will require much proof.

Institutional Goals

To achieve the low-cost operation projected as a design goal, the TICCIT hardware had to be unique. As a
non-profit systems engineering corporation, the MITRE Corporation was able to select from existing off-the-
shelf components. They picked minicomputers and television technology to mediate the TICCIT system. The
configuration consists of two NOVA 800 minicomputers, a terminal processor and a main processor. The terminal
processor handles communications with 128 color TV terminals. it also provides keyboard echoing from the 128
keyboards and formats and refreshes displays (a television image must be refreshed 60 times per second). These
displays may consist of any combination of characters, representing symbols from any language. Special character
fonts may be created "on-the-fly" by a sophisticated display generator. This same display generator is able to
create digital graphics either of the mathematical function variety or of a free-form cartoon variety. Any of these
graphic displays, either character or pictorial, may be colored down to a resolution of character in any of seven
brilliant colors. This color display and the graphic capability is extremely powerful for the prompting and cuing
aspects of instruction.
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The television terminal may also be used as a display medium for video-tapes, which may be switched from
a bank of videotape players housed at the central computer. The terminal processor handles this operation. The
terminal processor also retrieves the digital graphics from a magnetic disk for display on the television sets and
retrieves digital audio from disks and switches it to the terminal.

The main processor accesses the large data bases of content files produced by the authors and executes the
program logic. The operating system is designed around the educational,reqeirements generated by the design
goals and is more efficient for this purpoie than a general purpose time-sharing system.

By using these off- the -shell components and minimising new development, the MITRE Corporation has
been able to keep the cost of the 128 tern inal 'TICCIT system down to a total cost which amortizes to less than
45 cents per Student hoUr for the hardware. The cost goal of the entire TICCIT system is to provide instruction for
less than $1 per student hour for hardware, software, courseware and support personnel. By contrast, a contact
how of instruction in a commurtity, college averages S3.26. This includes alt components including physical plant
library and administration. These components can be reduced by increasing the library and,administration. These
components can be reduced by increasing the number of students which a given physical plant Car, support; how-
ewer, the main target is the $1.50 per student contact how of this $3.26 total which represents the cost of
traditional instruction.

A major factor in achieving the cost goat is how the faculty role, faculty ratio and ratio of support personnel
is eventually defined. Depending on the organizational design, TICCIT can end up costing more or less than
traditional instruction. Since computer costs will decrease, the major evaluation should focus on the effectiveness
goals, Which have received the burden of attention in this paper.

Design Strategy for Effectiveneis Goals

Previous research in CAI has shown that the average student typically finishes a block of instruction in any-
where from 15 to 60 percent less time. The probable reasons for this finding include the ability of the student to
skip rapidly over that which he already knows, and move at his own pace otherwise. In addition, careful instructional
analysis simplifies the objectives and structure over what is inually taught in classroom instruction, The modular
structure of the system, the large amount of freedom provided by learner control and the built-in attempt to
improve learning strategies are those designed features of TICCIT courseware which should lead to more rapid student
progress.

The goal of increased enrollment is related to the attitudinal goal of approach vs. avoidance. A positive
attitude toward both theTICC1T system and the subject matter conveyed by it can influence enrollment on both
the TICCIT courses and those courses tor whiehthessare prareouisite.
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PLATO/

James Parry
University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign

The Computer- based Education Research Laboratory of the University of Illinois is develoiaing the PLATO
IV system to provide high-quality computer-based education at low cost. When fully impkerientert the PLATO
IV system will consist of a large control computer facility simultaneously serving several thouse0 remote users
of *aphics terminals, with response times of a fraction of a second. The estimated cost per userNvill be fifty cents
per hoUr, including operating expenses such as communications charges, management, and amortization of capital
COSH, for the computer and the graphics terminals. The research and development effort over thi past twelve years
has resulted in important innovations in terminal and communications hardware and in system:and teaching
software.

Asketch ofthe PLATO IV student terminal showing its major components is shown in figure 1. The heart
of the terminal is the plasma display panel, now being produced by Owens-Illinois of Toledo, Ohio. The panel
measures 8.5" X 8.5" X 0.5" and is transparent 512 X 512 dot matrix display with inherent memory. Individual
dots can be written or erased without disturbing the rest of the display. Terminals incorporating plasma panels are
being built to PLATO specifications by Magnavox, Fort Wayne, Indiana. These terminals contain character and
line generators, special keysets, input/output ports for external equipment, and interface electronics to 1200 bit
per secondlelephone line. The terminal writes 160 characters per second or draws 60 connected lines per second,
using a data format of sixty 20-bit words per second (a word typically contains three 6-bit character codes or one
12-bit panel address). The character generator has 126 standard characters plus 126 characters whose shapes are
transmitted from the computer and stored in the terminal's memory. Each character is en 8 X 16 matrix of dots.
There is room on the panel for 32 lines of 64 characters. As of June, 1973, over 200 terminals arc connected to
a Control Ciata Oarporation Cyber-73 computer. These terminals are located across the country and in Canada,
with major concentration in Champaign-Urbana and Chicago.

Computer-controlled accessories, also developed at the University of Illinois for use in computer-based
education, are being used with the existing terminals. A random-access image selector projects any one of 256 full.
color images onto the back of the transparent plasma panel (access time less than 0.3 seconds). The Images are in
a 16 X 16 grid on a 4-inch square sheet of film. A random-access audio device records on and plays back from an
interchangeable 15" disk made of audio-tape material which holds up to 20 minutes of recorded messages. The
access time of any of the 4096 starting points is less than 0.3 seconds. Tone reproduction quality is sufficient for
foreign language instruction. An input device defines a 16 X 16 grid of touch sensitive regions at the display sur-
face through the use of light beams. When intersecting light beams are interrupted with a finger (or other opaque
object) the position is reported to the computer. Each of the accessories has been developed with reliability and
minimum cost in mind.

The novel communications technique presently in use cuts transmission costs by synchronous packing of
information for one thousand terminals into a standard television channel (microwave or cable TV). This scheme
will permit the central computer to handle one thousand terminals a hundred miles from the computer at a
communications cost of less than 610 per terminal per month for 24-hour-a-day dedicated service.,' Inherent
error rates are low, and error-sensing logic in each terminal permits the central computer to correct almost all
transmission errors. The communications system is diagrammed in figure 2.

tAcronym for Pr ammed Logic for Automated Teaching Operations.
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The systems software is unusual in that no references to mechanical disk memories are made for student
white he studies a lesson. The lesson and the student's individual status reside in extended Core Storage, a
Control Data Corporation device whose access time is ,5 microseconds and whose block transfer rate to the
computer's central memory is 6000 million bits per second (A fast disk memory has an access time of 1G,000
microseconds, and a transfer rate of 5 million bits per second.) These unique transfer characteristics permit
greatly enhanced computer utilization (and lower computer costs) and fractional-second response times.
Lessons are compiled in such a way that all students studying a given lesson share a single copy. Another
unusual feature is that, instead of waiting for "end-of-line", every key typed by the student passes through the
complete software system before causing some response at the terminal, even if that response consists merely
of an echo of the typed key on the plasma panel. The result is that the keyboard is completely redefinable by
the lesson author. While the system's primary use is to be direct education, the operating system also permits
conventional data processing at lower priority, including analysis of accumulated student response data.

Lessons for uSe on PLATO are written by teachers (as opposed to computer programmers) in the TUTOR
author language. Several thousands of hours of lesson material have been written in TUTOR during the past
tew years. The plasma panel terminal has permitted expanded graphics capabilities, including commands for
Producing circles, arcs, special erase modes, variable-size characters written at arbitrary angles, etc. Powerful
and highly efficient natural-language answer-judging capabilities make it easy for authors to create sophisticated
dialogs with students. The computational features exceed those of FORTRAN: calculations, statements closely
mimic natural algebra (implied multiplication, superscripts for exponents, etc.), and as in older versions of
TUTOR all calculations are compiled to machine code for rapid execution. TUTOR is rich in Le snching and
conditional commands. Some major components of the system software are themselves written in TUTOR.

Initial classroom use of the system is occuring at the University of Illinois, and at public elementary
schools and community colleges in several cities in Illinois. Subject areas currently being taught include arithmetic,
Russian, French, Latin, chemistry, physics, biology, political science, veterinary medicine, economics, accountancy,
elementary reading, music, and engineering. PLATO IV is being developed with support for the State of Illinois,
the National Science Foundation, the Control Data Corporation, the Advanced Research Projects Agency, and
the Ford Foundation.
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THE PSI PROJECT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

James E. Stice and Susan M. Hereford
---- --University of Texas

Austin, Texas

BACKGROUND

PSI stands for the "Personalized System of Instruction" also known as the "Keller Plan." It WM conceived by
Dr. Fred S. Keller, a well.known learning psychologist and was first tried at the University of Brasilia in 1964 by
Keller, J. Gilmour Sherman, Caroline Martuscelli Bori, and Rudolf° Az2i. Keller and Sherman later continued their
development of the method at Arizona State University) and their efforts were summarized in Keller's dassic
papei. "Goodbye. Teacher. . ."2.

Briefly, the method requires a teacher to make a careful analysis of what his students are to learn in his
course. Having established the terminal and inter nediate objectives, he then divides the course material into units,
each containing a reading assignment, study questions, collateral references, study problems and any necesselY
introductory or explanatory material. The student studies the units sequentially at the rate, time and place he
prefers. When he feels hp Sas completely mastered the material for a given unit, a proctor gives him a "readiness
test" to see if he may proceed to the next unit. This proctor is a student who has been chosen for his mastery of
the course material. On the readiness test the student must make a grade of 100, but if he misses only a few
questions, the proctor can probe to see ii the questions are ambiguous and can reword the questions if necessary.
If the student does not complete the test successfully, he is told restudy the unit more thoroughly and return
later for another test. He receives a different test form each time he comes to be tested. No matter how many
times a student is required to retake a readiness test, he is never penalized; the method requires only that he
ultimately demonstrate proficiency. All students who th mastery of all course units receive a grade of A.

The lecture is (neatly de-emphasized as a medium for information transfer. Lectures may be given at stated
times during the course, but only to those students who have completed a specified number of units and can
therefore understand the material to be discussed. The students who qualify for a lecture'are not required to attend
them and the material discussed in the lecture is not covered on any examination. Thus the lecture is used as a
reward. The professor VMS his lecture on a topic he is personally interested in and about which he feels he has
something worihwhile to say. Those who attend come because they want to.

In various articles and presented papers, Keller has listed the following five essential features of the PSI
method;

I. The go-at-your-own-pace feature, which permits a student to move through the course at a speed
commensurate with his ability and other demands upon his time.

2. The unit-perfection requirement for advance, which lets the student go ahead to new material only after
demonstrating mastery of that which preceded.

1Keller, Fred S.. "Engineering Personalized instruction on the Classroom," Reeista Interior-is/mane de Psleologia,
vol. 1, No. 3, 189.197 119671.

2Keller, Fred S., "Goodlive, Teacher '`. The Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, Vol. 1, No, 1, 79-89

i Swing 19681.
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3. The use of lectures as vehicles of motivation, rather than as sources of critical information.

4. The related stress upon the written word in teacher-student communication; and filially:

5. The use of proctors, which permits repeated testing, immediate scoring, almost unavoidable tutoring and
a marked enhancement of the personal-social aspect of the educational process.

PSI at the University Of Texas at Austin

At the University of Texas at Austin. PSI was first tried in the Fall of ,1956 by Carl F. Hereford, Luiz F. S.
Nata licio and. Walter Stenning. They used it to teach Psychological Foundations of Secondary Education and
although their course was quite successful (and has been taught as a modified PSI course ever since), they madeno
particular effort to advertise what they were doing. As a result the campus at large was ignorant of their experi,
meat Thus it was not until 1969 that PSI was applied in another course at Texas. In the Fall of 1969 Dr. Billy
V. Koen, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, used PSI to teach Intorduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory,
a senior-level elective course. His efforts were met with a certain amount of administrative resistance, but Koen
persuaded his department chairman to give him some extra secretarial assistance and some funds to pay for the
reproduction of units and readiness tests. His course was decidedly successful and to our knowledge, it was the
first PSI course in engineering taught anywhere.

Keen gave a report on his course at a Teaching Effectiveness Luncheon sponsored by the College of
Engineering in the Spring of 1970, and in the Summer of 1970 Dr. Lawrence L Hoberock of the Mechanical
Engineering Department used PSI to teach Kinematics and Dynamics of Mechanical Systems. His course was
also successful and in the Fab of 1970, two mom engineering professors instituted PSI courses. Or. Charles H.
Roth, Jr. of Electrical Engineering taught Digital Systems Engineering I and Dr. Gerard R. Wagner taught a
graduate course in Applied Statistics.

There now existed a nucleus of four engineering professors on the Texas campus who had experience with
the PSI method. All had obtained results which were superior to those they were accustomed to achieving with
conventional instructional techniques and they were enthusiastic about PSI. They began to proselytize and gave
unselfishly of their time to acquaint others with the method. In Spring 1971 Dr. Leonard M. Simian, Jr., of
the Physics Department used PSI to teach Electricity and Magnetism. In Summer 1971 Mr. John J. Knightly and
Mr. John L. Sayre of the Graduate School of Library Science taught a PSI course in Basic Reference Sources. In
Fall 1971 Dr. John M. White taught Principles of Chemistry, Dr. Paul E. Mammy of Aerospace Engineering taught
Engineering Computation and Dr. Robert D. Brooks of Radio-TV-Film taught Audio Environments using PSI.
All these course developers sought and obtained the advice and counsel of the original four "experts" from the
College of Engineering and all obtained good results and are still using the Keller Plan to teach these courses.
In succeeding semesters the number of PSI courses has continued to increase, until at the present time we can
identify thirty courses which are taught in 15 departments in six colleges (for a chronological list of PSI
courses developed, see Appendix).

The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Project

Continuire development of Keller Plan courses began to run into snags. Classroom requirements anti cost of
reproduction of materials, proctor salaries and unusual grade distributions began to focus administrative attention
on our activities. This attention was not necessarily hostile, but we were becoming pretty visible and department
chairmen and deans had ne- requests for funds and budgets to balance. They began asking a number of valid
questions (which had p . Dusty already occurred to us). We also wished to see the development of new courses
continue in an orderly fashion and wished to be able to achieve some control over their quality. Thus we began to
explore the possibility of attracting grant support to aid our project. Our early efforts were unsuccessful, but the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation of New York City became interested and they ultimately funded a two-year program
which had two purposes: the development (or redesign) of twelve PSI courses and the evaluation of course data
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The courses to be developed under the grant are:

1. Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory 8. V. Koen (redesign)

2. Dynamic Systems Synthesis L. L. Hoberock (redesign)

3. Engineering Statics P. E. Nacozy and W. T. Fowler (redesign)

4. Principles of Audio and Visual Production R. D. Brooks (redesign)

5. Principles of Chemistry J. M. White (redesign)

6. Structural Dynamics R. R. Craig

7. Design of Structural Systems in Timber 0, W. Fowler

8. Process Analysis and Simulation D. M. Himmelblau

9. Eleccr'cal Engineering Laboratory 1 C. H. Roth, Jr.

10. Electronic Circuits I W. M. Clark

11. Baste Library Cataloguing and Classification Mrs. Billie G. Herring

12. Introduction to Engineering Analysis (Pre-Calculus Math) G. R. Wagner and Mrs. Nancy Hamilton

The questions far which answers are beilig sought:

a. Do students learn more for better) with PS17

b. Are the higher average grades in PSI courses justified?

c. Does a PSI course result in a significantly different long-term retention of course content by students?

d. Does PSI cause students to learn 1mw to study?

e. Are PSI materials transferrable?

f. What are the costs of PSI courses'

g. How can your course be designed to minimize provastination?

h. How do we reduce the percentage of dropouts?

i. What is the effect of class size?

In addition to course development and study of the questions posed, the project includes a PSI Summer
Institute in engineering statics for community college teachers. Engineering statics is a core course for all engineer-
ing students and it is normally taken during the second semester or the second year. Few community colleges offer
courses in engineering statics, either because the enrollment would be too small, or because no faculty member is
qualified to teach it (there are few engineers on community college faculties). As a result, the community college
transfer may be at a decided disadvantage when he transfers to a four-year college or university to pursue an
engineering degree.

In an effort to alleviate this problem, Wallace Fowler and Paul Nacozy developed a PSI statics course in
Spring 1973. In Summer 1973, they revised the course and taught it to 24 community college teachers from 16
states. The materials were further revised and have been distributed to the summer school participants, who are
using them to teach the course at their respective campuses. The participants at the Summer Institute were an
exceptional group, capable, conscientious, find enthusiastic. This part of the Sloan Foundation project will yield
information about Question e (are PSI materials transferrable?). It also disseminates use-tested PSI materials so that
the users are not required to develop their own courses. Tliey in turn will be able to suggest further modifications,
used upon their experiences in the field.
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The evaluation phase of the Sloan Foundation project is under the direction of Dr. Susan K. Hereford,
assisted by staff members of the University of Texas Measurement and Evaluation Center.

Trends in PS1-Related Research

The conscientious introduction of any innovative approach to teaching necessitates that the Instructor
channel increased amounts of his time into preparation for the course. The preceding description of the basic
operations of PSI courses should make it apparent that instructors chciosing to design and implement Keller
Plan courses typically find themselves with little time to devote to thorough and systematic evaluation of the
effectiveness of the method or to research directed toward its analysis. Furthermore, it is well known that
instructors directly involved in preparing instructional materials or designing new educational environments
frequently are unable, to analyze them objectively because of their level of belief and personal involvement.
These considerations, combined with the relative recency of Keller's published description of the method,
have limited research and evaluation activities directed toward systematic analysis of the instructional method
itself. Most published papers regarding PSI are descriptive of applications of the method to specific courses.
Grade distributions, rates of student progress, unit structure of the course and students' reactions are usually
reported.

Other literature describes the effects of various modifications of,the method. The impact of such modifica-
tions as the removal of self-pacing and the addition of interviews or oral examinations have been reported.
Research comparing relative student achievement in PSI and more traditionally taught classes also has been
reported. The general conclusions to be drawn from published reports of attempts to apply Keller's system of
instruction and modifications of it are similar to those originally presented by Keller. Students appear to learn the
content of the course more effectively and leave the course having more positive feelings about it than is typically
the case in classes taught by various lecture-discussion methods.

In his 1961 paper (1), Keller suggested that systematic research regarding elements of the personalized system
of instruction could begin only after initial problems involved in instituting the approach had been solved:

The work done thus far to develop this kind of
individualized teaching within the mass-eduLition
framework of a large university has been aimed
mainly at estabiishing a base-line procedure. Once
this is done, it will be possible to begin assessing
the relative importance of some of the variables
involved. (p. 195)

New Directions in the Evaluation of PSI

Keller's idea of "assessing the relative importance of some of the variables involved" implies an internal
approach to research regarding PSI. The evaluative approach in which PSI courses are compared with more
traditionally taught courses in terms of student achievement and effective response serves to establish and ensure
the credibility of the method and for this reason, should not be abandoned. The internal approach to evaluation
requires an analysis of the elements of PSI and the interaction between those elements and factors present in
the general academic environment. Critical examination of some of the possible objections to the use of the
method is also necessary, as is an objective assessment of some of the claims made in its favor.

Research and evaluation activities are proceeding concurrently with development and implementation of
Keller Plan courses at The University of Texas at Austin, with the major source of support at this time being the
5340,000 grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Research efforts by the evaluation staff focus on individual
courses as well as on the project zs a whole, At the level of the individual project, evaluation activities are designed
primarily to provide the instructor with systematic feedback from his students and his proctors regarding his
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developing course. More candid student responses are typically obtained when data are collected by persons not
directly associated with the course or the,instructor. Obviously, data from each counewill become part of th.,
final analysis of the total project; however, in order to go beyond typical PSI evaluation efforts of the past. the
present study has been desigried to cut across:course, departmental; and College boundaries, thus focirsing on the
method itself and the crucial variables interacting with its application. Of necessity, the evaluation effort includes
the search for new approaches to educational .research since Keller Plan courses by definition rule out many of the
assumptions of traditional educational research strategies. One example of thisproblern is the consideration that
an instructional approach which is designed so as to individualize instruction cannot be analszed completely by
means of conventional group methods such as comparisons of class averages. The use of. criterion toed testing
procedures rather than conventional normative testing further complicates the evaluation.

Research and evaluation work regarding PSI menses at The University of Texas at Austin can be conceptuanzed
in terms of several major areas of concern which should be considered as supplements to rather than %%fon tuies for
more traditional forms of evaluative comparisons which are' c-oceeding concurrently.

Student Characteristics.

One of the primary concerns of the PSI evaluation project is the relationship between student characteristics
and the relative effectiveness of PSI courses. Experience has made it clear that certain students are simply unable
to.function adequately in a PSI learning environment. A combination of experience and intuition tells us that the
enticesl factors here are probably not intellectual variables. Given art adequate level of intellectual functioning to
cope with college level learning experiences, an individual's response to PSI seems lobe related to such attitudinal
and personality factors as autonomy, need for interpersonal competition, need for affiliation and motivation to
earn high grades. Various aspects of a student's background and current life style may also influence his response
to Keller Plan courses. We are currently investigating the relationship between student response to Keller Plan
courses and background variables, concurrent situational variables such as marital status, employment, living
arrangements and preferred place of study, and attitudinal variables such as general acceptance of education. We
are also attempting to determine whether students who express initial reservations about taking a course taught by
the Keller Plan do in fact perform more poorly than they would be expected to perform as a function of their
academic aptitude and grades in other subjects.

The major goal of this study of the relationships betsvccn student characteristics and instructional outcomes
under the Keller Plan is to obtain data which may assist in future differential placement of students in courses
which represent optimal learning situations for them. As the number and variety of available instructional strategies
increase, it seems appropriate and necessary to attempt to find relationships which will allow students to he
assisted in choosing learning environments which will maximize the probability of their success.

The impact of the proctoring experience on students filling that role is also under investigation along with
an analysis of the characteristics of students who become successful proctors. It is predicted.that the proctoring
experience will be found to have impact beyond the reinforcement of knowledge of Site course content. For example,
proctoring may in some ;nstances stimulate a developing interest in teaching as a profession.

Cost and Time Factors

One consistently mentioned source of concern with regard to Keller Plan courses has been that they may he
prohibitively expensive, particularly in the area of instructor time. In response to this concern, we are attempting
to trace cost and time patterns through two or three offerings of d F5i course. It has been predicted mat cost and
time will be relatively high during the initial offering of a PSI course but will drop in subsequent semesters to a
level comparable to that for more traditional forms of instruction. A related consideration is class size. If it is
found that large classes can be taught successfully by one instructor and a group of proctors and assistants, it is
conceivable that Keller Plan instruction may eventually represent a reduction in the e!?..st of instruction.
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PSI Within the Conventional Academic Sather

Many questions about the feasibility of Keller Plan instruction have been concerned with the interrelation-
Ships of PSI souses and the remainder of the curriculum. Questions of several types have been raised. Given the
high level of rewired proficiency, how many PSI courses could a student be reasonably expected to take during
one semester? Could an entire curriculum be built around Keller Plan instruction? If a student is taking several
traditional courses and one PSI course, will he tend 'as neglect the. PSI course in favor of other courses having
schedules and precise time requirement , Can complete self - pacing be perieitted within the constraints of the
seretesteesystem? Such euesiierts have implications fir student placement as well as curriculum design; therefore,
their consideration is crucial to kiwi e implementation of Keller Plan courses.

One of the usual rep, alts of placing a PSI course within a conventional curriculum is a relatively high drop-out
rate in the PSI course. A period of procrastination usually precedes dropping out. A major research and evaluation
effort currently is being directed toward analyzing underlying reasons for procrastination and eventual drop-out.
Strategies for modifying PSI in such a way as to decrease procrastination and the resulting drop rate are also being
explored. Care must be taken in this area, however. since strategies found to be successful in reducing procrastitue
lion and lowering the drop-out rate may also introduce elements sufficiently aversive to violate the rationale on
which PSI is based.

Transferability

Whether a PSI course develtiped and refined at one institution can be transported to another institution and
used effectively has been another source of concern regarding Keller Plan courses. We are presently investigating
the effectiveness of the su,litlier institute which was described previously. Factors under investigation include
instructor characteristiii, student characteristics and institutional characteristics. The feasibility of transferring
PSI materials between institutions has a direct relationship to the issue of cost and time which was mentioned
previously. If transfer can be successfully accomplished, much duplication of instructor effort could be
eliminated. ,

General Impact of PSI on Students

Claims, usually based on theory or intuition, have frequently been made that the experience of taking a
PSI cour.e has a laiti,j impact ore d wudent's study ;obits and orientation as well as on his retention of course
material and subsequent academic performance. The present research and evaluation project includes an attempt
to assess changes in study habits and orientation and to monitor students' performance in later courses, particularly
those for which the PSI course functions as a prerequisite.

Instructional Objectives and PSI Effectiveness

it is well known that instructional strategies must be designed in such a way as to be congruent with the
educat al objectives of the course. The types of instructional objectives cognitive, affective and/or
psychomotor) to which PSI is best suited are under analysis. Results to date indicate that objectives in the
cognitive and psychomotor dumains are most consistent with PSI strategies. It is dear that the 100% mastery
criterion would be diffi"ult to apply in areas where correct responses to readiness test questions may vary as a
function of theoretical orientation.

Elements of PSI

It was mentioned previously that COMPaf ii;ons of PSI and more conventional fonts of instruction typically
have indicated higher levels of student achievement in PSI courses, as well as more positive student attitudes.
Aithot7h somewhat limited at this time, because of the newness of the project, our data indicate similar trends.
It cannot be determined from such data, !,,swever, just what element or elements of PSI cause such improved
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performance. It, for example, self-pacing and the use of proctors were removed, would the simple introduction of
a criterion testing procedure with a high required level of proficiency yield the same results in thearea of student
achievement? Would the addition of proctors to a conventional teaching environment yield attitudinal improve-
ments comparable to those found when all PSI elements are applied? Obtaining data necessary for analyzing the
relative contribution of PSI elements is difficult since it necessitates experimental control rarely possible in
educational evaluation settings. Analysis of the relative contributions of the major elements of PSI to its general
success seems to have the greatest potential value in terms of research regarding the instructional methodas a
whole. Such information, combined with that regarding student characteristic and the interaction between
educational objectives and teaching methods, would encourage the establishment ofempirical and logical criteria
for choosing among teaching methods and placing students in classes designed to facilitate their learning.

Summer PSI Symposia

In order to disseminate the results of the project, two Summer Symposia will be held. These will occur
during the Surnirfirc of 1974 and 1975 and plans are to invite approximately thirty selected educators to each,
paying their expenses. These symposia will last two to three days each.

Advisory Board

An Advisory Board has been appointed for this project, both to provide guidance to project personnel and
to serve as annther avenue for disseminatinn of results. The Board consists of six permanent members and
varying numbers of temporary members who serve as consultants in Particular specialty areas.

The permanent members of the Advisory Board are:

Dr. David G. Born, Professor of PsychcilogY, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

Dr. Ben A. Green, Jr., Center for Personalized Instruction, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Fred S. Keller, currently Visiting Professor of Psychology, Texas Christian University, Ft.
Worth, Texas (for:. with Western Michigan UnivetsitV)

Dr. David T. Pratt, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Washington State University,
Pullman, Washington

Dr. J. Gilmour Sherman, Professor and Chairman of Psychology, Georgetown University,
Washington, D. C.

Dr. John G. Trove!, Dean of Engineering, State University of New York at Stony Brook

Consultants who have served the project so far are:

Mrs. Amogene F. DeVaney, Professor r f Engineering and Mathematics, Amarillo College, Amarillo
Texas

Dr. Gerhard F. Paskusz, Professor of Electrical Engineering and Associate Dean of Engineering,
University of Houston, Houston, Texas

Dr. Bernet S. Swanson, Professor of Chemical Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago, Ill.
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PSI COURSES TAUGHT AT

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

FALL 1966

Educational Psychology 332S - Psychological Foundations of Secondary Education - Carl F. Hereford, Luiz
F. S. Natalicio, and W. Stenning. This course has been taught each semester since. It is now taught
exclusively by PSI in seven or eignt 60-student sections at a time. CA' Jmact Dr. Hereford, Ault-afar of
Educational Psychology, 305 Sutton Hall.

FALL 1969

Mechanical Engineering 361E - Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory - Dr. Billy V. Koen, Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 418C Taylor Hall.

SUMMER 1970

Mechanical Engineering 324 - Kinematics and Dynamics of Mechanical Systems - Dr. Lawrence L. Hnharock,
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 4160 Tx; lot Hall.

FALL 1970

1. Electrical Engineering 3601 - Digital Systems Engineering I - Dr. Charles H. Roth, Jr., Professor of
Electrical Engineering, 610 Engineering Science Building.

2. Mechanical Engineering 361E Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory (repeat) Dr. Billy V. Koen.

3. Mechanical Engineering 380R.1 Applied Statistics - Dr. Gerald R. Wayner, Assistant Professor of
Mechanical Engineering, 2018 Engineering Laboratories Building.

srniNG 1971

1. Electrical Engineering 3601- Digital Systems Engineering 1 - (repeat) Charles H. Roth, Jr. and H. Kerner

2. rhy-I.im 416 - Electricity and Magnetism - Dr. Lecnard !1.1. Simmons, Jr., Asst. Professor of Physics (Now
at the Univcnity of New Hampshire)

SUMMER 1971

1. Electrical Engineering 360L Ditital Systems Engineering itepeat) - Charles H. Roth, Jr.

2. Library Science 340 - Basic Reference Sources - Mr. John J. Knightly and Mr. John L. Sayre. Mr. Knightly
is in the Graduate School of Library Science at UT/Austin and Dr. Sayre is Librarian, Philips University,
Enid, Oklahoma 73701.

FALL 1971

1. Aerospace Engineering 211 - Aerospace Engineering Computation Dr. Paul E. Nacozy (Assistant Professor
of Aerospace Engineering, 227 Taylor Hall).
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2. Chemistry 302 - Principles of Chemistry - Dr. John M. White, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 119B
Chemistry Building.

3, Electrical Engineering 3601 Digital Systems Engineering I (repeat) - Dr. C. V. Ramamorr-thy and Terry
A. Welch (Using Roth's materials),

4. Library Science. 340 -- Basic Reference Sources (repeat) - Julie Bichteler and John R. Wheat fusing Knightly-
Sayre materials)

5. Mechanical Engineering 390R.1 Applied Statistics (repeat) - Gerald R. Wagner.

6, Radio-TV-Film 341 - Audio Environments - Dr. Robert D. Brooks, Associate Professor of Radio-TV-Film,
2108 Social Work Building.

SPRING 1972

1. Aerospace Engineering 211 - Aerospace Engineering Computation (repeat) - Paul E. Nacozy.

2. Aerospace Engineering 367K - Flight Mechanics - Dr. Wallace T. Fowler, Associate Professor of Aerospace
Engineering, 227 Taylor Hall.

3, Architectural Engineering 222 - Architectural Engineering Computation (remit) Kenneth Armcrmng
(using Nacozy's materials).

Electrical Engineering 36f,',1 - Digital Systems Engineering I (repeat) - Charles H.' Roth, Jr.

5. library Science 340 - Basic Reference Sources (repeat) - Julie Bichteler and John R. Wheat (using Knightly-
Sayre materials).

6. Mechanical Engineering 390R.1 Applied Statistics (repeat) -' Gerald R. Wagner,

7. Radio-TV-Fqm 341 - Audio Environments (repeat) - Robert 0. Brooks.

SUMMER 1972

1, Chemistry 354 Physical Chemisrry - Dr. John M. White, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1190 Chemistry
Building,

2. Communications 380 - Communication Research Design - Dr. Jack L. Whitehead, Associate Professor of
Speech Communication, 214A Speect

3. Electrical Engineering 3601 - Digital Systems Engineering I (repeat) - William R. Adrian (using Roth's
materials).

4. Engineering Mechanics 306 - Mechanics I - Dr. Wallace T. Fowler, Associate Professor of Aeruspace
Engineering, 227 Taylor Hall.

5. Library Science 340 - Basic Reference Sources (repeat) Lintia C. Schexnaydre (using Knightly-Sayre

materials),
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t 1972

,,ii is.4iiiiniitation (repeat) Paul E. Nacuiy.

(it-watt Wiaton E. Williamson (using Fowler's materials).

3,
, A Niut -Science Majors - Dr. William H. Jefferys, Associate

;e ssor t,f two 11 1 b.:3 ',73f),Iysics-Math Astronomy Building.

4. Astrunoim 3 =7V Litlotot:,::. Methods in Astronomy - Dr. R. Robert Robbins, Jr., Associate Professor
of A§hinionly 17.212 Physics-Math-Astronomy Building,

5. Chemical Engineering 202 Introduction to Engineering, Dr. Eric Nutall, Assistant Professor of Chemical
riiiiivering. 206 E. P. Schoch Laboratories Building (using Nacozy's materials).

Commuiecations 383 Ciqiiriunication Research Design (repeat) -- Dr. Michael R. Chief (using Whitehead
mitwials).

. Electrical Erleireering 3601_ -- Digital Systems Engineering I (repeat) - Charles H. Roth, Jr., A..1. Welch, and
Stephen A. Uederwond (using Roth's materials).

8. Library Scierce 340 - Basic Reference Sources (repeat) - Julie Bichteler and John R. Wheat (using Knightly.
Sayre materials).

9. Mechanical Engineering 3641 - Dynamic Systems Synthesis Dr. Lawrence L. Hoberock, Assistant
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 418C Taylo, Hall.

10. Mechanical Engineering 390R.1 Applied Statistics (repeat) Gerald R. Wagner.

11. Physics 416 -- Electricity and Magnetism (repeat) - Dr. Austin M. Gleason (revision of Simmons' materials).

12. RadsoTVFilir 341 Stitt° Environments (repeat) - Robert D. Brooks.

SPRING 1973

1. Aerospace Engineering 311 - Aerospace Engineering Computation (repeat) - Dr. Paul E. Russell (using
Nacuzv's materials).

2. Aerospace Engineering 265 Structural Dynamics - Dr. Roy R. Craig, Associate Professor of Aerospace
EntilnoNliql, 341) g Science Building.

3. Aerospace Engineering 367K Flight Mechanics (repeat) Walton E. Williamson (using Fowler's materials).

4. Astronomy 308 Descriptive Astronomy for Non-Science Majors (repeat) Dr. Michael Breger.

b. Chemical Engineering 202 introduction to Engineering (repeat) Dr. Robert S. Schechter and Mr. A. T.
Kott (using Navvy's materials).

6. Electrical Engineering 360L Digital Systems Engineering I (repeat) Dr. Stephen A. Underwood and
Dr. r) G, Raj -Karne tusinq Roth's materials).

7. Engineering Mechanics 306 Enninetr rig Statics - Ors. Wallace T. Fowler and Paul E. Nacozy.
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8. Lihrary Science 340 13.e.ir *' i! .0.1 .1 Bichtelei and John R. Wheat
Knightly

Liht.ity SEIlet! 351 Moo ,,. I 1441! 0161 Assict,t(/' Prot,ssut

of Library Science, 4.224 titiaiiities Hese& all C4,111,1,

10. Mechanical FngTeering 364L -. Dynamic Systems Synthesis (repeat) Dr. Lawrence L. Hoberock.

11. Physics 416 Electricity anti "aagrretism (repeat) Dr. Herman Wolter (Gleeson's revised materials).

12. Astronomy 383 - Fundamental Astronomy (GI3duate Course) - Dr. William H. Jefferys.

SUMMER 1973

1. Electrical Engineering 321 -- Electrical Engineering Laboratory I - Dr. Charles H. Roth, Jr., Professor of
Electrical Engineering, 510 Engineering Science Building.

1 Electrical Engineering 3601 - Digital Systems Engineering 1 (repeat) - Or. Stephen A. Szgenda (using
Roth's materials).

3. Engir leering Mechanics 306 - Engineering Statics (repeat for PSI Summer Institute for Community College
Teachers) - Wallace T. Fowler and Paul E. Nacozy.

4. Library Science 340 -- Basic Information Sources (repeat) - Linda Schexnaydre and Charlott Roach
(revision of Knightly -Sayre materials).

S. Library Science 351 Basic Cataloguing and Classification (repeat) - David Shinder and Maurice Leather-
berry (using revision of Herring materials).

FALL 1973

1. Aerospace Engineering 311 - Aerospace Engineering Computation (repeat) - Dr. Paul E. Nacozy.

2. Aerospace Engineering 367M - Flight Mechanics (repeat, being given to three students as independent study
course) - Dr. Wallace T. Fowler.

3. Architectural Engineering 3621 - Design of Structural Systems in limber - Dr. David W. Fowler, Associate
Profczor of Architectural engineering, 310 Taylor Hall.

4. Astronomy 108K - Practical Astronomy (Laboratory Course) - Mr. Tom Connell and Mr. Alan Kiplinger,

Teaching Assistants.

5, Astronomy 308 - Descriptive Astronomy for Non-Science Majors (repeat) - Drs. William H. Jefferys and
Michael finger (three sections).

6. Astronomy 367M - Laboratory Methods in Astronomy (repeat) Or. Paul Vanden Bout.

7. Chemical Engineering 202 Introduction to Engineering ;repeat) - Dr. Robert Mills (using Nacozy's

materials).

8. Chemical Engineering 376 - Process Analysis and Simulation -- Dr. David M. Himmelblau, Professor of

Chemical Engineering, 211A E. P. Schoch Laboratories.
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9. Electrical Engineering 321 Hectrical Engineering Laboratory I (repe.it) -- Dr. Charles H. Roth, Jr.

10. Electrical Engineering 3601 - Digital Systems Engineering I (repeat) Drs. Stephen A. Szygenda and
Stephen A. Underwood (Three sections) (using Roth's materials).

11. Engineering Mechanics 306 - Engineering Statics (repeat) - Drs. Wallace T. Fowler and Paul E. Nacozy.

12. English 301 -- Freshman English Composition - Dr. Susan W. Wittig, Assistant Professor of English,
4 Calhoun Hall

13, General Engineering 304 -- Introduction to Engineering Analysis (pre-calculus mathematics) - Dr. Gerald
R. Wagner and Mrs. Nancy Hamilton, 112 Engineering Laboratories Building.

14. Library Science 340 -- Basic Information Sources (repeat) - Linda Sebexnaydre and Julie Bichteler
(revision of Knightly-ayre materials).

15, Unary Science 351 - Cataloguing and Classification (repeat) - Mrs. Billie Grace Herring.

16. Mechanical Engineering 336 - Probability and Statistics for Engineers - Dr. Gerald R. Wagner, Assistant
Priifessor of Mechanical Engineering, 2018 Engineering Laboratories Building.

17. Mechanical Engineering 361E - Nuclear Reactor Engineering - Dr. Billy d. Koen, Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering, 415 Taylor Hall.

18. Mechanical Engineering 3641 - Dynamic Systems Synthesis (repeat) - Dr. Lawrence L. Hoberock.

19. Mechanical Engineering 3661 Introduction to Operations Research - Dr. Charles S. Beightier. Professor
of Mechanical Engineering, 201E Engineering Laboratories Building.

20. Mechanical Engineering 390 R.1 - Applied Statistics (Graduate Course, repeat) - Dr. Bernard Most ;using
Wagner's materials).

21. Radio -TV -Film 321K --- Introduction to Image and Sound Dr. Robert D. Brooks, Associate Professor of
RTF. 21013 Soria! Work Budding.
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COMPUTER-BASED HIGHER EDUCATION: A FIVE-YEAR RESEARCH PROGRAM

Duncan Hansen
Memphis State University'

INTRODUCTION

If the CAI researchers who began the initial systems in the early 19b 's bad envisioned the contents of a
current technical report, the image of the table of contents would have centered about "the computer as the
teacher." The group mind set was framed about the vision of enriched, detailed, student-computer interaction with
leaniioo t.ontrol via optimization. Now, in the light of a decade time tunnel, CAI investigators can report their
principal finding: the context of computer-based training is broader than our original conception and profits best
from a management model for instruction. There is no singular way to individualize instruction to its optimal level
without employing some of the older techniques, sleh as group discussion, or the newest ones, such as multimedia
split-screen presentations. This requirement for a broader multifacet approach to learning resulted from our facing
research as it evolved through study after study towards "the computer as the manger of instruction." Using a
computer-managed instructional (CMI) model to encompass computer-assisted instruction (CM), simulation
adaptive testing, natural language dialogues, media management, scheduling, record keeping and evaluation, the
potential of each of these components as training processes became most enhanced. This paper will report some of
the research developments within this CMI framework.

For purposes of review, the studies were organized into four categories: learner strategies, training strategies,
validation strategies and computer systems strategies. In learner-oriented research, investigators sought to find the
students' cognitive and personality processes reflective within computer-based training. Therefore studies included
rule learning behaviors, behavioral objective learning, memory, subjective orgar.40:;on, anxiety and curiosity.
Those involved in training strategies studied effectiveness of computer-managed instruction, the possibilities of
adaptive testing and modeling and the uses of simulation and information retrieval systems. The focus Was on the
design, implementation and evaluation of CM! components. The area of validation studies led to the evolution of
an interdisciplinary team, an important ideational contribution in its own right, plus the role of CAI/CMI in
schools and DOD training. Computer strategies produced, over the years, insight into interactive systems, instruc-
tional management systems and data analysis systems.

Si ought together, the strategies, the studies and the results lead us to repeat here, and throughout this
report, those themes. which have led to profitable outcomes.

1. A model of computer-managed instruction yields a sufficient, integrated and cost effective approach to
learning/teaching.

2. The individual difference variables reflective of the behavioral processes of memory, anxiety, curiosity
and rule application are critically importaet to a CMI adaptive training model. The primary research need
is to extend the set of available indices reflecting training in learning behavioral objectives, graphics,
etc.

I The research riescribeci was accomplished at Florida State University, citations such as "(TN159)" refer to Technical
Memorandums issued to Inform the contractor of the work that was done.
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3. The selection and integration of media components and the requirements for optimal resource alloca-
tion of training elements (instructors, simulators, peer instructors, etc.) has received limited research
attention and reptesents one of the promising areas of the future.

4. The requirement to build substantive liaison models between the educational system's leatfers and
university researchers ts essential if the characteristics and requirements of training on the one
hand and the theore.icae concepts on the other are to merge in productive fashion. An interdisciplinary
research team was an exemplary model of this liaison pr2cete.

5. In reference to computer strategies the creation of management or central programs was highly
profitable and the need to create training-oriented management systems Is of the highest importance.

We turn now to the specific elements and studies within tfie broad four strategy theme approach. Each
toitic will he reviewed and summarized by valid CAI/CMI conclusions. Statements as to needed future activity
will he mark! topic hr T. r! +IC.

LEARNER ORIENTED RESEARCH

The primary focus of CAI investigation for the learner strategy research was devoted to studying the internal
cognitive and personality processes of the learner while in computer-based learning tasks. Studies of rule learning
behavior, anxiety and curiosity and memory lead to positive indications that these searches should be continued.
Results of research into the role of behavioral objectives in learning and into subieeove organization have led
investigators to feel that these are less rewarding areas.

Rule Learning Behaviors

Probably the most common type of learning undertaken by students is the acquisition of principles or rules.
By learning rules in a specific situation as one of a class of situations, the rule governed behavior of the learner
permits more effective learning strategies that generalize to more than one situation. Because the learning and
application of rules has been recognized as a very important component of education in general, a substantial
amount of research is currently underway by several instructional psychologists. From this research, several
generalizations can be made as to the composition of instruction foe eurnpsex rule learning.

In this discussion of rule learning behavior, it will be helpful to consider three interrelated concepts. These
are the rule statement, the rule and rule governed behavior. A rule statement describes the procedure to be followed
in pet forming a specific operation on inputs from a specified class of inputs to produce a specific output from a
class of outputs. The rule is considered to be the procedure or operation described by ..+,e rule statement. Rule-
governed behavior is that behavior that would result from a student correctly applying the rule. The ambiguous
term "rule loarnmg" may now be divided into two appropriately descriptive terms: (a) learning the rule statement
which refers to learning to verbalize the rule statement, and (b) acquisition of rule-governed behavior which refers
to the correct application of the rule.

A replication study was implemented to investigate prior findings that rule statements presented in the
instruction reducer! the number of examples needed and total time required to meet a prespecitied criterion.
Further, presentation of rule statements increased performance on a transfer task and reduced the requirement of
reasonsing ability in reaming the task and presentation of objectives also reduced the number of examples and
reduced the requirement for reasoning ability. The replication showed that presentation of rule statements
reduced the number of examples required to meet criterion performance, increased posttest performance,
reduced total time required to meet criterion performance, increased retention performance, and reduced the level
of state anxiety within the learning task (TM59).
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A third study in this area found that the presentation of objectives increased the total amount of time spent
studying a rule learning task (TM47). The presentation of sample test items within the learning task reduced the
requirement for memory, but neither objectives nor sample test items had an effect on post or retention performance.

liripliwtions from these studies for instructional method in acquisition of rule application skills appear to be
three fold:

1. Instruction should present general instructional,objectives to inform the student as to what is expected
of him.

2, Presentation of rule statement can prevent the "discovery" of an incorrect rule.

3. Presentation of sample test items gives the student a chance for practice and immediate feedback.

Further studies revealed that availability of prior examples reduced problem response latency and reduced the
requirement for reasoning ability ITIVI in press). A present investigation, currently being analyzed, appears to show
that memorization of work statements reduces both the number of examples and total time to reach criterion
performance on complex rule application tasks. However, no memorization effect has been found on the posttest or
retention test of rule application skills. implications for instructional development are (a) the requirement of
memorization of rule statements to facilitate the correct choice of a rule when more than one is being learned,
and to aid in recognition of operational symbols if they are used: (b) the use of several examples to show the state-
ment instances of the correct application of the rule; and (c) the requirement of reviews if more than three rules
are being learned in one 5es:ion to provide simulated testing and appropriate followup review instruction.

Future

In addition to apparently useful generalizations given for the development of instruction for acquisition of
complex rule application skills, implications for fruitful future research in this area have grown out of the FSU
investigations. It should be ascertained what type of examples are most profitable presented to the student: non-
examples, examples, or both, A second line of research recommended is the investigation of design of rule learn-
ing materials dependent upon the abilities of the learner; this woidd contribute to the adaptive model research.
A final area which appear to offer promise is the area of optimal number of examples for presentation before
sample test items. All o f t eme studies relating to number of examples would contribute to a drill and practice
adaptive model.

Behavioral Objective Learning

Only in the lattcr part of the decade was research undertaken to examine expiricatly the claims made for
objectives in instruction. Of the approximately 35 studies conducted, about half failed to confirm the hypothesis
that providing students with objectives leads to increased learning. Remaining studies showed facilitative effects
(TM45). The research on interactions between objectives and type of learning provided few positive findings. No
general conclusions can be `ouncl in the research which found a few significant interactions between objectives
and learner characteristics.

Investigations at FSU found that objectives significantly increased study time with no posttest difference
between groups (TIVI61), and that objectives partially reduced anxiety without affecting performance (TM47).
The hypothesis that objectives add structure to learning as is done by advance organizaers was not confirmed,
although a main sequence effect was found (TM57). A further FSU study found that objectives focused learning
on relevant materials and depressed incidental learning (TM66).

To generalize from studies overall, it seems that objectives can have an effect on learning. although this
effect does not appear to be as strong or as pervasive as originally assumed.
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Future

It is anticipated that research on behavioral objectives will continue the trend away from exploration of
the,i effect on learning. The trend will 1w toward exploration of interactionswith task and learner characteristics.
The exploration of hypothesized cognitive functions which may be fulfilled by objectives in the learning situation
is anticipated to grow, also, An example of this type of research is the investigation of objectives as an orienting
function (TM57). Further research in these areas may prove more productive than that conducted to date.

Memory Research

An important capacity for memory is the ability todiscriminate. This is an idea which has been reinforced by
the research which we have conducted on directed forgetting. Important to ti,: retrieval of some previously stored
event is that we be able to discriminate it from other stored information. We think voluntary forgetting is largely
a matter of sharpening one's capacity to discriminate between material which is to be remembered and that which
is not (TM19).

This way of looking at things raised the question of the nature of memory storage. If one's ability to dis-
criminate :imam memories is important, then perhaps encoding is in terms of dimensions which offer a basis for
discriminating among memories, and more specifically, in terms of the values of such dimensions. Just what these
dimensions are is unknown. The point is simply the proposition that events are encoded according to abstracted
features.

Another study (TM in press) investigated short-term memory (STM) prerequisites to development of more
tramples mental processes. Of special interest was the possible differences between white, advantaged children
16-7 years old) and black, disadvantaged children. Differences would seem to indicate that memory characteristics
are not the same for these two groups.

The findings were also compared with prediction of three of the more characteristic information processing
models for STM: Sperling's Visual STM Model, the Feigenbaum-Simon Computer Simulation Model,and the
AtkinsonSchiffrin Model. It was found that some of the results could be incorporated into the structure of all
the models, but that no one model could account for all the findings. An alternative model was developed which
inclieied an 10 parameter, a more complex rehearsai process, and an operational representation of organizing
strategies.

Our conclusions for both the directed forgetting and STM childhood research are that they both indicate
possible individual differences which could be useful in adaptive instruction. It is necessary to continue research
to fully operationalize appropriate memory indices.

Future

In the near future of memory research, the computer will be used to construct theories and to simulate
memory performance rather than to assist in the conduct of experiments. This will be particularly true in the
areas of semantic and long-term memory. These theories are particularly complex and it will be especially useful
to simulate performance. By contrast, experiments to test such theories may be simple and fairly easy to con-
duct with relatively unsophisticated equipment.

Subjective Organization

The purpose of the research on subjective organization (SO) was to determine if SO is a meaningful individual
difference variable in the learning of vet bat discourse. Furthermore, we thought to examine the relationship
between SO and other aptitude variables thought o he important determiners of learning from prose materials.
In order to accomplish this, a new measure of subjective organization had to be developed because previous
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measure had certain limitations which were thought to mitigate against finding a meaningful relationship between

memory organization and recall. Thus, as an outcome of this research, a new measure has been examined and

partially validated in relation to other SO measures and other individual difference variables.

The basic research paradigm was one in which SO and other measures were administered to subjects and
then those subjects were asked to learn paragraphs which were organized in various ways. The results indicated
that high organizers are highly influenced by the external structure of the learning materials and they tended to
mirror that organization in their recall. High organizers, however. were able to reorganize the materials, but that
was not to the advantage because of the time constraints involved. That is, high organizers actively sought
alternative relationships among the sentences, thereby reducing the amount of time spent memorizing them.

Three generalizations can be made on the basis of the studies which were conducted at FSU on subjective
organization:

1 It seems that the ability to reorganize material can be a limiting factor to a learner if sufficient lear&rig

time is not provided

Low organizers need to have learning materials structured to a higher degree in order for them to
learn effectively.

3. High organizers perform equally on materials of high and low structure.

Future

The conclusions of the investigations in this area indicate that future research should consider the following:

1. A practical, reliable, and valid instrument for measuring SO must be developed. In this regard, the

potential use of a computer for realtime presentation and scoring is promising.

2. Explorations on more complex instructional tasks must be undertaken on the finding that low
organizers need highly structured materials whereas high organizers perform the same on both high

and low structured materials.

Continuation of research in these areas should provide instructional desiteseis with a set of findings which
would guide the structuring of textual materials such that the learning of all students will be maximized.

Anxiety and Curiosity Research

Our investigation of anxiety and curiosity behaviors of a student while being trained was primarily focused

on the use of these personality indices as predictors of optimal instructional treatments. While State /Trait Theory

initially guided our efforts, the subsequent inconsistencies between replicatable findings and the theory indicated

its limited role in a training context. The theoretical study of curiosity did provide us with a new framework which
appears to resolve many of these prior unexplicable complexities.

The development of State/Trait Anxiety Theory, based on Drive Theory, allowed a number of derivations

for prediction of performance relevant to computer-assisted instruction (TR6, TR7). At the same time CAI

seemed an excellent vehicle for testing the theory (TR14). The results were not encouraging for confirming a

Drive Theory interpretation of State/Trait Anxiety. However, anxiety was shown to be an indicator of CAI per-

formance and the thrust of research continued in this area (TM20, TM41, TM42, Th449, TM52). Studies included

anxiety effects on memory support, test taking, and interactions with response mode, subject matter familiarity,

and learning time.
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The important results indicated a consistent inverse relationship between state anxiety and learning, differ-
ential effects of trait anxiety especially as it revealed learner latencies, the complex role of memory aids.and
response modes as facilitators under some conditions, and the complex functional relationship of anxiety,
curiosity and latencies. This later finding could be a promising future framework for studying latencies within
training.

In addition, the anxiety theory and research directly initiated and influented new work on state/trait
epistemic curiosity ITR23, T11434). Curiosity provides an additional indicator of performance within instruction
and specifically C".11 the concurrent interests in adaptive instruction models resulted in postulating the value of
these personality variables as useful predictors in decision models for selecting alternative individualized treatments.
One study, utilizing regression techniques, especially found state anxiety to be a useful predictor for selecting
remedial instruction (TR271.

Future

For the future, we anticipate that the effort within adaptive models and the theory of anxietycuriosity
within training will be highly fruitful. Theuse of anxiety-curiosity concepts to study response latencies may help
explain the highly variable results one tends to find.

Graphics Research

In (wrier to employ the re:a:arch capabilities of computer presentation of graphics in instruction, an initial
study at FSU provided the opportunity for devising tech)kiques to code graphics onto the cathode ray tubescreen.
This general model of graphic encoding was then used to deve p studies of selection and sequencing of graphics
for realistic training materials(TM14). Further attempts to iear the rules of graphic teaming ITM241demon-
strated that the search for such rules is difficult, and can even 6e considered unprofitable.

Furthering the graphics investigations, FSU pursued research in mapping sentences on to graphics (TM6O).
Studying this instructional technique provided data which was complex. More appeared to be going on in this
instructional situation than could be easily interpreted by learning theory.

Used as a teaching aid computer graphics moved helpful in instructing engineering dynamics students in the
traditional stumtnisig mock of Puler angles (TIMIS). Graphics proved helpful in assisting in visualizatinn the
angles. Subjects also reported positive attitudes toward the instruction.

Future

Generaiiy, given current constraints, the search for rules in learning from graphics appears to be unsuitable
for study. As an aid in problem solving, graphics apparently lend assistance to learning; the experience can be
positively viewed by learners.

TRAINING STRATEGIES

A major investigation of computer-managed instruction was conducted as a priority in training strategies, to
study training effectiveness, and cost benefit outcomes. Further training strategies in the areas of adaptive testing,
adaptive systems, simulations, and information retrieval systems were also researched to various degrees. The
research, generalizations, and future trends are,sleacribed in the following sections.

Computer-Managed Instruction

Throughout the duration of the contract there was a concurrent set of investigations in computer-assisted
instruction (CAl) and computer-managed instruction (CM1). The primary purpose of the investigations of CM!
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was to detennioe its [taming effectiveness and associated cost benefit outcome in comparison with CAI and
other more conventional means of instruction. As pursued at FSU, computer-managed instruction involves the
following:

I. diagnostic assessment and the assignment of irktividualized learning prescript tow.

2, the use of CAI for practice and remediational purposes,

3. the use of simulation for rote and decisionmaking purposes.

the use of the computer for ease and objectivity of curriculum development, and

b. the development of a record system so that the individualized training process could be effectively
monitored and managed.

With this C411 conceptual context, a number of studies were pursued (TRS, TR11, TR12, TRI9, TR22.
TM23, TM32). All of these studies indicated that CMI at the collegiate level is highly feasible, cost effective and
enmities for learning results similar to CAI. However, due to the mastery level learning approach utilized in the
instructional materials, the relationship of individual difference variables to learn4tg rate or performanc., te.lb
inure limited, Where extensive media and recitation suctions were used, the effects of individual difference vane,
files seemed to be more pronounced. Finally, learning attitude toward the instructional materials was quite
positive ,ind could be manipulated by the form of training.

In tin n, investigations of CAI Indicated that it is useful in a number of technical training areas. It proved
IlSettll for dynamic graphics such as found in engineering dynamics. However, while CAI was shown to

be viable in areas like chemistry, the results did not tuna to exceed those found in CMI.

It is important to note the fact that the development proCess for tal1l, while not quite as demanding as that
of CAI, still waft considerable. The dependency on a sound training model, formative evaluation, and effective
mongol inii of students in an individualized mode seem to be the critical factors in the design and implementation
of CM!,

hom this, consequently, the following iesearch generoi'ItittrtS can be derived:

I. Terminal-oriented computer- managed instruction has shown to be more effective than conventional
instruction and less costly than computer assisted instruction.

2. The most significant gains in the quality of instruction have not necessarily been due to the use of
computers, but have been through the implementation of systematic approaches to the training
process required for application of the computer.

3. Although the computer provides the instructional developer with more information about the
instructional process than has been available, the revision process remains the least well understood
and utilized component of the systems approach; however, the provision for systematic, reliable
data now allows us to turn our attention to this problem,

Interdisciplinary collegiate development teams will not necessarily produce better computerized
instructional materials than those produced by conceptually integrated teams.
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Future

During the time period since the initiation of the Themis Project, educators have come to understand that
in order to irripiernerit individualized instruction for the learner, there is a need to provide similar training for the
trainer. This new form of teacher training has been labelled "competency-based" or "performance-based" train-
ing. The implementation of such training programs has more clearly identified theneeds which such programs
have for a computer. These computer needs, in general order of priority, are listed below:

l. Record keeping of computerized and noncomputerized assessments of student performance for
monitoring purposes

2. Scheduling

3. Assessment of "computer-testable" skills

4. Adaptive remediation, including CAI and drill and praetice exercises.

if this list is an accurate reflection of the needs of such programs, then it wouldappear that the role of the
computer must be first as a general management system and only secondarily as an assessment and instructional
tool.

Adaptive Testing

The initial undertaking with adaptive testing concerned itself with the automation of intellectual and
p rsonality measures,- This effort successfully resulted in the automation of an individualized intelligence test
(Sassari Intelligence Test) (TR21) with satisfactory reliability and validity coefficients. Moreover, a complex
personality test, namely, the MMPI, was also satisfactorily implemented (TIMM MI48). These studios indicated
that response latency contributed to the score information kid concurrent validity when measured against a
Conventional administration. This line of research eventuated in a systematic review (M13, TM30) convering the
Viiious uses of automated tatting.

In turn, the development of sequential testing and tailored testing continues to be investigated. Utilizing
simulation techniques, sequential testing can be shown to be a profitable approach. The general goal of sequential
testing is to present the smallest number of test items necessary to accurately classify an examinee into two or
more excluci , e groups, or in conceptual terms, to improve reliability and validity of or the decision process within
CAI testing. Previous computer-based sequential testing Models have been based upon right-wrong measures of
performance. The FSU sequential testing effort differs from previous models in that both invariate and multi-
variate performance measures are utilized. The multivariate prediction model is expected to increase classification
accuracy beyond that possible using binary-coded item response data alone. More importantly, the use of tailored
testing is currently being investigated as an approach for the administration of attitude items in a training situation
(TM in press). It is conjectured that the number of test items can be minimized and the assessment of learning
satisfaction can be improved in terms of its accuracy.

These studies of sequential testing led to the development of adaptive reading comprehension tests. The
adaptive reading tests prrwicicd for a mv-e dynamic individualized search of the student's current comprehension
level especially under paced conditions. The rationale for using paced conditions is based on learning-time savings
being pace contingent.

Future

In the future adaptive testing will most likely focus on two aspects. First, an investigation of incorrect as well
as correct alternatives via Bock's multiple category model shows great promise. This approach should allow for
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adaptive selecting of items by items alternative characteristics and the assignment of sequentially derived con-
fidence bands about the student's performance level. Given the improved information from this approach, it is
then conjectured that a sampling approach to sequential testing van more effectively provide for the early classi-
fication of a subject especially if complex confidence band techniques are utilized. Thus, the future tends to hold
a continued seeking for more efficient testing procedures as well as ones which will have psychometric properties
appropriate for the individual and not just the group.

Adaptive Modeling

A major theme throughout the ONR-sponsored research has been that instruction should not be fixed for all
students either in treatments or time. The alternative to fixed instrurtiort is adaptive instruction which attempts
to match an individual's unique characteristics with optinlum treatment dimensions. Models for selecting appropriate
alternative treatments consist of contingent, mediated, and optimizing algorithms designed to achieve the
objectives..

The initial studies of adaptive models at FSU investigated learning and personality variables which might prove
useful in predicting and assigning remedial instruction, lesson length, and other instructional variables. Multiple
linear regression methods were developed (TR9) and used in an early modeling attempt with predictor variables con-
sisting primarily of performance variables (TRW). Personality variables were added, in a phased approach to deter-
mine useful predictors, which resulted in outstanding performance levels for the adaptive group. A major study which
manipulated the assignment of remedial instruction was undertaken (TR27). The order of outcomes in terms of
superiority were the adaptive model strategy, remediation for all strategy, a learner choice strategy, and a no-
remediation strategy.

These results and models were then considered for employment in reading comprehension (TR2O). More
recently, models based on the experience gained in the ONR- sponsored research, were developed for the Air Force
Advanced Instructional System. In addition, ONR adaptive modeling has continued with an investigation of drill-
and-practice in terms of lesson structure composition. Further, the study of the utility of measures which relates
information processing to reinforcement contingencies for adaptive instruction has resulted in a model which takes
into account both memory and motivational processes and procedures.

Future

It is anticipated that investigation of the monitoring and managing aspects of both training resources and of
the individual will provide payoff in the future. This will invovle managing such things as the problem set size, the
sequences among sets, the assignment of media, the assignment of instructor and peer time, and the use of incentives.

Simulations

System Simulation

One of the major methods of using simulation in education, as well as other spheres, is the projection and
analysis of systems. By simulating a prototype computerized management system intended as a subcomponent of
the FSU elementary teacher training model, the CAI Center examined a number of problems in a data acquisition
and instructional system (TR8). The following generalizations resulted from the system analysis: (a) a computer-
managed system is technically feasible for use with an individualized teacher training program, and (b) computer
processing for trainee scheduling and testing data, as well as program management, is necessary.

Simulating a teacher training system using information from a behavioral simulation (TR16), FSU found
advantages in experimentation capabilities and resulting predictions about the teacher training program. Further,
advantages were found in the utilization of regression techniques in combination with A Programming Language
(API) for designing, constructing, and utilizing a system simulation.
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Behavioral Simulation

A vehavioral simulation was used at FSU to train prospective teachers by providing an environment facilitat-
ing transfer to the classroom (1R16). Analysis for the betraviorat simulation proceeded through assessment of
entry behaviors, collection of data on trainee performance during instruction, collection of data on criterion
variables and analysis and evaluation of the required training process in terms of the dimensions of simulation
theory to estimate the nature and valk:ity of the behavioral simulation. Behavioral, simulation appeared to permit
change in participant's behavior patterns.

Instructional Simulation

A further major function of simulation is instructional. Much of the debate in this area continues to be over
the potential for simulation to affect attitudinal and/or cognitive growth. One game, or simulation, developed at
FSU (TR17) was designed to allow the player to relate his knowledge of science to situations in elementary class-
room instruction. Use of the game by graduate students indicated that a learning environment of this nature can
foster growth in both cognitive.and affective areas.

One of the primary advantages seen in instructional simulation is the ability to reduce cost (e.g.. by reduc-
tion of expensive laboratory equipment) and a second is experimentation without danger (e.g., investigating danger.
ous chemical combinations without use of the checrnical). Investigation into simulating laboratory experiences at
FSU showed that simulation, as opposed to traditional laboratory methods, was equally effective as evaluated by
posttest performance and total instructional time.

Statistical Simulation

As is suggested in the Computer Systems section of this report, A Programming Language (API) proves to be
an outstanding computer language for the simulating of statistical analyses, due to itS mathematical capabilities
ISM3). It is possible for a student to explore the meaning of various statistical concepts through sample problems
and exercises, which he works as often as he wishes. He can be guided through the hypothesis testing procedure
by inspecting data, successively making appropriate inferential decisions as further hypothesis testing information
is given him (SIV112). This type of APL. simulation continues to expand as its utility and appeal are exposed to
wider audiences at FSU.

Simulation Developrneni

Investigators of simulation generally predict a more widespread use of the technique, both in education and
in other spheres, for research and analysis as well as instruction and training. Advances in the development of such
simulations, however, are meager (TA453). The major problems affecting progress are seen in evaluation:

1. Many authors feel that their simulations produce affective rather than cognitive changes and are
unsympathetic to stating behavioral objectives. Since an equal number of authors and users request
behavioral objectives for simulation, this problem may not be resolved until statements of affective
objectives are satisfactorily developed, and can be evaluated.

2. Evaluation of instruction by simulation is correspondinly difficult. A search for satisfactory, new
methods of evaluation may be a future activity, or a satisfactory relating of simulation evaluation to
existing techniques.

3. The validation of the simulation model itself remains the most difficult part of simulation development.
While mathematical simulations appear to have potential to solve this problem through output com-
parisons, simulations of human behavior, for example, provide a requirement for establishment of
other model validation procedures.
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Information Retrieval

IR for Inquiry

Infomation retrieval (IR) systems, like simulations, can be developed and used for research and/or instruc-
tion. FSU research on a CAI-based information retrieval system containing 5312 social science generalizations was
directed toward examination of human inquiry behavior and appraisal of affective factors within the task (TM16).
Both the feasibility of the approach to improving inquiry behavior and the.: positive nature of learner reaction were
established in the IR application.

IR Instructioni I Tasks

In the library science area, recognition of the future growth of automated IR systems led to provision of
computer-based IR tasks tar advanced students (TA440). Both instructional and research goals were set for the use
of the online searched coordinate index, which referenced 1856 documents prior to its transfer to the IBM 6400.
As a teaching bid in graduate courses, the IR system served several instrtsctional purposes: (a) a demonstration of

an "-I-line search was available to students, (b) the system provided lessons in preparing and searching coordinate
indexes, (c) the system permitted students to develop skills in the use of computerized IR, and (d) students were
able to perform test searches of the index with reference questions.

For research purposes, all student uses provided data which were collected by the coniputer system and
stated for use in IR evaluation and revision. Data collected on student attitudes were positive, as were professional
observationc. This system was one of the first implemented in library schools.

Future

Since good inquiry skills are universally useful, the potential of IR systems in enhancing these skink is an
area of interest in which future research is recommended (TM16). It is suggested that the new techniques of
observation and evaluation gained in participation in these developmental efforts become part of the individual's
professional research, development, and teaching approach, thereby enriching members of such groups.

The development and use of information retrieval systems in library science is an example of uses that can
be made of specialized IR systems in a number of fields. Since the number of fields which will add computers and
IR systems to their requirements continues to grow, the development of this type of instruction should be present
in concomitant instructionarareas.

VALIDATION STRATEGIES

During the FSU research, every affix t was made to interrelate with ongoing institutional activities, its
associate problems and its need for research. For example, a team of FSU professors who were also active in the
Navy Reserve was formed into a functional CAI research unit. This group represented a bridging process between
the various research studies formed at FSU and their application within the Nary.

Navy Research Interdisciplinary Team

The team of FSU professorial investigators who also had active relationships in the local Naval Reserve
pursued a number of objectives. First and foremost, the group applied the concepts and procedures of computer-
managed instruction (CMI) to local training of the Seaman 1 classification. This CMI implementation study was
quite successful in that there was both a significant increase in performance level as well as a significant savings
in training time. The results were tempered by the small number of participants, and I am sure, are in the process
of being replicated at such bases as the Air-Naval Station at Memphis, Tennessee.
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Secondly, the group pursued broad systems concepts for the planning and management of Naval training.
This led them to attend many conferences and provide consultation help to the Naval Reserve system itself. In
many cases the wain members performed active duty, which led to significant plans wherebymore effective
reserve drills could take place.

Lastly, the team provided leadership for the Navy concerning university and community relationships.
As university models, they effectively contribute and are utilized within Naval Reserve operations. Secondly, in
regard to community involvement, they advanced the Navy concerning suchspecial training problems as race
relations, drugs and other associated behavioral matters. Perhaps more directly to computer activity, they
assisted in the design of information management systems and associated adaptive trainingand testing systems.

In regard to some constraints, the usual problems of communication and tack of goal understanding handi-
capped the group at many turns. Given a fair degree of isolation in Tallahassee, Florida. the group maintained a
vigorous information exchange which undoubtedly led to the success's that it achieved.

DOE, Computer-Related Activities

As an indirect consequence of our FSU research effort, the project personnel was also able to serve the
Department of Defense on other training projects. The most significant one of these was the AF Advanced
.Instructicnal System (AIS). We could not have designed and specified the AIS without the priorwork of the
Lowry Human Resource Laboratory group or our critical CAI/CMI experience and data. We turn now to a
description of the AIS project.

The Advanced Instructional System (AIS) is a development within the Air Force HumarrResources Labora-
tory (AFHRI) to implement the latest demonstrated state-of-the-art in training techniques, media usage, manage-
ment procedures, and computer technology to Air Force Technical Training. The CAI Center was awarded a
contract by AFHRJ to develop hinctional design specifications for the individual multimedia computer-based
training system which would provide significant cost-effective improvements in the operation of technical training
courses at Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado.

In addition to the pal of providing individualized training. AIS will focus on the managerial processes which
can be enhanced by the computer, cost-effective multimedia approaches which may provide titres- saving, modular
implementation which will provide both flexibility during development and revision of learning materials and
additional cost savings during expansion throughout the Air Force. MS will be implemented within three techni-
cal training courses with a total enrollment of over 2000 students. The courses of Inventory Management (inventory
and supply), Precision Measuring Equipment (precision electronics measurement and calibration), and Weapons
Mechanic (tactical weapons loading) represent a broad range of technical training requirements.

The AIS consists of seven subsystems which reflect the scope and complexity of the effort: (a) instructional
materials, (b) instructional strategies, (c) media hardware and software, (d) management components, (e) compu-
ter hardware, (f) personnel and training requirements, and (g) related requirements. These subsystems are designed
to provide for all aspects of the instructional process from materials development and evaluation through student
use and management to review and revision. Operational consideration..., including computer systems design and
maintenxice, CAI languages, and the selection and training of AIS personnel are also ronsidered in the design.

Wakulla School System

The Alcune County Title III project focuses on two primary goals: (1) implementation of computer-
assisted instruction in mathematics and reading for Southern rural students, and (2) development and imple-
mentation of CMI for the mentally retarded. Begun in July, 1968, the project is a joint undertaking of the
Wakulla County, Florida, Board of instruction and the FSU-CAI Center. By the Spring of 1970, SS is Shade.
vine Elementary School and selected seventh and eighth grade SS at Medart High School were receiving two to
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three computer-assisted instruction lessons per week in reading and/or mathematics. Math materials had under-

gone revision, and reacting lesson assignments had been varied to best accommodate needs of the Ss.

As in the Spring of 1969, testing results in the Spring of 1970 indicate the Ss who participated in the

CAI instruction showed positive gains in both reading and mathematics. In addition, attitutde measures com-

pleted on teachers and Ss involved with the computer instruction demonstrated positive reactions to computer-

assisted instruction. In the Fall, assessment instruments previously used were eliminated because it was felt

that they did not measure the effects of the instruction; and individualized reading tests and a criterion-

referenced test, constructed from sample CAI reading items, were administered by project personnel. Spring

postte4r results on these instruments and the regularly administered standardized achievement test indicated

-esults.

The CAI program was the first of a three-phase effort designed to serve between BO and 70 EMR stu-,

dents in three elementary schools and one high school. The second phase involved the development and evalua-
,.

tion of a computer-managed instruction program in which the computer was used only for evaluations and

prescriptions. In Phase III, a curriculum will be developed which does not involve computers.

The Phase 1 materaials were prepared on four reading levels. Each student's progress was monitored

daily and each was assigned to the level suggested by that evaluation. The investigators found that the
difference between the third and highest levels was too broad, so a new program was developed and

evaluated to bridge that gap.

In addition, an experiment was designed to test the efforts of picture-stimuli on vocabulary acquisition.

The study denionstrated-that picture-word matching significantly improved the student's ability to learn new

words.

In September, 1972, Phase H began with the writing of programmed booklets to be used in the CMI

program. Many materials were written to eliminate lien found during the Phase l'evalualion. A new branch-

ing technique was developed which was based on a hierarchical development of reading skills. Asia included

in the materials were picture-word matches suggested by the study in Phase I, but the concept has been ex-

panded to include picture stimuli to be matched with phonetics, phrases, and sentences.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS STRATEGIES

There are three main areas of design and implementation of computer systems for instruction, namely,

(a) interactive programming languages, (b) management schemes, and (c) data analysis sytems. The software or

language developments employed a common strategy, to maximize the ease of use while devoting a minimum

of developmental effort. The topics within this theme will be organized around the above three topics.

Interactive Systems

A Programming Language (APL)

The development of the programming language APL (A Programming Language) on the IBM 1500 CAI

system was a project oriented toward determining the capabilities of this type of language for meeting the

diverse requirements of computing in education. The elegant and powerful data structures and commands of

API appear suitable to the areas of instruction, data processing, and computer science (Systems Memo 4).

APL Generality

A measure of any programming language is' its need fa,- extensions. In the instance of APL, extensions in

the form of functions were developed in the areas of programming aids, statistical analyses, character handling,
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numerical manipulation, and graphic control (SM3). The fact that such API functions can be created and so
extend the language is to its credit; however, the fact that extensions were needed is an indicator of educational
requirements for more than one computer language.

API. Instriwtional Programming

API's usefulness for statistical analyses and simulation activities (SM12) has been dociamented by FSU,
and demonstrated through certain graduate-level courses in the College of Education in which the majority of
students chose to learn API as a programming language for educational purposes. Beyond the use of API for
insttuctional simulations, however, there appears to be reasonable doubt as to its feasibility as a general CAI
language. In the experiences at FSU, little instructional programming with APL was performed other than
stmulatiost pickages,

Natural Langoage Processing

One cif the initial dreams for research in CAI was the possibility of nearly natural communication between
student and computer for the purpose of instruction. Over the past few years this research has become actuality
based on the concept of semantic processing and semantic nets as defined first by Quinlan (1969). Carbonelte
(1970) terms most CAI systems "ad hoc, frame-oriented" systems, in that all stimuli presentations and tetponses
must be fully planned ahead. With a natural language processing systems and appropriate semantic-oriented data
bases, such preplanning is not necessary, and, in fart, the flexibility of the system may be more-powerful and
realistic for learning.

FSU Dialogue

The thrust of FSU natural language research has been not s ouch on the technical aspects of computing
that must be solved for such a system, but rather on the pedagogical considerations for specifying and planning
the desired type of instructional dialogue. To accomplish this, a systematic approach was developed which
utilized the typically stated steps fi..r instructional development, oriented toward natural language instructional
dialogues. More specifically, the analysis of instruction was based un determining a semantic network of infor-
mation which the student was expected to have teamed by the end of the dialogue. On the basis of this seman-
tic network, a data base and questions to the student can be specified as performance objectives and so
programmed. While this particular type. of system is limited in its power for developing semantic networks,
particularly for syntactic analysis of:student input, the project was nevertheless a success as a prototype develop-
ment. A complete dialogue was developed fora humanities course, and students using the dialogue in this
course did generally acquire the semantic -content at specified in the systematic approach to the dialogue
development. A more extensive research program would be required to fully research and evaluate the technique
used

Future

It is anticipated that further exploration to the area of interactive systems is very bright. Present language
capabilities will continue to be expanded, while more interactive dialogue and natural languages will be developed.

Instructional Management-Systems

Instructional Management Systems consists of the computing software and hardware necessary for
control and monitoring of the instructional process. Operationally, it is convenient to talk of the instructional
data base as the associated files within the data base as well as the manipulation of those data for control and
monitor functions. It is prime tenet of computer systems analyses that the specification, design, and utility of
instructional systems data bases are tied to appropriate identification and integration to the educational
functions. The rest at the FS() approach has been development and dissemination of data base Software appro-
priate to educational users in both service and research.
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An. File System Package

One of the prime limitations of the APL/1500 system, and indeed most API systems, was the lack of a
file establishment and manipulation capability. To overcome this limitation, the APL/1500 File-Access Sub-
routine Package (SM10) was developed, The package permits offline access to data generated through instruc-
tional and research applicat,:ins of the system. It was found that needs of users which must he filled by the
system are: (a) the capability to access data for analysis by other computer systems. (b) the capability to
access data for acquiring hard copy in a quicker mode than is available on an IBM 1500 system. (c) the
capability to build input data to API files, and (d) the capability to extend data base sizes. It should be noted
that the file access subroutine package was built iss a direct extension onto the file system capability which
already had extended the API data base functions (SMS). For example, these capabilities allowed a major
proiect of instructional usage in information retrieval systems for the School of Library Science. The School
was able to dee,lop a system of automated abstracting and retrieval on the API file system. The system also

eovided instruction for graduate library science students in the areas of automated library retrieval systems.
xperience with this system indicates that any system of computers in education must provide the capability

for a well-defined file system with variable structuring and flexible manipulation.

Data Base Manipulation on the Coursewriter System

Specific requirements were found for manipulation of large files on a regular basis. Because of the volumes
of data collected in CAI research, highly efficient programming was needed to allow maximization of program
execution times and therefore operations. One of the major problems in all computer systems not only in
education systems, is the bottleneck of input and output functions. That is, program execution is no faster than
the time it takes to pass data through it, the "throughput" time. Howelier, throughput is a function of the
time for input and output, also. Throughput improvements were accelerated by programming internal execu-
tion speeds so that programs approached the I/O boundary conditions white still maximizing execution efficiency.

Sort and Merge

An internal, sequence-sensitive, bidirectional sort was developed to take advantage of the fact that CAI
records and data are not randoinly orpered, but are rather more often slightly out of sequence. This occurs
because data are recorded for student k within specific courses at approximately the same time and dates. The
bi-directional sort locates the correct sequence position of a currently encountered, out-of-sequence record In
no mora than eight comparisons for any 100 response records, The software management allows blocking of
records in groups of 100. In addition to the fast location finding of the sort, no data are immediately swapped
because a table of locations is kept and accessed for addressing the individual records. That is, intermediate
data swaps have been eliminated by indirect data examinations via a bi-directional linked-index listing procedure.

In addition to the high speed sort, it was also necessary to develop specialized merging programs which
allowed the ordering of data kty specific request. For example, it might be dirable to have records only for a
given course, records for a given course within a specific time period, or records only for a segment of a course.
For computational efficacy, it is expedient to block these specific records together and eliminate other. The

merge and sort programs, when specifically oriented toward the type of semiordered data accumulated in CAI,
fulfill these requirements most efficiently.

Instructional Support System (ISS)

A major software development project undertaken at FSU was the redesign of the FSU data management
system and IBM CAI system such that they operated under one complete support and operating system. That

is, either system could be controlled under one set of operating procedures. This integration of the two
programming systems allowed greater optimization of computing hardware utilization, and a significant improve

mint in computer operations.
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Management Operational Procedures

Prime sources of maximizing the utility of any instructioral management system are the operations
piocedures and scheduling. FSU has made a major effort to ensure that the human component of the
instructional management system is well integrated with the software and hardware components. Software
programs which allow editing and preparation of data for data analysis were developed, along with com-
plete user documentation. For researchers, the special need for manipulating data for use in statistical soft-
ware packages was taken into account. Given the variety of data which may be collected on a sophisticaied
CAI or CM, system and the varieties of research designs for analysis requirements, flexible and powerful
control of data must be available for researchers.

Future

by the future, investigations should key in on the development of new technologies for recording vast
amounts of data during computer-aided and computer-managed instruction activities, As instruction becomes
more individualized and personalized, managing and monitoring systems must be expanded.

Data Analysis Systems

The business of all instructional research is analysis and interpretation of data gathered. In order for the
data to be riseha, however, the CAI/CMI system must be well integrated with data analysis systems. The
thrust of the FSU effort with concern to data analysis has been in the direction of providing new user
capabilities for analysis of data.

Online versus Off lioe Systems

Many CAI 7esearchers have suggested the need for data reduction and presentation in an online mode,
with data output to the researcher as students proieed through instructional treatments on display devices.
The offline mode allows gathering of data on intermediate storage media which are accessible at later times
for data reduction and presentation. The offline mode has been primarily emphasized at FSU. The advantages
of offline data recording are in ease of operations and flexibility with which raw data can then be trans-
mitted to data analysis systems. Many manual operations necessary for online data gathering are bypassed with
offline functions.

Report Generation

Both the EDIT and DATA PREPARATION programs ,provide punched output of data collected during
CAI coursewriter activities for use on various computer system statistical packages. In addition, two programs
were developed at FSU which provide summaries in the form of printer' output reports of CAI data. The ITEM
ANALYSIS SUMMARY program provides summary statistics such as the percentage of students who answered
an item correctly and the average latency time for the item. The DETAILED PRINT program prints a com-
prehensive detailed description of a student or subject's record. Information such as course name, data, EPID,
MID, student response, response latency and value of counters and switches is provided. This program has a
great deal of flexibility through the use of 32 options for output specification to select or suppress specific
information elements.

Future

lf, In the future, the trend continues toward more powerful general purpose and algorithrnictype languages
for CAI, then more general and powerful report generation systems will have to be developed with some loss in
execution optimilation for the gain of power and flexibility.
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A MODEL FOR THE USE OF ACHIEVEMENT DATA

IN AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM"

Robert 1. Brennan
Department of Education

SUNY at Stony Brook

INTRODUCTION

Any attempt to discuss practical aspects or evaluation in instructional environments is apt to suffer from
either one of two shortcomings: the discussion may be so general that it fails to provide much guidance to the
evaluator in the decision-making process, or the discussion may be so specifically related to a particular mode of
instruction that it lacks generalizability to other modes of instruction. While recognizing these two pitfalls, we
nevertheless subscribe to the belief that few things are more practical than a good theoretical model provided that
the model has a reasonably woad range of applicability.

Thus, in this paper, we propose a definition of an instructional system which, although not all-inclusive,
does encompass many frequently used modes of instruction. Also, we specify a model for considering the kinds of
achievement data and time data that should be collected, why such data should be collected, and how they should
be used. In short, this paper presents an integration of some useful theoretical concepts with a consideration of
many nractical problems of decision-making in the context of an instructional system.

As Indicated in the title, we restrict ourselves here to a consideration of achievement data and time data for
evakeeing the cognitive aspects of an instructional system. Given the current state-of-the-art, one might argue that
achievement data and time data often provide the most useful and interpretable information with regard to
decision making in an instructional system necessitates the collection and use of other types of data, as well.

DEFINITION OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM

Let us define an instructional system as a deliberate, systematic, and replicable organization of a set of
resouicin for the principal purpose of effecting student achievement of clearly stated instructional objectives.

This definition is somewhat restrictive in that not all learning occurs as a result of deliberate instruction, not
t instruction is replicable, and not all instruction is principally intended to produce specific goals. For example,

most discussions, lectures, and seminars are not replicable, even though specific instructional goals may be stated.
Thus such modes of instruction would not usually qualify as an instructional system, given the above definition.

Nevertheless, the above clef inition is genet al enough to encompass most applications of group-paced, self-
paced, and individualized non-traditional instruction including, for example, most instruction of a computer-
assisted, programmed, or multimedia nature. Note especially that an instructional system, as defined here, may or
may not be individualized. Note also that the term "replicable" is not synonymous with "inflexible"; indeed,
these two terms in the context of most instructional systems are incompatible. We argue that an instructional
system should be replicable in order to proierie a basis for implementing objective procedures for improving the
system, but improvement implies the necessity for some kind of change, not inflexibility. Finally, note that

1Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of tho' American 1 ducational Research Association, Now Orleans, February 1973.
This nape, was crrivinally entotied "The Use of Test Data on Non-1 radotoonal Instruction."

2The research reporter, herein was naroaily suoperted by cp,vit, hilt,' the United States Office of Education. OE G2 2 20110,
and the Research Foundation of the State Univercoty Now York, No 0477 03 031 71.
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students are an important component of an instructional system. In fact, we propose here that students be con-
sidered as much a part of an instructional system as the instruction used to teach them and the test item. used
to evaluate them. Thus, the process of evaluating an instructional system involves making decisions about test
items, instruction, and students.

OBJECTIVE-RELATED MODULES

One reason that so much of the literature on evaluating particular instructional systems lacks generalizabifity
to other instructional systems is that the unit of analysis for the purpose of collecting data and making decisions is
apt to vary considerably frorii system to system; and. often enough, the unit of analysis varies even within the
S41 Ile System.

In some systems the unit of analysis is merely the amount of instruction that occurs in some specified time
period; in other systems the unit of analysis corresponds with the instruction for some group of objectives which
are taught together in some sequence for pedagogical reasons. In both of these cases, the unit of analysis corresponds
with obvious physical characteristics of the system, and, therefore, the unit of analysis typically involves a number
of different instructional objectives. However, the kinds of decisions that must be made in evaluating and revising
an instructional system necessitate a consideration of all of the data and instruction relating to each separate
objective, no matter when the data are collected or where the instruction occurs within the system.

In short, the basic unit of analysis in an instructional system should be the objective. In order to emphasize
this fact and facilitate the collection and analysis of data for decision-making, it is theoretically and practically
useful to view an instructional system as consisting of a discrete number of objective-Waled modules. As employed
here, the phrase "objective-related module" refers to all of those factors in an instructional system that are directly
related to a particular instructional objective. Note especially that the term "module" is not used here as a
descriptive characteristic of the physical layout' of an instructional system. The central aspects of an objective-
related module are the objective itself and the instruction intended to teach the objective. In addition, an objective-
related module contains all of the data directly relevant to the particular objective,

At first this conception of an instructional system in terms of objective-related modulesmay appear too
theoretical or too trivial. Yet, for purposes of evaluation, the concept of an objectiverelated modular has several
advantages over many other ways to outline or describe an instructional system. First, and most importantly,
this concept directly implies that the objective is the basic unit of analysis in an instructional system. Second, the
objective- related module concept emphasizes the relationship between the objective, instruction, and data. Third,
any instructional system can be described in terms of objective-related modules, regardless of how the instruction
is sequenced or package. Fourth, the objective-related module concept greatly facilitates an understanding of
many of the issues and problems surrounding the collection and use of data in instructional systems.

A TAXONOMY Of TEST DATA AND TIME DATA

FOR EVALUATING ACHIEVEMENT IN AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM

Any discussion of data immediately raises two questions: for what purpose should such data be collected
and what kind of data should be collected? Here we restrict the scope of these two questions to the domain of
evaluating cognitive achievement in an instructional system.

Purposes of Date Collection

In general, of course, one can say that data is collected in the environment of an instructional system for the
purpose of evaluation, where, according to Stufflebeam (19711 "evaluation is the process of delineating, obtain-
ing, and providing useful information for judging decision alternatives (p. 267)".
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More specifically, one could say that data should be collected for the purpose of diagnostic, formatiVe, and
summative evaluation (Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus, 1971). If one considers evaluation as a decision-making
process, then the diagnostic-formative-summative trichotomy refers primarily to decision-making functions of
evaluation. However, we prefer to emphasize that the purpose of collecting date in the environment of an
instructional system is to make decisions with regard to specific aspects of the instructional system, namely:
(ir) instruction, (b) students, and (c) test items. That is, we prefer to emphasize thelabject of the decision-
making process seems to identify more clearly the specific nature of the decisions that typically need to be made
in an ongoing instructional system.

pecisions about insvirction are usually of primary importance; i.e.. one wants to assess the effects of
instruction especially for the purpose of identifying instruction that requires revision. Such decisions are often
viewed as part of the process of formative evaluation. In order to make decisions concerning whether or not
instruction should be revised,, we will argue here that data should be obtained which can be used to determine
instructional effectioeness efficiency, and retention.

Decisions about students typically include decisions concerning student placement and certification. Such
decisions are often viewed as part of the proceiies of diagnostic and summative evaluation, respectively.

Decisions concerning test items also need to be made in instructional systems. Specifically, one needs to
determine the reliability and validity of tests used as part of the instructional system.

Types of Data

In order to make the kinds of'decisions indicated above, two general types of data are useful: achievement
test data and time data: instructional time and retention time. Also, we wilt consider two general types of
achievement tev4i: criterion-referenced tests and norm-referenced tests. As Glaser (1983) notes:

The scores obtained from an achievement test provide primarily two kinds of information.
One is the degree to which the student has attained criterion performance, for example,
whether he can satisfactorily prepare and experimental report, or solve certain kinds of work
problems in arithmetic. The second kind of information that an achievement test score
provides is the relative ordering of individuals with respect to their test performance, for
example, whether student A can solve his problems more quickly than student B. The
principal difference between these two kinds of information lies in the standard used as
a reference. What can be called criterion-referenced measures depend upon absolute
standard (p. 2).

In other words, the results of an achievement test can be used to rank students along a relative continuum
of capability with respe,:t to a specified group of persons (norm-referencing) or along an absolute continuum of
proficiency with respect to a specified behavioral criterion (criterion-referencing). As Nitko (1971) indicates,
one can make a distinction between a criterion-reference test as defined by Glaser and Klaus (1962), Glaser
(1863), and Glaser and Nitko (1971) and a mastery test as defined by Bloom (1968). Here we will not make any
distinction between these two tests since, in the model we will discuss, any such distinction seems to have little
practical sienificance.

In particular, we will argue here that one can identify eight different types of data for an objective-related
module that provide meaningful sources of information for decision-making. These types of data, listed in the
order in which they would usually he obtained, are as follows:

(a) Prerequisite test data, which indicates whether or not a student has the background characteristics
(dttatrtrrient of prewous ohjnctives, aptitude, etc.) though to be necessary in order to achieve the
objective for the module;
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(b) Pretest data; which measures a student's per lormance on the objective prior to instruction;

(c) Instructional time, which is the length of time a student spends undergoing instruction for the
objective;

Id) Criterion-referenced posttest data, which measures a student's performance on the objective
siumediately after instruction;

(el Norm-referenced posttest data, which is collected immediately following instruction and measures
student performance relative to the performance of other similar students;

If) Retention time, which is the length of time intervening between the posttest.(usually criterion-
referenced) and a subsequent retention test (usually criterion-referenced);

(g) Criterion-referenced retention test data, which is collected some time after instruction and measures
student performance on the objective for the module; and

(h) Norm-referenced retention test data, which is collected some time after instruction and measures
student performance relative to the performance of other similar students.

It is often assumed that only criterion-referenced or mastery test data provide meaningful information for
evaluation decisions with regard to instructional systems. We agree that criterion-referenced data is more important
than norm-referenced data in the cintext of an instructional system; however, we argue below that norm- referenced
data sometimes provide useful additional information for decision-making.

A Table for Relating Data Type and Use

These data for an objective-related module are displayed in Table 1 which, in addition, indicates those types
of data that are of primary importance for making particular kinds of decisions with regard to instruction, students,
and test items. In essence, Table 1 provides a kind of taxonomy of achievementand time data that are useful in
evaluating instructional systems.

TABLE 'I

Taxonomy of Achievement Data and Time Data for Decision-Making in an lnstnictional System

DATA FROM AN OBJECTIVE- RELATED MODULE1
OATA USED TO PRE- C.R.2 N.R.3 C.R.4 N.R.8

MAKE DECISIONS REQ. PRE- INST. POST- POST.. RET, RET. RET.WITH REGARD TO TEST TEST TIME TEST TEST TIME TEST TEST
instruction:

Short-term effectiveness
Long-term effectiveness
E ff iciency

Retention

Students:
Placement
Certification

Mastery
Grading

Tests:

Valldity
Rabat Iity a

I The data are lilted from left to right in the chronological order that they would usually he collected, Asterisks indicate the
principal kinds of data appropriate for particular decisions.

?Cr:101'400 reform-fuel pristteit

3 NI Orin retort/rued pusttes.t.

4Criterion referenced retention test

5Norrn referenced retention test. 140



It is, of course, quite possible that a particular objective related module may not contain ell of the data
indicated w labia 1. It is also quote likely that, in particular objective-related module, a test may, in fact. core ist
of only one item. These and other possibilities and their implications will be treated later. For the present time,
let us assume that tor a particular ohiect ve-related module, all the indicated climate collected and each of' ttle
tests contain a number of equivalent items for measuringthe same objective. fro' the following sections of this
paper we wilt consider in more detail, the nature of these data, why they should be collected, and hove they inieho
be used. First we consider, in some detail, the use of data for evaluating instruction and subsequeray we provide
a less extensive consideration cf the use of data for evaluating students and test items.

EVALUATING INSTRUSTION

As Crunback (19631 indicated, when evaluation is performed in order to effect the improvement of an
instructional system, the chief elm is to ascertain changes the system produces in stud:ads in order to identify
elements of the Instructional system that require revision.

One of the most theoretically appealing procedures for identifying instruction that requires revision
involves determining departures of attained results for the idea. That is, the process of es/Ousting instruction may
be viewed as the process of comparing the actual effects of instruction with the effects that would be produced
in an ideal instructional system as one which would result in students achieving a maximum level of performance
on all objectiies in the shortest possible time and moreover, students should maintain this level of performance
for at long as necessary.

A Rationale for Decision-Making

In a sense, the characteristics of an ideal instructional system provided an upper bound for the observed
measures of effectiveness, efficiency, and retention. In a similar fashion, one can identify the characteristics ul
a minimally acceptable Mstructional system and, thus, provide a kind of lower bond or base line for these
measures. If the observed measures fail within these two boundaries, then the evaluator will not usually suggest
the need for revision; if not, revision is required.

The above rationale is quits simple to state, however, there are two major problems in implementing the
procedure. First, one must specify the cut-offs that define the lower bound or base line or the minimally
acceptable instructional system. Second, if revision is indicated, then one must determine what needs to be
revised and how such revision should be accomplished. These two problems have been addressed to some extent
by Emrick (1971) and Brennan and Stolurow (1971), respectively. However, the solution to both problems.
given the current state-of-the-art, must rely primarily upon the combined subjective judgment of the evaluator
and the subject matter expert.

Decisions concerning cut-off are especially complicated. To the extent that an instructional system is not
ideal, there then exists the possibility for improvement and perhaps, the necessity for revision. Whether or not
revision is actually appropriate depends upon the cut-off values for instructional effectiveness, efficiency, and
retention. The cut-off values, in turn, depend upon the evaluator's and subject matter specialists's combined judg-
ment with regard to cost factors, revision time considerations, and a number of other more subjective utilities. In
addition, these factors often imply the need for different cut-off values for different objective-related modules.

Yet even with these problems, the above rationale does provide a very useful framework for identifying
those aspects of an instructional system that require revision. In addition, once cut-offs are specified, the
revision required/no revision required decision is essentially straightforward.

Finally, even in the problems discussed above have one redeeming feature they emphasize the necessity

for a close working relationship between the evaluator and the subject matter expert.
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Instructional Effectiveness 44.1 4.11.

Table 1 indicates that instructional effectiveness implies:a t meat ison of proficiency measured at two
points in time prior to instruction an at some time following instruction. One can identify either short-term or
king-term effectiveness depending upon whether one obtains data from a posttest administered immediately after
iiistruetion or from a retention test administered at some future time.

The necessity for determining short-term instructional effectiveness Is readily recognized; however, the need
to de terneitre long-term instructional effectiveness is easily overlooked. Consider the situation in which a student
fails to achieve an objective as a result of experiencing instruction for that specific objective the student can
however, eventually achieve the objective as a result of subsequent instruction. In this case, the learning that
occurred will be reflected in long-term instructional effectiveness but not in ehnrt-term instructional effectiveness.

It is important to note that effectiveness cannot be determined from a measurement taken at one point in
time unless one can validly assume the complete absence of proficiency prior to instruction. This assumption
should nct be taken lightly. it is often (perhaps usually) the case that at least some students, prior to instruction,
have a level of profieieney greater than zero. If this fact is overlooked, estimates of instructional effectiveness will
be inflated.

It is also important to note that any comparison of pretest and posttest, or pretest and retention test,
performance is meaningless unless the two tests measure the same objective at the same level of difficulty. One
coiienon violation of this rule occurs when the pretest is an easier test than the posttest or retention test. This is
a circuaistanc-, that wig' result in a deflated estimate of instructional effectiveness.

Instruction Efficiency and Retention

lustructional efficiency and 'mention involve a consideration of both test data and time data. As indicated
in the definition of an ideal instructional system, data with regard to instructional time and retention time are
very important in assessing the extent to which a given instructional system deviates from the ideal.

Table I emphasized that instructional efficiency involves a joint consideration of short-term instructional
effectiveness and instructional t'Ir:c. Instructional time fee a give n objective may be constant for all student, if
instruction is groan- paced; or. imtructionat time r.,ay vary for each student, if instructional effectiveness and
instructional efficiency are functionally related, differing only by a constant time factor for all students. In the
lattei we e. instruLtionai effectiveness and efficiency may provide very different information. For example,
instruction may be relatively effective for an entire group of students, but some of the students may spend so
much time in instruction that instruaponal efficiency for them is exceedingly low. One might even theoretically
argue that a high level of instructional effectiveness can be guaranteed if efficiency is of no importance (see
Carull, 1963). it should be noted, however, that neglecting to consider efficiency makes little sense unless one
nixes a very low premium on student time. For most instructional systems, student time is a very valuable
commodity that one cannot afford to squander; hence, instructional efficiency assumes considerable importance,
esperia-iy in self paced or individualized instructional system.

Efficiency as described above, is, more rxecisely, short-term instruetional efficiency: One might argue for
consideration of the analogous concept, long-term instructional efficiency, however, to do so would involve
contusing instructional time with retention time.

in this context, retention time may be defined as the rime intervening between a criterion-referenced
posttest and a subsequent criterithieferenceci retention test. Also, recall that in our terminology, these two tests
are tests of a single objective since they are part of an objectivrelated module. Thus, as indicated in Table 1,
retention indicates the extent to which proficiency (on an objective tested immediately following instruction) is
naAt,,tairwtf fry p'pticuiar period of time, In short, retention takes into account three factors: posttest per-
formance, retention test performance, and retention time.
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Note that, when viewed in the context of an objectiverelated module, it is dear that retention time 'may
vary for each objective; and, moreover, in a self-paced or individualized instructional syStem retention time for
each objective may vary for each student. These variations in retention time are often overlooked when a single
retention test is used as a measure of performance for several objectives, each of which was taught at a different
Point in time. This is one practical reason for collecting and analyzing data in the context of objective-related
modules.

Tice Measurement of Change or Gain

Thus far, we have been careful to refer to instruction effectiveness, efficiency, and retention only in terms
of the data and concepts that provide a basis for defining these terms. From these consideration, it seems clear
that any actual measure of effectiveness will be in essence, a measure of change air gain and any actual measure of
efficiency or retention will incorporate a measure of change or gain along with a consideration of instructional
time or retention time, respectively.

Many measures of change or gain have been reported in the literature. (See, for example, Harris, 1963;
DuBois, 1962: and Tucker, Damarin, and Messick, 1966.) Recently, Cronbach and Furby (1970) have argued
that "investigators who ask questions regarding gain scores would ordinarily be better advised to ask their questions
in other ways (p.80)." Unfortunately, this statement has been indiscriminately interpreted by many as a blanket
indictment of the measurement of change en educational and psyclealtigical research; yet, Cronbach (1963), him.
self, pointed out ten years ago that "when evaluation is carried out in the service of course improvement, the
chief aim is to ascertain what effects the course has -- that is what changes it produces in pupils (italics ours.

A. 675)."

The two statements by Cronbach in the previous paragraph are not necessarily contradictory. Most mea-
sures of change reported in the literature have arisen out of a correlational model that assumes an interval scale
of measurement; yet, in practice, traditional psychometric measures fail to produce an interval scale. This is a
principal reason why Cronbach and Furby (1970) argue that the usual measures of change are often suspect.
However, this objection ceases to exist when one has an absolute measurement scale that measures interval
scale units of some entity (Carver, 1971). Now, one can strongly argue that the criterion-referenced tests used to
evaluate instruction, as described above. should, in fact result in absolute measurement soles, since each test
consists of equivalent items for measuring performance on a single objective. Thus, in order to assess instructional
effectiveness, efficiency and retention, one changediscussed in the literature. In our opinion however, many of
these measures of change have limited utility for evaluating instruction in the sense that they usually fait to
Provide the evaluator and subject matter specialist with the kind of easily interpretable information that
facilitates the identification of instruction that requires revision.

Also, in some cases, measures of change reported in the literature are closely related to hypothesis testing
in the context of classical inferential statistics. As Lumsdaine (1965) points out;

A weakness of the statistical habits associated with before-after and gain experiments is
that the statistical tests employed are addressed to hypothesis testing rather than to
estimation... It is true that in determining the effects (of and instructional system) one
wants to rule out the null hypothesis that observed gains can be dismissed as a chance results
results; i.e., one wants to show that effects produced were statistically reliable. How-
ever, what is obviously of more interest is a good estimate of the size of the gain... (p. 299).

Merely showing reliable evidence for some gain is of little practical importance in evaluating instruction, because
the existence of some unspecified amount of gain does not provide a meaningful basis for deciding whether or
not revision is required.
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Descriptive Statistics and Visual Displays of Data BEST COPY AVAILABLE.

Another limitation of many classical statistical techniques iP evaluating instruction is the frequent assump-
tion that students he randomly sampled from some specified population. Often enough, students in an instruc-
tional system do not constitute a random sample; at best they constitute a representative sample of the kinds of
students for whom the instructional system is judged tee be appropriate.

In short, in theory and in practice, many classic/ I inferential statistical techniques fail to provide the
kind of interpretable information an evaluator ne-eds in order to identify aspects of an instructional system that
require revision. Thus evaluators often rely heavily upon descriptive statistics such as difficulty levels, error
rstes, percentage of maximum possible gain (McGuigan and Peters; 1965; Brennan, 1970), etc .3 Such statistics
provide a method for eggregating raw data into measures that have relatively straightforward interpretations. As
such, descriptive statistics, when used prudently, provide very useful information to the evaluator and thesubject
matter specialist. Frequently, the use of descriptive statistics is criticized because they fail to provide an objective-
ly defined bases for inference to a specified population; however, as statisticians continually emphasize, it is at
best, misleading and sometimes meaningless to employ inferential statistics when the underlying assumptions are
not fulfilled or svhen the resulting information is not interpretable in the decision-makingprocess.

Thus, in our opinion, the utility of descriptive statistics, viOien interpreted prudently, cannot be denied.
However, it is often difficult to interpret simultaneously several different, numerically reported descriptive
statistics for a particular objective- related module. One useful way to approach this problem is to employ
graphical and tabular presentations of data such as those indicated in Figures laid and Table 2, respectively.

Figures la -id are examples of graphical technique that can be used for either of two purposes (a) to present
descriptive statistics for one student when pretest, posttest, and retention test consist of a number of items, or
lb) to present the average descriptive statistics for a number of students even when any or all tests consist of only
one item. In the former case, the vertical axis represents performance in terms of percent of items correct;in the
latter case, the vertical axis represents the average performance for students. The horizontal axis represents the
observed instructional time and retention time. The solid line, depicting bast ine data, provides a kind of opera-
tional definition of the effectiveness aspects of a minimally acceptable instructional system. That is, the base line
pretest score represents the chance level of performance if students resound blindly; and the base line posttest and
retentton test scores represent cut-offs assigned by the tvesitiatflt.

In Figure la both short-term and long-term effectiveness are ideal, In general, no revision is required on the
basis of these two measures so long as all points on the observed data line fall above the base data line. However,
even in the case represented by Figure la, revision might be required on the basis of efficiency if the two-hour
instructional time were judged to be inordinately long. Furthermore, one cannot claim that retention is ideal
unless the indicated eight-week retention time period is appropriate.

In Figures lb-d revision is required on the basis of short-term effectiveness and/or long-term effectiveness.
Figure lb indicates a case in which instruction has no observable cognitive effect. In Figure lc, revision is required
on the basis of long-term effectiveness. Figure id indicated that instruction for the objective results in a reversal of
learning which is corrected by subsequent instruction that is not directly related to the objective.

Another descriptive technique for viciialiy displaying effectiveness data is given in Table 2. Once an evaluator
specifies pass/fail cut-offs4 for the pretest, posttest, and retention test, then each student falls into one and only
one of eight mutually exclusive categories. As indicated in Table 2, for students in Category I (fail pretest, pass
posttest, pass setentiontest) instruction has both long and short-term effectiveness; thus, Category I represents the

3See Brennen (1969) for a Tett/tOW of the literature relating to descriptive statistics that have been proposed tot use in
instructional systems.

41 t int; lest Lnntists of a single item, than Pass/tail is simply translated as correct/vv.-one.
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BEST cur? ir:..-.;,,LLE

ideal. Each of the Litho catenaries indicate varying degrees of lack of short-term and/or long -term, effectiveness.
Category Ill (pass pretest, pass posttest, pass retention test) is especially interesting in that it provides an example
of the difference between evaluating instruction and evaluating students. Students who fall in Category III would
totally beavaluated positively for the purposes of placement and cf. -tifieation. However, for students who fall in
Category HI, instruction has not been effective; these students had attained the objective prior to instruction.

TABLE 2

A Tabular Display of Criterion-Referenced Data

for Assessing the Effectiveness of an Instructional System

EFFECTIVE

FAIL PRETEST FAIL PRETEST PASS PRETEST PASS PRETEST
PASS POSTTEST FAIL POSTTEST PASS POSTTEST FAIL POSTTEST

SHORT-TERM EFFECTIVENESS

NOT EFFECTIVE
REVERSAL IN

EFFECTIVENESS

Pass

retention

test

Category I Category II Category HI Category IV

Fail

retention

test

Category V Category VI Category VII Category VIII

'unto E nines in toe cells of this tstge refer to the number of students in each category. Categories are mutually
and exhaustive; ,.e.. each student fells into one and only one category.

Comments on Data for Evaluating Instruction

The curtailment of data. In table 1 we considered eight different kinds of data that serve various functions
in the evaluation of an instructional system. In a particular instructional system it may not be feasible to collect
all of these data for all objective-related modules. In such cases, the evaluator will not be able to assess at least
one of the four measures discussed above. This problem is perhaps inevitable, but it need not be too serious
provided that: (a) the evaluator plans the data collection activities beforehandso that the maximum amount of
data is collected for the most critical objective-related modules, and (b) the instructional system undergoes a
continual !...cess of replication, evaluation, and revision. This is one reason for our insistence that an instructional
system be replicable. Even when the amount of data collected is somewhat curtailed, the continual process of
replication, evaluation, and revision should result in a constantly improving instructional system,

Prerequisitc test data. As noted in Table 1, prerequisite test data does not provide direct evidence of the
effects of instruction; however, once instruction is identified as requiring revision, student performance on pre-
requisite tests can provide valuable information in pinpointing the nature of specific difficulties. For this reason,
the nature of prerequisite tests and their relation to specific objectives should be given careful consideration.
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Testing additional objectives. Cronbach (1963) claims that evaluation whose purpose is to effect the improve-
ment of an instructional system should ideally include: "measures of all the types of proficiency that might
reasonably he desired in the area in question, not just the selected outcomes to which the curriculum directs sub-
stantial attention (p. 679)."

Essentially this is an argument for the inclusion of tests measuring objectives that have varying degrees of
relationship to the actual objectives of the instructional system. Cronback argues that such tests are necessary to
assess th extent to which a particular instructional system is appropriate for users who have somewhat different
educational goals. We agree, but it should be understood that student performance on such additional objectives
provides evidence primarily for assessing the external validity of the instructional system, not its internal validity.
Thus, student performance on such additional objectives does not provide very useful evidence for revising the
existing aspectsof an instructional system, although trim evidence may provide a basis for adding objectives to
tsr.dlor deleting objectives from the system

Us.' of norm-referenced measures. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to find or construct a criterion-referenced
test to measure all the types of proficiency that might reasonably be desired, as Cronback (1963) suggests. However,
iris often relatively easy to obtain or construct a norm-referenced test that can serve as a reasonably good measure
of student performance on objectives similar to that in the instructional system, provided that one analyzes the
data very carefully. In particular, the content standard test score techniques suggested by Ebel (1962) may be used
with norm-referenced measures and may provides useful additional information regarding the instructional system.
Such data, for example. may provide some basis for considering the appropriateness of the objectives in'the
instructional system. After all, there is no a priori reason for assuming that the objectives in a particular instructional
system are the best objectives that could be chosen. In fact, as Ebel (1970) suggests, there is a danger that such
objectives and their associated criterion-referenced test items, may be idiosyncratic. Criterion-referenced measure-
ment must certainly carry the principal burden of evaluating instruction; however, to dismiss categorically the use

of norm-referenced measures sees to Pe imprudent.

EVALUATING STUDENTS

As indicated previously, the student is an important component of any instructional sy tem, and, therefore,
decisions about students are intimately connected with the evaluation of the system. In fact, Lich of the literature

that purports to treat the evaluation of instruction, and VI: use of criterion-referenced tests instruction, con-
centrates primarily upon the evaluation of students. Here, we prefer to make a clear distin on between the evalua-

tion of instruction and the evaluation of students. We note that decisions concerning iostr lion are based upon an

assessment changes, over time, in student performance effected In, the instructional iestern. On the other hand,
decisions concir.-r;ng students typically involve questions of student proficiency at a given point in time, as
opposed to a comparison of proficiency at two points in time. In particular, two principal kinds of decisions
usually must be made when evaluating students: placement and certification.

Decisions Concerning Placement

As indicated in Table 1, any one or any subset of the criterion-referenced tests in an objective-related
module might be used as a basis for different kinds of placement decisions. For example, the prerequisite test and
pretest are typically used as a basis for placement decisions with regard to the instruction in an objective-related
module. However, these two tests usually play d;flelent roles in the placement process. The prerequicite test is
used to decide whether or not a student has the knowledge and other background characteristics thought to be
neeessary for attainment of the instructional obiectiee: that is, me prerequisite test is used to identify students
who will be allowed to experience instruction. On the other hand, the pretest, when employed for placement
decisions, is used to identify students who will be allowed to skip instruction; that is, if a student achieves a
sufficiently high level of performance on the pretest, the student is certified as having achieved the instructional
objective and the student proceeds with instruction for some other objective.
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Also, the criterion-teferenced posttest and, less frequently, the criterion-referenced retention test may be
used for placement decisions. The posttest often provides a bash for placing a student in remedial instruction for
the objective in a particular objective-related module, or advancing the student to instruction for some other
objective, On occasion the retention test may serve the same placerre.int function as the posttest, but more
freuirre'aly the retention test, whet used for placement decisions provides a basis for placing students in other
instructional systems.

Decisions Concerning Certification

From a ptactical point of view, decisions on certification of student performance are often of two kinds:
mastery or the certification of minimally acceptable student performance and for want of a better term, grading.

Mastery. As noted above, the pretest may serve as a basis for certifying mastery or more precisely, determin-
ing minimal acceptable student performance. Similarly, the criterion-referenced posttest or retention test may
serve the same function_ Any of tests, therefore, may serve as the basis for mastery of a particular objective.
Clearly, of course, the critical issue is: What constitutes minimally acceptable student performance for the test(s)
employed? In order to answer this question, the evaluator must decide, first of all, which test or tests will be..
used as the instruments) for certifying mastery. (Sometimes the posttest (or pretest) alone may be used; perhaps
more frequently, the retention test alone, or the retention test and the posttest (or pretest), will be used Once
this decision is made, the evaluator must specify a cutting score (or scores) for the mastery decision. It should
be noted that, for the mast part, the specification of cutting scores for certifying students can be made only on
the basis of judgement on the part of the evaluator and the subject matter specialist. However, once such cutting
scores are specified, decision-theoretic techniques are available for determining whether a student's true score is
above or below the cutting score (see Hambleton and Novick, 1972).

Grading It is not our purpose here to either condone or condemn the use of grades and grading procedures.
We merely observe that grades are often demanded by particular institutions, by parents, and by students. To the
extent that grades must be reported, we argue that the procedure for arriving at such grades should be reasonable
and fair. Furthermore, we argue that the criteria for assigning grades should be consonant with the use to which
grades will be put.

Few will argue that one way grades are used is to provide a rough estimate of whether or not a student has
attained some particular level of knowledge or proficiency. An instructional system, with its use of criterion-
referenced tests, provides an excellent means for assessing such performance. It is also true, we believe, that

grades are often used as a basis for rank ordering students along a relative continuum of proficiency; that is,
grades are often used to reflect an individual's performance with respect to the pier forrnance of other individuals
in some specified group. Essentially, this use of grades implies a need for norm-referenced measurement. Now,
as Nitko (1970) and others have pointed out, criterion-referenced tests may be used to provide norm-referenced
kinds of information. However, criterion-referenced tests usually result in negatively skewed distributions of
student scores that have little variability, and such distributions are not maximally useful for rank ordering
students. Therefore, a test or tests specifically constructed to provide discriminations among student, i.e., a
norm-referenced tests, may often be desirable.

Thus, to the extent that grades are used to indicate two different kinds of student performance, it seems
reasonable to argue that both criterion-referenced tests and norm-referenced tests are appropriate for determining
grades. Ideally, for grading purposes, criterion-referenced information and norm-referenced information should be
reported separately. However, if one grade must be reported, we believe that criterion-referenced information
should be the more important determiner of such a grade.

A By-product of Evaluating Students

Ae SOrfq15011 (1971) notes, practically any instructional system will work for some students and not for
otheis. III order to take this fact into account, one of the developmental tasks in defining an instructional system
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involves the specificat.t of studerits for whom the instruction is intended. Even so, when one evaluates student
performance, it is often possible to identify the characteristics of students for whom the instructional system is
not working. This inhumation may provide a basis for revising the system or, in some cases, this information may
be used as 3 bast% tt)1 Te!SpeCtisit. A III.. tvifeS lit SiiisielltS for whom the instruction is appropriate.

EVALUATING TESTS

Recall that in the context of an ofijective relaterf module, a test is an instrument for measuring performance
on a single objective. Such a test ideally consists of many items but could consist of only one item. Therefore, on
occasion, the issue of even:dung a test may resolve into the issue of evaluating a test item. In either case however,
the evaluati:ei of a test (o1 a test item) involves making decisions concerning validity and reliability.

It is not out purpose here to thoroughly review the literature on measuring reliability and validity. For
eormeterencerl tests, procedures fur measuring validity and reliability are wellAnown (see, for example, lord
and Novick, 1908). Fre criterion refereneVti tests, the measurement re: validity is relatively straightforward;
however, at this time, few, if 311y, Plocedures have the status of generally accerfed solutions to problems
surrounding the measurement of reliability. (See, for example, Popham and Husek,; 969; Edmonston and
Randall, 1972! and dna Novick, 1972.) Thus, rather than review the literature, we consider below
certain important issues concernitig reliability and validity, especially as these topics relate to the use of criterion-
referenced tests in instructional systems.

Validity

In most CAM, there is rio EUgiSuratile external criterion for a criterion-referenced test. Usually, the only
criterion under consideration is an interval criterion, namely, the instructional objective that serves as a basis for
test construction. Consequently, for a criterion-referenced test in an instructional system, the issue of validity is
generally an issue of content validity. The extent to which a test has content validity is usually a matter of
judgement on the part of the subject matter specialist. However in some cases, the relationship between the
objective and the items in a criterion-referenced test is so close that judgements concerning the content validity
of the test are hardly necessary provided one accepts the validity of the objectives. For example, procedures
developed by Bormuth (1970) and Hively, Patterson, and Page (1968) produce criterionreferenced test items
that are virtually isomorphic with the objective.

This preeminent concern with content validity is the reason why Table 1 indicates that achievement data do
not provide the principal kind of information for judging the validity of a criterion-referenced test. It should be
noted, however, that seem data are sometimes used to calculate particular kinds of discrimination indices for
criterion-referenced tests (see, for example, Cox and Vargas, 1966). Such indices purport to provide an additional
kind of information concerning criterion-referenced test validity, however, the interpretability of such indices is a
topic of some concern (Popham and Husek, 1969; Brennan, 1912b).

Reliability

The determination of reliability for a criterion-referenced test in an instructional system is complicated by
several factors. First, It is generally recoryir red that classical procedures for estimating reliability are seldom
appropriate for criterion-referenced tysts. Second, we usually need to establish both the stability of each test and
the equivalence of the several tests measuring the same objective. Third, many of these tests are used for two
purposes: to measure student per formaiwo at cini: point in time and to measure changes in student performance
over time. This dual function of lowly t7riterionreferenced tests necessitates the determination of two different
estimates of reliability.

The absence of established procedures for estimating the tenability of criterion-referenced tests obviously
complicates the task of ev,iluaring not only the 'h.:4 but also instruction and students. In essence, the evaluator
has three choices: (a) use clatif,ical procedures for estimating reliability, (b) use one or more of the newly developed
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techniques, or (c) use sonic combination of classical procedures and newly developed techniques. Probably, the
last alternative is the most prudent, but in any case, the evaluator must exercise considerable caution in interpret-

results.

ideally, the reliability of tests should be determined before such tests are used in an instructional system.
Affer all, it.is difficult to justify decisions made concerning instruction and students unless one can argue that the
ire(truments used for decision-making are reliable. However, especially for criterion-referenced tests, from a
practical point of view it is often impossible to estimate reliability without using data collected in the environment
of the instructional system. This is one principal reason why it is desirable to field-test an instructional system
mica to its full implementation (see Lumsdaine, 1965).

CONCLUSION

We subscribe to the view that evaluation is a fundamental part of curriculum development, not merely art
appendage added an after the fact. Thus, decisions concerning the collection and use of data should be made
before an instructional system is put into operation. We have treated here a model for considering such decisions
as they relate to achievement data and time data. This model is generalizable to many modes of instruction
characterized as instructional systems and involving clearly stated objectives. Furthermore, many adaptations of
this model are Possible. For example, in order to avoid complication, we have tacitly assumed throughout, that
cutting scores for decisions concerning instructional effectiveness, instructional efficiency, mastery, etc., are the
same for all students. Yet, the ideas presented here, can be generalized to instructional systems having different
cutting scores for different students.

Almost invariably the task of evaluating an instructional system is a very large data collection and analysis
activity ideally consisting of repeated measurement of objectives at several points in time. This task can be greatly
facilitated by the use of computers. In particular, it, has been eisroonstrated that time-shared computers provide a
basis for efficient administration of achievement tests and collection °Ur:late from such tests. Brennan (1972a)
provides a review of the literature in this area.

Most of the literature currently available concerning the evaiiiation of instructional systems treats the analy-
sis of data primarily from the point of view of classical descriptive and inferential statistics. It is our belief that,
in the future, Bayesian statistics and decision theoretic techniques such as those discurser.1 by Hambleton and
Novick (1972) and Cronbach and Gleser (1965) will play an increasingly important role in the evaluation of
instructional systems. These statistical procedures are particularly appealing because they provide the potential
for directly incorporating many kinds of prior information and subjective judgement in the decision-making
Pr oces.s
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It seems to me that PLATO dnd TICCIT have to be accountable to some audiences whom I consider to be
very important. The primary audience is perhaps students. Each of the presenters this morning used the word
students several times, but neither one of them made an important part of their presentation. A critical part is thequestion of direct impact on students. Another issue is instructors rnd users. Vic confessed earlier in his pnesenta
bon that his slides had been elevated for a different talk and that in recent months he has become much more
sensitive to the question of faculty acceptance and the like. I Noutd like to suggest that that audience deserves
much mine attention than it got this morning. A third audience is administrators, the guys that have to make the
decisions about whether or not these systems can really live in a school environment. We have a had habit in
research, and I am not accusing either one of these projects of setting up rather sterile environments for develop-
mental programs, of collecting under rather constrained conditions data that the psychologists and evaluators tell
us we should collect; and we run it through a regression analysis and make a decision, and then the program sits.So it seems to ire% another group to whom the projects have to demonstrate a little :core accountability is the
atir. inistrator, A fourth group that is no less important is the professional community that is reflected by many ofthe people in the room here.

I guess the question that I would like to put to each of the projects with respect to me four audiences that
have just mentioned is. "Are PLATO and TICCIT in their development to be responsive as to what professionals
rnir4irler to be the implicit iieeds of each of those four audiences?" A lot of issues were suggested this morning.
There is, as I have said earlier, a kind of mainline structure approach of TICCIT versus the more adjunctive
supplemental approach proposed by the PLATO people. Underlying each of those approaches are lots of very
important questions about certified,-controlled authoring techniques versus a less controlled target of opportunity
approach that Jim was suggesting. I think that we have got to look very carefully at both and collect some data to
help us make decisions about them,. I am not sure we learned enough this morning to begin to even formulate some
judgments. It would be unfair to require each of the presenters to explain to this group all of the components of
his program, but, nevertheless, I want to caution people against drawing too many conclusions on the basis of
what we saw this morning. We saw some examples of course material. In at least one case, an elementary example
that Jim showed us, I think it is safe to say that the material was entertaining. t would say that neither in Vic's
math presentation nor in the physics material that Jim showed us, did we see enough to allow us to formulate a
judgment about whether that material was pedogogically sound. We did not see enough to let us judge whether or
not that material has the potential to live in an educational environment. I guess what I am getting to is that I think
these projects are certainly very complex.

I think that weiat we saw morning was just a couple of facets of what is really an enormous and, in many
ways, very groteseer t.:eberg. The tip of 4 iceberg is what these projects are all about, and that is they have I. w*
funded to deliver, namely, high quality instruction to community college sectors in the United States-in only some
areas of the United States. In a couple of key areas, in the case of the TICCIT project they are to deliver English
and math instruction. In the case of PLATO the areas are curnniunity college accounting, biology, chemistry,
English, and math, and also in the case of PLATO, an elementary program in reading and arithmetic. I would
suggest that this is a very important charge.

What I'd like to suggest is that each of the projects, in considering its responsibilities to the professionals and
to themselves, begin to share information and ideas with this community {the present audience) and with other
interested people. Especially important is the sharing of more details about the plans for implementing and inter-
grating these programs into schools. It seems to me, and I think that this mornine both Duncan and Joe raised
some questions about this, as did other pennl' here, there ere f..7.1'.ntions about their schedules, and the like. We
know from preliminary contacts that, in both projects, faculty acceptance is clearly going to be a piece of the
artion. There are problems of courseware development and coordination and intergration that are nontrivial. Vic
ment!Leee! that the B.Y.U. attempts to identify a structure for English programs hati met with some problems,
and I don't think that's particularly surprising. What I think would be particularly helpful would be if B.Y.U. and
similarly if Illinois would share with us some of the specific procedures that they have implemented to overcome
some of these problems. There is an enormous need for careful orientation and training programs for some of the
detailed procedures on site management, and on the physical intergration of these systems at the participating
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sites. I think we would all do well to consider some of the strategies for explicating and accommodating the
capabilities that exist in the participating schools. Instructors and students can be a very rich resource in program
development. They can also be a very hostile and violent resource if not treated properly, I think both projects

. have to formulate plans fur themselves, and, as l aid, share with use some .1f. their ideas for doing that I know
from two years of experience with the devaluation of "Sesame Street" and a year with the "Electric Company"
that the tenor in schools today is not to stand back and politely applaud when: hardware is brought into a class-
room or a learning center, Instructors are demanding that more attention be given to their roles in these
developments. This is something that both projects recognize. I think that the,faculty can reasonably demand
help in iMplernenting these programs; so I am suggesting that we need new procedures to assist instructors in
interyrating and coordinating these techuologies into their classrooms. I think we need more information on the
kind of feedback that is going to be provided to instructors, Certainly, in the case of the PLATO program in which
supplemental, adjunctive kinds of uses are proposed, the burden is on the shoulders of the developers to provide the
"hooks" and the "links" tot the instructors and materials. We haven't teamed about that yet. I think sever1$ people,
including Bob, this morning mentioned the need for a formal public plan to performed formative evaluation. The
question of quality control came up; f don't agree with Jim that it is an issue which a laboratory can duck. I think
that the implementation of PLATO at the University of Illinois has been highly idiosyncratic and in many ways a
success. I don't think that model is going to hnh't in the community colleges or the elementary schools. In fact, as
Jim has indicated toyou, they have implemented a more formal procedure for elementary course development in
their own environment. In any event, I don't think it relieves the project of the responsibility to provide plans
and milestones for the review and validation of course material and information about how the quality of lessons
will be controlled. l think some empirical evidence is required; it ought to be demanded to support some of the
directions that are being implemented in each of the very different strategies we have heard about this morning.
The educational community can justifiably demand evidence of the efficacy or the appropriateness of some of the
courseware development approaches that were described this morning. Finally, I think that it is time lujetssure
each project to release operational schedules for the transition of all aspects of this program to the schools. It is now
almost October 1, and these projects are supposed to be deliverying instructions oy September of 1974, and lots of
things need to be done. To insure that the projects don't slide backwards into the schools and to insure that neither
one runs the risk of being judged a failure for the wrong reasons, I think it is important to move on to some of ttie
stages that I have just begun to suggest. f guess what I'd like to say just by way of conclusion is that I think that
both projects have gone a long way to date. I think there is a long way io go. I just want to remind everyone,
since it wasn't a big part of the presentations this morning, that TICCIT and PLATO have a very strong obligation,
I believe, to a community of users; and the two primary groups.in that community are students and instructors. 1
think that we would all do well to pursue some of the things that I have been suggesting.

O. Ernie, could you say a couple of things about your own plans for the evaluation study? In other words, how
it Jives up with what is projected ahead? What are your plans. and what-steps lie ahead?

A. Yes, I can say some words. The evaluation plan that I recently proposed to the National Science Foundation
did not in any significant way get et, or proposed to get at, any of the Issues that I brought up this morning. We
didn't know what we were getting into originally. We didn't know what PLATO and TICCIT were like. Doing this
evaluation is a lot like poking a marshmallow. You know, you poke it and it is warm and it seems to conform to
the poke and you take your finger away and it just pops back to where it was before. If you poke too hard, you do
irreparable damage. Then people say you are the evaluator. You are not supposed to structure the project. You are
imposing yourself too much. You are being too heavy-handed, In any event, we are willing to strike a balance, and
what we learn through our regular contacts with the participating schools is that there are whole classes of social-
institutional variables that are really critical to whether or not TICCIT or PLATO are every going to become market
able commodities in the orfi..f.7:.4tionai field. To be sure, there are issues of achievement, master certification and
placement that are important. This requires some kind of formal data collection instrumentation, a lot like the
things that ETS has used in the past; also lots of new instrumentationtopical tests and criterian-reference tests
mentioned earlier, and the like. But, we are finding, to usethe analogy I used before, that is just the tip of the ice-
berg. What really seems to count in the schools are the issues that relate to the role of the instructor, the way in
which this specific technology is going ro augment, replace, supplement, or whatever, his rale. The evaluation design
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is becoming, we think, much more responsive, in the sense that we have impletnented techniques for regularly inter-
viewing participants and we have gat a series of qtrestiunnaires on instructor activities, and that kind of thing. But
what we need is to stay in regular cootaat with instructors who can identify as participants in this program and
with deem tment chairmen. Ti protect us against meeting an artificial socir of "have" and "have-nots," we rr
generahze this aspect of the evaluation so that we get to lots of peat* in participating schools who haven't 6e ir.ear. .
rucked or identified as participants. So the courseware development in both projects still has a long way to go' We
haven't gone very tar in terms of,developing any criterion-refeninced, or topical tests.

0. Are you looking at the process itself? The point came up earlier regarding the number of hours required to
develop one student hour of 'material. Jim mentioned 26 hours:4 believe, as a requirement for development. That is
oi,voitssly an average, at best. If one looks at the spectrum of authots end types of materials needed, the differences
i.t development time are some of the figureswe need. Are there some on-site data about the processes used and plans
to get data so that they are being collected now?

A. Yes, we are very interested irt process. slide III comment, I am not willing to tell you what I think the
authoring requirements on PLATO are. For anyone that is interested, if I can use your phone line, I have a program
written with the help of some ETS people and some help from the Laboratory at Illinois called "off data." We are
'1430'1,19 cloddy at the acliviti of 44 eutlicirs on this system. We are getting a very good handle on the amount of time
they spend at the terminal doing different kinds of activities like editing and running in student mode, and the like.
We have a lot of data being collected on a continuing basis. That is why I am not willing to give you an estimate. I
think the estimate Jim gave you is certainly true for certain kinds of authoring activities. f would suggest on the

. trasis of my ..ctivities that 28 hours of authoring per hour of terminal time is something that you cannot reasonably
expect from many tutor programmers. The people who have been around the lab for many years and have become
Tutor experts can, i am sure, get half an hour of material or forty-five minutes of material in twenty-six hours. I
think what we are finding, and this is in faCt documented in a PLATO evaluation report which is available from
Al Abner in the IHinois laboratory, is that it takes about three months of half-time programming fora new Tutor
programmer to write his first lesson. It takes three months of half-time programming for an author to write his first
lesson-probably a similar amount of time before he refines and augments and debugs, and whatever, in a lesson to
the point where he is ready to say this, "It is something I em willing to put up to be tried by a class of people." This
is certainly more extreme than Jim's 26 hotel;

Regarding funding, I guess PLATO isgetting a total of $10,000,002 froneNSF. A development like this, which
moves the industry ahead of the theory that is available, would cost hundreds of millions of dollars if not done at
a university. If you look at the figures for the development cost of the LP record or colored TV, they would bc,
much greater. Whatever we develop in technology is expensive.

Development projects place a tremendous presstre on the people involved. I know the TICCIT group is working
day and night, and they and the PLATO group are the best in the business.. There seems to be no way to hurry these
developments beyond a certain rate. i guess I would argue with Bob Davis that in developing scree systems, the
increases in pressure, after a certain point, does not make performance go up, The pressure that exists comes from
interaction with professional peers. So far the pressure, in the case of.PLATO, has produced what some people feel
is a technological success, and perhaps it is. Now, I think it is time,to demonstrate that the system elm also become
an educational and instructional success. There are several milestones ahead which these two projects have to reach
if they are to develop systems that work in the schools.
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COMMENTS ON THE PRESENTATION BY DUNCAN HANSEN

Robert J, $eidel
Human Resources Research Organization

Instructional Technology Group

. As I noted relevant to any computer usage in.instruction. the use of task analyses, statement of objectives
re achievement terms, criterion referenced testing, etc., all have led to improvements in coursesof instruction. In nue t

instances it is unclear that the computer has played a significant role. And indeed in Dr. Hansen's presentation he
cites this point.

2. This, in turn, highlights the problem of the situational* &pacific findings which therefore require the
replication and extension of results gotten in one environment in another instructional environment. The example I
used at the conference was that of Hurst's successful outcomes with audioftutorial as opposed to the failures indi-
cated by Dr. Braun and others. The point here is that unleiss'and until exotica instructional strategies are determined,

the definition of innovative techniques by potential users are often mistakenly restricted to the superficial Materials

or media as opposed to the pedagogy behind those technologies.

3. Extreme care must be taken therefore in documenting the ccalditions and the strategies for administer-
ing the innovations in each environment.

4, I found myself in general agreement with Dr. Hansen's assertion that CMI if equivalent to CAI tutorial
in effectiveness should be used because of its lower costs to develop and to implement as a system for instruction.

However, my caveat is that specific instance of obtaining such an equivalence may welt be the result of a lack of

development of a clever adaptive model of the tutor in the CAI format

5. In general, I agree with the stated need for adequate file structures and inquiry computing systems and

take no issue with the presentation of the software portion of the paper by Dr. Hansen.

The following points illustrate with concrete examples some of the limitations of Dr. Hansen's weeping
general assertions. I refer specifically to three Florida State University documents cited as supportive by Dr. Harlan,

However, I find them ambiguous at best and in some instances contradictory with his conclusions. Therefore, I

thsagree with the broad generalizations from the research done at the FSU laboratory. Some of these points I
indicated during my presentation at the conference. Again, as I noted, it is impossible to deal with the vast num-

bers of studies conducted at FSU and referred to briefly in Dr. Hansen's paper. However, I will simply comment

on a few points in detail to illustrate the over-generalizations which I feel are part of the Hansen presentation.

Most of the research that has led to the very broad generalizations presented in Hansen's paper involved short

instructional sequences on the order of anywhere between 45 minutes to an hour and a half worth. of instruction.

Iris not at all clear that the material dealt with the hierarchically organized and rich materials of the usual

instructional environment.

1. in the discussion of anxiety in learning, Hansen states the following: "'The important results indicated

a consistent inverse relationship between state anxiety and learning, differential effects of trait anxiety. .." Con-

trary to Hansen's assertion, 'the TR which he cites as support reveals that state anxiety and learning are positively
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related in some instances and negatively related in others. (See especially pages 29 and 30 of the Lee Rivers Tech.
Report. TR-27.) In addition, in that study in all cases where trait anxiety was significantly related to the criterion
scores of learning, the ifeilip4X1SiliP was positive. In other words, the findings are not nearly as consistent as the
generalization made. by Or. Hansen twerld seem to indicate. Mother study related to the relationship between
curiousity and anxiety also was cited in Hansen's presentation (FSU Tech. Memo. No. 34). The relationship is not
at all as convincing or clear-cut as the Hansen presentation indicates. For example. on page 25 of the afurenoted
Tech. Memo._ correlations between a state curiousity scale, a sensation seeking scate, and an anxiety state scale
are presented with no significant correlational finding between the state cutiottsitY scale (SCS) and either the
sensation seeking scale (SSS) Of the A-state scale (A-S). However, the interpretation is given as follows: "As
expected the SCS eras not. found to correlate significanter with the SSS. The expected inverse relationship between
Astate and the SCS was found, although this correlation did not approach significance." The sad thing about this
Misinterpretation is that in addition to lacking statistical meaning, the numerical value of the SCS and SSS
correlation is +.17 whereas the numerical value of the SCS and A-state scale is smaller, .12.

2. In some instances, such as in FSU Tech. Report Np. 12, where no differenoesoccurrecl between leaner
control versus system control sequencing of materials, it is not at all dear that the cenditione of measurement were
such as to reveal important student-materials interactions which might have led to different conclusions from the
no significant difference findings that occurred. In particular. I .seerir path analyses in the data. Yet these are
essential to determine if students have a self-selection treatment took the prescribed tasks in any different order
from the tasks which were sequenced for a second group. In addition, the nature of the interactions betwe etik
dent and materials as indicated above is also ambiguous with respect to the experimental treatment candler..

3. In Hansen's presentation, the Tech. Report by Lee Rivers is citedas a major study of adaptive model-
ing at FSU. The results are generalized on page 20 of the Hansen presentation as follows: "The order of outcomes
in terms of superiority were adaptive model strategy, rernediation for all strategy, a learner choice strategy, and a
no-remediation strategy." Yet if one looks at the TR in detail, we find that the results are not at all as general or
clear as are implied by this statement. For example, it should be noted that there were two levels of materials
presented for instruction. The first four concepts were Part 1 of the instruction, and this part was the simpler
material and more familiar to the students. Part 2 was considered to be more technical material and more difficult
for the student and less familiar. There were 9 concepts- taught in all, four in the first part and five in the second.
Only in Part 1 did the adaptive model group show significantly higher performance. However, as the author notes,
these results did not hold in exactly that way for the second part of the instruction. Within Part 2, the regression
model group and the alerernediation group performed significantly better..., but there was no significant differ-
ence within the two sets of groups." (p. 42, Rivers, 1972) So in the more difficult part of the task, the all-rernedia-
tion group was as effective as the adaptive model group. Furthermore, the mean time for the all-rernediation group
exceeded the adaptive model group by only 5 minutes. Therefore, the question of the practical significance to the
outcome. vis-a-vis using an adaptive model strategy, is questionable. For example, how much time did it take to
develop an adaptive model as opposed to simply using all the rernediational capability available in the system?
Moreover, the rest of the results indicated that the learning task itself showed a deterioration in performance in
Part 2 of the study to the point where it is of questionable utility to talk about the task as a representative
instructional task by the time concept 9 was reached.

If I were to sum up the results of the study in terms of the order of outcome, contrary to Hansen's inter-
pretation, I would note that concept-by-concept analyses revealed that in four out of the 9 concepts there were no
differences amongst the treatment conditions and in one of the other remaining 5, the all-remediation group was
superior and the superiority of the adaptive model was principally restricted to the more familiar, introductory
material of the instruction. Finally, I note again that the author describes the task as lasting roughly an hour and a
half in length.
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4 0.0 ., .0,

MINI COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

I

Ludwig Braun
Professor of Electrical Sciences

SUNY at Stony Brook

The presentations at this meeting describing the Dartmouth Computer System antl-the PLATO and TICCIT
systems are very impressive demonstrations of the power which computers can bring to bear on the educational
process. t have asked for an opportunity to comment briefly on the role of the mini-computer in education because
t believe that the proceedings of this meeting would be incomplete without some recognition of this role.

Clearly, there are many computing jobs for which the mini-computer is not adequate. The enormous social-
t:ience data files which the Dartmouth student has available can not be implemented on a mini - computer. Certain

kinds of very complex computations and certain very desirable languages can not be implemented on a mini-
computer. Node the less, there is a great deal which can be done in the classroom with mini -computers.

There are two reasons why I feel that the mini-computer is becoming an important component in the educational
arsenal. First. mini-computer manufacturers and soft-ware houses have developed and are continuing to develop
very efficient and very user-oriented soft-ware, so that the mini is much eerier to use than was the case as mently
as five years ago. Second, the cost of mini-computers has decreased dramatically over the last decade. The price of
thetaratal Equipment POP-8, for example, had decreased by a factor of 2 every three years, on the average, during
that period. Once large-scale-intergration hit the mini-computer, the prices should again drop dramatically.

In the Huntington CoMputer Project, we have had experience for about six years with mini-computers in
high schools. In 1987, when we were formulating the purposes of the Huntington Computer Protect, Arthur
Melmed suggested rather strongly that we should explore the use of the mini-computer in the classroom, as well
as the use of time-shared terminals into a larger computer. One of our maior accorplishments, in fact, has been

the demonstration of the value of the mini-computer in theNhigh school. The two high schools which started with
a POPS six years ago still have them and swear by them.p insist that they would not have time-sharing,
because of the communication problems which can arise. In both cases, additional memory and additional peri-
pherals have been added to the system so that the systems now are much more powerful than they were in 1968.
This indeed is one of the attractions of the mini-computer. For kiss than 620,000 a school can have a complete
eight-terminal time-sharing mini-computer. Certainly the class of problems which can be handled in such a canfig-
uration is not very large; however significant learning activities be run with such a machine in mathematics classes,
for example. Further, for just a few thousand dollars a year, additional components may be added to Increase the
capability which will satisfy almost any high school teacher or student.

I should like to relate also my experience with the use of a mini-computei in undergraduate courses in system
dynamics. We have a POP-8 with only an SK core and a simulation language called 191 (developed by Inter - active
Mini-systems, Inc. in Kennewick, Washington). With this simple system (which can be replicated for under 610,000
including soft-ware costs) we can simulate dynamic systems of up to 80th order and containing time - varyingand

nonlinear components. On bench mark tests comparing Our POP -8 plus ISL. with a 360/50 using CSMP, we have

obtained comparable accuracy and have obtained solutions with comparable amounts of CPU time. At Stony

Brook, we currently are using this machine in.an undergraduate course in bio-engineering. The students are study-

ing the dynamics of the respiratory system, and of the transmission of heat from the core to the skin undervarious
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environmental circumstances. I can visualize the time (in the not-too-distant future) when the teacher of Physio-
logy or Biology or Engineering, e.g., will wheel a mini into his classroom, and, using a language like ISL will
explore with his students the dynamics of systems which are far .none complex, and far more realistic, than is
the case in most classrooms today.

One other aspect of minicomputing which is important in education is the advent of the mini-time-sharing
computer. Hewlett-Packard with its 2000 and 3000 series machines and Digital.Eqpipment Corporation with its
TSSA1 and PDP-11/45 systems already have had a dramatic impact on high schobl-level computihg. Probably the
best example of.. this exists at the TIES Project in Minneapolis, although similar activities exist in Colorado."
Northern New Jersey, and Massachusetts, to name just a few.

In conclusion, I should like to say that mini-computers hive a potentianY eery important role to play in
education because:

1. Their low price can bring computing power into even the poorest school system.

2. The computing power of the minicomputer is increasing dramatically because of both hardware and
soltwaie improvements.

3. Already the capability is entirely adequate for many educational purposes at thi college level, as well
as at the pre-college level.

(

4. Their size and flexibility (comparable to the flexibility of a portable 16 mm sound projector) makes
them very attractive to the educator.

5. Their lack of dependence on communication systems (compared to the dependence of timeshared
systems on communication) is very attractive partly because communication systems are responsible
for a sometimes unacceptable deterioration of system nthability,,aod also because communication
costs frequently are comparable to computing costs, and can even exceed the cost of the computing.
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IV. PERSONALIZED, OPEN LEARNING

ENVIRONMENTS



CHICAGO'S TV COLLEGE: A TELEVISION-BASED OPEN LEARNING MODEL

James J. Zigerell
Dean of T.V. College

It is d common fault of educators --as well as of critics of the artsto evaluate a project without regard tc ;

ialiectives the pioject's planners and managers set for themselves, and without regard to the limitations under which
the maii.iiiers must work. Nowadays, for example, in the world of instructional televisionlit is only to be expected
that the critic. will corefmn an instructional TV project, or express misgivings about it, if it does not employ the

production techniques of the television commercial, even though the project has goals quite different
bum these of the advertiser, is arming at a narrow target audience with specialized needsand operates with a
budget far beltwr the six million dollars of Se Same Street

True, thine is waiting to he served a vast pre-school audience, weaned on frenetic TV advertising, possessing
the limited attention span of the child, and often suffering from the cultural deprivation that comes from
impoverished home and family experience. The attention of this audience cannot be captured and held without a
massive multi-sensory stimulation. But each instructional broadcast effort must be judged on its own terms: the
audience it selects as its target; the nature of the educational service it provides this audience; the factors that
Operate to make it "cost effective"; the instructional "void" that would result if it were not operable.

TV College the operation described in this paper is a long established project. It is best approached, as it
has been in several published studies during the eighteen years of its history, as oneby no means the onlymodel
of an open broadcast-based ediicational extension. As a model, it has been consistently effectiveas effectiveness
is measured by the instruments familiar to educators--in a large metropolitan area, containing some six and a half
million 'emulation. Every school year there are enough vieweis who take advantage of TV College instructional
services to make' the costs of open television production and broadcast manageable and "effective."

Before I describe the elements that have enabled Chicago's TV College to survive, while similar projects in
other parts of the nation have proved to he short lived, an important disclaimer must be made a part of the record.
TV College administrators and production personnel do not claim to have exploited the resources of the television
medium itself to reshape instruction or change learning styles, although over the past few years they have made
serious attempts to improve overall production quality and add the entertainment values to instruction needed to
recruit and hold new kinds of audience.

Now let uslook.at the elements that have given TV College its distinctive shape as an instructional service,
discuss the overall management of instruction, and describe the measurement techniques which supply information
about and help control student performance and costs of operation. In particular, we shall be looking at 1) the
obiect Ives of the project as they have evolved over an eighteenyear period; 2) the instructional system and its
overall ilw;litil; 3) the TV Crclfe qe target audiences, their needs and their performance; 4) the cost factor.

TV College is an ex teliSint of the City Colleges of Chicago, a two-year public community college. It is now
part of a unit tentatively called the Learning Resources Laboratory, a recently established unit that, when fully
developed, will provide a staff of leanurei specialists and variety of instructional materials for the seven colleges
makeigup the City Ctilli:!irS of Chicago. In short, the purpose of the Learning Resources Laboratory is to further
iIISI0V,6,11 lei 11'0011111J ded le,irninet ,st the commlinitv rtelltelr levee 1.
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. Open color telecasts are presented via the city's public television outlets: VHF Channel 11 and UHF
Channel 20. Weekday daytime and Sunday morning broadcasts ate carried by Channel 11; evening broadcasts are
caroled by Channel 20, For the e073.74 school year, however, the schedule on Channel 20 will be suspended, since
the station's signal btrtrrtt th ..114 tang*, ale unsatisfactory. It is hoped that within the next eighteen months the
.Channel 20 antenna will tie 'nutted to a hotel location and its transmitter replaced.

TV College telecoueses are also available to Chicago area residents in videocassette (SONY UMATIC.
recordings in certain Chicagn Public Libraries, as part of a recently. inaugurated project callecatudy
which is funded by a giant born the Illinois Board of Higher Education. Students can vievtelecass at regularly.
scheduled times in groups, or can arrange to view cassettes on an individual basis. The latter option will enable a
student to complete a course in less than the conventionally prescribed time.

it is also possible that within the next two years TV College materials will also be distributed to the
alleges of the,tity College system, as well as to health care institutions, government offices, and industrial sites,
via the four channels of an ITFS system. The university of Illinois Chicago Circle Campus bps indicated its
intention to/ nuke use of the system for professional in-service training if and when it is in operation. The license
lain be de led for by the City Colleges of Chicago.

ministrative direction of the Learning Resources Laboratory and TV College operations and planning is
entrus d to an Executive Dean. He works under the direction of the City Colleges' Vice Chancellor for Faculty and
Instrtiction.

It is fitting, of course, that TV College be an extension of a community college, since the community college
by, its very nature is committed to instructional innovation and services to citizens of all ago and backgrounds.

.listructional Objectives

A valuable UNESCO mpreigraph, The New Media; Memo to Educational %mem (1967), was organized
around the five educatinearneeds that can best be served by ITV. Although the compilers of this publication
were concerned prinwilv with attacking urgent educational programs in the world's developing nations, the
needs they identified are ones demanding careful attention in the developed nations as well. They are as follows:

1. the need for improving instruction in the classroom;

2. the need to teach those who are and will be teachers of the young and old;

3. the need to increase and spread literacy an the skills of living in an urban,
technological society;

4. the need to provide continuing education for adults;

o. the need to provide extramural extensions of the school and college.

Since its beginning, TV College has been greatly concerned with all but one of these needs. As yet,
unfortunately, it has done little to offer training in literacy and the skills of urban living. Nor has each of the
needs been served well. As for the one need hardly served at all, I shalt indicate how TV College hopes to reach
out to those whose needs are not for formal adult or higher education, but for basic educational skills.

Adults who complete all, or part, of the first two years of college by watching television at home are no
longer news in Chicago. What started An September 1956 as a bold new departure in extending educational

opportunity, a three-year project underwritten in part by the Fund for the Advancement of Education of the
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Furd Foundation, has long since blended into the educational landscape of the Chicago metropolitanarea. In
the muds of an calker published TV College report, the trial years from 1956 to 1961 "showed that a junior
college jengram can he offered effectively on open-circuit TV" - without any sacrifiee of instructional quality.
Accrediting doelicies, professional associations, Colleges and tneversities throughout the Midwest accept credit
earned through TV College withied resestion.

It also quickly tbeanne apparent that the Chicago area, served lilt educational VHF and UHF channels,
cuntains a virtually inexhaustible audience of mature, highly motivated people. capable of completing college
courses by studying on their own. Once the Ford Foundation grant had been exhausted in 1960, the General
Stiperintendent of Chicago's Public Schools, who wrap them` the chief administrative officer of Chicago's junior
cone* system, recommended that the instructional televiiion laogram be continued and supported in its entirety
by taxpayers' funds. Since 1986, when the City Collegesuf Chicago came under the control of itsown Board of
Trustees. the instructional television service has received only the warmest support from the central administration.

Ovitr the past twelve or thirteen years, TV College has regularly polled viewers' opinions of its instructional
serviu. An overwhelming majority report that they like ttieir ,TV courses and, even more important, that they
enjoy studying on TV. The results of one questionnaire distributed to TV College students who had gone on to
conventional study in foeryear colleges deserve mention. Most of the three hundred respondents stated that they
learned just as much icy TV as they did in the conventional classroom. They stated further that the grades they
made in their conventional courses in four-year colleges/Were about the same as their TV grades, not appreciably
lower. Further-and this is not surprising, since Chicago's TV College courses are produced for open- circuit
broadcast-they all judged their television courses to he better organized and more effectively presented than the
conventionally taught courses they had taken in the college to which they had transferred.

The first three years proved that a metropolitan area the size of ChicagO, with a potential viewing auitience of
some six to six and a half million people, contains a virtually inexhaustible audience of mature, able, and highly
motivated students eager to enroll as credit students in college-level television courses.

The record speaks for itself:

Over 150,000 individuals have enrolled in televised courses, with most taking no more than one
course,

-Of this total, some 80,000 students were enrolled officially in the college for credit;

-Another 70,000 students have enrolled unofficially as non-credit students;

-An average of 10,000 viewers watch every TV College program;

--TV College is on the air an averaw of 25 hours weekly;

-The student ietention percentage (that is, number of students who complete a semester's work)
averages between 70-75%.

Here are a few other highlights:

To date. approximately 2,150 students graduated from the City Colleges of Chicago took one
semester of their work by TV,

A s table proportion of TV College students also take conventional courses on campus;

--Apnitnialsately 401', of TV students plait to teach.
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The instructional System

Curriculum Urea 'merely, what was produced and telecast was largely predetermined by the original
TV College ubjecitive, merely, eilableig a 5541414915 54) umplete the entire two-year college program leading to the
Associate in Arts (A.A.) certificate without leaving his home, by combining television viewing and correspondence
Study. General education coursese.g., Natural Science, Humanities, Social Sciences required of all-students who
are graduated from the City Colleges of Chicago have been rotated at regular intervals, so that a viewer takiiig all
his college courses on TV can complete the two-year program leading to the Associate's degree within three
years or so. Two general courses are offered during each semester of the academic year. But, as already indicated,
most students corriplete only four or five courses on TV. Very few complete an entire two.year program.

Other offerings *ire "f4tmtnres," made up of courses not required of all students seeking the Associates
certificate. The preferences and academic goals of TV College credit studentsas made known by their responses
to questionnaires as well as by other surveyshave remained fairly constant over the past twelve years. Elective
-courses are scheduled in clusters of "bands," e.g., mathematics and sciences, business and secretarial skills, general
cultural subjects.

Since the early clays, 40% of TV College credit students have regularly expressed a desire to enter teacher-
training curricula. Accordingly, courses related to their interests have been scheduled ouch yearfor example,
introductory courses in education (eg philosophy of education, history of education) and psychology. Thew
courses, especially when presented over a short eight-week summer term, also attract teachers looking for in-service
training opportunities' For example, a Summer 1968 survey disclosed that of the 455 students enrolled in courses
in Philosophy of Education and Educational Measurement and Evaluation, 77 already held bachelor's degrees and
10 held master's degrees; 6 held regular public school certificates, 26 provisional certificates; 47 had taught during
the preceding year in Chicago -area public and private schools; 82 had enrolled in one or both courses to fulfill
requirements for regular public school certification.

It is noteworthy that TV College experience in this respect forecast initial Open University experience in
Erigiand. A sizable portion of the first-year's Open University enrollment was comprised of teachers seeking fuller
certification and technicians seeking higher credentialing. It is also noteworthy that there is now a surplus of
teachers in the Chicago area, a factor to be considered in future TV College programming.

Only recently TV College has begun to shift its curricula emphases, prompted by a number of factors. First,
the State of Illinois requires that the public community college devote a large portion of its total curriculum to
technical-occupational programs. Second, the TV College staff, always uncomfortable about its programming
holding appeal only for the relatively narrow audience capable of completing college and university courses, is
eager to present series which hold appeal and value for viewers whose interests and capacities are not academic.
What this means, in short, is that more introductory courses of vocational nature are now being produced for open
broadcast. If and when an iTES system is availableand if and when CATV systems are installed within the
Chicago metropolitan area vocational courses of highly specialized nature, aimed at groups much too small to be
served by open VHF or UHF broadcast, can also be presented.

There have been noticeable shifts in audience preferences within the past several years. Some of these shifts
reflect changing student tastes of conventional campusesfor example, the decline of interest in foreign language
study.

Audience interest is persisting in cultural subjects. Viewers still enroll in large numbers in art, music theory
and appreciation, philosophy, and history. courses. This is not surprising in a major urban area in which are con-
centrated large numbers of people who display the traits of what the studies identify as the ETV audience.

In recent years, too, more prOgraillMIN has been devoted to "adult education." Usually these ventures, are
supported by funding from orrtsuh ,;(3tIffTS, Special series have been done in areas like Real Estate and Art
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Apprecietion As yet, with the exception of a series in consumerism, little has been dune in basic "coping'
skills literacy, etc. It is ext)ected---once an ITFS system is a realitythat offerings in a variety of entry-level
occieritional skills can lie presented,

he 51110111.11V, Se1.491tVell years of experience, and-a steady flow of information derived from student
questemnali es, are guides in selecting and seceduling courses. By rotating courses carefully and not repeating
them at too frequent titterVatS, a high level of credit and not-for-credit enrollments has been maintained.

As has 'beady he indicated, TV College is now seeking to broaden its 'goals and-cultivate audiences with
Ilet!tiS (it fief-yin hum those of students seeking the A.A. degree. As a result, the years to come will see more
priireammilig With Jul litilliistakatily occupational and consmunity service emphases:

Reuses of Courses Courses proved to be effective in achieving their objectives are replayedas often as
three of ttHif tiltIOS over d piety itxl Of five us six years. No course, however, is replayed until it has been thoroughly
seviewelf and edited by its teacher, with a view to improving and updating. Usually the teacher will remakeone or
tvvo of the programs in their entirety and remake portions of other programs.

One thing stis fuel be noted with respect to replays of courses: they must be scheduled with sufficient time
between showings so as to maintain the level of meet enrollment necessary to keep costs favorable. The level of
audience for economical operation is not constant. Usually a credit course cannot be offered more than once
every other year.

Some TV College courses are released for reuses outside Chicago. Since 1966, the Great Plains National
Instructional Television Library of the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, Nebraska, has handled rentals of courses.

- Courses are available in videotape or videocassette. Community colleges outside Chicago, but within the Channel
11 Sigildi area, are also free to accept enrollments in courses as they are broadcast, provided they supply local
coordination. Beginning in Fall 1973, TV College courses will be made available to all Illinois public community
colleges without rental charges.

Interinstitutional use of courses has been slow to develop in the U.S.A., despite much talk about it. Only
within the past year have been signs that shared use is on the increase. No doubt the new emphasis on open learning
systems, leumpted by the success of Britain's Open University, has had something to cks with this. On the whole,
however, faculty resistance, deeply rooted feelings about institutional autonomy, and the generally unimaginative
production quality of much instructional television have impeded both interinstitutional uses of televised materials
and interinstitutional planning and development.

The Components Anyone administering an instructional television service soon learns that a telecast, no
matter how well structured or imaginatively produced, cannot carry the entire teaching burden. Printed materials
and appropriate face-toface activities are also essential it a high level of student interest is to be maintained and
student soccess insured.

F4ery TV College course is accompanied by a syllabus called a Study Guide, the content and scope of which
vdt ies with the nature of course and the preference of the television teacher. Every guide, however, does contain a
statement of course obtectives, a detailed course outline, and precise instructions as to readings and written protects.

Over the years the TV College staff has discovered that the judicious employment of self-scoring and
programed learning materials, based on either linear or branching methods, reduces passivity on the part of the
student, and, in tact, increases the percentage of students completing courses, When editing series prior to
replays, teachers .ire i.tiouraged to prepare such materials. Studies have shown that these materials improve the
rates of student ietennot
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The regularly enrollcsi student earns his credit through one of the colleges of the City College system, riot
through TV College. He reports to a TV College campus center for three examinations. The first two-or
'amidterni"- an each one hour king. The third-Or "final"- is two hours long. Face-to-face conferences with
students ate scheduled several times each term. The teacher or coordinator of a television course schedules
himself tar telephone crmference,s every week. In certain courses-e.g., shorthand, typing, foreign lenguage-the
tekvisiou student is required to attend OthfAIMPLIS class sessions as many as seven or eight times a term.

Most courses, too, entail a sionitioarn correspondence component-that is students mail written work to
television instructors or other teachers (called "Section Teachers"). The Obit, dives and nature of the projects are
speeifsed in the Study quitte.

.

The Faculty Most toddle's come to TV College from classrooms of the City Colleges of Chicago. It can be
argued that this has been one of the shortcomings of the program. The Ford Foundation consultants, when TV

liege planning was batch( underway in 1956, suggested that celebrated scholars and academic personalities from
Midwestern universities he recruited to present courses.

On several occasions, professors from outside the college have been recruited to teach courses -in Astronomy
and American History, for example. The experience has been somewhat disappointing. The only time the employ-
ment of an outside teacher has been successful is when his own institution made the television course question
One of their own offerings and enrolled students an their own campuses. This is not meant to imply that outstand-
ing professional talent should not be recruited wherever it is found. Certainly, collages undertaking the production
Of courses on regional or cooperative bases will want to recruit, if possible, scholars and teachers with reputations
that go beyond their home campuses,.

TV College has only seldom employed instructional teams to assist the television instructor prepare his series.
An important reason for this was the early commitment to produce a telecast that is essentially a visually er6anced,
carefully rehearsed classroom performance, a commitment dictated-and still dictated in part-by limited funding
and the necessity of presenting a range of courses each term. The instructional team approach, if it is to be
effective, must have a television producer-member with strong academic credentials --a commodity not readily
available on this side of the Atlantic. Carried to its logical outcome, it would seem to lead to the employment of
Professional actors or broadcasters, rather than teachers, as course presenters-a procedure which, desirable though
it may be under certain circumstances, is beyond the means of a single institution.

. TV College lacks, it deed hardly be said, the resources of money and personnel required for thoroughly
"mediated" instruction. But even if resources were available, it is questionable that televised instruction intended
to impart cognitive learning and complex skills can be divorced entirety from the teacher "figure." There is a still
unexamined premise which has.taken root in the educational broadcast world-end parts of the academic
community-which holds that the fastmoving, high-visual production techniques effective in inducing the
non-critical frame of mind needed for the willing reception of the advertising message-or capable of commandeer-
ing the attention of the pre-school and juvenile mind-can be adopted wholesale by college and university broad-
caters. it is conceivable that close analysis and orderly step-by-step presentation require subdued and unobstrusive
Production methods-a tailoring of means to ends. All this, of course, is a task for the researchers.

It is true, of course, that the talent pond in most institutions, especially in two-year colleges, is relatively
small, But by careful recruiting and maintenance of favorable working conditions-e.g., adequate time for prepara-
tion and studio presentation, a full Summer for preliminary preparation and organization of study materials, and
a full semester with no duties other than studio recording-TV Ccillege has managed to recruit a roster of instrtictors
from City Colleges of Chicago campuses who have learned to teach effectively on television.
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TV College Students and Their Performance

TV Coll' re- classifies twilit -students as follows: al finnieviewers; h) TV Concurrent students; c)
stuets. 0) Nut for la edit students,

flomtiviewers me credit, students who watch classes at home or off campus and have no regular contact with
campus activities. They make up 75 to 130% of the total credit enrollment every tents.

TV Dirrtvirrents al) stinfents who take courst:s in the classroom while enrolled in TV coufses..They may, watch
open telecasts at home, 4 Oil campus on vileutape or videocassette dosed circuit. Obese make up 20 to 25% of the
tot4i ,,misbouot every term. .

TVirsaiss viewers are students of normal college age who view telecasts in groups in the classroom. In the
past, they watched courses as they were brotalcast on the air. Nowadays it is more common for them to watch on
dosed 'siva* broadcast, with programs transferred to one-inch videotape modes or videocazettes. These students
meet with a classroom teacher, who may or may not be the television teacher, once a week for additional' instruc-
tir el. This Icier' of instruction has never flourished on campuses. As indicated below, research shows conclusively,
however, that unseleeted students taking TV courses in the classroom must have supplemental classroom instruction
if they are to match the pet tot mance of adult homeviewers.

Not-for-credit sttrdents do riot take examinations, nor do they submit written walk. For a nominal registra
lion fee (S1.00) they are sent course study guides. No official records are kept on them.

As miont be expected, the students who enroll as non-credit viewers possess a relatively high level of educa-
tional background. Many have tInivelSity degrees. They are the people one would expect to be watchers of educa-
tional TV. They read hooks and serious rnagazines, follow community affairs, attend concerts and the theater.

Student Activities Visitors to TV College always ask about the mechanics of planning and controlling
activities for thousands of students within seventy-five mile area. The present system, it goes without saying, was
developed only afteranuch trial and error.

Since most students are removed from City Colleges campuses, folders listing courses to be offered, the topics
of is ore ams, textbooks remitted, the broadcast schedules, and the places and times of registration, must be mailed
out each term. Some 40 to 50 thousand copies are mailed out each term, and about 10,000 are distributed to public
libfarieS, schools and public aqcncies.

Students enroll III all seven colleges of the City Colleges of Chicago. Physically handicapped students may
register by mail, as well as students who have completed several courses on television. A hundred to two hundred
Students WC enrolled in penal institutions.

When students register, they elect a TV College. Center to which they report for examinations and confer-
ences, The four centers are located so that students living in all parts of the city and its suburbs can reach them

All crtNlit students are given a copy of what is called a Credit Bulletin at the time of enrollment. This
bulletin contans the Hates and times of examinations, the telephone number of television teachers and times
when they can be redetted. as well as other necessary information.

alieatly lista-mst, students take three examinations in each course: two while the course is in progress
and one at the Nut, The Credit Bulletin tridicates the dates and times of examinations. Moil examinations are of
the Miro ivir, intik lolo. chino. variety which can tie scored by a machine. All these examinations are "item-analyzed,"
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that is, analyzed with a view to determining what percentages of students give correct responses to Items. These
analyses are sent to teachers to help ;hem improve eicaminatIons. (It should be noted, too, that some teachers
require essays as pair of examinations -)

As Indicated earlier, teachers sehedele themselves for two hour-lcog telephone confezenceaeach week, during
which times students may telephone to seek help or make comments. They also schedule open conferences at
Which time they meet with their students.

TV College makes special provision fur ha:n(116800 students. Students cosifiree$ to theiehomes or hospitals
by illness and physical defects are administered examinations by proctorsclergymen, ritrieS* or social waiters.
Students who are inmates of the three penal institutions TV College serves are administeredexamiturtions by
members of the prison educational staff.

Over the past dozen years, Chicaeu's TV College has conducted careful studies of student performance and
shared its experiences in several published iaports. early interim reports, Fkfai Repo/meta Three Year Experiment
and Chicago's TV College, summarized TV activities from 1956 through 1959.

The first-named report, aimed et researchers and specialists, presented detailed statistical analvses.of the
performance of students taking courses on opencircuit television. During the. first year of the trial, experimental
.attention was directed to cointerrieg the achievement of junior college students viewing TV and studying at home
with that of students taking the same courses in conventional classrooms. The performance of students watching
TV lessons on campus and receiving follow-up classroom instruction was also studied. During the second year,
careful studies were made of the performance of the 'TV -at- home" student and that of the evening students of
comparable age and motivation taking the same courses in 'conventional classes. To control the teacher variable,
whenever possible, the TV teacher Was assigned to the on-campus. c..ntrol group. The third year saw experimental
activity centering around the use of TV series as direct instructica for unselacted junior college students of normal
college age. Comparisons were made between "TV-in-class" and conventionally taught courses.

The authors of the Final Report came to the following general conclusion:'

When evaluated by the tudiniques of measurement and analysis used in this experiment,
television instruction is a thoroughly effective means of extending cofteg* opportunities
to at.home students in all subjecerareas explored in the project (p. 68).

Among more specific conclusions of interest were the following: 1) the at-home TV student, typically a highly
motivated mature adult, tends to outperform his counterpart taking evening courses on campus, and 2) onselected
students of normal college age watching a TV course in class will not perform satisfactorily unless they are
provided follow-up classroom instruction.

The consistently high level of performance of the TV at-home stimient does not signal any superiority inher-
ing in televised instruction. We must look at the student. A homeviewing student selected at random would
probably be a 30-year-old women-T-75% of the credit audience is female. The chances ar.: excellent that she is
married, with a home and children to look after. Her high school record was good. She probably finished in the
upperhalf of her class. Since she is kept busy as housewife and mother of small children, she can take only one
or two courses at a time. Probably she had no opportunity to go to college before marriage, or if she did, was
able to complete no, more than a year. She is interested in making a career fax herself outside the homeeither to
experience a sense of personal fulfillment or to add to the family income. TV College courses start her on her
jourrey. Later on, then circumstances are right, she will transfer her credits earned via TV to another college and
eiei.e. in courses.

Data have been gathered on TV College students over the years. Several thorough studies were made in the
mid 1960's, including a Ph.D. disco tenon. rhese studies tended to confirm the view of the TV College credit
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student as possessing .3 composite of lower middle classes traits-with a strong drive for upviard mobility, interest
in leaning for the sake of personal adirancem..1, 44'. Most TV College credit students have been clustered in
lower middle ciassAnd middle 4.1.1,Ss communities of the metropolitan-Jive, 'The greatest incidence of failure in
TV College vet for Mance comes in studreits Who live in inner city aril disadvantagedareas of the city. For that
matte r. enrollments from these dit45 make uti little more than 5% of total enceillinent.

Within the past few, years, however, population movement out of the city as accelerated. Credit enrollments
from suluirean al'eaS haw: btert reduced Sharply because suburban arese now su tins public community
.colleoes arcs 110 tartre3ear iegiiired to pay tuition charges of residents who enroll In the bhicego system. (As indicated,

is tuiticmfree only fm Chicago residents.) TV College itself is now attempting to reach the disadvan-
tailed seise ots of the crty's population.

There ms .1 rim! need presently for information about the new kinds of TV College students. Some of the data
ran ho gathered through the new Study Unlimited Project.. As part of this Activity, videocassettes of TV College
corn Se% It4! !AMC(' in Chimer Public Library study centers. Several. graduate students in Educational Measurement
and Evaluation assigned to TV College and the Learning Resources Laboratory are now preparing an instrument
to lm itistiihuted its Sturiv Unlimited students who enroll in these ctiurses. Its purpose, besides gathering dataas to.

isticationie background, et':., is to determine what the elements make for failure in offcampus independent
study.

Costs

Anyone acquaint& with open-circuit television production knows that it does not come at cut-rate prices.
;;-kiuiries about cost takes several forms: e.g., how much does it cost to produce a single course? how do TV
College costs per student compare with on-campus costs per student? What are the categories of cost?

Overall TV College costs cannot be discussed until the factors entering into the calculations are identified.
Significata costs include those for 1) studio production and transmission as established by an annual cgntract with
the television stutliO; 2) teethe; , production, administrativend clerical salaries; 3) reference and research
activities, graphic. work, on-site filming; 4) preparation and printing c study 94 ides, promotional materials, and
examinations; 5) supportive instructional activities-follow-up classroom instruction, conferences, counseling, etc.;
6) indirect instructional services, such as exar iination proctoring, special registration activities, etc. Not included are
costs for on-campus library services, regular registration seivices, heating and lighting of classrooms and laboratories
used by TV, College students-services available from EtAXI a.m, until 10:00 p.m. on Citl Colleges campuses whether
TV students are present to use them or riot.

Since about 1966, the total annual amount budgeted for TV College activitie. -exclusive of foundation or
federal and state grants earmarked for special projects-has been between $800,000 and $900,000. Each year some
$330,000 goes for studio operations, about $2/b,0K00 for teacher and indirect instructional salaries, arid another
$250,(00 for staff salaries, videotape and equipments purchase, and overhead.

The cost of producing a thirty - program (45- minute) series is currently some $60,000, of which $35,000 goes
into studio production and purchase of videotape stock; $15 to 516,000, on an average, for teacher's salary; about
$7,500 for the services of a produLer's assistant, graphic artist, and scene designer; and another $2,500 for adminis-
tratke and clerical support. Transmission costs for twice repeated on-the-air broadcast of an entire series add up to
another $7,000. Added to this are the expenses of printing several thousand course study guides and examinations-
another $1,8(X) to $2,01X). Thus the totaf outlay for initial production and onthe-air presentation is some $70,000.
It must be borne in mind that an effective course can be presented on open circuit, with only minor editing and
ultaling, as many as four or five nines over a six or seven-year span.

A crucLI question, however. is the cost of TV College instruction on the basis of student cm edit bouts generated.
Pui more simply, how do TV College costs per credit hour compare with those of conventional instruction? The
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average cost per.crerlit-hour of instruction in the City Colleges of Chicago is $50.00. IA full-time student earns
fifteen credit hours in a semester.) By enrolling the equivalent of 500 to 525 fult-time students each semester .

fabout 2000 individuals) and presenting seven coutses, of which only three are being presented for the first time,
TV College can keep its per-credit-hour cost at about forty-five dollars. Thou ands of noncredit viewers are also
served.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing reinarks have presented in outline what are the features that characterize a televition-based
open-learning system with, perhaps, the longest history of continuous operation in the nation. The model is one

:that does not lend itself to duplication everywhere. It has always been fortunate in having enthusiastic end
unwavering administrative support. It has also been fortunate in having an extensive broadcast schedule on a major
public television channel. Above all, it could not remain effective on a cost basis were it not for the large urban
population it reaches.

To continue to provide meaningful service, it must stay abreast of change in its community and seek out new
audiences.
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VIDEOTAPE APPLICATIONS IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Lionel V, Baldwin
Dean, College of Engineering

Colorado State University

OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE PROGRAMS

'The rapid pace I,f today's technology and its industrial application has had a great impact on engineering
education in the United States, Prior to 1960, the four-year bachelor's degree was the degree of craliee for 90
percent of the graduates in engineering. Today, we graduate essentially the same total clas4 size, but over a third of
the stialeids receive graduate degrees. The additional study and specialization which the MS. degree in engineering
offers has lead corm' eilocaticnial leaders to argue that professional practice in thenear future will require it as a
prerequisite.

Approximately half of the M.S. degrees awarded in engineering today are earned by part-time students. At
least seventeen colleges of engineer mg in the U.S. now use television to extend high quality, advance degree
education to students employed at locations remote from established campuses. These are on-going, diverse learning
systems which I estimate reach over 15,000 students annually in at least 700 separate course study groups.' Each
year several additional colleges of engineering bring similar programs on line.

Employers of Engineers are generally responsive, occasionally enthusiastic, ui making available the in-plant
facilities for video instruction. My experience in managing and enlarging the Colorado State University program
parallels the findings reported in a 1969 National Science Foundation report on "Continuing Education for &
Courses" (21. The employers typically view the new video-based program as an addition to their existing tuition
refund program and unfortunately, they tend to manage the new learning situation as an additional fringe benefit
for their professional staff. There are few serious professional development programs, but on the other hand, most
engineers do feel encornaged to participate. Only about one-third of the participants are oriented toward degree
work; these tend to be the younger staff members, The majority of the participants prefer the university credit
courses tot in-depth learning of the fundamentals of a subject as they seek job-related diversification of their educa-
tion rather than a degr worthnothingthat the 1969 N.S.F. survey of 17 large R & C facilities found that the
university credit course was the preferred mode by employees for continuing their education. The professor's
lecture was a more popular learning situation than employer-sponsored non-credit courses, short intensive courses off-
site, professional meetings and in-plant seminars 12). Some media experts are inclined to argue that this preference is
due to many years of conditioning. Nonetheless, this preference does assist the video programming in this special
educational ,context, The min-participants in the video-based systems are generally older; this importi- -* :Aire will be
discussed later.

V deo ilehvet y is now eilabling mature, well motivated groups of practicing engineers and other professionals
to Participate in graduate credit courses at their place of work. These courses are regularly scheduled offerings on
campus attended by full time students. The classes are held in specially equipped studio-classrooms so that not
only the lectures but also the strident questions and discusiions are transmitted. Appendix A details the facilities
used at Colorado State University which arm typical of the classroom settings employed in all programs of this type.

, 1

11 t)Stirnelferq are riuil1, E,Irder &Thaw+ rtudr (uplifter% gofer hare to glue SOITIO fritliii of Si Ate, The first natio-oat sorsey of
ormr,4111, to now "nlor".,ise Arldirt th, tryi.lanfe of ti spechct task cothccottOe on The COO t ffettivancts4 of Conn's-wing 1, flip

mean In!! try rettevirC of the Aoi An SOL wry Of Fhwnercrocq 1-duration. Continuing Etigineet;,/g1.'rUtifrS 01,"%.01,- nee
Cur %iffy 1JI(.1rdli, Mr 'AfIrrt Morris of c pchesysSystechs, has ociocci..,dec 4 1,1t1 1r117 ruiner'
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Although the studio-classroom situations are similar, there are a variety of signal delivery systems employed
to link the industrial facilities to the campus. The first major system (1964) at the University of Florida employed
two-way, point-to-point microwave which was teased from the telephone company, to fink the main Campus to
several extension centers in central Florida (3). In 1969. Stanford University began serving inialent classrooms in
the San Francisco Bay Area with a four channel ITFS (Instructional Television Fixed Service) system whidt
featured FM-taikback capability (4). Project Colorado SURGE (State University Resources for Graduate Education)
was the first (1967) to employ courtier carrier videotape as a delivery system (9), Some of the newer systems,
such as the Oklahoma System .,(6), now employ interconnected combinations of point-to-point m icrewave for long
hops, ITFS for distribution in population centers end videotape for remote areas and make-up of missed broad-
casts. A list of the engineering college programs and the primary delivery systems now operating is included as
Table I. Active debates concerning the relative merit of these transmission schemes once raged on the importance
of interactive tatkback during the class between the remote student and the professor, vents the great scheduling
flexibility of videotape systems. This has subsided and discussions now center on a rational enalysos of population

.. groupings in a given region and economic analysis of how to serve them with various proven technologies,. I want
to come back to this point Later.

TABLE 1

Engineering Graduate Programs Mimed Off by Television*

PROGRAM

GENESYS University of Florida
TAGE R - Southern Methodist
SURGE Colorado State University
Stanford University
University of Tennessee
Iowa State University
University of Colorado
University of Minnesota
University of Michigan

University of Southern California
0,4.1ahurna I.T.V. Network
University of California at Davis
University of Pennsylvania
Case-Western Reserve University
SUNY - Buffalo
University of Arizona
Cornell University

DELIVERY MODE

Pt-to-Pt Microwave (leased)
Pt-to-Pt Microwave (owned)
Videotape
ITFS and FM Talkback
Videotape
Videotape
Videotape
ITFS
Pt-to-Pt Microwave (leased) and ITFS

ITFS
PutoPt Microwave and ITFS
Pt-to-Pt Microwave
ITFS
ITFS
I TFS
Videotape
Videotape

There may be a few commons or new programs Mirth were mined but This represents rho Slithers' ben knowledge.
Lot ss /worms trnately chr000loarca1,

A brief description of the SURGE prce,ram will illustrate many features common to these outreach. programs.
The course work is delivered to industries in the form of videotaped class sessions with supporting written materials,
produced for classes on the CSU campus. Every course in thisprogram is a regularly scheduled offering on campus
attended by full-time students. The SURGE classes are held in specially equipped studio-classrooms-to that not only
the lectures but also the student questions and thtcussions are recorded on videotape. After the tapes are made, they
are packaged with class materials, assignments and examinations and carried by a commercial delivery service to
each of the industrial and government locations. The class sessions are viewed on a regularly scheduled basis by the
oft-campus students. The off-campus classes usually view cress presentation two days following the on-campus
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class; over BO percent of these offcampus sessions are during regular working hours. Tapes, however, may be
retained by the industry so that any person missing a class session may see the tape at some later time. After
being viewed at the off-campus location, the tapes are returned to the campus, erased, then reused to record
other clay". wssions,

The SURGE students ace required to complete the same assignments, reports and examinations as the
on-ciirnpus students. Laboratory work is frequently required in electrical engineering courses; the SURGE students
use the laboratory facilities of their employer to perform these studies. The students of many courses need
computer facilities to complete assignments. Here agains,the industrial computer facilities are utilized. To
minimoe the inconvenience of limited library facilities, the faculty frequently send a single Xerox copy of
-reference articles to each off-campus section.

In the 1972.73 academic year, 34 industrial and government facilities participated in the SURGE program.
These are listed en Table

TABLE II

Industrial Firms and Agencies Participating in Surge Program

Academic Year 197213

COMPANY OR AGENCY

Adolph Coors Brewery
'Ball Brothers Corporation
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Canal Zone Society of Professional Engineers
C# F. & I. Steel Corporation
Cobe Laboratories
Colorado Department of Health
Colorado State Penitentiary

'Dow Chemical Company
Eastman Kodak Company
First National Bank of Denver
Hewlett-Packard Company

'Hewlett-Packard Company
'Honeywell, Inc., Test Instrument Division
'I.B.M. Corporation
Lamar Community College
Lowry Air Force Base
Marathon Oil Company

'MartinMarietta Corporation
Mesa College
M & I Incorporated
Mountain States Bell Telephone

'National Center, for Atmospheric Research
Nelson, Haley. Patterson & Quirk Inc.
Northeaster Junior College
StearnsRoger Company
U.S. Air Force Academy
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
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LOCAT1011

Golden, Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone
Pueblo, Colorado
Lakewood, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Canon City, Colorado
Golden, Colorado
Windsor, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Loveland, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
Lamar, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Littleton, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Grand Junction, Colorado
Fort Collins, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
Greeley, Colorado
Sterling, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Denver, Colorado
Billings. Montana



Table U. Industrial Firms and Agencies Participating in SURGE Program (Cont'd.)

COMPANY OR AGENCY,

U.S. Geologilial Survey
U.S. Geological Survey
White Sands Missile Range .

Woodward Governor
Wyoming Highway Department

briatnat focations for initiation of FirOtararn, Fall 1961.

LOCATION

Denver, Colorado
Cheyenne, Wyoming
White Sands Missile Range,

New Mexico
Fort Collins, Colorado
Cheyenne, Wyoming

Table ill is a summary of the number of courses and locitions; and student enrollments, both on-campu;
anti riff-campus, for the six-year history of the program. The important features of this tabulation are the great
diversity of the offerings and the number of small, dispersed study groups, The SURGE average of reach* 3.40
students /section2 and 178 sectionskourse is in sharp contrast to classical ETV style. An awes age of 12.9 SURGE
students. (3,40-x 3.781 is added to an on-campus enrollment average of 15.6 students. rhus, faculty productivity
is almost doubled by the addition of the off-campus learners. This added production is obtained at a reasonable
marginal cost as shown in Appendix B.

TABLE Ill

Colorado State University

SURGE Emoliment Suoustery

1967 1913

QUARTER

NUMBER
OF

COURSES LOCATIONS

NUMBER
OF

STUDENTS
ON-

CAMPUS

NUMBER
OP

STUDENTS
OFF-

CAMPUS

TOTAL/YR.
OFF-

CAMPUS

Fall, 1967 4 105 189

Winter, 1967 9 9 132 249

Spring, 1968 8 9 100 206 644

Fall. 1968 12 13 283 341

Winter, 1969 15 14 305 370
Spring, 1989 13 15 314 288 949

Fall, 2969 15 14 209 336

Winter, 1970 14 14 262 295

Spring, 1970 14 14 162 165 796

FLII, 1970 17 15 232 403
Winter, 1971 20 19 289 318
Spring, 1971 18 16 235 202

Summer, 1971 6 6 67 51 972

Fall, 1971 22 23 410 351

Winter, 1972 24 22 353 284

Spring, 1972 23 20 331 253

Summer, 1972 7 10 79 93 976

2A soci5on 14 a group of atudentS enroll41 in 41 given course at ono location, Each ser,tim reresvora ton nrigtrr41 real)
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Table 111. Colorado State University SURGE Enrollment Sannrnary (Cont'd)

Fall, 19) 2 32
Winter, 1973 30
Spring, 7973 31

Summer, 1973 17

24

28
29
16

527 426
750 426
367 275
96 150 1,277

Students in the SURGE program are enrolled as graduate students of CSU and are charged the regular
resident, parttime tuition raw which is currently $25 per quarter hour. The particpating industries and government
agencies provide playbacCequipment, classroom facilities and administrative support of the {vagrant. No other
charge is made by the university. The SURGE students receive academic credit on official CSU transcripts. Na
notation is made to distinguish on-campus and off-campus students in the records,

While there is.no prescribed pattern, each faculty member teaching on SURGE is encouragw to make at
least two visits per quarter to each "WIthiStrial location for direct contact with each of his students in a class.
Additional live interaction between faculty and students occurs in occasional telephone calls and more rarely, by
strident visits to the campus. During the first three years of SURGE, the CSU Human Factors Research Laboratory
conducted an educational evaluation of the program (7). These studies consistently indicated that the students in
the remote classes were attaining levels of achievement equal to that of the on-campus students. Later surveys
showed off-campus students' attitudes toward the videotape method of instruction were more favorable than to
other options available to them. The faculty and on- campus students generally have favorable attitudes as well.

Advantages realized In the videotaping of upper division and graduate courses for engineers and scientists in
SURGE are (8):

1, Videotape allows complete freedom of scheduling of courses at each industrial location on a two -day
delayed, regular sequence.

2. Videotapes may be retained for those individuals who would otherwise missa class because of ill-
ness or travel.

3. Students both off-campus as well as on-campus may use the tapes to review lectures.

4, Courses may be taught at locations beyond the bounds of a feasible live ITV system (there is no ITV
system operating in Colorado at this trine/.

5, The capital cost of the videotaping op eraec is significantly less than a live TV system capable of
providing the same opportunities,

6. Faculty may review classroom presentation for self evaluation.

During the first .ix years of the SURGE program, over 50 engineers of participatiegcompanies have been
awarded M.S. degrees completely through the videotape program Ovrr 16,000 quarter hours of university credit
have been earned by other professionals without leaving their place of employment. Other benefits decree directly
to the faculty who have profited from the interaction with top practitioners in their area of interest. Much a' the
viability of the programs stems directly from this stimulation.

To complete this discussion of off-campus graduate programs in engineering, let me return to the txoblem
of selecting the most cost-effective delivery systerre.ln a recent review of the program costs reported for the
Stanford ITFS, University of California at Davis, and SURGE program, Loomis and'arainit (9) point out that the
dominant cost in all three systems is admiiiistiative "overhead. In fact, between S20130 pet' TV. classroom
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feCture hour must be assigned for production and program management. This is the dominant factor in total
television system cost of between $30 and $50 per TV classroom lecture houi for these three systems.
Furthermore, another $4 to $7 per TV classroom lecture hour is required to outfit the TV classroom regardless
Of, type- of delivery mode. Thus, choice of delivery hardware is not as big a cost issue as one might assume at
the outset and Control of support staff costs requires relatively more attention. The decision process on a
delivery system in a given setting might proceed by first examining the educational issues and data, if any
haveseen only opiniorrs so far) concerning live audio talkback. Audio talkback can,be surprisingly expensive,
perhaps $1 to $7 per TV classroom lecture hour. If

the- decision is made to employ a system without talkback, the decision as
to whether to use point-to-point microwave, ITFS or video tape delivery
systems, depends primarily on relative cost. In general, widely scattered Oral'
class sections tend to favor a video tape operation; geographically concentrated
small classettend to favor ITFS broadcast; and concentrated large sections over
potentially larger distances than the !TES system tend to favor point-to-point
microwave. (9)

On-Campus Undergraduate Peograms

The use of television to reach additional, well-quelified students off-campus is a natural and non-threatening
application. However, the aspirations of and live options available to full-time campus students, as well as prob-
lems with faculty attitude,, has limited the applications of video technology in engineering education on- campus.
On my campus, many other iiisciplines make far more imaginative use of video for instruction than the College of
Engineering. Two interesting pilot programs, however, may be of interest. The descriptions will be brief and
anecdotal, not the "hard stuff" now in vogue in educational technology circles. The. . programs are personal
favorites of mine, though, so I will risk the hubris usually reserved for a dean's pet project.

Undergraduate study opportunities in engineering during the summer session on my campus have long been
a disinter area. We cancel more courses then we teach due to poor enrollments and the courses which are taught
operate at the same cost as a regular session but with a third the enrollment. This past summer session, however,
we confidently announced we would offer eight required freshman and sophomore courses and we did teach all
eight at less than half our usual summer session unit cost. At the suggestion of several enterprising faculty mem-
bers, all eight courses were taped in a SURGE classroom as the course was taught during either the winter or
spring quarter. Copies of all class handouts, notes and problem solutions were filed for use with the videotaped
lectures during the summer session. A faculty member met each class for a two- to three-hour problem session
each week. One of the professors experimented with a modified Keller plan (10) in which the student could view
the tape on his own time schedule, follow a supplemental printed lesson plan and have open access to an under
graduate tutor. An extensive evaluation of the program pointed to numerous areas In need M improven4ent, but
on the whole, the students understood that the videotape was a necessary ingredient to assure the diversity of the
offerings. They reacted much more favorably to this experiment than they did to some of our earlier, ill-fated
attempts of several years ago which occurred during the academic year.

. This comme academic year one of the faculty members plans to offer a lower division elective course in
this modified Keller method on "Introduction toExperimentation," packaged by Dr. Evest Kabinowicz of the
M.I.T. Center for Advanced Engineering Study. Later in the year, he will offer an upper division elective course
based on video course materials we are requesting from the Ben Telephone Laboratories. Perhaps this enriching
mode of introduction will encourage the use of quality video packages leased from other so they will find an
appropriate niche in the regular campus offerings.

My other pet project is a freshman engineering program which has proven very POOtilat over a six-year span
of development (11). They key factor is a strong personal association which the students develup.with their
engineering professor-advisor during the year. A specific group of 25-30 freshmen are instructed for the entire
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IONS! ICI .111 itltl!ip ittf!ll three tpmrtvr credit cores*, le, the 'carne mem:wring professor, who also serves as their academic
advisor. The suhtect matter rattiles computer prootramminii, graphics, report writing and project design. That's
relit electrical 171.1411flf!e priltftSsOl!. te.lch ffia011S sIS a Pen Artial sacr'fice to encourage the student faculty relatiier
stn. The average VILM11112r of itfICe cinlstilt,itit$41ti which the hitiftentS MAI! last fall quarter was 3.4. Figure 1 demon-

. straws the ,ti ringfy favor able iegeitise which this in ofessie advisor scheme receives on an independently run,
;maims, nu +us vie (gat ion,
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Figure 1. Satisfaction surrey results for freshman engineering course.

The educational technology component of this woes am is an outgrowth of ma eased engineering faculty
awareness of the' prolylerns incurred by freshmen. Fallowing serious complaints that the residence halls were noisy
(v.g., "My roommate who is studying. X never strides, we had one wire' (of four) of a coeducational dormitory
complex closest to the Engineering Eluildirei reserved for engineering applicants. A lounge area was outfitted with
Olackboards, electronic calculators, reference hooks, and manned legulaity liy utidergiaduate tutors chosen on the
Oasis of high academic ability and good personalay. Another soon; housed a n.niter Managed Learning System
terminal (12) which offered instruction on the slide rule and a COmputer card punch.

Each room in the residence hall has an outlet to two CATV systiins, (II the area commercial and ETV
broadcast stations and the other channel °pet ated.by the Colteire of Enquirer mg (is an ITV program to supplement
classroom credit offerings. Three channels ware regularly operated on ,veek offerings, Three channels were regularly
operated on week days from about 10 a.m. to It/ p.m. last academic year One, chaos ;el cc,ntenuointy presented the
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day's schedule and special announcements concerning campus events, seminars, student society meetings. The
othiPtsvo channek repetitively presented coordinated programs on college algebra, calculus, study skills and
FORTP AN. To increase viewing, the graduate student in meteorology presented a local weather report three times

-a week. Fifteen engineering orientation films obtained from various technical societies, government agencies and
other universities were shown regularly throughout the year. At the end of fall quarter, 97% agreed (67% strongly)
that "a special dorm for engineering students is a good idea." A total of 85% agreed that good use was made of
the special .faoitities provided. Frankly, I was somewhat disappointed that the supplemental CATV instruction did
not receive better use. CATV instruction faired poorly compared to the tutors, though I suspect CAN did quite
well compared to the university library! But to our surprise, the students made excellent use of the engineering
orientation films without the slightest faculty encouragement. Over 68% of the students in thetkuni watched the
orientation films (which are a mixed lot!) voluntarily, on their own time and reported that the films helped them.
'Please bear in mind that traditionally the most unpopular event in the life of an engineering freshman ism be
required to watch these same films in large lecture halls in what tratittionally was called "Dean's Lectures."
believe this hint is worth systematic examination: Career guidance information might be welcomed on community
and campus CAN systems. The surveys I have seen convince me that it would be very easy to improve on the
traditional faculty advisor in this arena.

Some Challenging Extensions

The SURGE program, and others like it, does not serve the educational needs of many engineers where the
TV signal reaches. The program assumes that.the off-campus students can attend and learn in the usual campus
graduate courses. This is c'.arly not true. The mathematical background in use by today's student far surpasses
the original training of most 40-plus year old engineers. This point was brought home to me in a recent survey
which we conducted in one of Colorado's largest aerospace firms. From a professional staff mailing list of over
3,000, we mailed a questionnaire to three groups:

Group A All current SURGE students.
Total mailed: 65. Returns: 45, or .4%

Group 8 A random sampling of 70 former SURGE students, men who had enrolled
before but were not longer in the program.
Returns: 20, plus 9 undelivered, or 28.6% usable returns.

Group C -- A random sampling of 250 names from the entire list of over 3,000.
Returns: 76. cu. 30.4%.

Table IV summarizes the responses by age, marital status, and degrees. Note the striking skew of Groups B and C
to older employees in what is otherwise a similar total group. There is a need for specially designed courseware
for the older engineers which the graduate curriculum does not satisfy. The problem here is largely an economic
one, because the universities do not have on- going campus instruction to add these potential students to. if you
add the usual direct cost of instruction, say 5100 lecture hour, to the video system costs of $30-$60 TV lecture
hour, .he funding problem gets tough. Yet, these employees do need an opportunity to revitalize their education
at mid-career, because the social costs of not doing su are great indeed. Perhaps the federal government should
examine this problem and identify an appropriate role for its involvement. The problem is of a "software cost"

nature, not delivery hardware or methodology.

A second opportunity is in the area of career guidance. The orientation films now available are generally
marginal at best. We need'honest, timely presentations not the heroic propaganda of yesteryear. The opportunity
to inform young people about the career options open to them through the use of guidance films un CATV is a
real one, It is information that young people seek which can be supplied via a medium which fits their life
style. Quality films are needed.
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'AGE

TABLE IV

Survey of Engineers at a Major Coloiado Aerospace Finn
_ .

PERCENT RESPONSE

GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C---^- _

20 2fii" 20 10
20 30 38 25
31 35 27 5
3640 9 15
41 45 2 25
40 50 o 15
5155 2 0
56-60 0 0
61-up 0 0
No Respoose 2 5

NIARfTAL STATUS

Married 89 85
9 10

No Response 2 5

DEGREES

Pal t oat 0 0
/Win AS 2 0

BS 78 70
MS 16 15
BA 10
MA 2 0

PhD 0 0
Other 2 15/
No Response 2

'SW1,0 rriWp Wvetrat .1fIveidreti fieWNtri,
w.

3
20
22
13
20
16
4
3
0
0

80
16
4

3
3

57
18
4

1

4

4

6

The open leainong concept is receiving a great deal of attention now. The structures are beginning to take
shape in parts of the United St ates,I have yet to hear of an open learning stem which would employ the open
dour or TV studio-classroom technique already 'woven economical and et cationafly sound in engineering graduate
pt(111faITIS. Why not add students to campus classes as we do in SURGE nd reach these people in their hcanes via
CATV or on study groups at their place of employment? I have heard much about the shortcomings of "the face of
the tube," but f have yet to see a plan which would increase higher educational productivity in a more natural
fashion. Theonvious advantage., of the SURGE methodo:ogy is its low cost and great diversity of courseware. Many
of Entf U.S. onoversitoes have the traditions and ability to explore this simple form of extending classroom learning,

. .

situations to nearby locations, Shouldn't it at least be tried as a pant of OW getrWeat explcnation of the (men learning
concept 7

The pithlic policy and administrative ism" associated with the introduction of educational technology are
01iiplex. But as a Mirldle level manager in higher education, I am more concerned with old budget practices which
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preclude a fair hearing of technically based instructional options. The total lack of consideration which is given
to capital outlay amortization m budget preparation can nc longer be tolerated. In a growing system, physical
plant construction may be financed over several years by bonds. But rarely do public officials make a decision
from alternatives which recognize that most technically based options are capital intensive and wilt not survive
a budget exercise vvtlich focuses on minimum expenditure that year. State officials strive increasingly to control
annual expenditures and rightfully so, but "tight budgets" are wedded to fixed labor costs and perpetuate the
spiriing costs of a labor intensive system. I believe that officials managing federal programs must recognize that
innovational diffusion is greatly inhibited by cur inability in education to plan capital expenditures property.
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APPENDIX A

SURGE FACILITIES

Studio Ciauroarris Oral of the felts CSU studio classroom., is illustrated in Figure 2. Each CldSSIOQM is
eituillpett with at least three cartteras. A camera over the tints ut:tot's tktsk allows him to display written or
thug, drive Mato iAlS. The instructor commis the ovethead camera for functions suds as tocantog, focusing an
congiosing. A monitor at the rostructor's desk displays the Incite'? lteing geneftted Fay the overhead camera-
Aleithoi c.ailter A at the back of the room is mounted on a two tilt head; this camera IS controlled in a technician
in the ceritt al It3(311 41 f.11:111iV . Th.? technician may temotely pan toot zoom and focus the rear camera. If tho
iiisti ache cities to the three pants' chalkboard or walks around the room, the technician follows his movements.
A uvali arittle, fixed t..merst at the front of the room is locatinl to pick up a segment of the student class,. By
means of swiletws at the instructor's desk, the itistructre selects the camera which is to tie recorded. Two rooms
have split-sta evil which allows the InSiltiCtOr to show two pictures on a Single screen. Two monitors

e if FCtit(li at OW ft east of the room to allow students in the class to see all material presented via the overhead
carnet a A button is located in front of each student to activate an overhead microphone, which picks up the
ifuostiiins other dialieve between the, professor anti students. IlecatiSe students sometimes fail to push the
microphone button, A similar huttori is located at the instructors desk and the console at the recording NIA-
(11!.ittfc.

Two of the studio classtooms are identical to That shown in Figure 2. These rooms each seat 30 students. A
third ianitili-claSCrom was tailored for the needs of the highly interactive instructional methods which are common
in the Cieleoe of Business. This seminar room accommodates 16 stodents around a large oval table. The'TV
cantina airattoeinent is similar to that outlined above. A heath stioliaclassroorn seats 125 students in a small,
wisigeshaped auditotiom.

Control Console Ear classroom has an individual console at the recording facilities where a technician
thrown:1y a wink study undergraduate student, is eMployed whenever an MittuCtOr is in the classroom. Figure
3 is a view of this area. The technician operates the hack camera eleCtrortiCaffy twin this location. He has tele-
phone communications to the pi ofessor and can Overt ale the audio gam. Courses are not rehearsed, thus, the
technician listens to the elx,'; rrr eSentation and take.: WI hal cues so WI to display the hest picture possible on
video tar J4!.

Record Area The record facrirty shown in Figure 4 consists of thirty-two video tape recorders and
mot lit f. Int which tapes in made for the remote locations. An original video tape record is made as the CLISS is
conducted 011.C.,M11116 for each off esingnis NVet Ion. A switchoi designed by the television staff is used to et ogram
the needed t tuntLier of I 6-All ifrts tor .,,Ely geien course, The !mint er (31 tapes needed for each classroom varies
from time to hour,

Tape Delivery Each vairni tape to the inventoty ii giveu a number. A card cataIngue is maintained on all
taw; ieeimitrei the location of each ;Mei) tape within the system. Tapes are packaged in fiber shipping cases and
addr essed for the pt riper delamation Each evening the tapes are picked up by commercial courier {United Parcel
Sei VW! ) for delivery the next day at each ieemote location, Approximately 400 taps are shipped to the remote
loca Isom weekly,

In-Plant Classroom At most innlant location'., a multi- Itemise conference room seiveb as the tegularly
scheduled Si }HU classroom. One or two 23inch TV monitors and a vtdeorecorder are the only special equipment.
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BEST COPY AZILACLE

In 1907, Ainpekone-irich tape nn ichines were enviloyed,solely, but less than half of the. locations now relY on
this Machina: The inset pi Pirlar machine in use today is the half-inch EIAS triechine, but it is toliiiiiivor to the
tie ee-quaner-inch.Cassette feet/id-et:CS...Supplies all there tape forMats.

..

APPENDIX B3

COST ANALYSIS OF SURGE PROGRAM

The institutional setting can greatly affect the costs of any program. In order to ProPerly qualify the infor-
matrOn to be presented cimeerning.ciisti (Atha off - campus programs, &brief statent tad Conierning thriCciforado.

. , .

State University.Setting is in order.-

COlorxIOStateUrrivirsity iat 1987, did not 'ham a history cif either off -campus gerieral'eXteretion .of
counes offered on-campOs for part-timeStudents. Consequently, the universitthadpo,ahninistrative,superstructure
to mariage generalextension,Faculty were not accustomed to extra pay for off spas or evening instruction...,
When the SURGE Program IMO intiated by the College' of Engineering; theDron, of Engineering chose,,to integrate
the activity intothe resident graduate progranis of the detrainments: The Dian of the Graduate Sdratot obteined

, approval from the facultyCommittees and faculty government for the el' anges of traditional mks necessary to
accomplish this integration; The faculty. therefore,, added the part-titre students to regular closes with the fulf,
expectation -that traditional standards Of, graduate student attainment would be met.-It was also possible to obtain
the full impact of increased faculty productivity without the burden of a new adininistratiVe structure.

06 the other hand, the University hid taken steps in 1966 to organize nw.ta support within the-Offite of
Educational Media as a central service -organization. The functicin of this organization is-to-Provide University-
wide media support through its operating units: Audio visual, Graphics, Motion Picture, Photegraphic'and
Television Services. The total fimel of expenditure of the Office of Educational Media for staffand expenses id
)91243 was approximately '9600.000-

When television was implemented on campus at ColOnsdo State University in 1966. a television Polio/ was
adopted by the governing board which placed the responsibility within the Offide of Educational Media for:
general supervision Of all TV Programs, punthase, invent** and Maintenance of aft equiPment; all operating
funds for the production and distribution of televised- materials for tesicktret instruction. Prates:dons, staff were
employed for the televisions operation. Moreover, staff of the Office, of Educational Media had demonstrated a
strong willingn ess and ability to deliver. Thus, the placement of this responsibility was not a function of
authority but rather a means of obtaining a coordinated, well-managed prograM with an avoidance of Wintering
and duplication.

Projects such as SURGE,,.CO-TIE, HI-TIE and others have been smoothly integrated into an active campus
program. There are several advantages to this procedure. Much test apparatus and other equipment needed for the
on-campus program is availebte to be used for the new off-campus program. One highly qualified television engineer
is able to design the off - campus program components as well as the growing campus system of TV. Video tape,
record en and related items are bid in University-wide quantities, thus reducing cost. Technical standards and equip-
ment compatibility is maintained and improved utilization of both facilities and staff is realized. As the off-campus
programs at Colorado State University expand:into many disciplines; the inclusion of such efforts under a single
service organization continues to be advantacoorts. Of come, all academic decisions remain the responsibility of
the academic departmants and colleges Involved.

The cost of instruction for the SURGE program which serves practicing engineers and professionals in
industry can be estimated with precision, because the program has completed six years of operation and attained

4Thfs materiel hes appeared in two oreuloos unpuidishert CS1/ reports tre4s, 13 and 141,
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a relatively stable level of activity. The following discussion concentrates on this program althoutei much of the ,

information on the cost'of operation is applicable generally to all re9.darly scheduled courses video taped for

toe off-campus.

Faculty productivity measured in tern of student- credit hours, increased significantly in SURGE courses.

The five-year average enrollment of students per course is 16.2 on-campus end 18,2 off-campus. There has been

no adjustment in faculty teaching schedules due to this additional load. Rather, grading and leaduate assistant

help has been supplied to to the increasal enrollment.

The "direct cost of instruction" on-caws in the traditional mode is defined here as the instruction cost
(faculty salaries) divided by the total number of student quarter credit hours associated with that instruction.

This index is frequently cited as a nwassure useful for comparing regional .variations between senate schools and

between various disciplines. Clearly, although a dominant cost in most instruction, this factor does not represent

the total cost of instruction. The direct cost of instruction on-campus in the CSU Collegeof Engineering

averaged over all levels of instruction in 1972-73 is $37.45 per quarter student credit how (qt, Comparable

data gathered by Dr. F. E. Termer' and averaged over seventy -ore engineering colleges yields $49/qt. cr.

(.4 Ehgr. Ed., SS, pp. 510 -514, (190); a six per cent annual increase was assumed to update these data). It is

widely recognized that graduate Wel instruction is Napreciably more costly than undergraduate and that wide

variations in this index are usually found between the physical sciences and social sciences. For the M.S. level

SURGE courses which are predominantly in engineering and mathematics, the Ctal direct cost of instruction

on-campus has been estimated to be $6SJgt. a. This figure is viewed as a conservative estimate for graduate

instruction which averages 16 students per course. Any effective, non traditional instructional system would

generally be expected to compete with ./qt. cr. if introduced on-campus. We apply axes a comparison

directly to the off-campus instruction of the SURGE program.

The cost of the SURGE program can be divided into three broad categories: (1) amortization of equipment,

recording oleic and tape. (2) operating cost of production, delivery .end program administration, and (3)

incremental direct instructional cost of adding off-campus students to existing classes. We discuss these cost

categories in the following paragraphs ina manner whidi makes the scaling laws of the program dear. That is,

we will focus on the cost of recording a class hour in a Studio classroom plus the cost of making and delivering

tape copies with instructiohal support.

Equipment; Recording Space and Tape The cost per hour of recording is tit:mewed by the amortization

of the $25,000 for the remodeling and equipping of a studio classroom and control console. Table 13-1 gives the

details. Assuming five-year amortization with six per cent interest and 1000 hours per year of utilization, we
calculate S8./hr. Note that only the cost of the TV facility is considered, because:a regular on-canwin class must

be held in a classroom, and we are interested only in the direct cost of adding off-campus students via video tape.

A video recorder and monitor ($800) was amortized over three years assuming 1000 hours/year of use and

six per cent interest, The resultant cost is $0.30/hr.

An hour reel of 1/2-inch video tape purchased in large lots costs $20. An average life of 100 uses yields

$0.20/hr. The video tape original copy which is costed here is not distributed to off-campus students, but rather

serves as a redundant or spare copy to insure system reliadlity.

The central recording facility space which houses the control console and a single recording unit is 300 sq.

ft. This space was valued at $30/sq. ft. and amortized over 40 years with interest. This cost increment ismom

The total cost in this category for recording an hours' class time is the sum of the above or $7.10/hr.

Each additional tape copy requires $0.30-itape for recorders and =nitre's and $0.20/tape for the tape

inventory. That is, the incremental cost in this category for each additional tape is $0.50 /tape.
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Stedio Caution% and fieoster Corttrel Station

Capital Outlay

(For Black and White TV Equipment)

3 'Tv Caineras rep 1,000

VSYnc generator,

1 Pan tilt control unit

5 TV MOilitOrS

2 Zoom lenses 01.100
. . <

Instruction desk with Central unit, splitsereeto
laerteratcir, and backpack Watt back recorder

Elettrcitie control, .,MPlifiers.c.ites SPeCial'
room wrrrttg , ,

Master Control p;.;- I sith TV monitors,
switching unit

Studio classroom a.: :conditioning and
necessary remodeling

Total Cost

5,Q00

$25,000

Operating Cost of Office of Educational Media The basic operating budget for production and program
management at CSU for the current level of activity (80 courses/year) is $60.300. This budget includes fractional
time of an administrator, a program coordinator and a TV engineer plus two tuft time TV technicians and a
secretary. Other direct costs include student labor. supplies and spare parts, travel and telephone, and program
correspondence. At the level of 88 courses per year or 2400 recording hours. this base operating budget is 5125-25/
recording hour. Details are given in Table 0-2.

A recent survey of both the CSU va'eotatre system, the ITFS broadcast system of Stanford University and the
microwave link of the University of California at Davos and the A.E.C. facility at Livermore showed these "overhead
costs" to be dominant in all systems. (ref. 1911.

Each tape copy of an hour's length requires an additional $0.50 for tape handling and $2.50 for reword-trip
delivery by commercial courier. The incremental cost in this category for each delivered tape is $3.110 /tape.

. Operating Cost of Instruction The faculty does not receive any additional pay or work load allowance for
teaching a regular campus classs in the studio - classroom. So there is no instructional cost for the recording hoer.
Rather it is the instructional support of the off-:.ampus students which must be estimated here. The marginal cost
of addint 15 students to a 3quarter credit course is assumed to be 10 hours/week of graduate teaching assistance to
help the professor with all aspects of the instruction. This allowance amounts to $1.00 for each off-campus student
who views an hour length tape, or if we let S be the average offcampus enrollment in a SURGE location. $1.00
Shape. To this incremental direct cost we add an allowance for secretarial sumort, supplies and telephone of $O.X)
for each off -campus student who views a tape, or $0.30 Shape, A travel allowance of the direct cost of faculty visits
to the SURGE locations is S1.26/tape, independent of the number of students in a location but directionally
proportional to the number of locations for tape copies made each recording session).
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The total ost at ken:axioml iyenitingowenses can be expressed
where S is the average student enrollment in each off-campus sectktn.

in formula fashion as -1. $1.3080tel;e:

Total Cost of SURGE instructiim The factors outlined *Wye are
'1971-72 dollars

TABLE 82

Bete Operraing Co*

summarized blithe following table inG

'Administrate'

Coordinator,

TV Engineer,

TV Technicians

Secretary,

Student Labor, @

$24,000.

$18,000.

st 5,000.

$10,800.

$ 5.300.

Travel and Telephone

Supplies and Spare Pans

Printing and Mailing Announcements

1EXPANCIrcr
LEVEL

1/10 time
1/10 time

1i time
% time

$ 2.400.

8,000,

$ Z400.

12,0M.

1/5 time 3,000. 3.0M-
1/5 thrie

2 full time 21,800. 32,200.
3 full time

1 full time 5.300. 8,000.
1% full time

3000 hrs. 8,000. 1.2.000.
8000 hrs.

3,000. 3,000.

11,01Xl. 11,700.

3,000, 3,800.

$40,300. SIN,100.

Allocated to each master recording on an how-1y basis, these cost fact:vs me:

80,300
2,400

$25.15/hr.

89 100
618.35/hr.

4,800

Current operation of Meatuses amtually.

Expanded operation of 160 courses annually.
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS PER SECTION PER COURSE (SI

Figure B-1. CSU Off-Campus TV Cost Analysis.
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BEST COPY. RUMBLE .

DOLLA1RS PER
DELIVERED
. TAPE

3,00

1.28+ 1.30$

84.75 + .30 S

Bawl on ability to operate at current MU Soot of SO 404011110/yellf. $ V/ IVO beCoeng, about $1 6.8 for enlarges' program
of 180 courses/yr u.

The CSU unit costs of off -camper instruction for the 1971-72 SURGE programs can be computed from these
costs factors. The folkming enrollment and program data are required:

Total COIRSOS = 89
Total Sections. = 281
Total off-campus enrollment m 883

261
Therefore, N = = 178 t-±. 61 " )"Pal=AIM recording how

iffi3
S

students
281 section

and let C = 1.00 qt. credits granted for 10 contact hours of course work.

F=

(recording hours)
MUM

(ev. ofkampus studen
course

dollars
is subdivided into fixed cost/course hour ohm variable costs/cotwse hour.

recording how)

F(10C) (113Z25 + 1$4.75 $1.30)
=

N C

.5)447 5)
F

2
32 + 13.

NS S

322.5 47.5
F = + + 13.

(3.78)13,401 140

F = $51.97/qt. cr. $52./qt- cr.
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Retail that the orecampus instruction in these courses has a direct instructional cost of 665,./qt. Cf. for an
JVet.its. cotaSts enrollment in 1971.72 of 15.6 students. The average cost of instruction for both on campus and
off .campus instruction is:

F
156 (65.) 4. 12.9,52.1

S59/qt. cr.
15.6 12.9

Clearly, the program lowers the instructional cost from the point of view of the university and also increases
faculty productivity. But it should he stressed that this is a very narrow view of the cost of this instruction. If
the Hart -time student had commuted to campus during his regular work hours, the opportunity cost which is
neglected here would have been large endued perhaps, $300./qt. cr.! Furtherrno-e, the university may have
been required to add campus classroom space and parking. Even moreimportwit, the cumulative cost of technical
obsolescenat to the national economy should be estimated because advanced engineering and management train-
ing frequently does not occur unless programs like SURGE are initiated.

A convenient graphical presentation of the SURGE program cost analysis is given in Figure 8-1. The marginal
cost per quarter credit hour produced (F) is shown as a function of the average number of students per section (s)
with the total number of sections per course (N) shown as a parameter. in the CSU example detailed al:wive,
S 3.40 students/section and N 3.78 sections/course which yields F = $59/quarter credit. It is worth noting that
video baSed 'pregrains for practicing engineers such tis.SURGE ari far removed from the classical ETV model. That
is, rather than S50,000/hour of productiOn costs spread over millions of viewers, the televised engineering programs
must operate at near zero production cost because the potential audience is small. In fact, the TAGER system of
SMU in Dallas will televise a course for a total of 4 students, the Iowa State University videotape system sets a
total enrollment minimum of 5, and the CSU record in this regard shows instances of taping for 2-3 total off
campus students,

The cost factors tabulated above are realistic and may be useful more generally than simply estimating the
cost of a specific program in Colorado. For example, the decision whether to install a videotape system or an
ITFS broadcast system, is a trade-off study between subtracting $3.50 N (the cost of making and delivering
tapes) arid adding the amortized cost of the 1TFS hardware on a course hour basis to the base value of $7, TO, For
example, see "Technical and Economic Factors in University ITV Systems." by C. A. MartinVegue, Jr., A. J.
Morris, J, M. Rosenberg, and S. E. Tallrriadgc, Proceedings of the 1EE, Vol. 59, No. 6, pp. 946-953, (June 1971).
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THE BRITISH OPEN UNIVERSITY: CONCEPTS ,& REALITIES

Brian Lewis
The Open University

Institute of Educational Technology
Buckhamstlire, England

PART I TEACHING AT THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

Introductory Remarks

The Open University was established (by Royal Charter) in 1969, with a permit to start teaching in January 1971.
This may not sound too difficult. However, no conventional British University had ever been set up so quickly. And the
Open University was certainly not conventional.

The Open University is an ambitious project. Its declared aim is to bring higher education within the reach of
many thousands of adults vc,no are able to study only on a part-time basis, and in their own homes, Moreover, it is
striving to do this for adults who have none of the usual entry qualifications. And it is relying for its success on the
novel deployment of a wide range of educational and mass media recources

In short, the Open University is the first attempt, in Britain, to set up a full-scale homebased, multi-media
system for higher education. As the original government committee put it:

"the objects of the Open University are to provide opportunities, at both undergraduate and
postgraduate level, of higher education to all those who for any reason, have been or are being
precluded from achieving their aims through an existing institution of higher education, This
does not imply competition with existing institutions, but rather an attempt on a national
scale to complement their efforts; an attempt which may well increase the demands upon
existing institutions, as students, stimulated by the experience of parttime study, increasingly
come to want the opportunity for full-time study."

At the time of its conception, the (proposed) Open University had no close precedents anywhere in the
world, Nobody had any clear idea of how many students might want to enroll, or what they would be like, or
what their abilities might be. The one attempt to forecast possible demand came from a survey carried out by the
Nes.ional Institute of Adult Education. This came up with a forecast ranging from 34,000 150,000 in respect of
those people who said, "I will certainly be one of the first students,"

For financial and administrative reasons, it was necessary to restrict the size of the first intake of students
with the result that 24,000 students were provisionally registered (in 1970) and 20,000 of these actually paid
their fees and started work in January 1971. By the close of the year as many as 80% had stayed the course, and
75% of these passed their examinations. This pattern of success was repeated in 1972, and the public image of
the Open University is now gratifyingly high. At the time of writing this overview (September 1973), the Open
University has just held its first graduation ceremony in respect of 900 graduates. The current student population
stands at around 40,000. And over 35,000 applications have already been received in respect of courses due to
commence in January 1974. The prevailing mood within the Open University is one of cautious self-congratulation.
Everybody recognizes that the system is far from perfect. But the political decision to give it a chance seems to have
been well vmtlicatecf,
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The Main Teaching Arrangements

&already intlicatedethe Open Universi
(motif ci,s

Poste packages of borne study materials
t

.NOtit.i..rlf!0.*r.40.4.f atigi.citowiiir!

3 t..ocal study centers

4 .Pipittesiderttial summer schools

The hrunestudY-miterials and the totevisipb and titcho PtetrathStenveythe "'core" content 'ot the cnnises
The k$ at study clmere provide opp ortunities lot students to sturlY end todisenss thing tebblehis either.(a) amain
diernsetves, in (b) with visiting tutors or counsellors. 'The short residential summer schook whiclrem usually held
in' host ,tettottrtiit get:together in large Menhersanti for more antictitioin butposes: A vasty
ui adrittionaf, teaching. aids 'such a$ hot* experimental kits, computer terminals, self-.admitrisfered comprehension
rests, horrievtork and fieldWork assignments, tutormarked and computer-marked ,feedback on homework, and
assorted audio visual - all help the student to consolidate his learning so monitor his progiess in an
accurate way.'

is primarily atiome-hased studio, 'fisCility, The primary teaching

Ti, obtain a, degt*.e at The Open hiversiiIr IOVI.e..etudeht must t-Cumulate 6 "course credits" ft* an
ordinary degree, arid "course Credits" 'for. an.hanettairdegtee.lia do this, dve student moat tuCceSihillY complete

. 8-8'cntrisis on study, at a tate of not more than 2 courses per year Each course calls-for about 12 hours of home
suety Per week, sustained over a Period of about 9 months of the year. So all studentsere able to accumulate the
required number of credits. in their spare trine, if they so desire.

tri its fi tit Year of teaching I1971). the Otilnitiated "foundation" (first year) courses in the Am; Social
Seiences. Mathematics and Science, tut its second year utteacttirig, afirst year foundation course was also started
in Technology, along with second level courses in Arts. Social Science, Mathematics, Science and Education&
Studies. Six course credits secure a general (8.A.1 degree. and eight coursocreditsseCUre an honours (8-A degree.
in certain cases, students can be granted exaMption from 1-3 of the letverrlevel courses, and this reduces the time
needed to qualify it therefore takes about 3.5 years for most students to obtain a degree, although every effort It
tioing made so allow slower students to complete their degrees at a slower rate (e.g. one course per year) if ttiri
so desire.

Professional training and "up-dating" courses are also being run e.g. in Education, Computing, and in
various branches of Technology. The first of these have ,already been started, and later ones will be determined by
Public demand and available resources. They will be of shorter duration (requiring, say, the accumulation of only
1.3 course credits), and wilt lead to the award of certificates or diplomas. A postgraduate programme, leading to the
award of higher degrees, has also been launched. In all cases, the Olt aims to use essentially the same kind of "teach-
ing at a distance" multi-media approach.

It is worth adding that the Open University's courses are in general designed to have practicel soplication in
the real world. They are seeking to enact genuine social and economic needs, and they should therefore he of
practical value both to the student and to potential employers.

Who the Students Ave

As already indicated, the Ott is first and foremost a Oliver say for ailuits. in the years to come, it may become
both possible and desirable to accept ordinal,/ school leavers in (say) the 18.21 age range. However, the initial
decision was to admit nobody under 21, unless there were exceptional circumstances (e.g. of physical disability)
whice would pr event a person under 21 from gaining acceptance elsewhere. At the request of the Department of
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Education and Science, the University is currently planning to accept 500 18 -veer olds as a pilot experiment in
1974. 250 of these will tun technically qualified for University entry, and 250 will not.

In its efforts to offer higher education to as many adults as possible, the OU has waived many of the
traditional entry requirements, it therefore caters for a large number of people who would otherwise have been
prevented from pursuing degree courses. These include adultr in full-time employment, housewives who find
it hard to leave their homes, iaersons who do not have the usually-mandatory educational qualifications, persons
who are phisically handicapped, and persons who live too for away from already - existing colleges of higher
education. Among the fully-employed part-time students, there is already a significant number of adults who
are looking to the Open University (a) to provide qualifications for an alternative career, or (h) to prosell:
kinds of specialist up-dating and retraining courses that have already been mentioned.

The implications of such a radical "open door" policy should not be overlooked, It gives rise to a highly
heterogeneous population of students of varying age levels and interests and backgrounds and adds greatly
to the complications of teaching effectively at a distance. By way of example, diagram 1 gives some summary
background data in respect of the 6,790 students who studied the first year foundation course in science during
1971.

What the Study Materials Look Like

. Study materials are sent throu0 the post to the student, at intervals of about 4.6 weeks. Each oackaoe
contains a sequence of cortoondence 171-Aerials, accompanied by study notes, exercises and experiments, and
self-administered comprehension tests which the student can take to help satisfy himself that he has understood
the main teaching points. Also included is a set of written homework assignments which the student is expected
to return, within a specified time period, for marking. Some of these assignments are marked directly by the OU
computer, and others are marked by specially-appointed part-time correspondence tutors.

The "core" correspondence materials are (usually) specially written by merilbers of the CU's central
academic staff, The remaining materials consist of carefully-chosen extracts and oflprints, taken from standard
textbooks and other professional literature. Each package also contains discussion nee; o5 (which the students are
invited to discuss among themselves), and recommendations concerning suitable follow up re. acting. Additional
materials in 'et? form of dual° tapes, long-playing records, and transparencies are included in some study packages.

Most study materials make a special point of giving the student a variety of things to do. Tasks are set which
can take the form of pencil-and-paper tests and exercises, scheduled observations, group discussions, home
experiments, local fieldwork, and the like. The aim of such tasks is to create experiences in the student which
help to confirm and consolidate the expositions contained in the urinted texts. In particular, all science and
technology students receive a comprehensive home experimental kit which requires controlled and systematic use
and reportage.

So fai as is possible, each study package is a self-contained entity, it provides the student with everything
that he needs, in order to advance his studies for a further 46 weeks. In some courses, it has been found necessary
to refer the student to "set books" that he is expected to buy or borrow from his library. But the study packages
constitute in general, he core materials of the course,

The Role of the British Broadcasting Corporation
an Educational Partnership

To reinforce and supplement the packaged study materials, the University works in collaboration with the
B.B.C. to produce a regular series of radio and television programme. At the present time, facilities exist for the
transmission of one radio and one television program per week, in respect of almost every main course that
the OU is planning to run. Transmissions occur mostly at off-peak listening and viewing times. Each orolearn
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Summary data on occupation, educational
background, and age of the total intake of
6,790 students who studied firstyear
Science in 1971.

Occupation

Housewives 4.8
Armed Forces 2.3
Adrnin. and managers 5.0
Education 26.5
Professional and arts 7.2
Scientists and ergs. 11.6
Technical personnel 23.6
Skilled trades 2.5
Other manual 1.6
C.ommunien and transport 0.9
Clerical and office 3.9
Shop and personal serv. 3.2
Retired/Not working 1.1

Educational
level attained

No formal quals. 6.6
CSERSA Cert. 1,8
GCE "0" level, 1-4 Subj. 6.9
GCE "0" level, 5+ Subj. 11.3
GCE A level, 1 Subj. 3.5
GCE A level, 2+ Subj. 9.7
ONC or OND 6.8
HNC or HND 19,3
Teacher's Certificate 18.7
University Diploma 6.2
University Degree 4.5

Date of birth

Post 1945 10.8
1936-1945 44.4
1926.1935 30.0
1916-1925 12.2
1906-1915 2.1
Pre 1906 0.4

Diagram 1
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broadcast twice once in the early evening of a weekday, and once on a week-end morning. So every student has
two opportunities to listen and view. This is a substantial undertaking which ready enhances the effectiveness of
the written study materials. However, it Will not be nossible to repeat programs in future years unless more radio
and televisionchannels become available:And plans are already under way for "dawn" listening and viewing.

Radio is used in a variety of ways to orientate the student towards studies that he is just about to commence,
to discuss subjeCts that are inadequatelydealt with in the correspondence materials, to recapitulate or summarise
materials that have already been studied, and so on. Radio is also used to communicate with students at short
notice e.g. to clear up recurring point's of difficulty, or to make announcements of interest to certain sections of
'the student population. Occasionall, ,:e-rangements have been made for nation-wide hookeips between central
administrative and academic staff, regional staff, and volunteer student spokesmen.

Television can also have a valuable orientating function, especially at the beginning of a course when the stu-
dent is straggling to make sense of unfamiliar concepts. However, it is most commonly used, at the ;resent time, to
convey information that requires special visual effects. Lectures and demonstrations which involve the use of
special (e.g. scientific) equipment. small group discussions on matters of controversy, visual accounts of the Arts
and Sciences, otdevelciping techriolugy, of political and economic and educational systems, of unfamiliar coun-

, tries and societies and civilisations, of our own (and other people's) historical and cultural heritage these are just
a few of the subject matter areas to which television has usefully been applied. Some quite distinguished and highly
motivating "evocative" programs have also been made. Television, like radio, has the rapacity to bring education
right into the student's own home. Correctly used, these media can do much to add a dynamic and personal flavour
to the tuition, and they help to foster a sense of participation and involvement in a major national venture.

Tigtors, Counsellors and Study Ceetres

To provide more personal support for those who feel the need for it, the OU has set up nearly 300 study
centres throughout the country. These typically consist of a small numbei of rooms that sympathetic authorities
(local colleges of education, for instance) have hired out to the University for purposes.of study and discussion.
All centres are equipped with radio and television receivers. Many of them also contain tape recorders, projectors,
a library of the broadcast material in recorded form, and computer terminals for the use of mathematics students.
Each centre is reo.darly.visited by specially-appointed Course Tutors and Counsellors. These are professionally
qualified-people (lecturer's from nearby colleges, for example) who are appointed on a part-time basis to hold
seminars and discussion groups, and to advise on the various problems both academic and personal that
individual students might be encountering. Every effort is made to keep study centres open at times (throughout
the evening, for example) which are most convenient to all concerned. Discussion groups and the like are also
held rat these times, The whole study centre °titration is co-ordinated and monitored by Senior Tutors and Senior
Counsellors who are full-time members of the Open University. Staff. These senior staff are based on Regional
Offices but they tend to travel around a great deal and hence provide critical links between the local part-time
staff and the central staff at the University's main headquarters.

The number of part time staff associated with any one study centre is not, of course, large. But every stu-
dent has several chances every month to discuss his problems either individually, or in small group discussion
with the appropriate part-time member of staff. If a student is unable for some reason to attend a study centre,
special arrangements can be made to visit that student (albeit infrequently) in his own home. Part-time staff there-

,
fore operate rather like doctors. They have a caseload of students. At certain times of the week they are out visit-
ing "emergency" cases. At other times of the week they are available for consuliciiion at a study centre.

Attendance at a study centre is advisable, but not compulsory. At the present time, study centres are located

mainly in well populated areas, so that the majority of students are always within a few miles of such a centre, As
indicated above, many study centres consist of rooms hired in some nearby college of higher or furflier eduuation.
Thrs incidentally in Inas 01.1 students into contact with other student bodies; and it may eventually lead to an

extension of study centre facilities. If the demand arises and if resources permit, efforts will be made to enrich
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the 01.1's study centres e.g. by adding library books, laboratory equipment, and other learning resources.
Additions of this kind will be easier to make if the study centres are already housed within educational centres
that sympathise with the OU's general a;ms and objectives.

"(!

Residential Summer Schools

The educational resources so far described (correspondence materials, home kits, radio and television
programmes, and study centre discussions) are intended to be sufficient, by themselves, to promote effective
learning. Even so, a tine can be made for getting students together in much larger groups (a) to convey something
of the traditional "university experience", and (b) to achieve certain additional objectives that might otherwise
he neglected. The OU has accordingly devised s system of one-week residential summer schools, which are held
at host Universities in different parts of the country. Summer schools are compulsory and they are currently
being arranged to take place during the summer vacation of the host Universities involved. Since the OU's
academic year runs from January to early October, summer schools therefore occur about two-thirds of the way
through each student's course.

Each one-week summer school caters for several hundred students drawn from different parts of the coun-
try. Although the period of residence is short, several noteworthy objectives can be achieved. For example, OU
students have the chance to use and savour the host University's facilities fully-equipped laboratories and
demonstration rooms, large-scale lecture halls, reference libraries, and the like. Central academic staff also have
an opportunity, to meet students an maze and individually, and this can provide useful additional feedback on
student attitudes and progress.

Summer schools can serve a variety of useful purposes. They can provide opportunities for intensive
laboratory work, using a full range of standard equipment.. They scan provide opportunities for special project
work in (for example) the Social Sciences. They enable large scale exhibitions to be Set upiind visits to be
arranged to places of cultural or scientific interest. They provide a forum for Mass discussitin on'tnatters of
difficulty Or dissension. They enable distinguithed.visitors to giveinvited addresses. They provide opportunities
for setting and discussing and evaluating special homework assignments. They provide opportunities to re-run radio
and television programmes that students may hve missed. A 'they provide additional opportunities for members
of staff to engage in diagnostic and remedial teaching.

Above all, courses of this kind enable students to get toknow each other, and to exchange views and ex-
periences. This can have a strong motivational and integrative effect on the student population as a whole. And it
can help to counteract any tendencies (induced, perhaps, by the study centres) for the student population to
fractionate into small inward- looking groups. Similar comments apply, of course, to the numerous members of
staff --. academic and administrative, full-time and part-time central and regional who attend the various schools
that are run, These members of staff are able to meet each other, and to meet a wide cross section of the :tudent
population, all at first hand.

Evidence from other countries suggests that attendance at a summer school, even for a short period of time,
can have a notable educative effect. It can also boost student morale (even if the students spend most of their
spare time gossiping and grumbling), and it can help to promote a sense of corporate identity, Home study is, at
the best of times, hard going. The rallying effect of a well-run summer school should not be underestimated.

Students as Teaching Resources

No account of the University's teaching resources would be complete without some reference to the stu-
dents themselves. Most students tend to be regarded solely as learners often as passive and inadequate learners
who ideally need to 1w corefully nurtured by expert teachers and great minds. In reality, students are a potent and
much-nerilected teaching resource. If a University's formai teaching resources (its lectures, set books, and the like)
are in any way defective, and if no reacher is around, students are obliged t.,3 do the teacher's ioh for him. They,
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must acquire the skill of extracting information from books and journals and from each other, and they must use

each other as sounding boards for their own developing opinons and expertise.

The most successful students all tend to pick up these self-help skills at a fairly early stage. At the OU, study

centres undoubtedly help to foster the development of such skills. By means of small-group discussions, students

are more able to discover and question hitherto unrecognised assumptions in the subject matter they are studying,
and to uncover gaps and limitations in their own knowledge. They also have the chance to pursue lines of enquiry

which are of special interest to theT, but which are dealt with only lightly in the main study materials.

One of the best ,gays of leamirg about a new subject is to try teaching it to other people. There are, of

course, some obvious dangers in the knethod. If nobody in the group knows what he is talking about, group dis-

cussion will merely produce a sort of\"pooled ignorance ". On the other hand, carefully prepared study materials,

duly backed up with annotated discu sion mates and easily-accessible follow-up reading, can enable students to

hold profitable small-group discussio even when no tutor or counsellor is present. Students are a teaching

resource in the sense that they fa) pensate fordeficiencies in the resources provided by the University, and

(b) help other students to extend and apply their newly-acquired knowledge in accordance with the needs and
interests and abilities of those stucients.\Considerable effort is being made to ensure that the study centres provide

a suitable environment for the conduct of such activities. Failing this, students are being encouraged to let up

self-help groups in their homes or at other suitable venues.

Organisational structure of the University

The headquarters of the Open Univer;ae are being developed in a rural setting, some 50 miles north-west of

London, The exact site is on the outskirts of the designated area of the new city of Milton Keynes, in North
Buckinghamsh;re. It is close to the M1 (London-Scotlied) motorway, about 4 miles north-east of Bletchley.

Modern buildings, which have all been specially erected, are currently housing several hundred academic

and administrative staff together with a large-sized data processing and record-keeping system, and extensive

facilities for the design and production and packaging and dispatch of theUniversity's study materials. Also

nearing completion are research laboratories (for academic members of the staff), a much enlarged and lending

and reference library, a lecture hall, canteens, and so on. There are no undergraduates on site, but room is

currently being found for a small number of postgraduate students.

To control and monitor a nation-wide home study system, a rather elaborate organisational structure is

required. For this reason, the University has divided the country into 13 semiautonomous regions. Each region

has its own Regional Head Office, staffed by a Regional Director and other senior administrative and academic

personnel (in particular, the senior tutors and senior counsellors mentioned earlier). Each Regional Office main-

tains detailed records of all students coming within that region, and the Regional Office staff are responsible for

coordinating all the University's activities (tutorial, counselling, study centre, summer school, etc.) that go on in

that region. The overall organisational scheme is partly captured in diagrams 2 and 3,

The format structure of the Open University is therefore hierarchical. Part-time tutors and counsellors are

responsible to the Regional Office staff wile are in turn responsible to the University's headquarters at Milton

Keynes. In practice, of course, the real day-by-day structure is heterarchical. Control over the University's affairs

fluctuates around the system and, ideally, always tends to reside with the person (or group of persons) best quali-

fied to act.

The Assessment of Student Performances

The OU has departed from the traditional practice !in British Universities) of relying almost exclusively on

formal end-of-year examinations, It has also tried to recognise some of the many limitations of traditional

numerical marking schemes. And it has taken account of the needs of adults who are struggling to study at home
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in their spare time, and who therefore feel the need for regular feedback on their progress. In the light of these
considerations, the Ott has chosen initially to operate a "continuous assessment" procedure, using fin mast
cases) grades rather than ntlftWfIC.Il Ma/KS.

As alteady indicawd, all study packages contain homework assignments which students are expected to
return, duly completed and within specified time limits, for marking. Some of these assignments are in computer-
markahie form, and students are requested to post these directly to the Otis headquarters at IVFIton Keynes. The
remaining assignments are sent to the special group of part-time staff mentioned earlier - namely, the local
correspondence tutors.

Performance on homework assignments is recorded, for each student separately, on computerised student
record files. If a student has undertaken any special work assignments (e.g. at study centres, or summer schools),
then the marks obtained for these special assignments are likewise recorded it Aividually. At the end of each study
course, all SttittelliS are required to attend an Examination Centre to take a short examination (of about 2-3 hours
duration) under properly supervised conditions. Marks obtained at this examination are then compared and
combined with all the other marks that the student has accumulated, over the year, Finally, a weighted composite
mark is calculated to decide whether a course credit should be avvarded,and, if so, whether it shouki be awarded
"with distinction ".

It is worth bearing in mind that the continuous assessment procedure, together with the week-by-week flaw
of essential radin and television programmes, can have a powerful and sometimes oppressive pacing effect on the
student population. The imposing of time limits on homework, and the study sequence of synchronised B.B.C.
broadcasts, constitute a strong inducement to students to keep up to date with their studies. In recognition of
the fact that some students may fall behind with their work for reasons that are beyond their control, all students
are allowed to skip a small number of assignments if they so desire, In effect, thismeans that the award of the
overall continuous assessment grading is based on (say) the best half-dozen assignments that each student sends in.
For an elaboration of the implications of this arrangement, see Lewis (1972).

The Handling of Assessment Data

Computer marked assignments consist of multiple choice (and similar) questions that can be answered simply
by making a serses oi marks on specially designed answer sheets. Students post these answer sheets, duly completed,
to the University's Ilf!dlltpljrtt'fS. They are then decoded by an automatic document reader, andevaluated by
computer ,

Tutor marked assignments consist of essay questions and short answer questions which, by their very nature,
cannot be marked by computer, Students must therefore post these assignments to designated correspondence
tutors, who are responsible for marking them in accordance with pre-arranged guidelines laid down by the Univer-
sity's central academic staff.

For each homework assignment that is received, the computer generates a detailed statement of how well
the student has done (a) on individual questions, and (b) on the assignment as a whole, At the present time, the
OU computer has only limited facilities for interpreting the homework data that it receives. However, a variety of
computer programmes are currently being developed to enable student progress to be evaluated with greater
sensitivity e.g. by showing which questions, and which groups of questions, cause the most difficulty to which
kinds of student. At the level of the individual student, cumulative indices of success and failure are also being
devised to show how well each student is doing (in comparison with other students, and in comparison with his
own past performance) at each stage of the course, It wilt then he easier to detect those sections of the course on
which the student does best (or worst), and also to detect any sudden improvements or deteriorations in individual
performance. If successive course units tend to vary unevenly in content or level of difficulty, this should also be
more easily detectable.
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From time to time, the computer generates summary statements both to Regional Offices and to the

student themselves showing how each student is progressing. If any student shows evidenceof sudden and

severe deterioration, emergency signals are sent to the Regional Office, so that the student in question can be

contacted and offered help.

Similar initiatives can be taken by the correspondence tutors, and by all other part-time members of staff:

As a matter of routine, the correspondence tutor posts the student's homework back to him, duly marked and

annotated, as quickly as possible, At the same time, he sends a record of his marking (and any further comments)

both to the OU's headquarters and to the Regional Office. The tutors who attend study centres, and the coun-

sellors who also attend study centres, can likewise report back on the progress of individual students. It follows

that both the Regional Office and the OU's headquarters can accumulate a large amount of information about

student progress information which flows in from a variety of sources, and Which needs to be sorted and inter-

preted by the kind of software now under development.

The DU as a Self-improving System

When students return their homework assignments, they are periodically invited to register their opinions on

such matters as the intelligibility, difficulty, and interest of the assignments they have completed. They are also

invited to say whether, and to what extent, they have made use of the OU's study centre facilities. At the same

time, the part-time members of staff the correspondence tutors, the tutors who attend study centres, and the

counsellors are asked to comment on the students that come under their care, and on the study course as a

whole. In particular, part-1.ine members of staff encourage students to talk about their academic and personal

study problems. so that the OU can build up a more accurate picture of student needs and interests.

To induce feeclOack of this kind and to secure more specific types of information, the University has esta-

blished a Survey Research Department which regularly sends questionnaires to representative samples of students.

Eventually, it is hoped to set up consultative panels of students, and to have fully-trained interviewers and social

workers circulating around the system. There is, in fact, already provision in the Royal Charter for the convening

of Regional Assemblies and consultative committees and for student representation on the Senate. Arrangements

have also been recently completed for the starting of student magazines and newsletters.

By way of summary, diagram 4 records the main assessment and evaluation procedures currently in use at

the Open University. As can be seen, the data collected from computer marked assignments (CMAs) and from

tutor marked assignments (TMAs) and from various additional sources (end-of-course examinations, question-

naires, letters, telephone calls, etc.) can serve several different purposes. For example, the data can:

(a) provide the ma n basis for a formal assessment of student achievement, and

WI enable relevant feedback to be given to individual students while the course is actually in pro-

w f!SS. and

(c) facilitate the revising of those parts of the course that appear to be t' ding less effectively than

was originally hoped.

With regard to (c), it is worth remarking that each course that the OU runs is carefully monitored, during

the first year of two of its existence, by a specially-appointed "main tenant,? team" of acadeinics. This team is

responsible for modifying parts of the course in the light of the total assessment and evaluation data it receives.

Unfortunately, the current budget for revision is severely limited, and tee revision process itself is largely a

iudgreentai one. (In other words, it is not guided by any cogent theoretical model). Diagram 5 depicts the main

channels of communication involved and, collectively, they seem to be more than sufficient to guarantee that all

major defects are picked up during the first year of each course's presentation.

Although the stu'!ent pueulation is scattered across the whole country, the numerous communication

channels shou.to to f1,,ay .;Tos 7. 3 5, make it comparatively e,icy to cattier a great deal of information on
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academic and personal study problems, and on the strengths and weaknesses of the study materials, on the effect-
iveness of the tutorial and counselling and study centre facilities, and on the conditions under which the students
are most likely to succeed or fail. Data obtained in this way are helping the 01.1 to strengthen its instructional
system slowly but surely, from year to year.

In this connection, it is worth noticing that the OU has many of the characteristics of a Direct Action
Research Project. Instead of opting for time-consuming "feasibility studies" on multi-media systems of higher
education, the British Government took the imaginative step of actually allowing such a system to be set up and
run. The result was a highrisk undenaining in which mistakes were bound to occur and to go on occurring. But,
in the long run, this could well be the quickest and most effective way of solving the many intricate problems
involved.

PART 2 SOME PROBLEMS OF COURSE PRODUCTION

Initial Conceptions

In the earliest days of the OU, before course production actually began, most academics were fairly optimis-
tic about the ease with which courses could be produced. For example, it was widely believed that, during the
first year of course production (1970), a group of 8 or 9 academics along with a handful of expert advisers and
assistants would have little difficulty in producing a full 36-week Foundation Course. It was recognised that a
great deal of written material would have to be produced. But there was a tendency to perceive this particular task
as requiring little more thx1 the imaginative brightening up of already existing lecture notes and professional
papers. The whole operation was one that could be contemplated, in advance, with equanimity.

Indeed, many academics confidently expected the business of course production to occupy not more than
100-200 days of each calendar year. Universities characteristically have both a teaching function and a knowledge
extending function. The former is concerned with introducing students to knowledge that already exists. The
latter is concerned with challenging and deepening and enriching (and even transforming) such knowledge. In
accordance with this dual image of what a University should be, most academics took up their appointments on
the explicit understanding that they would have time for at least some of the more significant knowledge-extendilig
activities postgraduate supervision, private research. professional writing, consulting, conference attending, and
the like. In other words, the OU was to be a tea/ University, not just a production house for the development and
dissemination of undergraduate course materials.

The Harsh Reality

These expectations seemed reasonable enough at the time. But they were rapidly shown to be sadly inaccurate.
In the first place, nobody had fully thought through the numerous implications of requiring academic membersof
staff to work together in large cooperative teams. Secondly, no-one had fully pursued the implications of having to
!each a heterogeneous population of students who were mostly trying to study in their spare time (and perhaps for
the first time) in the isolation of their own homes. To cut a long story short, it soon became obvious that in order
(a) to produce effective teaching-at-a-distance materials, and (ia) to have time to spare for the various other
activities in which academics normally engage, the overall staffing of the OU would ideally have to be increased
by a factor of at least 3-4. This kind of increase was out of the question, because the OU budget would not permit
it. So a number of compromises and sacrifices had to be made.

In an attempt to establish high teaching standards with too little staff, both the academic and non-academic
staff proved to be extraordinarily self-sacrificing. Many academics have, for example, forgone substantial periods
of holiday and study leave due to them. They have cut their private research activities to the barest minimum, in
order to devote themselves almost exclusively to the business of course production. At the same time, the rate of
production of new courses has been slightly diminished, so that the courses that are produced stand a better
chance of doing an effective job of teaching.
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As a result of Liking these steps, the production of quality courses is now merely difficult, rather than
impossible. But thy conditions of service fur OU academics land for many of the supporting staff ) must be
,11110J'Al tfte wt it NI in the country. There l' still an ehiltiSting 1'101 against tune to InOtIlltl, high fluidity
matey las And the piessie may well contemn! for at least 5.10 years because this is the time that it will take to
establish a Silld Stuck of well validated corpses.

The Sire of the Problem

It rs difficult for an outsider to appreciate just how abnormal are the problems that confront OU academics
and administiative staff. lhe planning and production of correspondence materials, home experimental kits, stu-
dent activities, multiply-choice tests, ratite and television programmes, and the like, make demands on staff which
ale unlike anything they trove elver expel ienced before. For example, special care must be taken to ensure that each
correspondence unit is a sound and coherent and memorable piece of exposition. The main teaching points must
be fully explained. Misleading statements and irrelevant scholastic displays must be eliminated, There must be no
mistakcs, hoar irtlelltuti, gaps, or other defects in the argument. All written materials must in fact be well structured
and self-explanatory and patched at the right level of difficulty.

The whole oiler ation is extremely time consuming. If an academic wants to write a really effective piece of
exposition one that will either stand on its own or serve as essential supplementary reading to a prescribed text-
book a- it could easily take him as much as 2.3 weeks to produce an adequate first draft.'His first draft would
then need to be tired out, along with some appropriate evaluative tests, on a reprecentative sample of potential
students, to see whether it achieves what the author wanted it to achieve. Feedback data from these students can
then he used as a basis for revising the original draft, and for polishing it up into more final form. Ideally, the
revised draft should also he tested (p;eferably on a different representative group of volunteer students) to make
sure that the revision (sr ocess has been effective, and has not inadvertently introduced further defects and
obscurities. In fact, the testfevict-reirst cycle should be repeated as many times as is necessary to satisfy the
author (arid his colleagues) that the correspondence unit really does teach. However, each new cycle can add at
least 3 weeks to the overall production time. It need hardly he said that the Ot.f does not have either the time or
the resources to put its instructional materials through the optimal number of (3-4) cycles. However, it is not at
all uncommon to find 50-100 hours of academic effort being invested in each single hour of student study time,

In addition to un (ng the basic correspondence unit, the author must devise appropriate homework assign-
ments. If the homework is to he marked by computer, he must specify exactly the marking scheme that the
computer must use. At the very least, he must say how many mark! n.ast be added for each correct answer, and
how many deducted for each wrong answer. In addition, he may call for the awaid of bonus marks for special
combinations cif n ruder answer. And he may request the computer to provide him with some detailed inform,-
bon on differential patterns of right and wrong answers.

If the homework is to be marked by cotresponcence tutors, the author must provide these tutors with
appropriate guidelines and checklists, And he must tell the computer how to handle the marks or grades that
these tutors evieitually award, Since correspondence tutors may often be called upon to explain points of
difficulty, the author must also circulate adequate briefings on the overall aims eld objectives of his units. In some
cases. he may wish to provide the study centre tutors with special discussion materials. And he may want the
students to perform experiments, or engage in certain kinds of group activity or field work. All of these activities
greatly add to the total production time. And all of them ideally need to be put through the testrevise-retest
cycle to make sure that they are (a) unambiguously clear, and (b) likely to have the effects intended.

The preparation of concomitant radio and television programmes us no less arduous. Administrative and
economic constraints make rt difficult to put these programmes through a test-levise-retest cycle, so even greater
efforts must he roach' to ensure that they are right first time. Experience has shown that even the simplest looking
programme can take several weeks to plan and produce especially if it has to be carefully integrated with the
cos malet laic, on if aniVthiliq pia Of the (military (e.g. a special seimence of visual effects) is required.
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Some Or Ott Difficulties

To obtain a test irisight into the practical difficulties of course production, let us consider a situation in
which 8 academie members of staff (call them Ai .A2, ...As) agree to collaborate on the production of a 32-unit
course. To simplify the discussion, we shall focus solely on the prtadem of producing 32 ctwtespondance units.
And we shall suppose that each academic woes to write just 4 of the 32 units. As a further simplification, we
shall assume the Al ogle es to write units 14 and A2 agrees to write units 5-8, and As egrets to write units 9.12,
and so on.

After several weeks of joint discussion on the aims and objectives and content of the course, the academics
go away win start writing. If we accept the kinds of time estimates mentioned earlier, and if we assume that each
academic writes his units in numerical order, it follows that after a lapse of a few weeks the first in extenso drafts
of units, 1, 6, 9... will be nearing completion. Unfortunately, this natural-tooking arrangement rules out the
possibility of testing the draft units, in a systematic manner, on volunteer students. Unit 1 can, of course be
tested. (kit unit 5 can be meaningfully tested only on students who have worked through units 1-4. And units
24 have not yet been written,

This is a very considerable difficulty. If the academic members of staff are trying to achieve good continuity
from one unit to the next, A2 will have written his unit S as a follow-on to what he expects to appear in units 1-4,
For example, Al might have said that his units 1-4 will introduce some basic concepts in statistical analysis. in
preparing unit 5, A2 will therefore feel free to build upon the statistical knowledge that he believes As will impart
in units 1-4. Insofar as A2 1 kvs this statistical knowledge for granted, his unit 6 will be largely unintelligible to the
volunteer student who has previously seen only unit 1. Difficulties of this kind tend to increase over successive
units. As, who has braveie agreed to do units 29-32, is engaging in a tierncedous act of faith it his unit 29 tries to
build upon or summarise, material that 7 different colleagues have not yet written.

Should A, send off his completed unit 5 to the Media Production Department, with the request that it be
set up and printed? If 442 does this, he will place Ai under a strong moral obligation to work into his remaining
units (24) all the knowledge that unit 5 has taken for granted. If Al now refuset to co-operate (claiming, for
example, that A2 misunderstood what he, Al , had undertaken to do), then unit 5 win be partly unintelligible
unless expensive alterations are made at the galley proof stage. And A, is likely to feel that AI has let him down.
At the same time A, will have Only 3 unit,: left (namely 6-8) in which to accommodate to the demands of A3 and
other colleagues. histead of arranging for units 1, 5, 9... to be printed without further delay, it is tempting to
stack them away on a shelf so that they can be altered, if necessary, at a later date. As more units come off the
assembly line, everyone gets a clearer idea of what his colleagues are trying to say. Earlier units can then be taken
off the shelf (so the argument goes) and adjusted to Earmonise with the later ores.

However, it is a mistake to suppose that the mutual adjustment of units becomes easier as more and more
units are produced. Moreover, the retention of units leaves the Media Production Department with almost nothing
to do at the beginning of the writing year, and with almost everything to do at the end of the year. To provide
the Media Production Department with a steady flow of work, each academic may have to finalise his first unit
before he has even started to write detailed in extenso drafts of his follow-up units.

In practice, the situation often seems to be less serious than it really is For example, it is open to each
academic to dash off rough outline drafts (of 1,000 words or so) of all 4 units, and to circulate these among his 7
colleagues. This can be a somewhat unnerving procedure, because it lequires everyone to display materials which,
because of their rough and ready form, would not normally be allowed to see the light of day. It is, moreover,
difficult to respond to such material in a constructive way. There tends to be rather a lot of it. And, because of
its tentative nature harsh or detailed criticism always seems to be out of .place. There. is patently nothing 'final'
about the rough outlines produced and everyone tends to think that, when the time comes, he will have very
little difficulty in accommodating to this wishes of his colleaginic. Unfortunately, these hopes are rarely justified,
When the time comes, it may be very difficult indeed to adjust to one's colleagues in a satisfactory way. In some
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cases, an academic may even cite fits first outline draft as 'evidence' that certain proposed adjustments are unrea-
sonable. "If you wanted flte to incorporate that sort of material into my unit, you should have made your
lequirements dearer weeks . . ."

This kind of comment is made in perfectly good faith. At the root of all these difficulties is the failure to
communicate intentions and requirements. However welimeaning and co-operative the 8 academics might be,
they habitually fail to see, in the first instance, the force of the points that their colleagues are urging. For
example, At might fondly imagine that he can meet the requirements of A2 by adding a sentence here, a footnote
there, and a paragrph somewhere else. in reality, the knowledge that has been pre-supposed in unit 5 might, if
taken seriously call for a radical restructuring of units 1.4. By the time At realises this, it is too fate to do anything
about it. And unit 5 will therefore he building on skimpy and inadequate foundations.

Instead of using outline drafts as a first basis for communicating intentions and requirements, it might be
thought that loner drafts (e.g. of 5,000 words or so) would be more appropriate. This is not the case. Longish
drafts, when produced in a hairy, tend to be discursive tours around the kinds of topics that the writer is hoping
to Cover; just as scion as he gets down to the business of writing seriously. When the serious writing begins, the
inailegteicies of each person's first thoughts will become apparent. Certain topics will be dropped, uthers will be
introduced, anti just a few may be selected for treatment in greater depth. Alterations may also be made to improve
the structure and format of the initial rough drafts. It follows that the drafts are likely to undergo considerable
change and, in consequence, do not deserve to be taken too seriously.

If long drafts are produced, there is in fact a very real danger that chaos will ensue. Accusations will be made
that certain colleagues are planning to pack too much material into their units. Predictions will he made that
styles will clash, and that units will lack continuity. Suggestions will be made that the whole course needs to be
"re-thought", and that the order of presentation of certain units should be changed. A deeper problem arises if
some academic members of staff fail to understand each other's subject matter. If A3 and A2 come from different
disciplines, A3 may do his best to make helpful suggestions to A2 but his comments may nevertheless strike A2
as being naive anti irrelevant.

In general, the production of hurriedly written long drafts is not a good idea. It is irksome to have to read so
much material especially if everyone believes (a) that it is going to be radically changed, and (b) that it fails to do
justice to the potential abilities of the writers. It can also provoke endless worries and arguments. And any attempt
to alleviate such worries (e.g. by the production of hurriedly written amendments) may well have the opposite
effect of hatoetimg resistance arid/or generating yet another crop of anxieties. In this respect, the breathless
activity of writing, circulating, and rewritmg does nor lead to a rapid convergence of opinion. The procedure is not
selforrectirlfj.

Constraints of Time and Money

It might be thought that all the main difficulties and stresses and strains could be avoided by means of appro-
priate forward planning techniques. As might be expected, careful, planning can greatly facilitate the produttion of
correslrondence and tither materials. But it is important to realise that the nature of the operation, and the time
pressure under which everyone is working, are such that planning cannot possibly solve (oreven foresee) all the
problems that can arise.

Suppose, for example, that the academic members of staff decide to strengthen their course by the addition
of prescribed background reading materials. The most economic way of getting such materials to the students is to
arrange to have them published, on the open market, as a 'Reader' in paperback form. However, it takes time to
negotiate with publishers. And it takes time to select the contents of the Reader, and to secure copyright clearances,
and to agree editorial changes with the original author and publisher, and to insert editorial comments and summaries,
aild to ari al qv for the whole volume to be set up, proof read, printed and distributed. The entire venturry is impossible,
m fact, unless amingernents to publish are put in hand in the very first quarter of the writing year. It follows that the
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academic members of staff cannot have their Reader unless they are prepared to finalise its contents well before
most of their correspondence units have actually been written. This is a frustrating sit .ation which no amount
of forward punning can satisfactorily resolve. In the course of writing a unit, it often becomes clear that the
ancillary reading material, which was chosen in all good faith at the course planning stage, is not after all I e most
suitable choice. But there is no possibility of substituting a better selection because, uy the time the mistake has
been discovered, plans for the Reader are irreversibly advanced.

In addition to having to work under acute time pressure, the Open University is also labouring under severe
economic constraints. This is a further source of frustration. If money were less of a ;ambient', academic members
of staff could afford, for example, to drop the idea of hurriedly concocting a one-volume Reader. They could
arrange, instead, for the last-minute irmlusion (in the student's correspondence package) of carefully selected Mr

prints. Such an arrangement would give them more time to select the best possible background reading material.
But the cost would be very much higher. Because of the financial restrictions uoder which the University is ()Pura
ling, academic members of staff are obliged (at some risk to their rirofessional reputations) to clash off a OfIC
volume Reader which, for the reasons given above, might well prove to be far from optimal.

Even novv,vve have touched on only a few of the many background pressures and 1..ritatiorts that academic
members of staff encounter from day to day. Moreover, our discussion has been grossly oversimplified. in
practice, academics do net normally agree to write just 4 successive units. Instead, they want to be involved in
the entire course writing one or two units here, and a few more there. Quite often, they want to write more
than they have time to write and each may feel that his ration of the course is too small to enable him to do a
worthwhile job.

Another fact of life is that different academics have different working methods, and different views of the
educational enterprise in which they are involved. One member of staff might be enthusiastic about computer.
marked Objective tests, whereas another might deplore them. One academic might prefer to write in a frieritllY
and egalitarian manner, whereas others might adopt an impersonal approach. There are literally dozensof ways

in which differences of approach and opinion can arise. If the differences happen to reflect strong under! /lire tam
victions, then the possibility of open conflict is never far away.

Organisational Aids to Efficiency

The foregoing account is probably a minimal statement of the main difficulties and pitfalls associated with
the production of OU course materials. There are many additional difficulties of a more specialised and less

obtrusive kind, some of whiCh are described in a series of papers appearing in the British Journal of Educational

Technology. See Lewis (1971, 1972). An important point to bear in mind is that almost every decision that is
made can have hidden and unexpected implications. Because of the constraints under which the OU is operating,

there is neither the time nor the money to indulge in trial and error experimentation. If the right decisions are
not made at the right times, production plans may be held up and the quality of the course materials wilt sufire.

One way of easing the burden is to employ a variety of judiciously-chosen assistants. It is helpful, for

example, to have assistants who can engage in literature searches e.g. to locate background reading materiaK,
and suitable illustrations for proposed correspondence units. There is also a need for people whey can handle

copyright problems, and who can help to co-ordinate the diverse activities in which different members ,=r 4.taff wt.

likely to be engaged at any given time. In addition, there is a need for more specidlised assistance in the f.ori-ri of

editors and designers and artists people who proof read, and advise on problems of format anti layout, and
created special-purpose illustrations, and so on. Finally, there is an all-pervasive need for professional advice u i leo

overall strategy and tactics of the whole operation. Within its limits resources, the OU has in fact secured a md.i
number of assistants and advisers of the kind required. It has also established its own institute of Educational

Technology to advise on the design and evaluation of the teaching materials that are produced, and to make

recommendations that wilt help the University to become a rapidly self improving system.
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What else can be done to facilitate the planning and production process? Well, there are some rather obvious
jeecautionary measures that production teams can take. For example, most teams find it convenient to organise
themselves, at an early stage, into small working groups of 3.4 members. Within each workinggroup, one member
has prIMJI y responsibility tom writing a particular set of correspondence materials for for preparing a particular
set tii iiroadcast materials), and the other members have mainly an advisory or watching iule. As a further safe-
guard, the working groups overlap in their membership so that everyone can function as the main author in
some groups, and as an adviser or observer in other groups. It follows that each academic can remain in close con-
tact with those colleagues (those writiog adjacent units, for exarrIple) whom he is most likely to have to accommo-
date. In this way, incompatibilities of approach have a good chance of being picked up at an early stage.

There are, however, quite severe limits to what this kind of arrangement can achieve. It is easier to detect
di Jarities of approach than to decide what should be done about them. (Imagine, for example, the difficulties
that can arise if three scientists, in overlapping working groups, an start to write in different ways about "theories
mut models "). The setting up of overlapping groups also tends to produce only localised, rather than extended,
coritiitrity there is still 3 danger of conceptual drift occuring from one sequence of units to the next. To secure
some suit of macio-control over the whole 32 units, it helps to have an overall chairman and arbiter who is a
gener,iiist in the sense of being able to span the various disciplines of his colleagues and who also has the
knowledge and vision and charism) to keep everyone moving in the same direction. Needles: to say, this is easier
said than done.

Some Recent Developments

In recognition of the very real difficulties that arise when teams of a dozen or more experts collectively try
to produce a full course of up to 9 months duration, several attempts have been made in recent months to simplify
matters. One popolar strategy has been to abandeir the quest for close-knit overall integration, and to decide
courses into several self-contained "blocks" of 4-8 units each. This enables everyone to work in much smaller
groups, and to worry much less about what their colleagues are producing in their blocks, A similar ploy consists
in producing 'l- courses and 1/3-courses laird even one-sixth courses) of not more than 18 or 12 (or 6) weeks'
duration each. In addition, the original aim of generating 36 weeks' work (in respect of each full course) has been
widely modified to a less gruelling 30-32 weeks' work. This reduces the work load on the course teams, and gives
the student a very welcome week off, here and there, in whiLn to catch up or revise or just rest.

Several nth:A. 7,1iplifying strategies exist. There is. fnr enample, an increasing tendency to rely more heavily
on already-existing texts instead of trying always to create special new materials from scratch. In view of the
clash of viewpoints and styles that can arise when different academics contribute to a common course, some
academics have also agreed to hand over the ma:n writing chores to just one or two like-minded colleagues. This
macros that, for one course, just one or two academics I..'r take responsibility for the bulk of writing, the remain-
ing academics acting as their assistants throughout. In soi ieguent courses, the roles wilt be reversed. It is too early
to pass judgement on the efficacy of these and other strategies. The devision of courses into loosely-related
"tiloeirs", for instance, might well distuda the insecure student who wants well-integrated materials. But it might
well appeal to the kind of student who wants to think for himself. The limiting case would occur if every course
team author decided to "do his own thing" in polite disregard of the contributions of his colleagues. We would
then have the sort of teaching that goes on in almost every conventional university.

Activity Networks and Schedules

In order to plan and produce a complete course, it turns out that several hundred quite complicated decisions
have to he routinely taken and acted upon. As additional aids to efficient action, special charts are needed to enu-
merate, as exhaustively as possible, what these decisions are, and who should take them, and why and when, etc.
Supper tine tAtles are also required to point up the major implications (financial, organisational, psychological, etc.)

chirt ;cola! decasioris are likely to have both in thP short term and in the longer term,
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There are numerous ways of depicting the production process in diagrammatic form. Each diagram that is
drawn inevitably highlights some features of course production at the expense of others. And so single diagram
can possibly do justice to the full complexity and variability of the production process as a whole.

Diagram 6 has a certain historical interest. It represents the very first attempt (in May 1969) to give a brief
characterisation of the overall woduction process. The diagram partitions the process into 3 stages. Stage 1 is con-
cerned with the progressive clarification of course team intentions starting with vague ideas about the nature and
ethos of the course as a whole, and finishing with clear-cut ideas about the proposed content and rationale of
every component of the course. Stage 2 is concerned with the progressive implementation of course team intentions.
And Stage 3 is concerned with the purely technical (but difficult) business of final production..

Diagram 7 is a later charactetisation. The terminology is different. There is a stronger hint of the need for
certain activities to go on concurrently. And there is a more explicit recognition of the need to re-cycle (e.g. to
revise aims and objectives and initial drafts of units, in the light of ongoing experience). Diagrams 6-7 are, however,
essentially compatible, Underlying each diagram is the recognition that effective course production calls for the
kind of rational planning which enables initially hazy ideas to be firmed up and tried out (e.g. in the form of
tentative drafts of correspondence materials) and subjected to critical discussion and reviser! again, so that in the
space of not more than a year a polished and well integra -1 course can emerge.

Diagrams 6 and 7 have a useful orientating function. They capture the most important and most commonly
recurring features of course production, and thus provide the outsider with a helpful oversiew. But they were
never intended to be used ,as practical guides to action for the simple reason that they do not contain nearly
enough detail. In order to see this, it is worth looking at diagram 8, which gives a fairly comprehensive list of the
"products" which course teams may be called upon to generate.

As diagram 8 shows, the main products the primary and secondary course materials, home experimental
kits, homework assignments, radio and television programmes, and the like are devised for the direct benefit of
the student. In addition, a consider able amount of explanatory material has to be prepared and despatched to other
quarters e.e ci regional staff, study center staff, correspondence tutors, summer school staff, examiners and
moderators, mita processing staff, and the publicity department. It would be a big mistake to underestimate either
the difficulty or the importance of producing this ancillary (supporting) material. Time expanded on providing
explantory notes for study centre tutors is time well spent. So also is the time devoted to thinking about summer
schools, and to drawing up sensitive marking schemes for homework assignments. Any production scheme that
failed to stress the need for such items would be seriously defective as a practical guide to action.

To comprehend course production at this level of detail, some rather large charts are required. One such
chart described as 3n activity network because it depicts a large interlocking rietwor,- of essential course team
activities covers 8 pages of a paper by the present writer (Lewis, 1971b). It is unfortunately too large to be
reproduced in this chapter. By way of compromise, diagram 9 accordingly shows just on small segment of a rather
simpler network that is acte.illy being used by one OU course team.

Networks of the kind illustrated in diagram 9 can be embellished in various ways. For example, they can be
annotated to show the approximate time (in days or half-days) that each activity is likely to take on average. They
can also be annotated to indicate who ought to have primary responsibility etc. for each of the activities shown.
However, it is important to note that each course has its own distinctive characteristics and requirements, sono
network can ever serve as anything more than an overall general guide. In particular. time estimates can be
notoriously misleading, Certain activities can take anyteina from a few hours to a few weeks, depending on htre,
much time and effort the course team members care to !evict, lipon them. See Lewis (1971 c).

What, then, Is the value of such networks. Well, their main value is to act as memory jogger.; - to draw
attention to what needs to be done and to suggest one or two good ways of doing it. In addition, of course, it is
necessary to have a fairly firm set of schedules. In the last analysis, the clock cannot be ignored. So it is necessary
for course teams to realise that extra time spent on one activity means less time spent on another.
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(e) SYLLABUS

AIMS

0

(?)

CURRICULUM
DESIGN

OBJECTIVES

ASSESSMENT

FURTHER
SPECIFICATION

METHODS AND
MEDIA DECISIONS

FIRST DRAFT

PILOT SCALE
PRODUCTION

FIELD TRIALS

FINAL DRAFT

FINAL
PRODUCTION

CEST E

COMMENTS

Aims and ethos of course as a whole.

Specification of coherent blocks of subject
matter (broad topic networks).

Specification of subject matter content of each
teaching component. Assembly of components
into effective-looking teaching instrument.

Specification of behavioral and cognitive
changes sought in student populations

Specification of procedures/tasks/tests for
assessing effectiveness of teaching materials.

More detailed structuring of materials_

Chqice of methods and media.

Writing, editing, designing of first draft.

TV, radio and print production.

Developmental testing on volunteers.

TV 1 el io recording.
Printing, proof-reading, etc.

Production in final form.

Occasional re-cycling to earlier stages

Stages during which the teaching material is transformed

Other stages

Stage 1

(planning)

Stage 2
(implementation)

Stage 3
(production)

Diagram 6: An early characterisation of the activities involved in QU course production
(after ISA Consultants, May 1969).
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decisions at each stage:
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For whom?
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PRODUCTION SCHEDULES
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(CT) I

PRODUCTION OF COURSE UNITS
(A +WO)

Aims and objectives
Teaching structure
Media selection
Draft of Correspondence text

and TV/radio scripts
WG evaluation of text and scripts
Revise draft text and scripts

REVISE
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Tests and
Assignments
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Decide uses of other media

DEVELOPMENTAL
TESTING IWO)

PUBLISH
(CT)

Diagram 7: A Model for Open University Course Production
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Each course team accordingly operates a number of backward-running schedules of the kind shown.in
diagrams 10 and 11. These schedules are backward-running in the sense that absolute deadlines are determined
(e.g, the latest time for settling copyright problems, or handing over graphics, or completing final draft of corres-
pondence text), and the work is then spread as evenly as possible over the weeks leading up to the deadlines in
question. This typically leads to the production of a large matrix in which a separate column is assigned to each
key activity, and a separate row is assigned to each week of the year. In each cell of the matrix it is possible to
record the stage that a certain activity should have reached by a certain week. It is also possible to record the
name of the person(s) responsible for handling that stage of the activity.

As a further safeguard, the Vice-Chancellor's office operates a general monitoring system over course
production as a whole. In this way, it is possible to predict the kinds of demands that are likely to be made on
the Media Production Department and on other parts of the Open University's system, and to co-ordinate the
flow of material from the individual course teams through the production and despatch system, and on to the
student. Arrangements of the kind just described are by no means optimal, but they have so far enabled the OU
to avoid serious crisis.

Further Reading

A continuing series of papers, by the present
Technology. The first 5 in the series are:

1. Lewis, B. N., Course Production at the Open
No. 1, 1971a.

2. Lewis, 3. N., Course Production at the Open
Vol. 2, No. 2, 19718.

writer, is appearing in the British Journal of Educational

University I: some basic problems. Br,J.ed,Terh. Vol. 2,

University activities and activity eetworks. 8rted.TIvh.

3. Lewis, B.N., Course Production at the Open University III: planning and scheduling. Br.J.ed.Tech.
Vol. 2, No. 3, 197k.

4. Lewis, B.N, Course Production at the Open University IV: the problem of assessment. Br.J.ed.Tech,
Vol. 3, No. 2, 1972.

5. Lewis, B.N., Educational Technology at the Open University: Indices of quality. BrJed. Tech, (In press),
1973.
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JUDGING PRODUCTIVITY POTENTIAL OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM:

A REACTION TO PAPERS BY BALDWIN AND LEWIS

Stephen Yelon
Professor of Educatkonal Psychology

Michigan State University

An educator often has to judge the productivity potential of an instructional system, a proposed instruction-
al system or one In practice He can do so by checking to see if a project director uses procedures which are likely

it, create an instructional design which in turn is likely to result in increased learning, quicker learning, less expen-

sive learning and more acceptable learning.

A project director can find procedures leading to productive design by abstracting from the procedures used
to form proven productive instructional systems. He can comoine what he %nis in exceptional systeiris with what
he knows about models aikl theories of instruction. The purpose of this paper is to give a check list of procedures

to project directors.

There are five basic procedures that must be included in a potentially productive instructional system. A
proposal should include procedures relating to (1) The measurement of productivity, (2) The derivation of goals,

(3) An account of resources and limitations, (4) An application of social science, and (5) An evaluation for

improvement.

Measuremeni Procedures

Let us look at each procedure; the first procedure results in the creiirir.m and use of measures. One asks,

"Does the proposal include plans to have an objective agency measure many aspects of the productivity?"

To he more productive, a project director must know how well his system is doing in all possible respects.
To measure many aspects of prc.--L.,..ctivity one must go beyond using credit hours or courses listed. Productivity

may mean any of the following things:

More students achieve important objectives.
More students apply what they have learned in the real world.
More students remember what they have been taught for a longer period of time.
More objectives have been achieved in a given time.
The achievement takes less time for planning and for learning.
The achievement takes less money.
The achievement takes less work.
Students, faculty, and people in the community are more satisfied with the results.
More students demand the course work.

Measuring varied aspects of productivity is imperative in an open setting where a project director is never sure

what results he Is ootilti to get htleausv of the experimental techniques often used.
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An oblect've agency should he used to evaluate productivity because it is often difficult for one to see his
own errors beyond his experience. The objective agency should be called in to measure the productivity of the
system both as it is being developed and when a prototype is complete.

Although Baldwie did measure some aspects of productivity he certainly did not measure all and left out
some important productivity measures. He talked of many offerings for less money, added enrollment, lest work
for more course offerings, freeing of schedules and making learning more acceptable to students. He did not how-
ever, mention students applying what they had learned in the world, or achieving more objectives. He did not
mention anything about an objective agency doing the measurement. A

Lewis, spoke of WM graduates and 40,000 students enrolled, a low dropout rate, and other measures of
acceptability to the students and to the community, but he did not talk about productivity in terms of student
learning.

Goal Derivation Procedures

The second important procedure to create productive instructional design is the derivation of meaningful
goals. One asks, "Does the proposal include procedures to derive meaningful goals" To be productive a project
must meet student need. Therefore, a project director must assess student needs and then set goals which meet
those neeas.

The assessment of a community's status to determine prerequisite achievement, attitude, belief, skill and
interest is crucial in an open system where students have little direct contact with staff and where students are
quite different than those attending traditional colleges and universities. Goals must be stated to communicate
instructional intent to students and staff. The goals must be communicable, comprehensive and reality based.

By creating goals based on audience assessment, a project director can make learning much more meaningful
to the students; and therefore, increase the completion rate, increase student satisfaction, increase enrollment,
and increase the number of objectives that students will learn because he has accounted for their pre-requisites.
When a project director states goals clearly, students may select courses more accurately and are likely to achieve
a certain amount of satisfaction by recognizing the results of their labors. The faculty are likely to plan and
implement their teaching with greater efficiency and are likely to be satisfied when seeing concrete results. By
eliminating irrelevant objectives and adding important ones, a better use will be made of project money.

Baldwin alluded to some assessment of the needs of older engineers, but it seems that this assessment did
not come before setting course goals. Course goals were not stated in the paper. Lewis reported on assessing
student needs and stated that staff continue to survey student needs, interests, and progress. Course writers
assume students do not have any prerequisites for a given course and let the students take exemptions to find
their proper placement. Practical goats are used by staff for writing course units.

Procedures for Accounting for Resources

The third procedure used to create productive instructional design call for making the best use of the
resources and limitations present in the system. One asks, "Does the proposal include procedures which will
create a design to take into account the resources such as time, media, staff, students, community, money,
space, and course content. The general strategy a project director should follow is to maximize the usefulness of
the resources and work around or reduce the limitations.

In an open system a great deal of time and money may be spent on expensive media to reach students in
remote areas. This time, money and media are three resources that must he used very well.
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A project director can use time will by carefully planning production strategies. He could generate a proto-
type early to test his planning procedures, his teaching procedures and his testing procedures. He can use materials
similar to those he will generate. He could create a program with the barest essentials of content and then, as
empirical evidence is collected, he could add necessities to the program. He could plan to keep all of the units in
draft form except for the first orio. The lessons learned from testing the first unit could be applied to the second,
then the second unit could be tested. He could plan for his planning; he could assign responsibilities and set dead-
lines, In practice he could test students and materials frequently so that any remedies would be small enough to
be handled quickly anti inexpensively. He could create instructional products which are self.contained, tested,
and re-usable.

Baldwin, saved time by producing itlitrtietitlf141 products, and saved the instructors from repeating things
that they had already done. To save time these iNOtitier: were used during working hours and for remedial work.
No other strategies to save time were mentioned. Lewis, saved time in many ways, he provided student exemptions
of courses, by having faculty Work groups analyze rough outline drafts, by using objectives and conceptual dia-
grams to get the students to learn mote quickly, IN trying to work around the problem of sequencing of instruc-
tion, by using activity schedules to set deadlines and assign responsibilities, by using existing texts and by getting
the system out and ready for testing.

Fred Alley', the noted raJin comedian, uvc eJel, "The reason they call radio a medium is that nothing on it
is ever well done." All project directors are told to use media appropriately; however, there are very few people
who know what the appropriate use might be for different forms of media. Baldwin used television to extend
place; whether he used television appropr mit*, we cannot tell. But baldwin seems to be wedded to video-tape,
and may have eliminated c;her kinds of media development which may be considerably less expensive and
perhaps, in some caws more applopr,ate. Lewis uses all forms of media, each with 2 particular rationale.

In an open system where the makinium amount of students have to be reached, the staff must be used well.
To do so an administrator must employ strategies such as division of labor, team work, and work schedules
including deadlines and responsibilities. He must work at increasing the staff's motivation to do a good job by
using participative management, by pi oviding concrete and direct rewards to the faculty, by employing com-
munications systems so that the staff can work well together, by training faculty in learning system design*, in the
psychology of learning, in the exact nature of their system, in the ability to work together as a team and in the
ability to use resources. He may even go so far as to be sure that the values of the staff members coincide with the
goals of the system.

In all of these ways a project director can increase the satisfaction of the staff by uiving them control. He can
increase the provability of learning by finding good suggestions through participative management.

Baldwin, used staff to create the video tapes and occasionally to visit the students. Lewis, used staff by
employing methods of division of labor and teamwork, by setting up a system for communicating criticism to each
other, by dividing groups into writers anti observers, by choosing people of similar views to write rather than to
fight it out, and by using tutors to do the job of human contact and immedizte feedfack.

in an open university system staff cannot possibly do all of the teaching and cover all of the remote areas in
which students' will be placed, thus, the students most neglected 1.!souroe in any instructional system, must be
used well. They must be taught to tutor each other and to benefit iron" the system. Baldwin, did not mention
anything related to the use of students for peer teaching. Lewis, took the 5tudenti iota account by easing the pace
of assignments and by planning to teach students to teach each other.
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To use money well, an accurate assessment of the costs must be made. A project director must team how to
estimate costs accurately and learn how to amortize the costs over time. He must take into account tte import of
the goal for which he is spending money, he must ask how much money is it worth to reach a given goal. Few
instructional developers, including Baldwin and Lewis. speak of the question of money related to goals. Baldwin,
however, uses money weii by making an accurate assessment and being able to amortize the costs of course work
over time. This ability comes from years of experience of producing video tapes. Lewis uses money well by not
spending any more than budgeted, by requiring staff to put in more time, and by not wasting money by producing
special books and extra, costly, unnecessary media.

Procedures for Applying Social Science

The fourth procedure for creating productive instructional design is the application of principles. One asks,
"Does the proposal include procedures for applying social science principles, those that include the psychology of
learning, motivation, and attention, and the principles of sociology and anthropology?" If a project is to be
productive, new materials must work the first time to reduce additional cost and time for revision. A project
director must use what he knows from sociology to assess and take into account the characteristics of certain
groups. in open systems this is important; it is also important to apply general principles of learning, motivation,
attention, cominunication and perception.

Baldwin descrikeis practice, assignments, and visits, but i cannot be sure in reading his paper, whether there
i,vas a concerted effort to introduce psychological principles into the creation of the system. Lewis, however,
provides clear evidence of the use of psychological principles dealing with practice, feedback, interaction,
iwogressive testing, repetition, use of objectives, use of knowledge structures, and so on.

Formative Evaluation Procedures

The fifth procedure for creating productive instructional design is formative evaluation.' One asks, "Does
the proposal include procedures for self-improvement through data collection?" To be productive a project director
has to be committed to improvement. To improve a project, a director must collect evidence to find areas of
success and areas of failure. Even if all other procedures are put into effect errors will be made because of the
presence of new audiences and new techniques. tvidence must be collected in order to eliminate those errors,
Baldwin describes some research done to improve one of his pet projects. Lewis states that the formative
evaluation process is built in. students, tutors and survey researchers are always collecting data to find out where
the system can be improved; tests are analyzed for this purpose as well.

The presence of these five procedures do not guarantee productivity because there are many problems and
many issues related to each procedure. In general however, if these five procedures are included to plan an
instructional system, the chances are that the system would be productive. I believe that if in the long run the
instructional systems described by Baldwin and Lewis are productive it is because they planned using procedures
like those described to design their systems.

Ac *AT to4( hrlieltietS lro not forevilit t'ut I h+ivP Cv,fiplettqf rr.amisrript of a text on formative evalutitten,
vvtlich Soon he available,
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A REACTION TO "CHICAGO'S TV COLLEGE:

A TELEVISION-BASED OPEN LEARNING MODEL"

G. R. Klare
Ohio University

The success of Chicago's TV College, as described by Dean Zigerell, ismost impressive. Let me comment
briefly on the major indices of success now and come back to them again later.

1. Program duration. The TV College has been in existence for 17 yearsmany times longer than most
instructional television, or ITV, efforts.

2. Enrollment The number of students reached during the College's existence is over 150,000, with murk:
than half taking courses for Credit. This makes the TV College'by itself as large as a state university in
terms of students taught.

3. Satisfaction. The satisfaction registered concerning the TV instruction compares favorably to that for
conventional college courses, in fact exceeds it in some regards. This is surprising in view of the less
positive results of most early ITV research covering the same kind of instruction.

4. Cost. The cost per student-credit-hour is very close to that for conventional courses, in fact, slightly
less. This is in many ways the most impressive of alt indices.

Rather than say more about the indices of success now, it would be more profitable, I think, to look instead
at the probable reasons for success. The most impressive area of success has been with the largest segment of the
audiencethe homeviewers, who make up 75% to 80% of the credit enrollment at the present time. Let me, there-
fore, concentrate on the probable reasons for success with the homeviewing audience,

The logical place to look first is at what the literature in ITV says, to see if the Chicago TV College's exoer tenet
bears it out. Two related points are frequently cited in the literature.

1. Manner of presentation. This is frequently given as critical to viewer acceptance of ITV.

2. Use of specialists. This is often described as necessary for effective use of television as a medium for
instruction.

Did the Chicago TV College follow these dicta? Let's look, beginning with manner of presentation of pi ogr,iiiy..

It seems almost axiomatic nnw in ITV that one does not present a so-called "Talking-head" or "talking face"
unless, perhaps, they happen to belong to someone like Bill Cosby. The message seems to be, that a regular instrtirbe
should not stand in front of the camera as he would in talking to his class, at least not for as long as a (tooter or

semester. As we found in our large introductory psychology classes of 2,000 some years ago, Stivients seem to
prefer a live human beinii even if they can only see him with field !Misses.
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Yet, Chicago's TV College does not seem to have 1141Pn re* concerned with this matter of manner of presenta-
tion. As Dean Zigerell says, the TV courses are basically ".. . a visually enhanced, carefully rehearsed classroom
performance." He also says that the College does not use 'fast-moving, high-visual production techniques."

Next, let's look at the matter of use of specialists. Here, again, the TV College does not seem to have followed
the "game plan". As Dean Zigerell says, "instructional teams have seldom been employed," and "TV College lacks

. the resources of money and personnel for thoroughly 'mediated' instruction."

When then, has Chicago's TV College been so successful? Dean Zigerell has I think, provided the clues in his
address. But I would like to emphasize them, so that it is possible to suggest ways for others to profit from his
experiences. He says, at one point, that the Chicago metropolitan area contains a "virtually inexhaustible
audience of mature, able, highly motivated students eager to enroll as credit students in college-level television
courses.

I'm sure Dean Zigerell chose his adjectives carefully:

a. "highly motivated,"

b. "able."

c. "mature;" and as he added later in his paper,

d. "largely remale.

And just in case some additional characteristics should be needed, I'll leave a place for "Other."

As an instructor, can't help remarking, that highly motivated, able, mature yvomen students are likely to
learn under any teaching method or any instrpctional conditions, no matter how good or poor. As most of us
know, it would be pretty difficult to keep such students from learning. Apparently the only things that did, in the
case of the Chicago TV College audience, was the lack of accessibility to education and/or tuition funds.

Given such a situation, I think certain implications follow from the Chicago TV College's experiences when
othersor even Dean Zigerell and his groupwish to serve different audiences with the same success as his current
homeviewing audience. I think it can be instructive to look at these implications as a help to others now, but also
to suggest some needed research as Chicago's own audience changes. Since Dean Zigerell says that an attempt is
being made to reach the disadvantaged segments of Chicago's population, we might look at the implications with
that kind of changed audience in mind. And again, use the applicable indices of success that f mentioned earlier.

implication One. The most interesting and important implication is that the characteristics of presentation
vvill probably need to be changed for a new audience, at least if enrollment is not to suffer. What kinds and
degrees of changes will be needed? That is a question for research or trial-and-errorof course. But some
hypotheses are suggested by the TV College's experiences. Note that four likely candidates for changed presenta-
tion are the amount offered of:

a. fast-moving, high visual production techniques;

b. self scoring and programmed materials;

c. face -to -face and telephone conferences; and

d. vocational orientation in courses.

Again, I have added an "other" category to cover other possible characteristics not listed. Given subjects who
are highly motivated, high in ability, highly mature and in large proportion women, only relatively small amounts
of the four program characteristics are needed. But, given subjects who are, in some combination, less highly
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motivated, less able, less mature and/or are in smaller proportion women, which of the program characteristics will
need to be changed? Only time can tell-and I hope it will tell. That is, I hope that as the prime audience for
Chicago's TV College changes, an attempt will be made to relate the changes in people characteristics to those in
program characteristics.

Other program characteristics not listed rnay, , of course, need to be changed also. f would like to suggest one
myself, in fact. I believe that the instructional material used, particularly the written material, will probably have
to be made more "readable," i.e., easier to understand and more efficient to read. As motivation and ability go
down, the need for improved readability goes up, if materials are .to remain effective. (For a brief discussion of
readability and its effect upon reader behavior, see the attached paper, "Readability and the Behavior of
Readers".)

In summary, keeping enrollment up with a less easily taught audience will not be easy. Such a change has
other implications for the indices of success mentioned earlier.

Implication Two. The second implication is that the satisfaction expressed by the student viewers is likely to
decrease. At least in the early stages, student comments are likely to move in the direction more typically found
in evaluation of the type of presentation used in Chicago. This is likely to show up in something of a drop in the

high current numbers who:

a. say they enjoy studying on TV, or who say they like their TV courses;

b. SO they feel they learn as much from TV as from conventional classes, as is now the case;

c. say they find their TV courses better organized and presented than conventional classes.

It is hard to say how grades in the TV courses will compare to those in conventional courser, since grading

tends to be so subjective and thus subject to other pressures. It would seem desirable to compare actual grades

rather than, as in the study reported, to ask students how their grades compared. Human memory being what it is,

I usually find self- reports of grades somewhat higher than actual grades.

Implication three. The cost of ITV instruction is likely to increase. It will be interesting to see whether the

cost per-student-credit-hour can be held as low as for conventional instruction. This is not meant to be a criticism

of ITV: I hope it can be kept as low. What really concerns me is whether Dean Zigerell and his group will be able to

get extra money to vary their presentation if this is needed. I hope, especially, that some research money will be-

come available to study the characteristics of the new audience and to try various changes in presentation in order

to maintain the success currently being achieved.

In summarizing, let me make several points. My comments were not meant, as I've indicated, to detract from

or disparage the success of the Chireen TV College. As Dean Zigerell has said, an ITV presentation must be evaluated

in terms of what it sets out to do and for whom. What I hope, is that it will be possible to document the ways the

current approach must be changed to deal successfully with a changed audience.

This will take research time and money. But it could be very worthwhile for any other ITV programs in the

planning-or even operational-stages. With the current growth of the open-learning and open-university models,

this could help many states--and perhaps also some countries-to move faster along the road to effectiveness.
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READABILITY AND THE BEHAVIOR OF READERS

G. R. Klare
Ohio University

One of the best ways to tell people what "readability" is, I've .found, is to start by showing them what it
isn't. I happen to have hero what i think is a particularly goodor badexample from the Fedtral Register.

The maximum price for a primary fish shipper sale of fresh fish or sea-food (except shrimp,
salmon or halibut) to a retailer or purveyor of meals where the sale is negotiated or made at a
branch warehouse as herein defined and where the fish or sea-food is sold and delivered from
the stock of a primary fish shipper wholesalers branch warehouse which is remote from his main
place of doing business, and at which warehouse the primary shipper employs two or more full
time employees who are stationed at and engaged in making Sales and performing services solely
for the primary fish shipper from such warehouse, is'the price listed in Table D in 22 plus the
allowance provided in 6 for a service and delivery sale where such sale is, made, plus the trans-
portation allowance in 9 plus the appropriate container allowance in 21.

After reading this passage, I think you can see one of the reasons that price controls may be unpopular with
those who have to apply them. The passage illustrates one extreme of the most common dictionary definition of
readability: relative ease of understanding or comprehension due to the style of writing. This definition contains
the two points most commonly agreed upon concerning readability:

the emphasis upon "understanding" or "comprehension", and

(b) the emphasis upon "style in writing" rather than content, i.e., upon how something is said rather than
upon what it is said.

These two points will come up again at different places in my discussion, which concerns the relationship of
readability to reader behavior, with special attention to reader persistence.

In order to establish a relationship, of course, a measure of the variables involved is needed. Let me begin
with readability. The most common measure of readability is the socalled "readability formula." Well over 100
such formulas have been published (my count to date is 141); 33 were developed by one research worker alonei
in recent years. The large number is partly a reflection of the many different purposes and materials to which
formulae may be applied. But is is also partly a reflection of the convenience of computers in manipulating and
analyzing the data needed for formula development and for formula application. At least 29 computer programs
currently exist for applying readability formulas to large bodies of data.

I do not want to get deeply into the topic of readability formulas and their variety and diversity. That is
another topic for another day. Instead, let me simply provide a capsule description of formulas, Fortunately, this
can be done quickly as follows.

1. The variables in readability formulas usually consist of Luunts of language, or style, elements which
have been found to correlate highly with comprehension scores on a wide range of passages.
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2. The variables are usually chosen so that, in addition to thei: predictiveness, they are objective, quick,
and easy to apply.

3. The most commonly used variables are some measure of word difficulty, such as familiarity or length,
and some me...isore of sentence difficulty, such as complexity or length.

4. The variables are usually combined in a regression equation.

5. The formula rs usually applied to samples of written material, especially when the material is lengthy.

6. The formula provides scores which serve as an index of tl* readability, i.e., the reading difficulty, of
the written material. Sometimes grade-level scores are used, and sometimes a different scale i used.

But the interpretation of the scores, at least, usually involves grade levels because their meaning is easy
to grasp and apply in an educational situation.

Let me show you a typical readability formula. It is the Flesch "Trading Easy" formula, with a table beneath it

that is commonly used to interpret the scores it provides,

Table 1. Interpretation Table Far Flesch Reading Ease Scores

Formula! R.E. 206.84 .85w/ - 1.015s1

R. E.
SCORE

DESCRIPTION
OF STYLE

TYPICAL
SYLLABLE
LENGTH

(100 WORDS)

TYPICAL
SENTENCE

LE,k1GTH
TYPICAL

MAGAZINE

POTENTIAL
AUDIENCE

SCHOOL GRADE
COMPLETED

0,30 Very difficult 192 or more 29 or more
i

Scientific College

30-50 Difficult 167 25! Academic N.S. or some
College '

50.60 Fairly difficult 155 21 Quality Some H.S.

60.70 Standard 147 17 Digests 7.8 Grade

70.80 Fairly Easy 139 14 Shelf-fiction 6 Grade

80-90 Easy 131 ill Pulp-fiction 5 Grade

90-100 Very Easy 123 or less 6 or less Comics 4 Grade
__________ _ ., _ .. .._ ______..i.

The formula, R.E. 2-6,84 - .85w/ 1.015s/, is at the top. R.E. = "Reading Ease," which usually varies

from 0 (which is practically unreadable) up to 100 (whip, is easy reading for any literate person); w/ = the variable

word length in syllables per 100 worriers (with its regrelsion weight of .85);s/ the variable of average sentence

length in words (with its regression weight of 1,015); 200.84 - a constant which adjusts most readability scores to

the scale from 0 to 100.

Actually, the constant doesn't manage to put allivvriting on the 0 - 100 scale. The Federal Register passage I

showed you earli6r y-ielfls a score of -71, which you can see is way off the scale. It has values of 233 syllables per

100 words, and 154 words per sentence. That's prettyiunusual, but I could actually have done even better. I spared

you a sentence of 495 words long that J found in a stUdy of correspondence materials I completed recertly, and

that I will be referring to again. I think you can see, at any rate, why such material goes somewhat beyond the

interpretation table's highest descriptors:
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a. "vets, difficult" ifl style,

b. "scientific" in magazine level, and

c. "college" in reading level

Since leaciatiiiity formulas provide convenient indices of reading difficulty, they have been very widely used
in all areas of education, mass communication, publishing, industry, and the military services. A number of validity
studies have also been done in order to relate readability scores to reader behavior, particularly compreherisiol of
written material. These studies are of two kinds.

1. Correlationalwhere readability scores have been related to comprehension scores on large numbers of
passages of diverse content. An example would be passages from a standardized reading test.

2. 7gperimentalwhere a particular passage (or set of passages) has peen rewritten at one or several new
Ir v gas of readability, to see what affect this has upon comprehension.

Rather se rorisingly, the relationship between readability scores and comprehension has been far from perfect..
Mary reasons for this are possible, of course: inadequate measure of comprehension, poor testing conditions, Mc,
But In an on- going review of the literature, I have founo that two other factors are frequently responsible for the
lack of relationship, or a low relationship.

The first of these is failures to consider level of reader competence. By this I mean such things as reading
skills, verbal ability, :;pacific barkground for the material, etc. To give you a quick illustration, let me provide two
passages.

Adjustment of each of these transformers requi-es loosening the knurled nuts on the
diametrically opposite screws which travel in helical slots in the cylindrical housing, and moving
them along the slots with the fingers. If a tight fit makes this operation difficult, the desired
result is facilitated by oscillatory rotation to the limits permitted by the oscillatory rotation
to the limits permitted by the width of the slots, accompanied by axial pressure in the direction
of the required axial movement.

The relative contribution of motivational and cognitive factors is difficult to ascertain
since there is always a covariation of these variables in the humor stimulus. It should, however,
be possible toarrange a large set of humor stimuli so that cognitive and motivational aspects of
these sti null are orthogonally represented (if such independence is not possible to create, that
would be inte-esting ton)

The first passage, with a score of 23 on Flesch's Scale, is intended lor technicians in the Bell System. Most
of the technicians are high school graduates; few have any more education than that. The second passage, with a
score of 11. is intended for fellow psychologists by a psychologist writir g about humor.

This second passage may not, as one reader said, be funny. But it .s probably easier for its intended audience
of psychologists than the first passage is for its audience of technicians. It seems safe to say, furthermore, that
technicians would have more trouble reading the humor passage than psychologists would have reading the trans-
former passage. My point is simply this: when a passage is said to be readable, the statement should also say for
whom it is readable.

The importance of this factor, reader competence, is Easy enough to see, and the relationship is a logical on",
at feast within broad limits. The less competent the ' eader, the greater will be the effect of improved readability
upon reader comprehension and reader persistence. This is tile case for reading skill, background, etc.
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There is another factor, however, that is, riot so easily spotted jn validity studies. Let me explain, using as an
example a study I made recently of the readability levels of correspondence materials.

The United States Armed Forces Institute, or US/41, as you may know, is the chief "correspondence school"
for the Armed Forces. It provides correspondence materials in academic subjects at primary, secondary, and college

levels, plus vocational materials at roughly high school level. USAFI asked me to analyze the readability level of 30

sets of their high school and beginning college materials (a set consists of one or more books plus a study guide).

I analyzed a rather extensive sample of materials-over 150,000 words.-using a computei version of the Flesch
Reading Ease formula developed by several colleagues, one of whom was Larry Stolurow, and I.

USAFI research personnel Clay Brittain and Kim Smart then related the readability scores to the probability
that students would send in all of their lessons, which is usually not the case. Sufficient coursecompletion data

were available oil 17 courses for such an analysis (there were insufficient data on 13 new courses. A rank order

correlation of .87 (p. < .001) was found, holding length of course (a critical variable) constant. The proddct moment

correlation coefficient on these same data yielded a value of .75 (p.

Here we can see that level of readability is so clearly related to the reader behavior of persistence. In a sense,
of course, there most be a relationship to reader comprehension also, since the amount comprehended would go up

if only because more material is read when readability is improved. The next step, ideally, is to be sure that the

results of this correlational study can be followed up successfully with an experimental study. I have provided

USAFI with versions of standard lesson materials in which the readability has been increased (i.e., improved), but

with the content held constant. This experimental study of the relationship ocomprehension and persistence to

readability has not been ere lied out as yet. But even at this stage, the USAFI study shows tha under the typical
learning conditions in correspondence instruction, readability can play a significant role in rea persistence.

Now let me generalize briefly from these results. It seems probable that the chief underlying factor here is

reader motivation. That is, the less highly motivated the reader is, within certain limitations or extremes, the more

important readability is. I believe, therefore, that reader motivation as well as reader competence must be con-

sidered when evaluating the relationship of readability to reader behavior. Here is a picture of the proposed

relationship.

A Model for the Relationship of Readability

to the Behavior of Readers

THE READER'S LEVEL
OF PERFORMANCE

(e.g his comprehension,
speed of reading, depth of
reading, etc.)

THE READER'S LEVEL
OF MOTIVATION

(e.g., his reading purpose-
from "reading to learn"
to "reading to forget," set,
"stakes" etc,)

. _

Is A
THE READER'S LEVEL INTERACTING

OF COMPETENCE WITH

(e.g., his reading skills,
verbal ability, specific
background, etc.)

INTERACTING THE READABILITY
WITH LEVEL OF MATERIAL

(e.g., the reading grade
level, word difficulty, sen-
tence difficulty, etc.)

Why hasn't the effect of a factor as obvious as reader motivation been accounted for in validity studies?

think I know one answer, at lex.t. Subjects are in experiments, especially if there is desirable rewards, tend to be
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rather highly motivated. Or, if they aren't already, most experimenters try to raise the level of subjects' motivation.
After all, an old dictum states that subjects should be highly motivated during experimental testing in order to get.
stables scores.

Yee looked at in the way I Am suggesting, it appears that experimenters might actually be reducing the like-
lihood of a significant relationship between readability and comprehension. My on-going review of validity studies
suggests exactly this. Most of my work involves the reading of microfilmed dissertations. Though they are hard un
the eyes, they are a lot more illuminating than journal articles, which seldom provide critical details because of space
restrictions.

What f have noticed is that a combination of two sets of conditions commonly found in experimentation
usually seem to reduce the likelihood of a significant relationship between readability and comprehension. One set
of variables consists of motivationraising conditions, such as:

a. having as the experimenter the subjects' regular instructor; and/or

b. carrying out the experiment during a regular class period; and/or

c. stating, or at least implying, that the study is of considerable importance (i.e., will contribute to course
grade, or help to determine the need for remedial work, etc.).

The second set of variables consists of provision for increased motivation to have an effect upon performance,
such as:

a. providing generous reading time; and/or

b. allowing more than one reading of experimental passages; and/or

c. permitting referral to the experimental passages during the testing period.

Given, then, a combination of conditions which increase motivation, plus the opportunity for increased motive,
lion to affect reading behavior, the likelihood of a significant relationship between readability and comprehension
level appeared to decrease.

We now have a dissertation being completed at Ohio University by Carl Denbow that appears to demonstrate
the motivation factor in another way. Two passages were rewritten so that for each there were 'eve levels of read-
ability: easy (approximately grade 5-6) and hard (approximately 13-15 grade level, or college). Subjects read a
version of a passage, rated the content for interest to them, then took a "close" (deletion) comprehension test on
the passage. One passage, which was on gun control, was rated significantly more interesting than the other, which
was on wheat prices. The overall effect of readability was significant, but readability also had a significantly greater
effect upon the comprehension of the non-preferred than the preferred passage.

What are some implications of my little model of readability and reader performance for instructional
materials? I can think of several.

The readability level of materials is especially important to the persistence and comprehension of
readers of low competence or low motivation or both. Put conversely, readability is of relatively much
less importance to readers of. high competence and motivation. In fact, readability is not even very
important to a reader of moderate competence if his level of motivation is high enough, as many
average citizens demonstrate every April 15 or thereabouts.

2. Tests of validity should he made under typical learning conditions, particularly as far as motivation is
concerned. This may frequently call for a field type of test, when a laboratory type of test is instecd
often carried out. it is entirely possible that the potential value of readability in correspondence
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instruction might not have become apparent in a taboratory study as it did in the course completion
study. It is similarly possible that other potentially valuable instructional variables may be falsely
abandoned as non-significant because the conditions under which testing occurs do not represent
well the conditions under which learning typically occurs.

3. Finally (and less dearly), it is possible that certain variables in written instruction may be more effec
tive under conditions of low motivation. What the variables most effective under the condition of
relatively high motivation might be is not clear to me. Perhaps organizing or thematic factors or test-
like events (questions) might be candidates. But it is at least becoming clearer that readability is most
effective under the condition of relatively low motivation.

And that condition, as in our correspondence study, is far more often typical during learning than we would

like to think it is.
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SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR DAY THREE

Personalized and Open Learning Environments

Lawrence M. Stolurow
Professor of Education

S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook

I will try to come to grips with important issues arising, in,my opinion, from today's presentations. We
have heard a number of excellent papers and Pi-ofessor Yelon has already reacted to, them in a very interesting
and stimulating way. Consequently, I will try to develop some of the ideas which were suggested to me by the
papers and discussions rather than retrace steps. Later we will prepare a more throui*i and careful treatment
of the findings, problems and their implications. Professor Harrison and I plan to summarize by identifying
points raised by symposium papers and their implications to suggest some possible directions which NIE might
program in its development of educational technology.

It is clear to all of you, as it is to me, that many useful contributions were made here today and that
there is a great deal of food for thought in the papers presented. Today's presentations considered in the back-
ground of the previous two days make it clear that the technology used in higher education has worked, is
working and can be made to work even more efficiently, extensively and acceptably to both students and faculty.

It also is clear that it not appropriate to talk about a technology any longer. We have heard about
several viable educational technologies each of which, while developed as a separate effort, appears to be capa-
ble of coexisting, with advantage, in a single institution along with the others. The 'integrated use of the
several technologies would represent the next logical step in the evolutionary process traced by the three days.
It would permit students to select from a wider range of possible pedagogies according to their preferences
and demonstrated value along the general lines suggested by Professor Lumsden's "free pedagogical economy."

It also is apparent that each of the technologies is dealirg effectively with a set of problems and students.
What is not always apparent is that the most difficult problems with which they deal are those that have
plagued education throughout its history; these are the problems of teaching in efficient ways so as to produce
learning and the desire to learn. An important historical difference between old and new approaches and one
that has given impetus to the search for new and more efficient ways of teaching is the growth in the numbers
of students to be accommodated by an educational system. In the more recent past, increases in numbers meant
a search for ways in which the system could deal with larger and larger groups. Some of the technologies are
designed to do this in relatively simple ways such as voice amplification to permit a teacher to reach a larger
number of students. Other technologies, however, for example computer-aided instruction, are designed to
increase the numbers of student related to while also personalizing their experience in the learning environment.

One thing that the new technologies have done that was not done earlier is to make the basic problems of
education more apparent to us. While this is a very useful contribution, it does not come without cost. The cost
is that the problems are thought to be those of the technology, produced by the technology and peculiar to it,
The fact is that they are problems which are indigenous to education and basic to the process of education it-
self whether, or not, technology is used.
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One reason why educetiunal technology has illuminated the basic problems of teaching and learning is that
it minimizes the human factor in the delivery process. In order to minimize or eliminate the human component in

delivery it is necessary to make very explicit just what is necessary and sufficient to achieve a set of instructional
objectives. Everything has to be carefully planned in detail prior to the delivery of the instruction to the student.

Things can not be h'ft to the teachees imaaination and improvisation on the spot because there is no one present
at the time to imagine and improvise. In eilucationji technology what you see in developmer.t is what you get in

When it is possible W teach without a teacher the failures of the process to produce learning or the resulting
inefficiencies are clearly those of the process of delivery that is used. On the other hand, when a teacher is the
source of delivery, it is not clear where the problems are. The method, or strategy, used in the teaching program

may be good, but it may not have been properly employed and other things may have been added inadvertently

by the teacher that alter or reduce the effect it has. One major area of interest in this regard which is as yet
unresolved, is the contribution of the teacher's personality to the effectiveness of the instructional experience.
With the capacity to deliver instruction without the presence of the teacher, research on the relative effectiveness

of +fists mooned methods and strategies becomes possible in a way that allows for the presence and absence of a

teacher and of teachers with different personality characteristics. The technology permits the introduction of a

set of comparative conditions not previously available to the educational researcher.

The interdeaaendence of the developmental process by means of which instructional materials and delivery

plans are deSigned and developed differ among human and technological systems. in human systems the inter-

dependence is so great that they can not be separated without great effort and this limits the degree of scientific

inquiry that is possible. There is no way one can determine the relative contribution of the design from the

delivery of instruction unless the capacity to deliver one design in a variety of ways and by a variety of means

that can be specified and replicated exists. While it was always possible for a human teacher to separately plan an

instructional interaction in detail sufficient to permit someone else to carry it out with comparable conditions
prevailing and critical conditions maintained, this has not been seiiously considered for a number of important

reasons, As a result the developmental technology for instruction has not emerged prior to the development of

viable delivery systems. With traditional approaches, reliance is, and has been, placed upon knowledge of subject

matter and the intuition of the teacher. Educational technology in all of its forms of delivery, as revealed in this

symposium, has formulated and used a developmental technology of some kind. Generally this has meant that

technical specialist are involved so that the developmental process is more involved with respect to personnel

as well as techniques than it is when accomplished by conventional means.

There is no doubt that delivery technology has captured the imagiretion and interest of a larger group than

has developmental technology. There are a number of reasoits for this. One is that the delivery technology for

instruction is shared by the entertainment, business and scientific communities. This sharing has had its good and

bad sides for all of the educational technolgies. The technology for development, on the other hand, is unique to

the instructional process although that has not been as clearly recognized as it might be. A strong and self-validating

technology is required for the development of instructional systems and materials, (Irian Lewis has provided us

with some interesting and useful guidance here.

The tech rilogy of development was probably most developed in the presentation by Brian Lewis and it was

elaborated upon e'rotessor Yelon. These two excellent presentations indicate that this technology is the applica-

tion of the behavioral and social science theory and findings to the design of learning environments, anti not an
isolated development. When properly practiced it is a carefully planned activity requiring a variety of specialists and

its own technological capabilities all of which are different from those required for delivery. Professor Ktare's presen-

tation also brought out, although it did not delve deeply into the point, that there is a need and an emerging

response to that need. It is the need for new tools and methods for materials development. A fairly techniCal area is

emerging to meet this need. ft is designed to provide authors and instructional-materials designers with computer

capabilities that can make the process of original materials development and their redesign more cost effective,
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t1/111 valid. The computer 15 bi!filq developed as an information processor, not as a number cruncher. This
area of technology could be described as applied educational psycholinguistics, It could become a substantial area
of specialization in the near future if properly guided and sufficiently funded.

The area of applied educational will require a whole array of computer software capabili-
ties 111 an ititegiated environment tailored for the Cluti, mstiuctional-materials-and-systems designers, and the
educational researcher specializing en instructional pragmatic and in the theory of instruction. In addition to the
many 'existing editorial and text processing capabilities and the ability of computers to set type, a variety of
analyticei software is being developed, and it will be expanded upon as authors and instructional designers learn
their trade and define new requirements. Readability analyzers, synonym banks, parsers with targeted areas of
application, key word en context analyzers, disambiguation systems and indexing software all represent hits and
pieces of a computer-based system needed to serve the.educational industry. Furthermore, it could be developed
at this time to serve with advantage the needs of instructional systems designers and authors for all of the technologies.

Professor Hanson referred to computer-managed instruction fatell. This conception of a management system
that provides a user with rapid and convenient access to bits and pieces.of information or processing capabilities so
that they interrelate with one another is an important concept with respect to the use of computers in personalized
and open tetifttellg environments. This conception was not developed for either the delivery or the development
processes faced by the institutions such as the Chicagor TV College, the Open University and the others reported in
today's session. It, if applied to these environments, could be an enriching and facilitating addition to what they
have and doing so would represent the next stage of their evolution and alluded to earlier.

Related to The CMI conception is its counterpart for the developmental technology of instructional materials
and systems. I refer to this counter-part notion as computer-managed authoring, or CMA. CMA could turn out to
eite one of the most significant developments of the seventies, and if it is not, then the other technologies will not
grow at the rate and to the level of efficiency that is possible and essential for the rapid spread of educational tech-
nology, and the realization of its economic benefits. A well designed authoring system with appropriate capabilities
would be able to assist an author or instructional materials or systems designerin the development of a wide variety
of different forms of pedagogy and delivery. It would assist in the reforming of informational data bases to identify
objectives and to relate the statements of objectives to forms of assessment. It would assist in putting tbgethera
SCe11.1110 for TV. a script for an audio tape or film, It would generate graphics and permit their rotation and perturba-
tion for selection of displays en support of information and concepts in instructional dialogues, simulations or in the
preparation of slides for use offline as wee as online. Not only would the CMA software support the manipulation
and generating capabilities by aiding authors in the production of materials for instruction, it also would provide a
capability for storing unitstaggjpg them and later retrieving them so they could be recombined into a variety of
relationships with other materials to form whole new sets of instructional materials to meet unanticipated needs.

We Old not hear as much about the development and use of computer -based system today as we might have
thought. The personalization of instruction in an unbounded learning environment is an ideal set of conditions for
the realization of the potential of CAI, broadly conceived and developed. Furthermore, with CAI the level of
detail required in planning and the range of variation possible in instructional interactions is greater than it is for
any of the other forms of instructional technology. However, I feel that many are not ready, not do they feel the
time is ripe, to make the leap. They may be right, but someone has to be working within the existing centers in
which technology is being successfully employed to develop the computer capabilities that will move the entire
enterprise to its next level.

CAI is an interesting technology to pursue at this time since it hears a very supportive relationship to all the
other delivery technologies, and to ail and CMA. It might be useful to look at some aspects of the relationships.
In the area of development of materials CAI is probably the most demanding on the author or materials develop-
ment team because of the level of instructional detail it requires, particularly if the full range of delivery modes is
used as appropriate for the accomplishment of a variety of specific objectives over the long haul. To a greater
extent TV, films and even alit io-ttitorial technology allow greater freedom to the developer of materials than does
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CAL This has both its good and bad sides. On the good side it is important to paint out that the rigor and detail
required for CAI materials development could make a substantial contribution to the other technologies by defin-
ing and specifyinovariables and conditions that should be attended to under other conditions of delivery as well.
The requirement for obiettivity and explicitness in planning an instructional experience or a learning environment
produces ducumentatiun that can serve as a loathe Which is either shared or used as a point of. departure in the
development of materials for other technologies. Thus both the diffusion of information and the validation of con-
cepts and techniques for both design and delivery become better and more effectively realized. While not
appreciated widely, the cost of developing an hour of CAI is less than it is for an hour of mast of the other tech-
nologies and significantly lower than that Ice TV or fibre Not only that. but also the cost curves differ. The
dvveloamental cost for CAI has been coming down while that for the other technologies has been rising over the
same period of time. On the bad side, CAI delivery costs are greater than they are for the other technologies,
expecially film and TV. We need to consider the total system whim we deaf with the question of productivity.

Since CAI materials require greater detail and more complete analysis than is the case for the other technolo-
gies and since this could be turned to an advantage for the educational industry by providing guidance to the design
and delivery forms used by all the instructional technologies, it would seem that CAI has a special place in the set of
technologies we have been de sling with. This point is supported further by the fact that CAI systems generate more
specific effectiveness data than do the other technologies. CAI is an interactive technology that records interactions
in detail, and in a form that is retreivable and processable by computers facilitating the formative and summative
evaluation processes. It is important, for these reasons alone, to consider CAI in terms of a long, as well as a short
term investment. As an investment within the set of technologies it has many more facets of potential significance
and value to the improvement of instruction and learning environments in general, than the others. It not only
Produces instruction in the short term and with a degree of effectiveness comparable to the others, if not superior
under some conditions, it also can be used in vvays that are supportive of the other technologies and their growth.
It has the further advantage of costing less to produce. When it exists at least two other important things also
become more feasible. One is the developinent of information about developmental technology for instructional
materials and systems in general. Another is research findings which increases our understanding of the process of
, 'struction, the design of learning environments and the research methodology required to further these ends.

.
Many feel that the level of detail required to develop CAI materials and systems is not warranted by the level

of existing knowledge. This seentS tis be circular argument based upon a short-sighted view of the state of instruc-
tional research and the scientific process. New tools for scientific inquiry have always opened up new areas of
discovery and deepened our understanding of the natural phenomena studied. Instructional systems are now availa-
ble that permit detailed control of learning environments and allow for the manipulation of personalized conditions
for the purpose of studying interesting and useful statistical interaction effects with methods and strategies of
instruction. The fact that previous research has identified little that vigorously supports a theoretical position like
that proposed in my idiographic model, for example, does not dissuade me from the positiOn that research on
statistical interaction effects involving personal characteristics of the learner and the specific nature of programs of
instruction are a useful and appropriate area of research which justify the development and use of CAI systems.
Without the computer to manage the conditions and the independent variables it is difficult to do research in this
important area so paw to the personalization of learning environments. Thus the fact that there is so little existing
data does not seem surprising nor should it be unexpected.

The basic problems facing educational technology are the very problems that face education generally. These
are the problems of learning and instruction. Personalization of instruction if it is to be realized clod cultivated
requires research and the level and scale of the research has to be different from that with which we are familiar.
Also the capabilities of CAI systems are unique so one needs a system to study their implications. Consequently,
the investment into educational research has to be reassessed. Many feel that the educational industry seems to
have experienced too little too late in the sixties. I am not convinced of that at all, and feel that neither should
you since the things we have heard about today and on the previous days are the fruits of those investments. In
this light the problem with diffusion and perception seem to me to be more with the expectations than with the
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results. The trust: atson with hick of progress and discouragement in the lack of support which many claim to feel,
seems to be the result more of what tubs expected than the realities of what was delivered, 'f we consider what
cc old have been delivered with the limited knowledge base, the newness of every one of ti technologies and the
scarcity of top quality personnel the result has been very good indeed, In my opinion, the reports we have heard
ie most ehenuraging and speak vt,IV N,vvil of file hulls of a meager investment relative to the size of the problem
and the short time available to cultivate educational technology when it is just coming of age.

The decades of the fifties and the six lies have produced educational technologies that not only deliver at
competitive levels with the traditional modes in many awes of higher education, and especially in professional
education, they also provide larger numbers, if not new groups, with quality ipstroction. New segments of the
adult population are being rei4Chell try television in this country and abroad. These students are presenting new and
equally interesting problems to institutions. The established institutions are being challenged by this student group
much as the returning veterans challenged the colleges and universities in the fifties. In retrospect many of the
academics who complained at the time that the veterans were in colleges are now looking with nostalgia at the
time when the student sietetan was campus as an eager and dedicated student. The reports by professors Zigerell
and I ewis have suggested that this may happen again with another population of students. From the research
point of view the returning adult, who after several years decides to get an education or to complete a degree
program represents a segment of the student population about which we have very little data. We therefore hat
to proceed cautiously in extending the knowledge we now have which is so heavily based upon the typical college
freshman or sophomore. This new group represents an important research area for an ME program.

The basic problems of teaching and learning have to be considered whenever an educational institution
relates to students. The nature of the student population can be an important factor in determining the results
obtained from particular approaches and conditions of learning. Thedifferent technologies provide the educational
researcher with different capabilities in dealing with basic issues about learning and instruction not only do they
contribute in a scientific manner to this end, but also they permit research in viva Scientifically they provide a
way of stabilizing the conditions of Warning to make them more replicable, and they permit the manipulationof
variables. Furthermore, they aid in the collection of data in "real time" while the student is learning rather
than restricting research to the collection of data after the fact.

Unfortunately we do not have much of the data needed to make valid decisions about the nature of the
optimum conditions for a learning environment to be used with different students. We do not have many of the
methods and tools for identifying critical student characteristics to study a number of research questions relating
to personalization. We know much less than we would like about how to get different kinds ofstudents to learn
efficiently and how to get thtm to like learning. To a great extent the lack of available tools is at the bottom of
these problems. With conventional approaches to instruction, the collection of data represents a substantial
additional undertaking with its cost add-ons. While it is still a significant undertaking when instructional technolo-
gy is available, it is nevertheless true that with CAI at least the additional cost of producing research data is not
proportionally as great nor the task as difficult. The reason is that the basic investment in the development of
materials and systems automatically produces the data needed as a byproduct if the CAI system is properly put
together in the first place. The additional input that is most required no matter what context is involved is in the
research design and the implications it has for the numbers of students required. Computer technology does not
help here. This discussion is intendd to underscore the point previously made that the educational technologies
are not just instruments for delivery and development, they also are tools useful in the production of new knowl-
edge about teaching and learning. They are in vivo research tools.

An important question, not addressed directly by the papers presented today, but one to which we all
should be sensitive is how we make each technology more of a handmaiden, a better tool and eventually a well
honed instrument for research on the instructional process. In dealing with this set of problems we are not just
dealing with formative evaluation which was so nicely developed by Professor Yelon but also with summative
evaluation and the approaches to it provide by quasi-experimental designs as well as more rigorous experimental
designs.
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.
Ideally the technology when used for research as well as for deliver y of instruction should not intrude un

the process of instruction itself, but rather serve as an aid in The solution of instructional problems. An important
differeoCe in our present viewpoint from that whith we held iii the past when teachers were tile only available

source of instructior. is that the system of delivery should be a catalyst, facilitating the learniag process without
entering into the process itSelf, in this symposium vse have not talked about. obtrusive and unobtrusive technology.
t.think it is correct to say, however, that all of us are interested in seeing that the new instruetional technology be

as unobtrusive as possible, One way to do this is by making the content and the prOeess of information and per-
ceptual experience more apparent than the delivery system itself, The detiverysyste:a techttolagy, whether it is

TV, AV, AT or computer mediated interactions. should blend intro the backgroii,d of the learning environment.
should not crimpete for the student's attention with what it is that the student should be learning. Neither

should its demand for "earning new skills be excee-iv...

There are many different ways to look at the perceptions of educationa, technology as it relates to an
educational institution. The purpose in doing this is to develop a perspective that permits us to make a decision
about the diteniatiyes in a consis;cnt frame of reference. The papers presented today indicate that there is a con-
siderable range of variation in the capital investment required, the types of resources needed and in the expertise
necessary. Video tape technology and the, mailing of cassetts rept esents a lower level of investment in facilities
than does the use of broadcast television with electronic delivery. Professor Baldwin has kindly shared with us some

cost data Of a video cassetts and Brian Lewis. Professor Zigarell information about television. In spite of significant
differences, it was quite clear that each technology can become an effective apd impressive approach either within

an existing institution, or in a separately developed institution. The costs involved differ not only with the mode
of delivery and the capital investment but also with the kinds of personnel required.

While each technology can become standard practice in an institution, the question of effective transfer to

new institutions remains an unsolved problem. Not dealt with here is the question of how an institution that
wants to emulate an established pattern actually gets started. Thedocumentation provided could be helpful in the
early rages. The successful institutional efforts about which we heard are not themselves equipped to assist others
to get started in any substantial way if they want to establi.-h a compa able capability. This problem should be

faced by funding agencies.

The widespread use of educational technologies in other institutions raises several questions which in the

context of this symposium on productivity in higher tAucation are significant. First, it is in-, vrtant to point out

that the cost of each of these examples does nut necessarily have to be justified on the basis of transfer to other
institutions. The cost of developing each of these centers probably can be justified on the basis of its use in the

institution in which it has grown and developed. It is interesting, as Professor Yellon has pointed out, that the

number of students related to by television technology represents a growth curve that can not be matched by a

university with walls.

This point raises another interesting question regarding the cost analysis that can be made of educational

systems. It is the question of the cost of adding additional students. Audio tapes, television and CAI all can add

large numbers of additional students without incurring a major step-function in their cost curves, whereas a

university with walls does incur a step-function with relatively amall amounts of growth. While the average cost per

student may not differ when alternative approaches are compared over a particular range in the size of the student

population they serve, it is still possible that the alternatives could differ significantly in the periodicity and

magnitude of the additional capital investment to accommodate growth in student population.

Another aspect of the cost problem is the inequity in the burden of proof. The new approach is in a defen-

sive posture. Each of the presentations we heard today has had to be more cost conscious and more defensive

about its costs than the conventional institutional arrangement which it replaces or happens to be compared to.

It frequently, though inappropriately, is assumed that what is now being done is cost effective and the best that

can be done with existing resources. Any discussion of alternatives to the established practice often elicits a defen-

sive posture rather than a willingness to study and explore the alternatives in their terms and in relation to
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questions of productivity or relative benefits. This defensive pasture often is manifest es an offensive posture and
the attack is frequently focused on the very questions which are hardest to answer by the conventional system
itself, namely, how effective is it. Often this argument is made on the basis of information relating to, the input and
not on the basis of the output (effects on students). Certainly the input analysis as dexxibed by Brian Lewis leaves
little doubt about the care and detail of the information analysis engaged in when materials are developed for use
in the British Open University. Few conventional systems, if any, can provide the equivalent information and
documentation regarding the input to itr courses. When we can not measure the output or when we can only
measure some small aspect of it, we rely on the care and the type of procedure used to produce learning
If a conventional system hires teachers with the right credentials and uses the right textbooks it is assumed that it
is doing a good job whether or not there is any objective data on the performance of its students. When different
cirpcedures are used and when video tapes or computers are employed to deliver the instruction, for example,
then output measures are,required, but they still may be held suspect by the established institutions. If some of the
measures of student effects are new, then there is a tong process of credentialing of the instruments, and proce-
dures that has to be engaged in. They have to be validated, their reliability has to be established and the academic
peer gro.., has to be convinced that the instruments are, in fact, producing useful and meaningful information.
There is an additional problem, however. It is thee the comparison with the conventional system is difficult, or
impossible to make for any one, or more, of a large number of reasons. This puts things into limbo with respect to
adoption and use of the new approach and the staying power is on the side of the conventional system since it is
already funded and has its sources of funds rather well established and the mechanisms for obtaining them well
developed.

Still another manifestation of the inequity in the burden of proof comes when the date are available from a
summative evaluation in which two or more, instructional systems are compared. We experienced some discussions
during the symposium regarding the studies producing "no statistically significant differents." Many, if not most,
studies comparing conventional arra a new alternative have produced results indicating no significant difference in.
the performance of the students. This finding should be viewed in perspective, but it usually is not. These studies
compare a new technology which* is relatively young and not well developed with an established alternative that
has readied its plateau of growth. Proper pe, spective can be achieved when we view the new technology in rela-
tion to its growth cycle to determine where it is at the time the comparison was made. Since the technological
approach is typically at an early point in its developmental cycle and the conventional approach is typically at
maturity, the comparison ie like that a child to an adult in getting a task done where maturity plays an
important part. When viewed in this way the "no significant difference" result is, in fact, encouraging, not a
disappointment.

Consider the two kinds of error we can make in making inferences based upon data relating to variables pre-
sui hitily affecting the instructional environment. One kindis to reject hypotheses that are useful; the other is tot
accept hypotheses that ata ten useful. The selection of the minimum confidence level and the statistical test used
affect the relative likelihood of these two kinds of error. It would seem appropriate to develop guidelines for this
research problem. At this point in time and given the nature of the information base and the status of instructional
theory, it would seem that the better strategy to use would be to use practices that may result in our accepting
more false hypotheses than we reject useful ones. One reason is that when research is done in vivo the cost is
not as great as it is when research is conducted separately. Therefore the cost of further testing would not be as
great. Most of the cost of research on instruction conducted in vivo would be appropriately assigned to the cost of
instruction itself since students would, in fact, be taught anyway. The argument is bolstered further by the fact
that in conventional instruction there is a wide range of variation from instructor to instructor anyway and even
from time to time for a single instructor. Therefore the testing of hypotheses that aie well conceived and carefully
introduced would be likely to generate no more variation in the conditions of education than now occurs. Further-
more, the hypotheses tested would be eenerated to improve the level of effectiveness of the learning environment
so the spirit with which the variations would be produveti would have the same kinds of expectation:: as any
teacher who was trying to improve a learning environment based upon his, or her, intuition.
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The data processing models used in collecting and evaluating data to make decisions about alternatives in
the dedesign of learning environments can make an important difference in the growth and development of a
field. Must of the research conducted thus far has relied on descriptive and inferential statistical models in which
comparisons of central tendencies or variables are involved. The problems requireing decisiOn however involve
mare information. Important are the data on utilities and costs. ft would seem appropriate, therefore, to develop
a project that fostered the use of cfecisioneheoretic models and the development of methods and instruments to
Produce data relating to utilities and costs. This should be a high priority effort within N1E. it could benefit from
the applications of these models in other sectors of public interest such as the environmentalarea where subjective
utilities are being used. Consistent with this orientation is the use of newly developed testing models to determine
the student's confidence in his own information relative to a set of problems he is given to solve. This is sometimes
called confidence testing. As a set of conditions this approach to evaluationeecreases the reliability of a test
rather substantially. It also has the advantage of providing more informatiorefor both formatitie evaluation and
student evaluation. Professor Lumsden's recommendation that education be "restructured so as to provide students
with pedagogicaeoptions would if implemented produce data on student preferences for optional routes to an
educational goat. This is consistent with what is being proposed here. 1 would go further and suggest that the
system be designed to allow for the collection of data on the preferences of others as well. We need to know what
the teachers prefer to work with, what the parent and taxpayer prefers, and what the administrators and managers
prefer. It is conceivable that these might differ. 'If so then there is a problem to be faced in attempting to optimize
the situation for the set of individuals involved in making the system work. It would not be useful to set our
sights on the maximization of the student's preferences if it resulted in a minimization of all the other preferences
involved.

The fact that there has not been a more extensive use of decision theoretic models is not an oversight or
accident. In part it is historically determined since these are relatively recent developments, but possibly more
important is the fact that the instruments and procedures have not been developed to produce the kinds of data
needed to use these models. A difficult problem is the design of situations so that preferences can be measured.
Another is the collection ofsubjective utilities;a third is cost in financial terms. None of the accounting systems has
been developed to the level that permits these models to be used with ineximem effectiveness. However, this
should not be used as an excuse to ignore their potential contribution. On the contrary the models, if we are con-
vinced of their ultimate value, should be used to determine the nature and priority of a methodological research
and development effort to provide the teachniques and tools.

A further complication worth noting is the fact that costs and utilities vary over time. It is necessary there-
fore to plan the development at procedures that are cumulative and historical. We need to develop cost curves and
utility curves and relate these to other conditions and variables. Decisions made at any point in time take a while
to become effective. We need to know what the conditions are likely to be teleet they become an actuality. The
actual costs and today's estimates of utility may not be an accurate index of what they will be when a new technolo-
gy is introduced in the future. To use decision models with cost data it is important to develop the data base for
use in forecasting. Comparisons of labor intensive approaches with technological alternatives requires attention to
the curves. The cost of labor is going up and the cost of hardware is going down. But the costs are not just the direct
costs or current expenditures. They also, in the case of labor, include continuing costs associated with benefits,
especially pensions. The recently publicized budget of the city of New York, for example, produced considerable
comment relating to the item on retirement pay. It is quite clear that we need to consider the use of personnel
resources in terms of the percentage of the total costs and in relation to their need to achieve educational goals. We
must define need in a different manner than in the past since there are obvious technical solutions to the delivery
and development problems which did not exist before. We have to include in the definition of need the preferences
and subjective utilities of the students and the other parties in the educational system. The student population to
be considered in planning and operating an educational system is becoming quite different and the trends in the
nature of the student population are already clearly different from the recent past when the student population in
higher education came predominantly from the graduating high-school student group. As technology of the kind we
have heard atiiiut to-day increases in its development and availability the kinds of students and the numbers of
iederec to he related to will change dramatically. This also means that either new institutions are to he forme.I
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accommodate the different educational needs or the present ones will have to modify their programs and proce-
dures to accommodate a wider range of students and student needs. Probably both will happen if we judge on the
basis Of what we have heard here at the symposium.

ft tb paradoxical that we seem to be at a new frontier in education just at a time when the financial resources
are proportionally drying up. This means that we are faced with an economic condition that is going to force
change but that we will have to proceed with care and a great deal of planning to conserve the scarce resources
available to try and to explore zitemative solutions. It would seem that the technology can notate to this mix of
conditions in a useful way. It can, for example, permit the modeling and simulation of alternatives, As a method
of planning this may provide the needed guidance as well as cost benefits.
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V. GENERAL SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS



EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Lawrence M. Stolurow
and

Shelley A. Harrison

The Symposium Format

This symposium was planned to explore, in some depth, the prinireial and implications of using new and
advanced communications technology-based systems for improving the organizational effectiveness and opera-
tional efficiency of higher educational institutions. To accomplish this, speakers were invited and their papers
commissioned. Each one was asked to present information about the technological area with which they were
most familiar and in which they were currently active.

The seminar, consisting of an evening session on Sunday and three full days and two evenings, examined a
range of alternatives for increasing the productivity of higher educational institutions with respect to instructional
technology. It seems to the planners that the heart of the problem and the most critical function of institutions
of higher education is instruction. For this reason that process was the primary focus of attention.

The invited experts were free to either present their prepared paper or to depend upon the group to have
read the paper in which case they could spend the scheduled time to elaborate or further develop and editorialize.
Discussants were identified to comment upon the papers and to provide a critique as well as to develop implica-
tions and useful elaborations. In some cases problems were identified Lind difficulties pointed out. In addition,
the assembled group were given opportunities to discuss and develop points relating to the presentations.

In planning the symposium a matrix representation was developed and used. We rejected rather early a
set of rubrics that related to media and to types of systems. Our rationale was simply that the real problems were
those that could be referred to as the design and development of learning environments for students in higher
education. Media and systems were to be considered as tools and not as the defining condition. The three-by-four
matrix gave structure, focus and operational guidance both to the symposium itself and to this report. We found
that the participants when invited and introduced to the conception responded positively. There was no argu-
ment nr negative feeling expressed so we are led to believe that while unconventional, the structure did not
inhibit or distort the analyses we sought and the constructive develoeinents we were after.

Following the keynote paper on Sunday night, a three -day opportunity to meet was cast into an
operational plan that was represented by assigning each day to a type of learning environment. On each of the
three days, the plan was to look at four characteristics of every exemplary model presented that day. On each
day, for each model, we considered four topics: media; methods; management and measurement. Since each day
represented a class of learning environments, it was necessary to have a few models. presented on a day so as
to represent both the breadth and focus of technological applications under the specified conditions. The
interesting outcome is the fact that on each day, or in other words for each type of learning environment, the
range of different and successful technologies in use is broad, and certainly no single technology stands out as
the hest one to use, either overall or in any particular learning environment, nor does it seem that any technology
is automatically excluded from use in any of the learning environments. Since all of the tectew,logies are possible
within each type of learning environment, it seems that decisions regarding which one to use must be Limed on
other considerations.
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The set of three days was conceived not only as a continuum or evolutionary progression, but also as one
that was multi-dimensional in nature. Two intuitively obvious parameters were used to characterize each day
and to convey this developmental sequence of days dealing with environments beginning with, but departing
from,, convention as the symposium moved from the first to the third days. The first day was devoted to
a consideration of what might be called Conventional Instruction"ground zero" in the sequence.
During this day the participants were busy looking into the use ut technologies in support of conventional
learning environments; we identified these as "grouped and bounded." The second day dealt With 'Inditriduatited
and bounded" learning environments. The third day dealt with "personalized and unbounded" learning environ-
ments. It became quite clear that technology can be a useful tool 0C/ matter which type of environment is avail-
able for teaming. The lower bound is simply that some technology can be used in all learning environments. The
upper bound problem, however, is more difficult to specify: namely, what is the maximum use possible in each
type of learning environment. At this time we do not have data to suggest what the upper bound would be for
each type of technology in each kind of learning environment. Related is the optimization problem, what is the
best mix of existing technology to achieve a cost-effective solution to the learning and satisfaction produced.

Productivity, Problems and a Proposal

The keynote paper presented Sunday night was commissioned from Professor Keith Lumsden, an
economist from Stanfora University. His paper was titled "Technological Innovation in a Hostile Environment:
Problems of Increasing Productivity in Higher Education." Lumsden argues, from the perspective of an economist,
that a number of controlling conditions have had a subtte, but pervasive, effect on the operation of academia.
Professor Lumsden identifies the main ones and related them to the problem of producing changes in the
practices that could be accomplished at least in part, with technology or technological aid which is available
and could alter productivity in the academy. He also argues that the incentive system, within the university
for both students and faculty, requires a "massive research effort" if significant increases in educational
productivity, regardless of how they are measured, are to be realized through the use of technological innovations.
His paper is divided into four parts. The first discusses possible functions of the university and problems en-
countered whenever differences in perceived function cause conflict. The second discusses major obstacles to
change. The third indicates the inadequacies of much of the previously conducted research on the economics of
higher education. Finally, he proposed a research effort to examine pedagogics while content was kept constant.
Each pedagogy would providri an alternative set of learning cbitditions while maintaining a set of educational
objectives. The study should be designed with the purpose of determining the relative costs and effectiveness of
the alternative pedogogies. As a general form of research to produce data in many areas this is seen as a national
priority; it is to provide data not new available regarding student preferences.

Professor Lumsden's paper discusses obstacles to change and includes several intriguing notions about over-
coming them. One that makes sound economic sense and an interesting psychological condition with respect to
the student and his opportunities to use learning resources is, in effect like providing the student with a book of
tickets such as one gets to see Disneyland. The total can be spent anyway one likes. Within a uniform tuition
system this would be possible based upon the known costs of a f3ur year bachelor's experience. Students would
have to pay for their instruction in terms of the cost of the resources they want to use (the alternative pedagogics)
to achieve a level of competence, self satisfaction, or both, in pursuit of their academic goals. Students who chose
to learn something by means of an audio or video cassette which might cost less than a human tutor or even a
seminar, could spend less by making this choice and could then use the savings in other ways.

In order to make this type of experiMent possible a number of condition; have to be met. The options
would have to be available. This means that the instructional materials have to exist and be in alternative forms for
delivery or capable of being encoded in some alternative forms. Ideally, the alternative pedagogics should have
some established validitypossibly data showing that there exists a student for whom each alternative has been

found to produce the competencies invovled. Some may argue that this minimal condition is not sufficient, but
that is another matter. The administration of the institution involved has to make the decision to allocate the
resources needed to make a set of options available. Data should exist for the student to permit him (or her) to
process it to dr.cide on one of the alternatives. In order to do this research has to be done to produce the data and

the student has to have had prior educational opportunities of a similar sort by means of which he for she) would
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be prepared to make the type of decision required. A set of previous research proiects has to be completed which
relate to the points mentioned and which included representative samples so the range of human variation which
is likely to be involved will have been studied.

Fundamental to Lurnsilen's proposal is the assumption that the student (a consumer) will get what he (she)
pays for, and that the more one pays, the greater the cost to the institution to develop, or provide what you get.
This means careful economic analyses are needed so the pricing of alternatives is realistic.

In order to get the data that do not exist and to get the ultimate project funded, Lumsden argues that the
research should be supported by the Federal Government. His position is that the research is a public good and no
group could benefit from doing the studies in an unselfish way. Data are needed on costs, probability of successful
completion of the objectives for different types of students. Lumsden assumes the position that different kinds of
students will respond differently, and/or simply prefer one pedagogy to another. While the evidence for thistype
of thinking does not exist in the published research to the degree one would like, it seems that there are data
which do suggest the potential validity of the "interaction hypothesis" along the lines of the "idiographic model"
for CA for example. The problem is to identify the characteristics of students that should be known so thR data
can be employed in making differential decisions both initially with respect to the teaching program used, and
during the course of learning as has been modeled for adaptive CAI.

One question raised by Lumsdem's paper was the strategy and criteria to be used in making the decision to
conduct the study along the general tines suggested. Lumsden suggests that we wait until reliable data exist on
both cost and effectiveness. The course of history does not argue that this has to be the basis for taking the next
step. The best next step can be taken and if reasonably successful it can attract the necessary funding. This
was what happened in aviation once the first heavier-than-air craft flew. Once the possibility was actually demon-
strated, then interest in the problem developed and the scientific basis for further development takes place.
Involved would be the development of the instruments and methods for determining costs and benefits. One
could argue that ti, e requirement for the existence of reliable cost benefit data asa precondition to the large
scale research is a strategy that turns out to be overly conservative. The reason is that it could throttle down
efforts to get the job clone in the name of rationality, while producing a negative social benefit.

The whole question of research and especially educational research was raised by Lumsden's paper. Most of
the participants clearly have been persuaded of its value, but they were not persuaded that educational research
is sufficiently accepted by the academic community as a whole. Research on instruction does not seem to add the
legitimacy to the result that is comparable to the value added by research in the social sciences, let alone the
physical, the natural sciences, or medicine. Here is another problem lurking in the background that impinges upon
the accomplishment of the effort suggested by Lumsden. It seems that it is necessary to get basic educational
research itself honored and appreciated. Even scientists who in their own sulistannve area' ihysics) are con-
vinced of the value of research shift standards when they consider the procedures for solvinu ablems relating to
the teaching of their own science. This is a serious problem. There is a real "credibility gap" for the faculty. The
students, on the other hand, seem quite willing to accept and use educational research data when it is provided
them. But another question complicates the situation. This is the question of priority with respect to our needs
at this time. Lumsden seems to assume that we have the materials for the major experimental effort he proposed.
Many others feel that ore do not; they assert that we should be doing research on production and not on testing
alternatives. To what extent the belief that there is an insufficient amount of material available is related to the
point previously made about the credability of the data that exists concerning materials is not known. These
perceptions and beliefs are obviously related, however.

In order to obtain critical data such as student preferences and the cost of the alternatives for achieving a
particular objective, a sizable research effort is clearly needed. Just how large a project should be mounted to
answer the questions raised by Professor Lumsden remains to be determined. That question and the nature of
the research design to be used in the study should be the purpose of a research effort that is the initial phase
of a longer range program in educational technology.
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Let us indicate some of the more obvious aspects of such a study. It would have to be planned on a
national scale to include the variety of educational elements representative of the different pedagogies, learning
environments, physical facilities, faculties and different student populations. The research design, collection and
analysis of data and the coordination requires a centralized effort so the program would best be managed by
one Tout,, but, of necessity, it would involve many colleges and universities.

Also required is a protect designed to develop a list of the critical parameters for use in a national survey of
educational programs and institutions. To begin with, a preliminary list would have to be derived from an analy-
ytical study of available research and from theory. The proCess by means of which the instrument used in Making
the survey, if develpped, must, of necessity, he iterative so it provides the required information by successive
approximations, This means the study will extend over a period of years. It also has to be a rather comprehensive
study since information is needed about the cnaracteristics of the students as well as their achievement levels fol-
lowing different learning experiences under different conditions.

Unlike previous large -scale studies, the ties* would be generated at least in part, by the hypothesis that
there are statistical interaction effects rather than that there is a linear correlation among the variables. Assumptions
about the structure of the data h. se to be assembled are critical. determiners of the design used in collecting the
data to be analyzed. If it is assumed that there are statistical interactions between variables representing student
characterietics, on the one hand, and variables representing the learning environment, an the other hand, then the
instrureeins used as well as the sampling, and the collection of the data should take these hypotheses into account.

Evidence of statistical interaction effects between variables representing students, on the one hand, and
instructional programs, conditions and learning environments, on the other hand, are needed for differential
diagnosis and selective prescription of instructional experiences. Since the number of variables to be considered
is potentially very large and the amount of existent information relatively small, careful planning of research is
indicated. Large samples of students are required. Selected sociological, anthropoligical and psychological data,
for example, would have to be collected for each student. Each variable representing a student characteristic would
be related to one, or more dependent variables revealing to various kinds of student performance, to rate of
learning, to achievement level and to various measures in the affective domain. in order to answer the cost-benefit
questions, it would also be necessary to include data relating to the costs incurred in achieving learning effects and
the eit affective reactions.

To obtain all of the kinds of data required, it is cler.r that some new instruments and procedures would have
to be developed. For example, colleges and universities do not routinely collect data relating to such student char
acteristics as their itersoliality characteristics and level of anxiety. Standardized tests of student achievement are
not usually given both at the beginning and end of each course or every academic year, yet this is necessary for the
measurement of learning gains. Colleges and universities often do not give final examinations but even these are
given more often than are pre-tests. information about what students already know is critical for the assessment
of what they have learned, and for making instructional decisions about what to teach individual students.
The large imansi.vered question about the efficiency of academic programs is how much time is spent by the
faculty teaching things students already know?" The only way to answer this question is to collect information
before the students are presented with a new learning experience. The mechanics of doing this can vary. For exam-
ple, the data for the next course can be collected at the end of the last learningexperience at the same time as the
final, or post-test, is given. The one testing experience can be both a pre-test and a p"' -test, However, suds
practices have not yet become a regular part of college or university plan. As a result, it is unlikely that the
critical data needed to make the survey of existing data for use in planning more definitive studies of alternative
pedagogics will try available. Therefore, while the need for a survey exists at this time, it should be planned with
this knowledge in mind so as to maximize its payoff. To do this its planning should include the collection of
data from the administration and the faculty to determine their willingness to change their practices so as to
collect the required date. It also should include questions dealing with the ability of the institution to meet these
requirements. This par t of the study should reveal possible deterrents to the collection of such data so they can be
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Cost data do not exist in colleges and universities in the detailed form required for costbenefit analysis of
instruction. Most colleges and universities do not budget or analyze the cost of individual courses of instruction or
even programs of instruction. The cost unit is usually the department, and a department may deliver instruction to
a variety of different programs, therefore, its costs have to he analyzed in detail. With the present accounting syStems
in colleges and universities it would be difficult, if possible at all, to specify the costs of even the more obvious
items such as the physiCal plant improvemeets and new construction. Thestfacilities frequently are shared in their
use by a number of different programs, The amortization of their costs and the distribution their costs are problems
that must he dealt with in a comprehensive economic research project aimed at the problems of cost-benefit analy
sis within higher education. Space, supplies, materials and personnel costs, alt have to be identified at the level of
the working unit for which a cost-benefit analysis is being made. All of the contributing components have to be
included in the analysis no matter what group provides the service or the facility. The complexity of the problem
and its relative novelty indicate that there is a significant research and development requirement to produce the
models and methods needed to permit institutions of higher education to particpate in a realistic way in a cost-
benefit analysis of their educational efforts.

The:economic models and the accounting and budgeting procedures required for a cost-benefits analysis also
have to be developed. In fact, this is a necessary first step, but one that could run concurrently with the research
and development work involved in generating the student performance data required to determine the benefits
(e.g., learning gains, satisfaction) from particular programs. Only if similar accounting procedures are used by
different institutions can a mufti-institutional research study deal with the question of cost-effectiveness in any
meaningful and satisfying way.

It is clear that we can expect differences in the basic costs-relating to education simply because of differences
relating to the part of the country in which schooling is provided. Salary and materials costs vary over the country
and taxes also show great variations. Tuition varies for the private and public institutions and the newer ones are
amortizing building and other facilities acquired at much greater cost than the older and more established
institutions.

From this brief analysis of some of the many problems that confront a cost-benefit analysis, it seems that a
definitive answer is not likely to be forthcoming in the very near future. The point that needs to be made at this
time, it seems, is that the education industry is being placed on the alert; it has to become cost conscious and
develop methods and procedures for good cost accounting. The cost-benefits analysis is a one edged sword; it only
cuts out and down. It is especially sharp in relation to educational technology, and yet labor intensity is so
characteristic of education that it is hard to believe that technology can not, over the long haul, produce savings.
We need to ask why education is the last stronghold of the cottage industry. We also need to ask whether we can
continue to afford it as a cottage inTelustry.

If we proceed to examine this very important set of problems in a serious and methodical way, in the manner
it clearly deserves, there arc a number of positive th.ags that can be done. Data of the kind suggested in this
seminar could be collected both from the input and the output side. Models could be developed. Simulations pre-
pared and run. Empirical studies could be conducted to test the simulations and to validate their predictions. The
information from the empirical studies could then he used to improve the models. The models could provide the
basis for redesigning operating systems.

At this point we see a criticalneed for a set of organized research and development activities which could be
derived from the papers presented and the growing literature in the field. Its form would embrace the study
described by Lumsden with the additional implications included along the lines just described here and later on
Each project, however, would have to be developed and related to the whole set so as to provide a progarn of
research all of which should be conducted within a systems framework. Not only its management, but also its
continued review and systematic modification should be centralized to achieve maximum efficiency. This program
of research and development could be the defining activity of ME in the next several years. The collection of data
on a national basis to provided data base for the wide range of educational decisions to be made is an important
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national need. in fact it is a critical need at this time. Educational technology, as said before, is making this need
apparent and. in addition it is casting the problem into an operational form that makes the approaches to its
solution clearer. Technology, especially computer, technology, could be an important tool to get the job done.
NIE could consider a divisiun within its administrative aegis that operates like the Bureau of Labor Statistics, for
example. By starting with that model in mintl,but at a lower level of support, this division of NIE could provide
higher education with many very badly needed services.

Professor Lumsden's paper and some of the implications drawn from it might raise the spector of standardiza-
tion, control and restriction of educational practices in the minds of many educators. It seems to use that this is
clearly-unfounded, and appears to bera set of fears which reflect lack of knowledge and faith in the knowledge of
individual differences among people and institutions, not to mention ethnic and sub-cultural groups. The psycho-
logical variations among students are certainly as complex as the variations in physical size, preferences for food,
clothing, housing and all the other physical artifacts of our society. Why then should it not be the case that
variety will also prevail in education. In fact, it would seem reasonable to assume that the variety might even be
greater in its range of variation than it is for any of the physical characteristics.

When we consider the question of optimization, we are thinking not only of the most efficient learning en-
vironment for an individual, given his,, or her, peculiarities, but also his other. preferences which includes
attitudinal data relating to the preferences the student might have for a particular type of experience. Also, if we
accept Luring:fen% recommendation then different individuals will probably pay more for certain experiences and
less for other educational experiences just as they do for the different entertainment, food or other consumer
goods, options. Even in what appear to be more highly controlled economic units such as manufacturing of
competitive consumer products, a wide c. riety of c=parsies (organizational systems) and production plans co-
exist in a free economy, There is little to suggest that the educational industry will move to a consistent
pattern or anything approaching uniformity as more and better ipformation becomes available to guide decision
making and as the technology improves. The problem will more likely be one of getting the industry to use the
available data at all let alone in interesting ways.

We may have to move in education the way the country did in agriculture. We may have to establish, at
various campuses, or centers, the counterpart of the agricultural experimental station. These units might be called
Eduagiontai Experimental Stations. They would have professional expertise in technology and the information
that could be applied in efforts to improve the different institutions and help t em make use of available informa-
tion to solve the problems indigenous 0 their instructional and educational obiectiveA, their student body, faculty,
alumni and local conditions.

Through a national network of Educational Experimental Static,* the use of technology might become more
widespread and the available information more efficiently utilized. Models for such activities are needed. There is
every reason to assume that if interesting and viable models were developed they would serve more than just the
institutions of higher education. However, by starting with these institutions the investment in their development
would be less and the payoff greater. The diffusion of their effects throughout the country could be facilitated by
university and professional societies. Furthermore, the limited personnel available for such an undertaking, at this
time, could be concentrated, if there is a smaller number of centers. This would permit the assembly of a "critical
mass" of personnel sufficient to get the job done.

No institutions of higher education are currently training the types of personnel needed to provide the
varieties of expertise needed for the staff of an Educational Experimental Station. Some institutions are beginning
to.train some of the specialties that would tic, needed in a team effort. There is a curricular problem. The field
needs a comprehensive program, especially the graudate training of professional educational technologists. It not
only needs specialists, but also generalists with the mixture of knowledge and skills required to deal with many of
the complex problems in education which are not now being faced by properly trained personnel, nor are questions
being dealt with by research and development in a scientific manner. They are being treated as philosophical and
riIII It rye issues.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Professor Lumsden's iirgument that public funding is essential is sound and convincing. For this reason we
recommend that N1E develop a program in educational technology with the following areas:

Recommendation 1: Stddy ipants be provided to develop one, or more, plans, with cost estimates mid time
Projections so as to make explicit the dimensions of the "massive" research effort proposed by Professor Lumsden.

The study grants would have to deal with a set of related questions. One is the question of feasibility. This
would entail a survey of the available materials that could meet the requirement of having alternative pedagogies
available from which students could select the one they preferred. The number of different alternatives that is
made available to a group of students to produce preference data also is important. One reason is that students
have to learn how to make the decisions required by this condition and to do this they need to have the opportunity
to learn what the alternatives mean to them. The cost and effectiveness of the alternative pedagogies with different
kinds of students also has to be determined. Sampling is an important consideration since students from a variety
of backgrounds and studying in a variety of institutions each of which provided them with a set of options would
be needed. To collect the required data on student preferences for pedagogies as suggested necessitates a "free"
economy, one in which the alternatives can compete with each other for students in a particular college or university
setting. The research design should not only allow students to learn with pedagogies of their choice but also should
assign some students to nonpreferred pedagogies. This would make it possible to determine what effect, if any,
preferential matching has upon the outcomes for cognitive, affective,and skill learning. Some learning models for
example, would predict that not having the use of the preferred pedagogy would produce fess learning because of
reduced motivation.

Recommendation 2! Development projects should be funded to design models for measuring input and output
and to evaluate measuring instruments and procedures for educational systems using each model.

Models as well as appropriate measuring instruments and procedures are needed to provide a rationale for the
development of instruments and to validate them. The measuring instruments and procedures would have to be
developed for both input and output parameters and should cover a variety of indices.

Recommendation 3: Development projects should be funded to create and test models of student and faculty
incentive and reward systems based upon both psychological and economic data and theory,

These models and their implications would be based upon available data and theory. They would be designed to
permit an institution of higher education to make available pedagogical alternative in ways that allow the alternatives
to compete with one another. They also would reveal the critical conditions for empirical study.

Recommendation 4: Research projects should be funded to collect data on student preferences for pedagogical
alternatives and to study statistical interaction effects between (or among) student characteristics and pedagogies.

The research would have to be designed to look at the question of preferences in many, but selected, institu-
tions. The pedagogies would be related to the dimensions of a research design, and the conditions would have to
provide the needed measures and allow for the analysis. The results of the projects established under the first three
recommendations should he related to the planning and conduct of this research.

Grouped and Bounded Learning Environments

A visit to a college or university campus reveals that he academic rooms almost always are used for a lecture,
less often for a seminar or a laboratory demonstration or exper iment. It is in this sense that these spaces can be
said to house grouped and bounded iin both length of time and in scheduled time, as well as in topic) learning
environments. They are referred to here as thi'i "`conventional," or traditional, ones used in higher education because
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they dominate the scene today and are being built fur use in the educational institutions of tomorrow! In them
students are "taught" as a group, and the instruction takes place in a specific number of !redetermined slots of
time for all who enroll. The students are expected to enter the room at one time, to take.a course together, and

to lie minimally 11'N 1(111NIVe and at:two to what 410I'S on. Belem "together" seldom means that the students interact
with each other in the classroom to either relearn or learn. The set of conditions characterizing Grouped and
Bounded Learning Environments can be represented as a point on a continuum that also contains the other two
learning environments included in the symposium.

One of the most widely discussed and frequently adopted changes in programs of instruction is the time
allowed. Carroll's learning model equates time with aptitude for the type of teaming involved. Many schools are
shifting to a three-year rather thai a tout-year curriculum hit a bachelor's degree. But, this is not a manipulation
of time in the sense that Dr. Carroll uses it as equivalent to aptitude. in Medicine, where competencies are a
Primary concern, the changes in curriculums consist more in time changes and In shifts in sequence than they do

in pedagogy changes. However, while competency is a more valid benchmark than the time available for learning

in an.academic program, learning environments have tended to be bounded by time. This has the significant effect
of making aptitude the determiner of successful completion if other factors are equal and if we accept Dr.

CiliFOWS theory. If we liken education to the process of aging wines, then simply keeping the student in the
collegiate bottle fur the right length of time is all that is necessary to produce a finiihed product, according to
these simplistic manipulations of the time allowed. The processes in making wine go on in a closed and stable

environment and depend more on the nature of the raw materials put into the environment than upon the charac-

teristics of the environment. With students in a learning environment the situation is different. We do not think that

most academics really believe in the. wine model for students; howieder, many critics appear to act as if they do.
Many administrators also get trapped as indicated by their predilection to adjust programs in terms of time rather

than in terms of what the student is to learn to do Time should he a dependent variable, a result derived from an

academic plan, and not ail independent variable.

Alternative pedagogies are the means by which a toted set of objectives relating to knowledge,skiffs, and

values are to be achieved by the educational system. Pedagogies that are truly alternatives are designed to develop

the same competencies. While admittedly it is much more difficult to enumerate competencies, than to adjust the

time allowed for study, and even more difficult to get academic and professional groups to agree on those competen-

cies which they feel are a minimal set for a person completing a degree, it is nevertheless true that that is the task

which the academic community should be working on. It is probably necessary to work in stages until it has
achieved an acceptable approximation of what the group would accept since this is not an established and accepted

way of defining their task.

Toward the end of defining educational objectives, whether it is for conventional instruction or more person-

alized environments, there is an evolving educational technology. It is a development of the fifties and sixties.

Relative to the age of the university system it is very young, but it seems to be growing rapidly. This is a technology

that involves ideas and methodology, not just hardware. To some extent its growth has been stimulated by support

from the larger external environment in which we live. This the clamoring for an accountable educational system.

You have to know it is you expect to produce by the system in order to hold It accountable. It there are no

agreed upon objectives, then anything that is produced has to he accepted as a useful outcome. Those of us who

have worked with teachers dnd professors to develop statements of obiectives for the purpose of defining the focus

of an educational pe3gram know full well how difficult that task is and how much it is resisted in its accomplish-

ment by those more ised to other, older ways allowing them more freedom and the illusion' of success no matter

what they do. Some of this resistance may be due to-The technique and the technology itself which is used by the

programs attempting to accomplish a technological solution to their problems. Undoubtedly their techniques can

be improved upon, but in addition, there seems to he an inherent problem in the technology of developing objet

titres which is difficult for a faculty to do. This fact raises questions. One of them is the question of how to

identify objectives. Another is how to get agreement on objectives by the faculty involved. Any research plan using

alternative pedagogies depends critically on the use of a single set of objectives for all of the alternatives.
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Probably related to the problem of getting agreement is the fact that one of the most difficult concepts to
get across to faculty is that the list of objectives is a specification of the minknurn level that many students will
achieve just as they do now. One result of better established and organized learning produced through the use of
technology and the time saved for the learner with high aptitude is the opportunity to achieve even mote.

The reports we have heard indicate that in spite of the difficulties, it is possible to get agreement on objec-
tives and to develop sets of them that are acceptable to groups. The accomplishment of this step often is under-
rated in its contribution to the entire effort. It isa step which when accomplished in a non-trivial way results in a
great deal of re-thinking of courses and curricula typically with greater sensitivity to the psychological, typically
the learning problems of the students, but also to the organizational questions and the priorities involved in pre-
senting information, concepts and principles to students. It. is interesting to relate this step of getting agreement on
objectives to what happens conventionally. In the conventional situation agreement on objectives is achieved "after
the fact" rather than "before the fact". In this older mode of doing business, the book is written and published.
Then agreement, at least to an extent, is achieved when other instructors choose it as their text.

It is apparent that significant innovations can and are taking place within the grouped and bounded learning
environments. Where this is the case, the institution. in general, carries on business as usual in most other areas
and it accommodates the changes. Stice and Hereford report this initial phase of their efforts at Austin as did
Hurst fur Purdue and Miller for the many institutions using technological aids. Not all of the technologies have
the same potential impact on the institution, nor do they all serve as catalyst for change or as instruments in their
own right, but most do. It is important to cnnc'der the implications of the changeagent function of the technoice
gies. Also this function should be considered in relation to each institution's long range plans for change, since
some technologies will be mo acceptable initially than others and since each does result in review and deep
analysis of instruction in both its content and process dimensions if it is done correctly and seriously. Once started,
changes do take place In the way the faculty and the institution' o business, in the attitude toward teaching and
in the tongrange planning of curricula to keep it consistent with changes in areas of study, particularly in the
professions. In this sense technology is not just an episodic change agent, it is one that integrates changes and blends
them into a larger more coherent conception with its own potential for growth and development. Through the
use of many of the technologies themselves the organizing and evolving process itself can be facilitated. Which
technology is used first and what technologiesare used in particular combinationsseem to be questions which at
this point in time, are less critical than the simple questions about the process of getting started and of gaining some
experience In the use of one or more of them. A pluralism of teehnologies is certainly indicatedfor !diger segments
of instruction such as courses. Options should not be closed out, priority is to be given to change for the improve-
ment of learning not to a particular technology just because it is inexpensive or simple.

Professor Arthur (Lehrman, from Dartmouth University, correctly takes the positron that we should not
expect dud computers will only reduce the manpower requirements for managing instruction (CMI) and for
delivering instruction (CAI). While he acknowledges these goals and their value to the educational industry, he
quickly points out a much more profound effect of the computer on students which education must recognize
and make maximum use of. This unique contribution of computers is the way in which the student's knowledge of
computing can affect the content and intellectual structure of his whole education and determine in profound ways
the manner and mode with which he relates to problems. Luehrman's thesis is "...that computing is a new and
fundamental resource in the same sense that reading, writing and mathematics are fundamental resources." With
respect to the way institutions relate to computers Luehrmart prOPOITS that the model be the university library.
The library is a "cost center," not a "profit-and-loss center." It is justified on the value of the service it provides.
Using this model, Dartmouth provides computing services to allfaculty and students alike and operates its
time-sharing system (DTSS) with Basic as its programming !engage. Not only does it serve the campus, but also
thirty other institutions. Of the 300, or more, terminals that can access the synen; from the campus, about 130
can be processed simultaneously. Both funded and unfunded users are served and the bills of the unfunded accounts
are paid for in the end by transferring general funds of the college into them. The total computer center budget is
about $1.2 million for Dartmouth usage. With 4,000 students, the average cost is about $300. per student per year,
or approximately 9% of their annual tuition fee.
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Project COMPUT is an effort to develop and distribute course materials dealing with computer use. It is
at Dartmouth. funded by NSF and available to faculty members at any institution. Its goal is to publish and
iliswminate approximately 20 textbooks or monographs. Awards are made to individuals' whose publication relate
tiiriew and interesting uses of the computer in education. This protect is designed to fill tne gap or shortage of
good materials for use lo courses where the use of a computer makes sense.

Recommendation 5: That funds be provided to selected univenity centers meeting a set of criteria with
respect to educational technology and scholarship. Each would serve as an Educational Experimental Station_
And among its functions it would support projects like COMPUT. This would mean both support to the authors
of texts that use computers, of CAL materials and of .CMl programs and assistance in making these materials and
Programs useful to the educational industry.

Professor Robert N. Hurst, Department of Biological Sciences at Purdue Univr3rsity, described a very
successful use Of technology, the Audio-Tutorial system of instruction (AT). It too is a child of the sixties, a
teenaged technology. EL.4itisling with the caveat that you cannot legislate change in Education and get a viable
effort, Hurst quotes the Carnegie Commission's Fourth Revolution on the criteria that should be used to deter-
mine whether technology should be employed in an instructional program " the learning task to be performed
should tie essential to the course of instruction, and...the task should be performed better with the use of techno-
logy." He reports that Dr: Postlethwait began the A-T system at Purdue out of frustration with the lecture
methods for heterogeneous groups of students, therefore it is important to distinguish between a lecture on tape
and a tutorial on tape. The latter is a concept which itself is a technological development. The tapes are pre-
Pared using a plan that begins with a task analysis and moves from it to objectives. This set of steps is common
to almost- all of the technologies. In addition, the tapes require the student to do things. Audio tapes were used
because they were available, durable and inexpensive to produce and use reliably. Professor Hurst report; that
AT is a "now" technology. Critical to the design and use of AT is the procedure by which the tape leads stu-
dents. logically from one experience to another. They systematically get the student to the desired performance
level as specified in statements of objectives. The tape serves as the integrating vehicle. The presentation is con-
versational and pacing is individualized allowing student to stop, back up, or to replay, as necessary.. Also
important r, the fact that AT frees the hands and eyes to integrate with other experiences. In practice AT is
not always audio tape, 8 mm film is also used. In 1969, the concept of learning for mastery was introduced.
learninutime is no....4 the dependent variable. Students take the time they require to achieve the specified minimal
livid of mastery. Mini-courses are the basic element of the system. These "little" courses, each with a beginning
and ending, are designed around a single topic. Upon completiori of a mini course the student is given feedback
through reports of his performance on an oral and written gui2.

Since the students learn for mastery, all redundancy can be eliminated. Experience at Purdue resulted in
the elimination of 25% of the redundant material that had been in two conventional courses. This illustrates the
realization of the Carnegie Commission's "Less time-more Options."

One of the prohieros with AT is management, and experience indicates that the approach could be benefited
substantially by a CM! capability.

Recommendation 6: That a research project be funded to develop a Chill system and machine independent
program cabahle of handling A-T mini courses, the tests and feedback to students.

Professor David Miller's presentation include I a definition of educational technology; namely, that of
Norman MacKirizie-"the systematic study of the means whereby educational ends are achieved." The main
thrust of Professor Miner's paper is to present the wide range of low-cost technologies now available for use in
higher education. Consistent with Professor Hurst, he proposes three criteria that determine the spread of usage:
(1) satisfy an educational need as seen by the instructor; (2). readily available and convenient to use; (3) relatively
low in cost to student, instructor and institution.
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Professor Miller has develuped a "large class" and an "individual study !node" which can accommodate all
of the low-cost technology. Each model offers a way to increase the student-to-faculty ratio. The first uses an
increased class size. The order bf priority of three technologies examined for manner of use, cost, convenience and
availability are: (1 ) the overhead projector; (2) slides and (3) film. His second model covers the variety of
individual uses of technology ':the challenge of desivirei uccessful systems that provide individualized opportunities
for guided selfstudy depend heavily on low-cost people and, when appropriate and available. low-cost technology."

Recommendation 7: That the higher education community's needs would be best met if an information ser-
vice and evaluation center were funded. It could provide data, both technical specifications and cost and alsoserve
as a clearing house for experience data provided by center studies and user reports. Institutions could be kept
current on usage and on materials available as well as technique, to produce materials for low-cost devices. Ideally
this function would be included in the set provided by the Educational Experimental Station.

Professor James Bess' paper "Environmental Supports for New Instructional Technologies" covered an *ea of
study that is badly in need for research. He concerned himself with the measurement of effects of new or experi-
mental instructional technology. Not only is there the Obvious need to assess the changes In the learner as broadly
as possible, but also in the environment in which the learner lives and works to acquire knowledge, attitudes and
skills. Bess begins with a discussion of variables that might be used in studies of technology. In collecting data re-
lating to the environment it would be desirable to have information before and after the technology was intro-
duced. The difference could provide a measure of change, and, if sensitive enough, an index to the nature of the
changes. Changes in faculty are a potentially intetesting, but difficult set of :ate to acquire.

Professor Bess deals with he interpersonal environment of .the campus and examines variables relating to the
impact of teachinglearning technologies on students. He identifies conflicts between the needs of the students and
the aims of the curriculum, e.g., immediate vs. future, subjective and interpersonal knowledge and skills vs.
objective vocationally related information. While the two sets are related they unfortunately are often opposed to
one another "particularly in bounded, conventional systems of higher education, designers of new technologies
have not adequately comprehended the synergistic nature of institutional and student needs and have concentrated
on the latter." Bess argues for "A much more comprehensive conceptualization of the environmental conditions
requisite to the satisfaction of both affective and cognitive learning...." While he recognizes that mastery of
academic knowledge and skills can contribute significantly to ones self-perceptions and feelings of worth, he points
out that the established pattern of the institution to concentrate on this is also the primary thrust of the educational
technoloiles. To change this it is necessary for faculty to recognize that the out -of -class activity of students has a
direct relationship to the in-class learning.

The nature of the relationships among the technology, the environment and student's growth and develop-
ment should be explicated. "Beyond the measurement problems in evaluating the effects of new instructional tech-
nologies on students are a whole host of other environmental factors particularly those involving the faculty."
He summarizes by pointing out that "...leaminn which affects the whole person requires careful design of the total
environment in which the process takes place. In bounded conventional systems, it is unlikely that new instructional
technologies will result in profound benefits without positive social system reinforcement." Measurement of the
attitudes in the environment in which new instructional technologies are introduced will reveal the presence, or
absence, of values which support long-lasting learning and which encourage attention to student growth and develop-
ment. In our opinion this argument supports the following:

Recommendation 8: That research be supported to develop measures and experimental procedures for assessing
the impact of different technologists on various institutional elements.

Recommendation 9: That research and deve!opment of afairly extensive nature be funded to work on problems
of social and attitudinal conditions in the environment surrounding technological developments -- the ripple effects.

Recommendation 10: That support be provided for the development of methodology and instruments as well as
studies of affective and sociological effects of technology.
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L'haractesizations of the host environments in ways that %Areal their receptiveity or hostility and their ability
to accommodate the changes required to make individualizing technology work well, are an important national
educational priority. The:- interpersonal environment of both faculty innovators and student users is a significant
unknown that requires substantial analysis and study.

Recommendation 11: That institutional research be supported to (a) develop ways of using new instructional
technologies to produce a better relationship between the students' academic and non-academic life; and (b)
support studies of, the "ripple effects" of technologies within the institution.

Individualized, Bounded Learning Environments

The individualized, tiounded learning environments represent the efforts, typically of one or two more
enterprising, risk-taking faculty members, to change an institution's way of doing business. The changes are a
matter of degree, and there is a large gray area between the things described the first day and those covered on the
second.

Professor Bunderson and his colleagues at Brigham Young University represent a joining of forces in that he
and same of his colleagues at the University of Texas moved to (3.Y.U, in 1972 to ronsnlidate the NSF funded
TICCIT project with MITRE Corporation. This consolidation fits what has been referred to as the "critical mass"
requirement for personnel in a significant educational technology effort. The project effort is a team phenomenon
involving a university and a not - for-profit corporation working with federal funds. MITRE personnnel are respon-
sible for systems engineering and the B.Y.U...faculty for the instructional design specifications for the CAI system
and the courseware. Professor Bunderson acknowledges the importance of the institutional and extra-institutional
attitudinal and sociological problems but does not deal with them. He also describes the immediate "context"
or organization at B.Y.U. in which this project is housed.

Professor Bunderson deals with the "...disciplined design approach to the solution of educational problems
and the interdisciplinary crossfertilization between the designers and developers..." He points out a significant
but not widely recognized point in this connection, namely, "It is the explicit recognition and use of human
goals and values,... in a rigorous, empirically based process of design and development that pr pvides the critical
distinction between a design science and a natural science."

The paper deals with design goals, institutional level goals, effectiveness goals for individual students, and
goals for educators. This is an interesting toxonomy that could have generalizable value to the emerging educational
technology. Even more significant in the long run are the concepts and technioues described. This is one of the
most developed presentations of educational technology as a process available. It reflects the concern and atten-
tion to the empirical and conceptual base needed to produce a vigorous educational technology.

Recommendation 12: That funds be provided to develop a handbook describing and illustrating courseware
developmens..techniques.

Recommendation 13: That funds be provided to develop management information, including role (job)
descriptions for the personnel involved in instructional systems development and evaluation.

Dr. Parry demonstrated the PLATO IV system and described its operation. The system is one of a kind and
is not a production item in the inventory of any company. It uses components such as Control Data Corporation
Cyber-73 computer, an Owens-glinois plasma display panel, Magnavox terminals and computer-controlled
accessories developed at the University of Illinois (random access image selector, audio device, and touch sensi-.

tive surface on the screen). Remote communication has to be over either microwave or cable TV to meet projected

cost figures, but the system can communicate to remote users, as was the case for the demonstration at the

symposium, by normal telephone circuitry.
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Lessons-for use on PLATO are written by faculty in the TUTOR author language which only exists on that
system but which is apparently easily learned.

This is a 1019e COMPlatet utility ii.icated to instruction. Its design was based upon an effort to minimize the
cost of delivery of instruction. While the projected costs figures have not been met, the system is operational and
impressive in its capabilities and in the quality of the delivery.

The primary recommendation following from this report has already been activated. NSF has already funded
an evaluation project at ETS for both PLATO and TICCIT, as indicated in the paper by Or. Anastasio.

Stice and Hereford's presentation covers what might be called a management technology for instruction.
PSI, the ',imam:tired system in instruction, often referred to as the "Keller Plan," was conceived by Or. Fred S.
Keller in its most Ctiffent form. A number of variations exist even on the Stony Brook campus whew it is being
used in Education, Physics, Psychology, and Biology, to name a few departments. Like AT the lecture is greatly
deemphasized as a medium of information transfer. In fact, it is used as a reward; the professor only gives his
lecture on a topic in which he is personally interested and about which he feels he has something worthwhile to
say. Students who attend only do so because they want to.

Keller lists the following five essential features of PSI.: (1) self - pacing; (2) unit-mastery for advancement;
(3) the lecture as a reward; (4) written interactions between student and teacher; and (5) the use of proctors for
testing (often repeatedly), immediate scoring, tutoring, and inter-personal interaction.

The University of Texe, .. Hustin began with PSI in 1966 in Psychological Foun,.. Is of Secondary
Education. Now there are thirty courses taught in fifteen departments in six colleges, and an without administra-
tive coercion. This is not to suggest.that there are no snags or problems. Stice and Hereford give a balanced report
and indicate that they had problems and were led to seek funding from the outside. The Sloan Foundation, of
New York City, is now underwriting the program for two years. The funds are being used to develop (or redesign)
twelve PSI courses and to evaluate course data in an attempt to answer a set of questions. Both formative
("internal") and strm-tame (comparative) research and evaluation studies are in process. An important area of
interest is feedback to instructors and proctors. The variety of courses on the one campus makes it possible to
study PSI across courses, departmental, and collect boundaries.SO'aS to.stucbat the method itself. Even basic prob-
lems in educational research are being raised and studied since the methods that were developed for grouped and
bounded learning environments do not apply to individualized and unbounded environments.

Also of interest is the study of student characteristics in relation to the effectiveness of PSI courses. This is
a topic of interest to a number at the technologies because it is so fundamental to the individualization of
instruction.

Recommendation 14: That funds be provided to summarize the research on individual differences so as to
identify characteristics of students and working hypotheses regarding their interaction with conditions and varia-
bles in learning environments.

The cost issues were not dodged, and the pattern common to the technologies utilizing more hardware seems
to be prestirt with PSI as well. "Cost and time will be relatively high dllring the initia! offering of a PSI course but
will drop in subsequent semesters to a level comparable to that for more traditional forms of instruction."

Having developed a course and the required materials, cost benefits could result if it could be transferred to
another institution.

Recommendation 15: That funds be made available to study the transfer problems associated with PSI
courses and other technoloyes as well.
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Professor Duncan Hansen's paper is not only one of the most fact-packed but also one of the more contro-
versial papers presented in the symposium. (See Dr. Seidel's discussion.) He cites a number of interesting and
relevant research studies conducted at FSU relating mainly to CMI. His position is "Using a computer-managed
instructional (CMI) model to encompass computer-assisted instruction (GAI), simulation, adaptive testing,
natural language dialogues, media management, scheduling, record keeping and evaluation, the potential of each
of these components as training procedures becomes most enhanced." The studies he refers to were reported in
technical reports to funding sources. They are organized into four categories: learner strategies, training
strategies, validation strategies, and computer system strategies.

Professor Hansen argues that the emphasis should be on a management model not on technology. For him
this means that the management of the entire enterprise for instruction, not just the newer technolgical aspects.
While this is certainly a valid point, the distinction between the management technology and the delivery
technology is interesting. However, it also is the case that both are educational technologies and both are necessary.
Hansen's point is that the need now is for a computer-managed instructional (CMI) model that encompasses CAI
and a whole host of other functions. Like Professor Lumsden, however from a different but related perspective,
Professor Hansen argues for a strong and multifaceted national research effort. "The primary research need is to
extend the set of available indices reflecting training." A "four strategy theme approach" is described for the work
at Florida State University (FSU): learner strategies, training strategies, validation strategies, and computer system
strategies.

Learner-strategy research dealt with: rule learning; behavioral-objective learning; memory; subjective organi-
zation; anxiety and curiosity; and graphics. Several interesting findings were reported. For example, "Results of
research into the role of behavioral objectives in learning and into subjective organization have led investigators to
feel that these are less rewarding areas." Hansen also reports that for rule learning, "1. Instruction should present
general instructional objectives to inform the student as to what is expected of him. 2. Presentation of rule siate-
ment can prevent the 'discovery' of an incorrect rule. 3. Presentation of sample test items gives the student achance

for practice and immediate feedback." Probably more controversial than other data were those reported relating to
the anxiety and curiosity research.

Professor Hansen recommends several lines of research for the future in each of the four areas. One of the
areas he mentions that also was mentioned repeatedly in the symposium was research on the processes of
revision.

Recommendation 16: That funds be provided to support the systematic study of the process and methodology
of materials revision based upon empirical data.

Recommendation 17: That funds be provided to conduct research on adaptive and tailored testing, especially
as it relates to student evaluation and to materials revision.

Professor Brennan presented "A Model for the Use of Achievement Data and Time Data in an Instructional
System." He considered both theoretical and practical issues involving the use of these two types of data in evaluating
an insti uctional system. The two previous recommendations also could be appropriately made as inferences from

Professor Brennan's paper.

Professor Brennan presents a taxonomy of test data and time data for evaluation purposes, both students and
instruction. His thesis is that evaluation is a fundamental part of curriculum development, not merely an appendage

added on after the fact. It requires planning as well as technological resources, especially research design, reliable and
valid instruments, and data. He presents an evaluation model which uses achievement and time data and is general-

izable to many modes of instruction as well as to instructional systems, provided they have clearly stated objectives

while most of the literature currently available on evaluation treats the analysis of data using classical descriptive

and inferential statistics. Brennan predicts that Bayesian and decision-theoretic techniques will play an increasingly

important role in the evaluation of instructional systems.
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Recommendation 18: That funds be provided to develop models and methods, including computer software,
for the use of Bayesian statistics and decision theoretic statistical techniques to the range of relevant problems in
educational technology.

Dr. Anastasio briefly reported on the NSF funded evaluation project at the Educational Testing Service
(ETS) which is just beginning. An interesting aspect of this project is that a separate agency is being supported to
evaluate these two CAI projects while they themselves ere evolving. This provides an opportunity seldom enjoyed
in education, namely, to permit the group doing the development to receive continuous and constructive input at a
time when it can be useful rather than after the fact.

Recommendation 19 :That fund; be made available to have independent evaluation studies made of a

variety of educational technologies (e.g., A-T, Keller Plan, Video systems) while they are being developed.

Dr. Seidel, Human Resources Research Organization, raised many questions not only about the papers relat-
ing to individualized and bounded environments but also about general issues. For example, he felt that "...the
discussion surrounding the concept of validity (whether it was concurrent, predictive or construct validity) to be
interpreted differently by the various speakers. Secondly, the concept of evaluation and the concept of technology
as means versus ends in themselves were unclear with respect to education. The concept of evaluation also
seemed to have different, meanings for different people although nowhere explicitly stated. Finally, the questions
of incentives for faculty members to use technology, incentives for administrators to push the use of technology,
and the guidelines for use of technology in an educational environment all seemed to be somewhat ambiguously
touched upon and nowhere clarified to anyone's satisfaction.

"Nowhere did I find that we as a group ever came to grips with the definition of the concept of productivity
....However, more than once I noted the presence of cost/effectiveness as the paramount raison d'etre for the use
of technology. Also, as noted above, technology was implicitly assumed to be inextricably interwoven with state-
merits of ends or educational purposes. (The paper by Bess toughed on important issues of measurement but
unfortunately added to the means-end confusion.)"

"Perhaps the latter is the place to start to try to clarify my own position with respect to the ambiguities as
I saw them in that conference. From our work at HumRRO, it has become quite clear to us that there are multi-
ple purposes for using the computer as a new technology in education and that in only one of these purposes,
that is, cost/effectiveness purpose, is it appropriate to talk about fixed objectives and fixed economics for making
evaluations of alternative means of instruction. (We are including this discussion in our book.) But there are other
purposes for which computers are also used (as I tried to indicate at the conference): Purposes such as computing
literacy, enhancing the curricula for a discipline, providing computing opportunities as a tool and finally, overall
educe 7ional reform using the computer. The concepts of validity, methodology for evaluation, as well as criteria of
evaluation all different dependent upon which of the above mentioned purposes are being prescribed. Dr. Filep
made z strong case for the cost/effective use of technology in education. He noted that $29.9 billion was spent
for higher education in 1971 and that in 1981 the expenditures are likely to jump to $48 billion. Yet as he
indicated there will be the same number of learners. Therefore, in order to cut costs, educational technology can
have a very important role to play. Note, however, that this approach, this premise, or this purpose, draws one
into a closed box of evaluation in that it assumes objectives do not change and that economics do not change.
Therefore, the whole concept of computers or other technology providing a "value added" capability cannot be
addressed. Yet education can be viewed as an open-ended process leading to new objectives and having a general
transfer value for the individual and for society."

"The other purposes noted above become more salient when one asks the question, Is the current educational
model appropriate?'. The issues arose in one presentation discussing the concept of the PSI model where the
individual making the presentation felt that the old exams are not appropriate despite an orientation towards the use
of behavioral objectives. His question was how do you compare the results of the PSI program to the so-called
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conventional mode of presentation. My answer to this is quite simple: You cannot gain consensus on a criterion
for measurement until you can agree on the objectives. Moreover, if new objectives are proposed, then the evalua-
tion has to he made in terms of (a) the acceptance or not of the new objectives, and if they are accepted, (b) the
effectiveness or viability of the technology towards meeting those objectives. But in no way is it appropriate to
make a comparison of cost/effectiveness between old and new since you have added something to the
instructional repertoire which was not present previously. In this case it generally means that you have enhanced
the curricula of the discipline."

"The methodology and the criteria for evaluation become even more difficult to conceive of in classic
terms when the goal of using technology (my interest being in use of the computer) is towards the process or
experience of using the computer's technological capability as a tool for student growth. This is opposed to a
purpose which focusses on a product as a result of the use of the technology, that product being mastery of some
specified set of behavioral objectives. And when one stretches the purpose even further towards the affective
domain such as creating a more positive attitude toward, and awareness of, the value of technology and learning
in general, classic psychometrics are in no way relevant nor are mastery methods relevant for es,'uating the worth
of the technology for education. Humanistic judgments of acceptance and long-term, broad-ranging effects on
the IOU! person become the relevant criteria. Here is where I see substantial value for Bess' measurement
interest (broad social effects)."

"in short, the purposes of education and the purposes for the use of the technology within a given role of
education or educational model must be clearly stipulated in order that one can speak without ambiguity of the
value of technology for education. Productivity similarly must be defined in terms of the purpose for which
education is being provided as opposed to a simplistic implication from our industrial society (see, for example,
Hagerty, Educational Researcher, October, 1972) towards increasing the number of units of output per unit
time spent in the production process."

"Lastly, I was very pleased to hear the group address the problem of models for implementation of new
technologies in terms of the organizational structures which might provide the most viable entities in order to
make the development of such technology a feasible endeavor within education. Serious questions have to be
considered concerning the role of a single orthodox institution in terms of its viability as the basis for imple-
menting technology on any continuing basis. This is especially true for the development, dissemination and use
of computer-based curricula. Development complexities, different instructional orientation, specialized
personnel requirements, and unique financial burdens all require an innovative approach. The Discipline Center
approach described by Art Luehrman is one interesting type of model which is worthy of further elaboration
and consideration by the federal government and perhaps by regional organizations. For example, as we dis-
cussed at one evening session, the state university system in New York might well designate curriculum develop-
ment and evaluation to be carried out at one center and that center would do minimal amounts of operational
teaching. The responsibility for actual delivery and use would occur at other institutions within the state
system, etc."

Dr. Seidel's points are important and underscore several of the previously made recommendations. His
comments relating to an empirical study reported in Professor Hansen's paper, however, do suggest a new
recommendation.

Recommendation 20: That funds be provided to conduct research on the relative effectiveness of the fol-
lowing four CAI strategies: adaptive model; remediation-for-all; learner-choice; and no-remediation.

The reported data from Rivers study, while interesting and provocative, were not definitive. Hansen's inter-
pretation was challenged, or, at least, qualified by Seidel. It is significant enough to justify recommendation 20.
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Personalized, Open Learning Environments

Dean Best Pero reports on a pi,-gram using videotapes in Engineering Education now in operation at. Colorado
State University. Seventeen oiguieering colleges have offered these programs over the past nine years. This use of
ITV systems is a significant fraction of the U.S. higher education experience in providing graduate instruction, for
credit, at the student's place of employment. The SURGE program at Colorado State University is one of the
largest and oldest. In surveying the on-going learning systems, Dean Baldwin reports that his data "....are crude,
order-of-magniftide itimbers..." The first national survey of these programs is now underway under the Chairman-
ship of Albert .1. Morrs. The study is called "The Cost-Effectiveness of Continuing Engineer le Studies by
Television." What is needed is a comparable study of applications in other areas such as unt. ri duate instruction.
The results could provide guidance to institutions wanting to do similar things.

Recommendation 21: That a national survey be conducted to determine the nature, s le., cost, and bene-
fits of video-based programs in different areas of Education, both professional and nonpro.e' Aortal.

It is clear that video technology in higher education is becoming a more acrd more interesting way of relating
to the existing needs for graduate instruction in engineering. But, Dean Baldwin also reported on the use of video
instruction for undergraduates on campus, including a modified Keller plan and a career guidance program on
dormitory CATV. Their extensions of video technology at Colorado State University has interesting implications,
but the extension is not limited to undergraduates. Video technology also is being used in Continuing Education
to meet the needs of older lover 40) engineers, to the career guidance of young students and the "open learning
concept." Many of the same materials can be used to meet these different needs.

Since SURGE, far example, has generated tapes and associated course materials for use in off-campus centers,
it became a relatively simple matter to use them for other groups as well. Dean Baldwin reported a successful new
use in summer school. In fact, one faculty member combined their use for the format of a Keller plan to make the
learning environment more individualized. In addition, a lower-division elective course was offered during the
regular semester, in the modified Keller method. Of interest is the fact that the video tape, in this case, was prepared
by a professor who is on another faculty. This is only one way of achieving a shared distribution of materials. The
liberalization of attitudes about sharing materials of this kind needs to be examined to determine a variety of ways
of making materials more acceptable throughout the community of professors who are the consumers. Unlike other
economic systems, the ultimate consumer, the student, does not now select the materials he pays for and uses.

Dean Baldwin feels that "..,.old budget practices...preclude a fair hearing of technically based instructional
options." The most serious problem, in his view as a middle-level manager, is "the total lack of consideration which
is given to capital outlay amortization in budget preparation..." He also points out that "tight budgets" are
wedded to fixed labor costs and perpetuate the spiraling costs of a labor intensive system."

Recommendation 22: That a study be conducted to determine alternative budget models and associated
materials that will be useful to universities and colleges wanting to adopt the new technologies.

Dean Zigerall points up the need for an reasonableness of evaluation perspective, the use in evaluation of
what the project planners set as their goals and objectives. Separate from this is the question of whether they
chose wisely and well in relation to the larger society and its needs. These are separate issues. We tend to overlook
the former or confuse it with the latter. The Chicago TV College, an eighteenyear old effort, is an extension of
the City Colleges of Chicago, a public two-year community college. It is interesting that the TV College is now a
part of a unitthe Learning Resources Laboratorywhich will provide learning specialists and a variety of
instructional materials for the seven colleges making up the City Colleges of Chicago. This fact should be viewed
in the light of the points previously made about the sociological factors and the context in which technology must
grow and develop and the recommendation made about Education Experimental Station needs, It woul be
interesting to note what the critical factors were that led to this shift. Also of interest would be the institutional
administrative plan since these kinds of information could be useful to other groups contemplating a similar
development.
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Chicago TV College also represents a multifaceted facility. It not only produces materials for television
broadcast, it also produces videocassettes for the Chicago area. The latter allows for the greater personalization
of rristructem. Plans are heifer made to use four channels of an ITFS system as well. The audience potential is
virtually unknown, but assumed to hi., "inexhaustible."

Recommendation 23: That funds be provided to study the audience needs and desires m major metropolitan
areas and to study the Almost of the Chicago TV College to see what career and long-range impact their TV
instruction has had.

Other previously made recommendations are also supported by Dean Zigerell's paper, especially the recom-
mendation that the problems of transferring technology to other institutions be studied. it is particularly interesting
in this regard to note that a consistent 40 percent of TV College-credit students have regularly expressed a desire
to become teachers. As a result, a number of neevant courses exist for teachers and could be transferred to other
loc_ations.

Recommendation 24: That funds be made available to (a) conduct a market analysis for the teacher
education TV courses to determine the demand for them in other locations, and (b) to determine the problems
and cost of transferring them.

The need is for an analysis of the problems of interinstitutional transfer, Undoubtedly this is rooted in
attitudes of faculty, but the problem is sufficiently serious and promises cost benefits that need to be taken
advantage of.

Brian Lewis presents a fact-packed paper; a comprehensive account of the British Open University's main
teaching arrangements. Also included are data based upon their experience since 1969, when it was established
by Royal Charter. Teaching, however, began in 1971, but the two years were filled with activities that were new
and unprecedented approaches to problems in higher education. This is the first "...full-scale home-based, multi-
media system of higher education!' It provides opportunities at both the undergraduate and postgraudate levels
to all who are precluded from realizing their educational aims in an existing institution. In spite of these limita-
tions on time and breadth of scope, twenty thousand students actually paid their fees and started in January,
1971. As many as BO percent stayed in, and 75 percent passed their examinations. 1972 saw a repetition of this,
and the current student population is approximately forty thousand students.

The main student location is the home, but tour teaching resources are available: postal packages of home-
study materials; television and radio; !Mal study centers; and short residential summer schools. The first of these
constitutes the "core" content of the courses, To get a degree, a student must successfully complete six to eight
COARSE'S of study at a rate of not more than two courses per year. Each course requires twelve hours of home
study per week for nine months. The students are adults over twenty-one, but plans to admit younger students
exist,

The courses give students many things to do, and each study package is self-contained and sustains activity
for four to six weeks. Radio and television supplement and complement the core materials. Students return the
homework within specific time limits.

The constraints experienced by the "faculty" are more in the development of materials than in their
delivery. Assigned work is partially processed by computers. There are tutor marked assignments as well. For
each homework assignment the computer generates a detailed statement of how well the student has done.
Progress reports are made to regional offices and to students. Student opinion is routinely solicited, and question-
naires are regularly sent to representative samples of students. These kinds of feedback are processed. O.U. has
its own Institute of Educational Technology which, among other activities, has primary responsibility for guiding
and informing the process of self-improvement.
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Dr. Lewis reported in useful detail the problems and processes in course development. Underestimation of
the task and limited resources have burdened the staff members, but "...the production of quality courses is now
merely difficult, rather than impossible." It takes two to three weeks to produce an adequate first draft, which
then needs to be tried out or tested with a sample of appropriate students. Then revision follows, and the new
draft is testeda test-revise-retest cycleuntil the author is satisfied. Each new cycle as three to four weeks, at
least. in addition, the author must devise appropf:ate homework. In doing this, he must specify exactly the plan
for marking to be used by the computer. Patterns of staff differentiation in function have emerged and are
described.

The use of "self-contained blocks"'of four weight units each, authored separately, has resulted in an
effective strategy for producing courses that run thirty-six weeks' duration. Some one-half courses or one-third
courses also are being developed.

Recommendation 25: That funds be provided to develop, out of the O.U. experience, for example, require:
ments and specifications for as yet undeveloped aids to course development, so as to increase the productivity
of the course development process.

Recommendation 26: That funds be provided to plan and develop a set of courses to be used by an open
university network.

This recommendation was made by Chancellor Lipson. He included in his paper a detailed proposal for
such an effort. His bench mark is 300 courses, and he estimates a $60 million per year cost for a five-year period.
A cooperative effort is erivis sned for: (a) production of course materials; (b) systems of student access; (c)
proficiency tests; and (d) evaluation of the system.

Professor Klare reported on "readability" studies of correspondence materials like the "core materials"
used in the O.U. At least twenty-nine computer programs currently exist for applying readability formulas to
large bodies of text. The studies indicated some interesting relationships between reading difficulty and drop
out. These studies of USAF I (United States Armed Forces Institute) data are from thirty courses. A rank-order
correlation of .87 was found between the readability scores and the probability that students would send in all
of their lessons. Clearly readability is related to persistence.

Recommendation 27: That funds be provided to conduct experimental studies of the relationihip of
comprehension and persistence to readability by using materials designed to meet a single set of objectives, but
written at different levels of readability.

Recommendation 28: That funds be provided to develop interactive versions of readability programs to aid
authors in developing materials for targeted student users,

Professor Yelon addressed himself to the papers by Baldwin and Lewis with respect to measurementand
evaluation. In his opinion Dean Baldwin did not look at all important productivity measures; he did not mention
the application (transfer) of learning or the achieving of more objectives. Lewis omitted student learning in his
summary of the O.U. experience.

RecoMmendation 29: That funds be provided to develop a comprehensive list and appropriate guides for
collecting productivity data in evaluation of educational technology procrams.

Yelon also raised one of the sensitive questionS, procedures for applying social science to development,
delivery, and evaluation. Probably the single most promising and cost-effective solution to the problems of
educational technology is a good social science theory and techniques for applying it. Therefore our final
recommendation based on this symposium is the following:
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Recommendation 30: That funds be provided to develop social science and behavioral theories that relate

to the problems of educational, and especially, instructional technokigy.
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